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RESPONSE TO PUBLIC COMMENTS 
August 5, 2019 

 
Draft Removal Action Workplan and Determination of Findings 

 
Space Bank Mini-Storage Site 

(Former Naval Information Research Foundation) 
3200 East Foothill Boulevard, Pasadena CA 91107   

SUMMARY 
 
On March 8, 2019, the Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) issued a 
public notice to initiate a 30-day public comment period on the proposed Removal 
Action Workplan (RAW) for the Space Bank Mini-Storage site (Site) located at 3200 
East Foothill Boulevard, Pasadena, California.  The comment period was 
subsequently extended from April 8 to May 14, 2019.  
 
Historical research and development operations by the United States Navy from 
1943 to 1973 resulted in releases of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), heavy 
metals (lead, mercury, thallium, and arsenic), and petroleum hydrocarbons into 
soil, storm drains and seepage pits at the Site.  DTSC determined that soil and soil 
vapor contaminants at the Site exceed DTSC’s protective standards for residential 
use and required site remediation to protect human health and the environment.  
Pasadena Gateway LLC (PGL), a redevelopment company, entered into a 
Prospective Purchaser Agreement (PPA) with DTSC in November 2011 (amended 
Dec 2017) to develop the remedial investigation and feasibility study (RI/FS), the 
RAW, perform the necessary removal actions and initiate a groundwater 
investigation.  The RAW (December 2017, Ninyo & Moore) proposes excavation, 
removal and disposal of impacted soils. The cleanup is estimated to take 80 days, 
and a total of 745 cubic yards (approx. 55 truckloads) of contaminated soil will be 
removed and disposed of off-site. Confirmatory soil sampling, a soil gas survey and 
a site-specific health risk assessment will be conducted to confirm that the site is 
suitable for the planned residential and commercial development.  
 
Under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), DTSC prepared a draft 
Statement of Findings, which concluded that the proposed project will not result in 
a significant impact to the environment 
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As part of DTSC’s public outreach process, DTSC issued a Community Update and a 
notice advertising the comment period on March 8, 2019.  DTSC presented the 
proposed removal action during a public meeting held on March 28, 2019 at the 
College of Pasadena Continuing Education Facility.  
 
DTSC received comments from 50 individuals during the public comment period.  
Individual responses to comments received are listed in Section 2. Comments 
contained common themes have been summarized into 5 broad categories.  A 
summary of DTSC’s response to each of the 5 categories is provided below.    

1. The Site has not been adequately investigated for explosives and per- 
and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS), and therefore the site 
investigation process needs to be reopened.  

DTSC Response:  

Based on multiple environmental studies and their validated data, DTSC determined 
that the Site is adequately characterized for the proposed removal action. 

The available historical United States Navy records indicate that the facility was 
used primarily for research and development activities which included machining, 
assembling and hydrodynamic testing of rockets and torpedo prototypes, and 
electronic guidance systems and components.  Since 1999, DTSC has overseen 15 
environmental investigations with 382 soil samples and 157 soil gas samples 
collected throughout the Site at locations that were deemed to be most likely 
impacted with chemicals associated with the known operations.  Soil samples were 
collected from storage sheds, laboratories floor drains, vehicle maintenance area, 
sewer system, storm drains, and seepage pits.  Laboratory analyses were 
conducted for a wide range of chemicals associated with historical operations, which 
included: volatile organic compounds (VOCs), semi-volatile organic compounds 
(SVOCs), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), total petroleum hydrocarbons 
(TPHs), dioxins and furans, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), heavy metals 
(chromium, lead, arsenic, etc.), N-nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA), perchlorate, and 
Otto fuel. 

Navy historical records indicate that functional live-fire weapons testing was 
conducted at the Navy’s China Lake facility and propulsion tests were conducted at 
Morris Dam. There is no evidence that functional tests of weapon systems were 
conducted at the Site. Due to the absence of records regarding laboratory-scale 
explosives use in the facility’s combustion laboratories, PGL is developing a work 
plan to sample Site soil for RDX and TNT (commonly used explosives) along with 
their degradation products as part of removal action activities.  If these compounds 
are detected above screening levels, the current health-protective cleanup 
standards will be used for any necessary cleanup activities to protect future 
residential users.   
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Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) were not identified as a contaminant of 
concern at the Site because extensive past investigations did not identify use of 
PFAS at the Site. The Department of Defense (DoD) has identified PFAS as an 
emerging contaminant of concern at former and current DoD facilities. As the Site 
was a former US Navy facility, and to conclusively rule out PFAS as a contaminant 
of concern with empirical data, DTSC will require the developer to sample and 
analyze site soil and groundwater for PFAS as part of the RAW implementation.  

2. The newly established Water Board Environmental Screening Level 
(ESL) for volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in soil and soil gas are 
more protective than the proposed cleanup goals. 

DTSC Response:  
 
The Water Board ESLs are used as a screening tool, typically in the investigation 
phase, to determine if further site-specific evaluation of VOCs in spoil vapor is 
warranted. The site-specific cleanup goals for VOCs and other contaminants in both 
soil and soil gas are evaluated and specified in the RAW based on current 
standards. These cleanup standards are intended to be protective of the intended 
residential land use.  
  
3. Groundwater at the Site has not been adequately investigated even 

though two municipal wells within 1 mile of the Site have been closed. 
If the development is allowed to proceed before groundwater has been 
investigated, it will prevent future soil excavation as part of a future 
groundwater remedy.   

DTSC Response:   
 
There is no data indicating groundwater at the Site is contaminated or that the Site 
is the source of groundwater contamination.  The two municipal wells identified 
were closed due to mechanical problems, and elevated concentrations of nitrates 
that are a regional issue.  Pasadena Water and Power confirmed this information at 
the Pasadena City Council meeting on May 13, 2019.  Groundwater will be 
investigated as part of the cleanup activities based on the PPA between PGL and 
DTSC.  If it is determined that further groundwater investigation and/or 
remediation is necessary, DTSC will pursue the additional remedial work with the 
parties responsible for the contamination.  Proven in-situ remedial technologies can 
be used to remediate subsurface soils and groundwater, even without physical 
access to the surface area over a release.  
 
4. The plan to leave hazardous waste in place after the removal action 

would endanger children and future residents, causing cancer and birth 
defects along with learning and other lifelong disabilities. There are no 
quantifiable cleanup goals in the RAW. Confirmatory sampling will not 
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be reliable because they will be conducted by a consultant retained by 
the developer and will therefore be biased. Site cleanup activities would 
expose community to risk from contaminants with fugitive dust and 
VOCs emission. 

 
DTSC Response:  
 
Because the cleanup levels in the RAW are for residential and unrestricted use, no 
hazardous waste levels of contamination will be left in the soil or soil gas. The RAW 
specified residential cleanup goals for chemicals of concern in soil and soil gas after 
the cleanup, data from confirmatory sampling of soil and a soil gas survey will be 
used to complete a human health risk assessment prior to development of the Site. 
The health risk assessment will assess the suitability of the Site for residential 
development. If necessary, the RAW requires a vapor intrusion mitigation system to 
protect future site residents. Site-specific remedial goals are provided in the RAW 
(Chapter 5, Tables 3 and 4).  The soil and vapor samples will be analyzed by 
laboratories that are certified under the California Environmental Laboratory 
Accreditation Program. Sampling data will not only be carefully evaluated by DTSC, 
it will also be validated by an independent third-party professional in accordance 
with the EPA Level 2 validation process.  
 
As part of the RAW implementation activities, fugitive dust, particulates and 
emission of volatile organic compounds will be controlled with the application of 
water, dust control foam and plastic covers, as necessary.  In addition, air and 
weather monitoring devices within the Site and along the fence line will measure air 
quality as required by the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD). 
The air monitoring activities will ensure that RAW implementation activities conform 
to SCAQMD’s requirements for dust, volatile organic compounds emission and 
particulate emissions (Rules 403, 1166 and 1466). PGL will be required to comply 
with the relevant permit and notification requirements. DTSC will oversee RAW 
implementation activities to ensure adherence to the RAW. 
 
5. Re-open the CEQA document because it does not adequately address 

those issues previously mentioned above. DTSC’s Statement of Findings 
in compliance with CEQA determined that the project has significant 
environmental effects but is approving the project due to project 
benefits that outweigh the significant environmental effects. DTSC has 
not demonstrated that the project benefits outweighed the significant 
environmental effects. 

 
DTSC Response:   
 
The operative California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) document for the Site’s 
RAW is the Sustainable Community Environmental Assessment (SCEA) that was 
developed and approved in 2018 by the City of Pasadena (the City).  The SCEA is 
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similar to a mitigated negative declaration because of the project’s mitigation 
measures reduce impacts to a level of insignificance.  
 
Since the City is the CEQA lead agency for the whole transit priority project, 
decisions on the CEQA document rest with the City.  The RAW is a part of the City’s 
larger project, and DTSC is classified as a responsible agency under CEQA.  
Consequently, DTSC’s authority is limited to oversight of the remediation activities 
detailed in the RAW, and DTSC has no authority to reopen the SCEA. 
 
DTSC analyzed the potential environmental impacts associated with the RAW’s 
proposed removal activities; and determined that those proposed activities, 
including the changes required to address the public comments received in 2019, 
will not result in a significant (adverse) impact to the environment, and that none 
of the conditions in Cal. Code Regs., tit. 14, § 15162 exists that would require re-
opening of the SCEA.
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RESPONSE TO PUBLIC COMMENTS 
August 5, 2019 

 
Draft Removal Action Workplan and Determination of Findings 

 
Space Bank Mini-Storage Site 

(Former Naval Information Research Foundation) 
3200  Foothill Boulevard, Pasadena CA 91107   

1. Introduction 
 
On March 8, 2019, the Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) issued a public 
notice to provide updates to the community and to initiate the public comment period on 
the proposed Removal Action Workplan (RAW) for the Space Bank Mini-Storage site 
(Site), a 9-acre site located at 3200 East Foothill Boulevard, in the City of Pasadena, 
California. 
  
Historical research and development operations by the United States Navy resulted in 
releases of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), heavy metals, and petroleum 
hydrocarbons into soil, storm drains and seepage pits at the Site.  
 
Under proposed future land use as a commercial and residential development by 
Pasadena Gateway, LLC. (PGL), DTSC determined that soil and soil vapor impacts exceed 
DTSC’s protective standards for the intended residential use and required site remediation 
to protect human health and the environment. To address the impacted soils and 
contaminated media at the site, PGL, the developer, entered into a Prospective Purchaser 
Agreement with DTSC to develop the remedial investigation and feasibility study, RAW, 
perform the cleanup activities and initiate a groundwater investigation.   
 
The RAW proposes excavation, removal and disposal of impacted soils to off-site 
permitted facilities. The proposed removal action is estimated to take 80 days, and a total 
of 745 cubic yards (approx. 55 truckloads) of contaminated soil will be removed and 
disposed of at permitted facilities.  
 
As an integral part of the removal actions, confirmation soil sampling, a soil gas survey 
and a site-specific health risk assessment will be conducted to confirm that the site is 
suitable for residential use prior to construction.  
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Under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), DTSC prepared a draft Statement 
of Findings, which concluded that the proposed soil removal activities will not result in 
significant impact and unavoidable effects to public health and the environment 
 
As part of DTSC’s public outreach process, DTSC completed a community survey in 
September 2018 to gauge public interest on the Site. Based on the Community Profile, 
DTSC mailed a fact sheet and a public notice initiating the 30-day public comment period 
to local residents on March 6, 2019. The public notice was also published in the Pasadena 
Star News newspaper on March 8, 2019. The initial 30-day public comment period began 
March 6, 2019 and ended on April 8, 2019.  DTSC presented the proposed removal action 
during a public meeting held on March 28, 2019 at the College of Pasadena Continuing 
Education Facility. The public comment period was extended twice with the final closing 
date of May 14, 2019 for a total of 69 days.   
 
The proposed RAW, CEQA Statement of Findings and other project documents were 
available for review at the following locations:   
 

• Pasadena Public Library-Hastings Branch 
3325 E. Orange Grove 
Pasadena, CA 91107  
(626) 744-7263 

 
• Department of Toxic Substances Control 

5796 Corporate Avenue 
Cypress, CA 90630 
(714) 484-5337 or 484-5336 to make an appointment 

 
• DTSC EnviroStor Website 

https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/profile_report.asp?global_id=71003391 
 
 
The specific responses to individual comments are presented in Section.2.0 below  
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2.0   Public Comments Received on the draft RAW Document and DTSC California 
Environmental Quality Act Statement of Findings  
 
 
The following public comments were received during the public comment period at the 
public meeting on March 28, 2019 (presented in Section 2.1), and by letters and emails 
(presented in Section 2.2) throughout the public comment period ending on May 14, 
2019. All comments, listed in the order received, and responses herein are included in the 
project administrative record.  
 
 
2.1 Comments from the Public Meeting 
 
 
 
1 

Commenter: Kristin Shrader-Frechette 
Center for Environmental Justice and 
Children’s Health (Los Angeles) and 
University of Notre Dame 

Category: Public meeting   

 Comment: (as recorded by the public meeting stenographer) 
 
There were five incinerators on the site, not one.  There’s a whole lot of areas that 
need to be tested for dioxin. Secondly, you talked about things that you did –
actually you guys didn’t do those studies.  All these studies were done by the 
developer’s consultants or by the US Army Corps of Engineers.  The other thing 
you mentioned about 15 site studies being done, actually only three of those 
studies contained EPA level 2 data validation.  Only three of them passed those 
studies. So I want to speak more with you. Those are just some comments on the 
presentation because they were some inaccuracies. You also said that we want to 
have unrestricted site use. Well, the prospective purchaser agreement says that 
there can be (unintelligible), a site that is safe, that's cleaning up doesn't have 
land use controls, and those weren't mentioned. So I'll stop there and then make 
my comments on the project later. 
   

 DTSC Response: 
 
The public meeting presentation was intended to provide the community with a 
summary of the site history and focused on relevant investigation findings; health 
risk assessment; conceptual site model; the pertinent proposed cleanup goals; and 
the implementation of the field activities.  
 
DTSC reviewed and approved Site work plans and reports from various responsible 
parties and consultants.  The DTSC-approved investigation reports do include 
issues mentioned in the comments with more details: the number of incinerators, 
dioxin sampling results and applicability of validated data from seven 
investigations. The reports are publicly available to review on-line and at DTSC 
office.  
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The Site’s characterization and supporting data are presented in the Remedial 
Investigation and Feasibility Study (RI/FS) and the proposed Removal Action 
Workplan (RAW).    
 
The RI/FS (November 3, 2017, Ninyo & Moore) contained a Data Validation 
Memorandum (DVM) prepared by Ninyo & Moore which summarized the findings 
from the various reports, including investigations by Maness, USACE, SAIC, 
SECOR, Innovative Technical Solution, Inc., Kennedy/Jenks, and Ninyo & Moore; it 
clearly determined which of these investigations met Level 2 Data Validation 
requirements.  Among other conclusions, it found that the SAIC data did not meet 
Level 2 Data Validation requirements but provided a reasonable approximation of 
the actual concentrations (e.g., same order of magnitude), and DTSC concluded 
that report was usable for making remedial decisions. The Maness report and the 
Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment reports could not be verified with Level 2 
Data Validation and were not used as supporting documents.   
 
Several soil gas data points in the Ninyo & Moore report could not be verifies with 
Level 2 Data validation. The DVM indicated that soil gas data is particularly difficult 
to meet quality control standards due to its inherent variability in the environment 
and sensitivity to changing conditions (temperature and pressure). The DVM 
further noted that Kennedy Jenks soil gas data taken from the same general 
vicinity of the site yielded comparable results, and therefore DTSC concluded that 
these concentrations provide a reasonable approximation of the actual 
concentrations and can be used to make remedial decisions. 
 
Data validation was a required component of the RI/FS performed by Ninyo & 
Moore.  The data validation memorandum demonstrates that all key historic data 
meets the stringent Level 2 Data Validation requirements set forth by DTSC. 
 
In summary, DTSC determined that the aggregated data from the seven validated 
site investigation reports, with multiple lines of evidence, provide a satisfactory 
Conceptual Site Model that supports the proposed removal action.     
 

 
 
 
2 

Maro Kakoussian 
Resident 

Category: Public meeting   

 Comment: (Submitted written and verbal comment) 
 
 1.  Documents provided on DTSC’s Envirostor constantly reiterate that there is 
not enough knowledge of the site to make a proper conclusion to the extent of 
historical operations of the site nor contamination. 

a. Several documents, for example the 1999 Environmental Site Assessment 
and the 2007 Environmental Summary report, mention several times that 
conclusions cannot be made because of a lack of information.  

b. We understand that the Navy can only provide information that won’t cause 
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a threat to national security, however, a lack of information can be a major 
health risk for us who live in the surrounding residences.  

c. Furthermore, how is it possible that this whole remediation effort is taking 
place when the state documents state they’re unsure of the history of the 
site.   
 

2. Data tables provided in the Environmental Summary report also show a lack of 
information.  The report mentions that there were possibly 5 incinerators that 
may have existed at the site, however, in table 111, on page 64, of the report, 
samples on were only taken in the areas surrounding four of them, leaving out 
the area around Incinerator No.1.  Why was incinerator no. 1 left out?   
 
3. There is also concern about the Risk Assessment Report,  
(1) The Health Risk assessment only considers health risk for workers, though 

workers are those primarily who can be exposed, you cannot forget that 
residents that live very close to this site.   

(2) The report also mentioned that groundwater was not evaluated because no 
samples were taken, yet SECOR in 2005 were able to detect VOCs in 
nearby groundwater, which is mentioned in this report. 

(3) Because we know there may have been up to 5 incinerators, how is it that 
there is no data nor [sic] mention of offsite soil testing.  The nature of 
emissions, more specifically particulate matter, then to accumulate on 
surfaces like soil.   
This is a concern of mine as I live with in less of a quarter of a mile, and I 
know that at Exide, soil testing was conducted as far as a mile and a half.  
Why is that not happening here if we do know that there was existence of 
multiple incinerators.  

 
4.  Lastly, while reviewing these documents, I came across a section 

summarizing past investigations of the site.   Two of which were conducted by 
Tetra Tech.  For those who are don’t know, or aren’t aware, Tetra was caught 
manipulating soil samples at Hunter’s Point Naval Shipyard.  Tetra tech has 
been a primary contractor for the Navy, and in response to the confirmed 
accusation, Tetra Tech attempted to fix their situation by reevaluating the soil 
samples and tried to argue that they found all the samples that were 
manipulated and were corrected accordingly. However, the Navy, DTSC and 
USEPA reviewed the soil data and confirmed that 98% of the samples were 
tampered with, not collected at the location recorded, or were mishandles in 
the laboratory.  Now the Navy has to completely restart the remediation 
process by retaking samples. As a community member, I do not feel 
comfortable knowing that tetra tech was involved in this process.  I ask that 
the Navy, DTSC and EPA review historical data and documentation and by 
documentation, I mean ALL documentation of this site, including that of which 
the Navy has previously no included on historical operations, to confirm to the 
public that the data is correct.   
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 DTSC Response: 
 

1. The environmental investigation process is often an iterative development 
with multiple site investigations to develop a comprehensive conceptual site 
model for the development of a remediation plan.  The 1999 USACE Draft 
Site Investigation report cited in Comment 1 is a preliminary assessment of 
the property.  The 2007 Kennedy-Jenks Environmental Summary Report 
provided a review of data collected from various investigations and 
assessments of the site since 1994. It reviewed and confirmed then-
existing validated data as well as recommendations for additional 
investigation for data gaps.  Additional site investigations, including soil 
sampling, health risk assessment and soil gas survey, were conducted 
between 2006-2016 to resolve the identified data gap.  DTSC 
independently reviewed and approved investigation reports and determined 
that the site characterization and supporting data in the Site Investigation 
and Feasibility Study Report (RI/FS) are sufficient to proceed with the 
proposed RAW. 
 

2. The data tables in the Kennedy-Jenks report were not completely populated 
because samples were tabulated in a certain format, samples taken were 
not needed and/or samples were analyzed for different chemicals.  For 
example, in Table 1 of the report, six soil samples from location B1 were 
collected from different depths for volatile organic compounds (VOCs).  The 
table shows the results from sample depths of 1 ft and 5 ft. while nothing is 
shown for the 10, 15, 20 and 25 ft location. The reason is that if nothing is 
found closer to the surface, then the contamination would not likely be 
presented at deeper depths, therefore chemical analysis would not be 
necessary for soil samples at those depths. 
 
The Kennedy-Jenks Environmental Summary Report addressed the five 
incinerators and soil sampling results related to the locations.  The RI/FS 
provided further information on the environmental impact of incinerator at 
Building 126.  
 

3. The Site’s health risk assessment (HRA) was based on worker scenario 
because the Site is currently used as a mini-storage facility and small 
commercial workshops.  The identified contamination areas are confined to 
subsurface, i.e. underneath the pavement, in storm drains and seepage 
pits. The possibility of exposure to the public and to the surrounding 
community is not likely.  A post-removal action HRA will be performed 
based on residential risk standards. 
The cited VOCs contamination of the groundwater in the Raymond Basin is 
not specifically directed at this Site.  Raymond Basin is a large underground 
aquifer that covers most of Pasadena and surrounding communities; there 
were impacts of VOCs from other known sources in this region.  Based on 
depth to groundwater at a reported 330 to 400 feet below ground surface, 
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groundwater is not considered to be at risk from Site historical activities.  
However, a groundwater investigation is a part of the proposed cleanup 
activities.  The Pasadena Water and Power authority continues to use 
Raymond Basin, which is the main drinking water aquifer underneath the 
Site, to provide water to Pasadena residents.  Data from the groundwater 
sampling events will provide DTSC with information whether additional 
action is required. 
 
Incinerator No. 1 (INC-1) was described as a “steel refuse burner” for a 
furniture and lumber mill in the early 1930’s prior to the development of 
the Caltech/Navy facility (Sanborn Map, 1930).  Therefore, soil sampling 
was not performed in the area of INC-1, which is currently underneath 
Building 5 and adjacent to a stormwater catch basin.  The catch basin will 
be removed as part of the cleanup and soil sampling of the area will be 
performed.  The five incinerators were reported in the investigation report, 
and soil samples were taken in their vicinity (except for INC-1) to analyze 
for chemicals that are normally associated with burning of refuse. These 
chemicals included:  heavy metals (e.g. lead, cadmium and mercury), 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and dioxin and furans.  Elevated 
concentration heavy metals and PAHs were confined to the subsurface soil 
at the Site.  Off-site testing for particulate emission from the incinerator, 
last reported used in the 1950’s, would not be valid at this time because 
the particulates would have been attenuated by weather, land development 
and other man-made sources such as Freeway I-210 and nearby industrial 
facilities, in the past 70 years.           
 

4. Tetra Tech performed a Phase 1 Site Assessment (1994) as part of a real 
estate due diligence process for a potential buyer; it was a preliminary 
evaluation of the property to identify potential environmental liability. This 
was a “desktop” type study (i.e., research of existing documentation) that 
did not include the collection of any physical samples. The Phase 1 Site 
Assessment did not involve DTSC oversight and this report was not 
considered to be an important document in the development of the RI/FS 
and RAW.   
 

 
 
 
3 

Commenter: Regina B. Thomas 
San Gabriel, CA 
 

Category: Public meeting  

 Comment:  
Extend the comment period to July 18, 2019 and full site cleanup.  30 days is [sic] 
not enough to read such difficult documents that affect their safety.  RDX 
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 DTSC Response: 
 

The initial public comment period for the RAW was scheduled from March 6, 2019 
to April 8, 2019 as specified in federal and state regulations - the National 
Contingency Plan and California Title 22. Based on feedback from the community, 
DTSC extended the public comment period to April 30, 2019. DTSC further 
extended the public comment period closed to May 14, 2019, for a 69-day total 
public comment period.  
 
Since 1999, DTSC has been involved in 15 environmental investigations at the Site 
and the development of the proposed Removal Action Work plan.    
 
Based on available historical United States Navy records of the Site, the Site was 
used primarily for research and development activities. These activities included 
machining and fabricating parts, testing rocket and torpedo components, and 
electronic guidance system. The weapons were shipped by train to Navy’s facility 
at China Lake for live-fire testing of rockets or to Morris Dam for torpedoes 
propulsion test.  There are no records of test-firing or explosive testing of 
munitions at the Pasadena Site. Navy historical record indicates that explosives 
were loaded into weapons systems at China Lake and tests were conducted at that 
desert facility.  
 
Two combustion laboratories have been documented at the Site, and they are 
believed to have conducted bench-scale testing of petroleum-based propellants. 
Based on the period of Navy operations at the Site, the materials in the 
combustion laboratories were believed to have been primarily Otto Fuel, a 
commonly used torpedo propellant. Previous Site investigations sampled for Otto 
Fuel in 35 soil samples and 4 sediment samples. One detection of Otto fuel in 39 
soil samples was found at a shallow depth at 5.4 micrograms per liter. Propellant 
chemicals were therefore not identified as chemicals of concern.  
 
Based on available record, there is no evidence that prototype weapons were 
loaded with explosives and tested at this facility, therefore energetic compounds 
were not previously identified as chemicals of concern. Due to uncertainty whether 
explosives were used in the combustion laboratories, the developer is developing a 
work plan to sample for RDX and TNT, commonly used explosives during the Site’s 
operational time period, along with their degradation products.  If RDX, TNT or 
their degradation products are detected above residential screening levels, the 
impacted soil will be removed based on required cleanup levels.  
 
Residential screening for these compounds are provided in the table below.   
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 TABLE 1.  EXPLOSIVES AND ENERGETICS RESIDENTIAL SCREENING LEVELS 

 

 
 
 

Analyte 

 
 
 

Abbreviation 

 
       Reporting 

Limit 
   (mg/kg) 

 
    Method 

Detection 
Limit 

      (mg/kg) 

 
Residential 

Soil Screening 

Levelsa 

(mg/kg) 

 
Analysis 
Method 

Octahydro-1,3,5,7-
tetranitro-1,3,5,7-
t t i  

HMX 0.250 0.030 3,900 EPA 8330 

Hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro-
1,3,5-triazine 

RDX 0.250 0.040 8.3 EPA 8330 

1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene 1,3,5-TNB 0.250 0.020 2,200 EPA 8330 

1,3-Dinitrobenzene 1,3-DNG 0.250 0.050 6.3 EPA 8330 

Methyl-2,4,6-
trinitrophenylnitramine 

Tetryl 0.250 0.050 160 EPA 8330 

Nitrobenzene NB 0.250 0.050  5.1b EPA 8330 

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene 2,4,6-TNT 0.250 0.020 21 EPA 8330 

4-Amino-2,6-dinitrotoluene 4-Am-DNT 0.250 0.020 150 EPA 8330 

2-Amino-4,6-dinitrotoluene 2-Am-DNT 0.250 0.100 150 EPA 8330 

2,4-Dinitrotoluene 2,4-DNT 0.250 0.020 1.7 EPA 8330 

2,6-Dinitrotoluene 2,6-DNT 0.250 0.030 0.36 EPA 8330 

2-Nitrotoluene 2-NT 0.250 0.080 2.2 EPA 8330 

3-Nitrotoluene 3-NT 0.250 0.070 6.3 EPA 8330 

4-Nitrotoluene 4-NT 0.250 0.080 34 EPA 8330 

Nitroglycerin NG 0.500 0.130 6.3 EPA 8330 

Pentaerythritol tetranitrate PETN 0.500 0.160 130 EPA 8330 

3,5-Dinitroaniline 3,5-DNA 0.500 0.025 NA EPA 8330 

Notes: 
a. Source: HERO HHRA Note Number 3, DTSC-modified Screening Levels, April 2019 
b. Source for nitrobenzene screening level: EPA Regional Screening Levels - Resident Soil, Generic Tables,  
April 2019 
 
DTSC - California Department of Toxic Substances Control 
EPA - United States Environmental Protection Agency 
HERO - DTSC Human and Ecological Risk Office 
HHRA - Human Health Risk Assessment 
mg/kg - milligram per kilogram 
NA - not applicable, no State or Federal screening level 
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4 

Commenter: Janet Waldron 
Pasadena, CA 

Category: Public meeting  

 Comment: 
I am opposed to this development until further study and cleanup are done.  
Would you want to live there?  Do you trust the developer?  1.  Require full site 
testing and cleanup 2. Extend the comment period until July 8 3. Rescind CEQA 
findings since new info, RDX, has been found and needs to be tested.  Would 
you want to live there?   

    I support Kristin Shrader Frechette data and argument.   
 

 DTSC Response: 
 

1. Since 1999, DTSC has overseen 15 environmental investigations at the Site. 
A total of 382 soil samples and 157 soil gas samples were collected 
throughout the Site at locations that were deemed to be most likely 
impacted with chemicals, including: storage sheds, laboratories, vehicle 
maintenance area, floor drains, sewer system, storm drains, seepage pits 
and underground storage tanks. Laboratory analyses for a wide range of 
chemicals associated with historical operations were evaluated: volatile 
organic compounds, semi-volatile organic compounds, polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons, total petroleum hydrocarbons, dioxins and furans, 
polychlorinated biphenyls, heavy metals (chromium, lead, thallium, arsenic, 
etc.)  N-nitrosodimethylamine, perchlorate, and Otto fuel.  Based on the 
multiple lines of evidence from environmental data collected and the nature 
of the operations of the facility, DTSC has determined that the site is 
adequately characterized to support the proposed removal action. 
 

2. Please see response to Comment 3 regarding the Public Comment Period 
extension. 
 

3. Please see response to Comment 3 regarding RDX and TNT contamination. 
Currently, there is no additional information requiring substantive change to 
the proposed removal action that would require a revision to DTSC’s CEQA 
Statement of Findings.  

 
 
 
 
5 

Commenter: Lee Allen Category: Public meeting  

 Comment: 
Will future resident be required to sign a disclaimer related to: a) knowledge of a 
hazardous waste site, b) not open windows c) what else?  Or will no disclaimer be 
required of future residents? 
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 DTSC Response: 
 
A land use covenant (LUC) will be required to prohibit residential or other sensitive 
land uses or require operation of mitigation equipment if unrestricted cleanup 
goals are not achieved through the implementation of the removal action, and a 
vapor mitigation system is needed.  If the property has a recorded LUC, the 
property will have restrictions on the use of the property and California law 
requires the property owner to notify tenants and buyers of the restrictions. 
   

 
 
 
6 

Commenter: Peter Matthiessen, 
Space Bank tenant 

Category: Public 
meeting 

 

 Comment: (from comment card and as recorded by the public meeting 
stenographer) 
 
Will tenants be vacated prior to any remediation areas of building 7 under the 210 
Fwy?  Radioactive materials?  Component of explosives. Risk to public exposed to 
soil during construction. 
 
Just a couple of points. I'm a tenant (unintelligible) and my general is question is 
will tenants be removed off site a hundred percent before remediation begins? Will 
they allow to linger in the dust and (unintelligible).  
Building No. 7 has footprints underneath the 210. What do we know about that, 
and as they start to excavate the site, are we not taking the genie out of the bottle 
with whatever comes out under the 210? (Unintelligible) approach to that.  
 
Are there any radioactive materials left on site that are, you know, (unintelligible) 
in parts or in pieces, and then explosive materials, propellants and such, are there 
others that are not on these lists we wish to look (unintelligible)? 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
The existing facility will be vacated and demolished prior to the removal action.    
 
Dust: 
As part of Removal Action Workplan (RAW) implementation activities, field 
activities are required to comply with the relevant South Coast Air Quality 
Management District (SCAQMD) permit and notification requirements.   
 
In addition, the Site’s air will be monitored upwind and downwind with air 
monitoring devices within the Site and along the fence line.  Fugitive dust, 
particulates and volatile organic compounds’ emissions will be controlled with the 
application of water, dust control foam and plastic cover, as necessary. The 
stockpiles soil will be covered when not in use, overnight and during high wind 
event.   
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The air monitoring activities will confirm that RAW implementation activities will 
conform to the SCAQMD’s requirements for dust, volatile organic compounds 
emission and particulate emission (Rules 403, 1166 and 1466).  
 
Explosives and propellants: 
Please see response to Comment 3 regarding potential explosives contamination. 
 
Building 7:  
There are currently no plans to excavate the footprint of former building 7 area 
that is now under the freeway due to concerns that doing so would undermine the 
foundation of the freeway.    
 
Radioactive material: 
A radiological survey was conducted at various locations in building 20, a location 
with a reported historic radiological warning sign.  The results did not indicate 
radioactivity.  In addition, DTSC health and safety procedures require that DTSC 
staff use a handheld radiation detector during initial site visits. No radioactivity was 
detected during DTSC’s initial site inspection.  
 

 
 
 
7 

Commenter: Gene Masuda 
4th District Councilmember 

Category: Public meeting  

 Comment: (comment as recorded by the public meeting stenographer) 
 
Thank you very much for (unintelligible) for us (unintelligible). I'm wondering why 
are we having the meeting today after you've done some soil testing? That's my 
first question. Why disturb the soil before having this meeting and telling us what 
it's all about? Was there any soil -- was there any air quality testing as a baseline 
right before you started the testing, and would it be -- would a third party be 
monitoring the air quality during the process of removal of the soil?  
 
Mr. Ta, I e-mailed you a couple of days ago about needing to extend the comment 
period. I wasn't pleased with your response saying that you're going to put it as a 
-- in the record -- your request is in the record rather than responding on actually 
extending it. It should be extended, especially from the report that we got today. 
It's not clear. You heard what the other speaker said. So we need more time. I 
understand that the documents are actually over 500 pages long. This was a 
summary of what is really actual. 
 
So I think the residents, especially the residents near the site, need to be 
respected and to make sure that the testing is done in the right way. I don't 
understand another thing is that the groundwater – the groundwater is a very 
important thing to us. 
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You mentioned the storm drains. We have water laws too, and you also said that 
our water is not pristine? I have to argue with you about that. Our water is pristine 
and -- but what we do is we monitor it all the time. We have a lab that does that. 
So I'm not arguing with you, only the fact that you can't just say stuff and think 
that it just goes by us. Thank you so much.  
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
Meeting:  
The purpose of the public meeting is to inform the community about the site 
investigation results and what is proposed for the remedial action.  DTSC reviews 
and approves site investigation workplan to ensure that it follows EPA and State 
guidelines for data quality objectives, the rationale for sampling, the analytical 
methods, associated quality control and quality assurance process for the samples 
and laboratory data. The soil and soil-gas sampling did not require community 
notification because the work was limited to the site and with no anticipated 
impact to the surrounding community. 
 
Air Monitoring: 
Please see response to Comment 6 regarding air emissions during RAW 
implementation activities. 
 
Public Comment Period Extension:   
Please see response to Comment 3 regarding the Public Comment Period 
extension. 
 
Groundwater:   
Based on depth to groundwater at a reported 330 to 400 feet below ground 
surface, groundwater is not considered to be at risk from site historical activities.  
The Pasadena Water and Power authority continues to use Raymond Basin, which 
is the main drinking water aquifer underneath the Site, to provide water to 
Pasadena residents.  However, groundwater at the site will be investigated as part 
of the removal action and the data will determine whether additional action is 
required.   
  

 
 
 
8 

Commenter: Lee Kirby Category: Public meeting  

 Comment: 
1. If site is under purview of Army Corps of Engineers, did [it] grant authority to 

DTSC to oversee cleanup?  
2. Does Army Corp allow redevelopment to residential use? 
3. Will DTSC be on-site to witness sampling? 
4. Who will verify accuracy of health assessment?  
5. Why not require vapor barrier at all buildings? 
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 DTSC Response: 

 
1. The site has been a privately-owned property since 1977.  DTSC is the lead 

regulatory agency and provides environmental oversight for the cleanup.  
However, the property is categorized as a Formerly Used Defense Site 
(FUDS), therefore, USACE is responsible for environmental liability resulting 
from historical Navy operations.  
  

2. DTSC will provide oversight during removal activities, and a DTSC 
toxicologist will review the health risk assessment.  
 

3. Vapor barriers will only be required if soil vapor concentration is higher than 
acceptable cleanup level after the removal action, and further excavation of 
the source area is deemed to be impracticable.   

 
 
 

 
 

Commenter: Unidentified speaker 
Pasadena, CA 

Category: Public 
meeting 

 

 Comment: (as recorded by the public meeting stenographer) 
 
Hi. I just want to thank you for coming out, but I (unintelligible) what other people 
have said. I have a master’s in business, and I remember one of our professors 
used to joke -- and I paid for my education. I was -- you know, I went to all four 
years. They will say what's two plus two? What do you want it to be? So data can 
always be manipulated to get -- where do you want to be? I'm here. Where do you 
want to get to, and I'll make the data say what we want to get. So I don't always 
support data. I mean, there's (unintelligible). I just wanted to say, when you keep 
saying it's paved, it's paved when they're going to do the construction, it's not 
going to be paved. They're going to be jackhammering, and they're going to open 
up God knows what they're opening up? That -- all those vapors, the things that 
are deep in the ground where they're putting foundations, they're going to be 
jackhammering into the ground, and things will be exposed, things that we don't 
even know about because the original land owners, the government, those things 
we don't know that were going on, and I think you need to get as precise of an 
understanding of that before you make assumptions with, you know, statistical 90 
you know, 99 percent (unintelligible) that is going to affect the population that's 
living near, you know, those areas. But you were talking about that, and then 
the other thing I wanted to ask you about the grade. You were showing a diagram. 
You were saying Foothill was up here, but isn't Foothill down in that diagram? 
 
So --Because that building (unintelligible) was on the left, and I think that's where 
Kaiser around there is, but anyway -- no? The  
other way? Okay. All right. I was just wondering because the grade would be going 
towards the home area. So let's see five feet deep, hot spot down Also, when you 
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dealing with hazardous waste in homes, and they're thinking like asbestos, they 
tent the whole area. 
You're talking about just putting a fence with a little wooden, you know, plastic 
around it. I really think, when you're going to be dealing with that toxic waste, 
that should be tented just like when you're dealing with -- when you're dealing 
with the hazardous waste. So that's it. 
 

 DTSC Response:   
 
Please see response to Comment 4 regarding previous investigation of 
contaminants at the Site.  
 
Please see response to Comment 6 regarding air emissions during RAW 
implementation activities.  
  
The RAW proposes specific and enforceable residential cleanup standards for each 
constituent of concern in soil and soil gas.  These cleanup goals are protective of 
future residents based on current cleanup standards. Confirmatory sampling of soil 
and a soil gas survey will be used to complete a health risk assessment prior to 
construction of the planned buildings. The health risk assessment will assess 
whether the site is suitable for residential development or if further mitigation 
measures such as vapor intrusion mitigation system underneath building will be 
needed to be protective of human health. DTSC will provide oversight during the 
cleanup activities to ensure compliance with the RAW. The remedial goals are 
provided in the RAW (Tables 3 and 4 in Chapter 5, Section 7) and in Tables 2 and 
3 below:   

Table 2 – SOIL CLEANUP GOALS 
 

Contaminant of Potential 
Concern 

Site-Specific Cleanup Goal 
(mg/kg) 

Source 

Lead 80 DTSC1 

Arsenic 12 DTSC2 

Mercury 1.0 DTSC1 

Cadmium 5.2 DTSC1 

Benzo(a)pyrene 0.11 EPA 

Benzo(a)fluoranthene 1.1 EPA 

Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons 
(gasoline) 

100 SFBRWQCB 

Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons 
(diesel) 

230 SFBRWQCB 

Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons 
(motor oil) 

5100 SFBRWQCB 

Tetrachloroethylene 0.59 DTSC1 
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NOTES:  
mg/kg – milligrams per kilogram 
DTSC1 - Department of Toxic Substances Control, Human and Ecological Risk Office, 
Human Health Risk Assessment Note Number 3, DTSC-modified Screening Levels, 
updated June 2017 
DTSC2 - Department of Toxic Substances Control, Determination of a Southern California 
Regional Background Arsenic Concentration in Soil, G. Chernoff, W. Bosan, and D. 
Oudiz, March 2008 
EPA - United States Environmental Protection Agency Region 9 Screening Levels, Target 
Cancer Risk 1E-06, Target Hazard Quotient 1.0, updated June 2017 
SFBRWQCB – San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board Tier 1 
Environmental Screening Levels, February 2016 

 
TABLE 3 -SOIL VAPOR CLEANUP GOALS 
 

Contaminant of 
Potential Concern 

Depth (ft-bgs) Site-Specific Cleanup 
Goal 

(µg/L) 
 

Carbon Tetrachloride 
5 0.238 

10 0.472 

15 0.705 
 

Tetrachloethylene 
5 1.83 

10 3.65 

15 5.47 
 

Trichloroethylene 
5 4.25 

10 8.34 

15 12.4 
NOTES: 
µg/L – microgram per liter 
bgs- below ground surface 
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Commenter: Gary Smith 
Pasadena Citizens for Responsible 
Development 

Category:  Public 
meeting 

 

 Comment: (comment card and as recorded by the public meeting stenographer) 
 
1. Why was RDX threat never examined? 2. Who decides whether RDX will be 

analyzed? 
 
About three weeks ago, someone just put a petition on Change.org, and in two 
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weeks 370 people signed up, and what the petition's asking the department to do 
is to (unintelligible) full site testing and full cleanup of military toxic waste at 
3200 East Foothill before allowing site construction. Just to summarize another 
couple of (unintelligible) here 370 people thought it was important.  Particularly 
disturbing is that the groundwater and soil will never be tested for especially 
dangerous military site carcinogens of neurotoxins, such as, RDX. Never is the 
RDX mentioned in a study as a possible contaminant. Nobody knows it's there or 
not. 70 percent of the torpedoes and the weapons that were tested -- 
manufactured there have RDX as either propellants or one of the explosives, and 
finally, this was really troubling. 
 
On January 29, the DTSC issued a finding that the development's harmful health 
impacts remain significant even after adopting mitigation measures required by 
the city. Nevertheless, the department decided that overwhelming considerations 
of economic development, I assume, show that project benefits outweigh the 
significant environmental effects. Who wrote that? That's crazy. 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
Please see response to Comment 3 regarding potential explosives contamination. 
 
DTSC’s Statement of Findings did not conclude that project benefits outweigh 
significant environmental impacts.  The Statement of Findings concluded that 
implementation of the RAW would not result in any significant environmental 
impacts, and a Statement of Overriding Considerations is not required.   
 

 
 
 
11 

Commenter: Steve Williams 
Pasadena, CA 

Category: Public 
meeting 

 

 Comment: (comment card and as recorded by the public meeting stenographer) 
 
1. Family history with Hunter’s Point 
2. Concerned about pavement destruction 
3. Experience with previous example of toxic waste 
 
Thank you. Thank you for the opportunity, and I'm not a technical expert, 
scientist or anything like that, but I do want to say a couple of 
things. One, my dad worked at Hunter's Point Naval Shipyard in San Francisco in 
1944. Okay? Data was not an issue during that time. He contracted leukemia at 
the age of 50, and he always said that because of the work conditions and the 
situation in the shipyard and because of the military oversight, which we know 
they do not have a community interest -- right? -- and I'm really upset in this 
particular case because I hear that the site is going to be low income. 
 
I hear it's going to be for, you know, affordable housing and families that are not 
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going to be represented in these conversations; right? And I think this is really a 
factor here because ultimately what we're talking about is public trust in the 
government to oversee and oversight to make sure that, if this site was 
Pasadena, wouldn't this be a different conversation? 
 
If this site was South Pasadena, then this -- (unintelligible). I work at a company 
in Pasadena, in Burbank, California, a major studio. They 
had a facility that was a film lab. The film lab was sold, but before they could 
transfer it, it had to be mitigated because of the chemicals that were on that site. 
They took it down to the ground, and the conversation about pavement being a 
mitigator of the transfer of toxic is ridiculous. We're in the area where an 
earthquake will damage any sort of cement, pavement or whatever and expose 
the ground in situations that we've never seen before, and I think that should be 
taken under consideration. I don't think that should be a factor, a 
reason not to go deeper or not to do what is right. 
Thank you. 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
The current site pavement prevents and minimizes the public from exposure to 
identified subsurface contaminated soil.  However, this is not a preferable 
solution.  The proposed removal action workplan is expected to provide a 
permanent solution by excavating and removing the contaminated soil.  Exposed 
soil during pavement disruption will be managed in accordance with the RAW Soil 
Management Plan, which includes SCAQMD requirements that will minimize the 
risk of the general public being exposed to impacted soils. 
 
As part of the removal action, confirmatory sampling and risk assessment will be 
performed at the end of the cleanup activity. Analytical data from the 
confirmatory sampling process will be independently validated by a third party in 
accordance with EPA protocol for Level 2 validation process.  The residential risk 
assessment will be reviewed by a DTSC toxicologist. DTSC will then determine 
whether the site is suitable for residential use.    
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Commenter: Jane Moritz 
Pasadena, CA 

Category: Public 
meeting 

 

 Comment: (comment card and as recorded by the public meeting stenographer) 
 
1.What was the last time EPA dis studies of toxic subsidies [sic]? 
2. Developer has only tested for typical contaminants not all. 
Have any studies been done by reputable agencies vs. developer? 
 
I grew up here in Pasadena about maybe mile from here so I knew the naval 
facility, and actually -- boy, way back when and the question I have is when was 
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the last time that EPA actually did studies of the toxic substances here in this 
facility? We have -- never? Which is not a good sign. 
Okay. Two, I said the developer (unintelligible) have only tested for 
(unintelligible) contaminants that might have been here when (unintelligible) the 
facility, not for anything else or other carcinogens which is easily present that we 
all know that's down the drain; and  
Thirdly, any of these sites been done by reputable agencies, meaning the 
(unintelligible), et cetera, versus those that have been done by the 
developer. Any done by private? No? So the only studies that we're getting 
reports from and (unintelligible) contaminants are from the developers; is that 
correct? 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
EPA has not been involved with this Site because DTSC is the lead oversight 
agency for this project. 
  
Please see response to Comment 4 regarding previous investigation of 
contaminants at the Site. 
 

 
 
 

13 
Commenter: Richard Luczyski 
Pasadena, CA 

Category: Public meeting  

 Comment: 
1.Was there a consent order with Philbro-tech in 2010 and did they pay a fine of 
$39,000 for removal of substances and information and taking no responsibilities 
for their action?  
Was [sic] there any health studies of existing worker at the site? 
 

 DTSC Response: 
Philbro-Tech is a separate site located in Santa Fe Springs.  DTSC is not aware of 
any connection between the Space Bank Site and Philbro-Tech site.  
 

 
 
 
14 

Commenter: Diane Kirby 
Lower Hastings Ranch 
Association 

Category:  Public 
meeting 

 

 Comment: One of the hotspots was an administration building. Does that mean 
there is more contamination of areas assumed to be clean?  Should we require 
sampling of the entire site?   
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 DTSC Response: 
 
Site investigation identified a volatile organic compounds hotspot at Building 4. 
This building was used as a machine shop (as shown in 1950 and 1960 Sanborn 
maps) and was later converted into an administrative building with library and 
office space. The contaminated soil beneath this building will be excavated and 
removed.  
 
With data from 328 soil samples and 157 soil gas samples collected throughout 
the site during multiple site investigations since 1999, there is sufficient 
information as presented in the Remedial Investigation and Feasibility Study to 
support the proposed RAW.     
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Commenter: Dr. Kristin 
Shrader-Frechette 
Neighbor 

Category: Public meeting  

 Comment: (comment as recorded by the public meeting stenographer)  
 
Let me very, very quickly make some comments about two documents, 500 
papers that we're looking at tonight. 
First of all, three quick comments. First of all, the comment period is only 30 
days long. These documents are going to be 500 pages. They're highly technical 
science. I 've spent the last 30 years of my life as a professor of a university and 
now a proponent of our own justice system in L.A. I've spent 30 years looking at 
these documents, and I couldn't -- I published. I couldn't go through these 
documents in 30 days. They're very technical. I don't know how anybody could. 
We need to extend the comment period until July 8. That's reasonable, and it's 
fair. The developers have been studying the site since 2007. That's 12 years. If 
the developer had 12 years, how is it we have 30 days? My second comment. 
Both removal action plans, the 500 -- 439 pages, both the removal action plan 
and also the site CEQA finding, they're supposed to be commenting upon 
(unintelligible) have three very, very fundamental problems.  
 
First of all -- and I checked this (unintelligible) from recently declassified 
(unintelligible) 71 percent of the torpedoes, propellants, the laboratories, 
(unintelligible) that are known to have been made on site contain RDX and TNT. 
They're both explosives and propellants. The RDX was used as a propellant since 
1950. If 71 percent of the (unintelligible) used, these are highly neurotoxic and 
carcinogenic compounds, RDX and TNT, why in all these great studies that have 
been done has nobody tested for RDX and TNT? So that's my first problem. 
 
The second problem is there's been no groundwater testing at the site, none, no 
groundwater testing. Now, that's -- let's find out why. The two wells, both 
adjacent to the site, the Chapman Well which is immediately adjacent to the 
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(unintelligible) and the Jordan well, one's on the east and one's on the west. The 
prevailing direction of the water flow is more to the south, but yet both of those 
wells showed up as site contamination. They're Pasadena drinking water wells 
that he's proposed because of site contamination. 
Now, why is two Pasadena drinking water wells immediately adjacent to the site 
were closed because of site contamination? Why have we done no ground water 
testing on site? Maybe you can tell me. Maybe people don't want the answers of 
groundwater testing on site. Okay? So that's the second problem.  
 
The third problem is that the removal action work plan that we're discussing 
tonight is allowing -- the groundwater remediation will take place after the facility 
has been all constructed. That won't work, and I'll tell you why. 
 
They said we'll just (unintelligible) the groundwater. Well, that's very simple. 
That's why I made a handout of the two (unintelligible) that were here today. If 
you had something in the soil that's a source of site contamination and all you do 
is try to purify the drinking water while sources of contaminants remain in the 
soil, that soil source will keep on contaminating the groundwater. You can't 
remove the soil that is in the source of contaminant once you got buildings on it, 
any more than you can have a root canal or a filling and then try to dig out the 
access below. It can't be done. That's why the groundwater has to be tested and 
(unintelligible) ahead of time, otherwise you don't remove the source of 
contaminants.  
 
The fourth point I want to make is that at the site current CEQA requirements are 
where somebody says, despite significant (unintelligible), the DTSC admitted 
there are significant health harms. Despite many (unintelligible), they say the 
benefits of this project outweighs the cost and risk. In order to draw that 
conclusion, California law requires two things: 
 
One, it provides substantial evidence of the benefits. I haven't seen any 
substantial evidence of the benefits. They're nowhere to be found. The benefits 
you'll recall is protecting health and safety. Where are the benefits that's 
supposedly outweigh the health of hundreds of children, many of whom will be 
low income and minorities? So that's the first time (unintelligible). California 
environmental laws also require 
not only substantial evidence but that you have specific reasons for saying the 
site's benefits outweighs site risks. We were given no specific reasons. We were 
just told the site would be paved because the risk would be mitigated. The risk is 
not going to be removed. No. It's going to be mitigated. Translation: Whatever 
we can get away with. That's the translation. Forgive me. I've worked on 
hundreds of sites like this 1n (unintelligible) of the world, mostly in the U.S., and 
it's the same old story getting played out here. Pasadena is better than that. 
Pasadena is better than that. I'm surprised. California is an environmental leader. 
This shouldn't be happening here, and bless you all for not letting it happen here. 
I'm going to shut up because I'm taking too much time, but thank you 
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 DTSC Response: 
 
Please see response to Comment 3 regarding the Public Comment Period 
Extension.  
 
Please see response to Comment 3 regarding potential explosives contamination.  
 
There is currently no data indicating groundwater at the Site is contaminated or if 
the Site is the source of any groundwater contamination. The two closed 
municipal wells were closed due to mechanical problems and regional elevated 
concentrations of nitrates based on information confirmed by Pasadena Water 
and Power at the Pasadena City Council meeting on May 13, 2019.  

Groundwater will be investigated in a phased approach. In accordance with the 
Prospective Purchaser Agreement between DTSC and the developer, the 
developer will install four groundwater monitoring wells and monitor the 
groundwater during four sampling events to evaluate groundwater conditions at 
the Site.  Based on this data and previous sampling data from the Site, DTSC will 
determine if additional groundwater investigation and/or remediation is necessary 
at the Site. If it is determined that further groundwater investigation and/or 
remediation is necessary, DTSC will pursue the necessary response actions to 
ensure the responsible parties will address the contamination.  

While the planned development may present future access issues to any soil 
excavations, the RAW proposes to excavate for off-site disposal areas of the Site 
with known or likely soil contamination. Physical access to the surface of a 
potential release area does not necessarily prevent the remediation of subsurface 
soils or groundwater with proven in-situ remedial technologies such as soil vapor 
extraction and chemical oxidation.   

Please see response to Comment 10 regarding the conclusion that project 
benefits outweigh environmental impacts in the Statement of Findings pursuant 
to CEQA.  
 

 
 
 
16 

Commenter: Richard Lopez 
Pasadena, CA 

Category: Public 
meeting 

 

 Comment: (as recorded by the public meeting stenographer) 
 
Good evening. My name is Richard Lopez. Together with my colleague 
(unintelligible) Pasadena City College. I have a long history with this 
site. At about age 11 and 12 years old I worked at the site (unintelligible) 
footballs and then selling them at the Rose Bowl during football games, worked 
for a couple there, and I recall the myriad of uses at this particular site, 
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everything from metal shops who would dump chemicals, was (unintelligible). 
That's what we did back then. We used chemicals and other materials we had 
into the ground. Body shops, you name it including chemicals that were used 
where I worked as an 11, 12 and 13 year old. [transcript ends here]  
 

 DTSC Response: 
Please see response to Comment 4 regarding previous investigation of 
contaminants at the Site. 
 

 
 
 
17 

Commenter: Victor Gordo 
5th District Councilmember 

Category: Public 
meeting 

 

 Comment: (comment as recorded by the public meeting stenographer)  
 
It's the fear of the unknown that is causing me and every person that I see in 
this room to be here; and you, sir, and all of your colleagues have a 
responsibility to be transparent. You have a responsibility to build trust and not 
tear down trust in government, and what I'm hearing today is an unwillingness 
to help build that trust, and what I'm hearing today is a willingness to tear down 
that trust. Your analysis, your consultants' analysis will not change between now 
and July. The analysis will remain the same. What we actually may change is you 
may learn a thing or two, and you may actually learn something that constitutes 
-- and think differently. And what's wrong with that? What's wrong with allowing 
people to work to review documents and have the opportunity to give you 
feedback not in a 30-day period but in a reasonable period? You're charged with 
being thoughtful and deliberate in your thinking, in your analysis if I'm correct -- 
if I'm assuming correctly. This community deserves the same opportunity, an 
opportunity to review all the documents, to give you thoughtful and deliberate 
feedback because the decisions that are being made are lasting and important 
and have lasting consequences. I recall and many of us will recall where NASA 
denied that there was perchlorate in the city of Pasadena's water, and we had 
about to go to (unintelligible) in the city of Pasadena to prove them wrong. I 
recall stating to the representatives of NASA as I'm saying to you today, that 
they were going to tear down trust in the federal government for quite some 
time, and they did establish that we had to go to court to prove them wrong, and 
it was so simple because my response to them was, when we found perchlorate 
and they denied it was theirs, my response to them at the time was 
if you if this isn't your perchlorate, a derivative of rocket fuel, let's just go below 
ground and see who else was (unintelligible) and dumping rocket fuel around the 
subject water well about a half a mile away from J.P.L. and so I urge you not to -
- to do the right thing, not to tear down the trust, to build the trust, not just for 
your agency, for your effort and your own credibility but for the benefit of this 
community. 
Don't make the decisions or force other people to make decisions based on short 
term expedience. This gentleman is absolutely correct. This is not about your 
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analysis. This is about trust, and the people's trust in their government is first 
and foremost, and so I ask you on behalf of our entire city to go to July. Have 
the guts to be criticized and have your work criticized or affirmed. 
Thank you 
  

 DTSC Response: 
 
DTSC’s public outreach efforts at the Site included conducting a Community 
Survey, developing a Community Profile, and holding a public meeting to present 
the RAW. These outreach efforts are consistent with federal and state laws and 
regulation, i.e. the National Contingency Plan and California Title 22. The initial 
public comment period for the RAW was scheduled from March 6, 2019 to April 
8, 2019. Based on feedback from the community, DTSC extended the public 
comment period to April 30, 2019. DTSC further extended the public comment 
period to May 14, 2019, for a 69-day total public comment period.  

The proposed RAW and CEQA Statement of Findings have been available to the 
public on-line and at the designated local library. Relevant project documents 
including investigations reports and the Prospective Purchaser Agreement are 
available online at DTSC’s Envirostor database. 

Please see response to Comment 3 regarding potential explosives contamination. 
 

 
 
 
18 

Commenter: Unidentified 
speaker 
 

Category: Public 
meeting 

 

 Comment: (comment as recorded by the public meeting stenographer) 
 
I'm just going to say a couple of things. Someone (unintelligible) what we call 
(unintelligible) maybe a slightly different cake. Health is a human right. Okay? I 
think most us can agree that we all essentially have a right to be healthy, and it 
is very concerning to me that with developers like this go around and avoid 
testing the sites they are using for particularly low income housing and someone 
earlier said -- it's very true -- it wouldn't happen in (unintelligible) in South 
Pasadena, and somebody else said, hey this is Pasadena. We're better than that. 
So I really do call on us to be better than this, to care about people, all people, 
and part of that, we're also in a democracy, and it's important to be transparent 
in how decisions are made, and the fact is that some of these tested would 
ordinarily be done or even the time be given for people to review the documents 
is so abbreviated. 
 
I mean, that speaks to me of a lack of a true democracy giving people a chance 
to have their voice heard and said, and how can we be a democratic country 
when we aren't given information and asked to respond and be given the time to 
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respond, that the people who will developed the information -- and of course 
there's always usually who develop the information have had -- have put into it. 
 
So I really want to call again to go to the July 8 date. So much has been said, it's 
so important, but to risk kids' lives, their health -- the different cancers we know 
are affiliated with these, the contaminants in the soil.  
 
Now, we don't know the exact break down, but we do know that there was a 
very high risk, and these kids are only going to have some kind of illness ahead 
of them. Why risk it? We don't have to, and we wouldn't if it wasn't a matter of 
science. So that was my (unintelligible) that we will be transparent and wait until 
July. 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
Please see response to Comment 9 regarding protection of future receptors at 
the Site. 
 
Please see response to Comment 3 regarding the Public Comment Period 
extension. 
 

 
 
 
19 

Commenter: Jeanette 
Mann 
Pasadena, CA 

Category: Public 
meeting 

 

 Comment: (comment as recorded by the public meeting stenographer) 
 
I just want to make a couple of quick points. 
Okay. First of all -- oh, I'm probably not going to be need this, but okay. I will 
use it. The point that you made about the about only some people is -- you 
know, it's probably (unintelligible). If you look -- both of you, if you look at the 
corner of this slide, corner of Foothill on either direction, you'll see 
(unintelligible) where there was a school here in the 20's with Mexican children 
(unintelligible). 
 
Caltech built this facility and did testing right across the street from the school. I 
was with the P.C.C. board, and we purchased this site for this building. We did 
not know at that time what had gone on at that site. If we had, we would not 
have put a classroom where we have thousands of students coming in each year. 
 
So I think that we do know -- we need to extend this time, and we need to make 
sure that this site is going to go -- it's not going to be (unintelligible) cleanup 
(unintelligible) ground to do any building. 
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 DTSC Response:   
 
Please see response to Comment 3 regarding the Public Comment Period 
extension. 
 
Please see response to Comment 9 regarding protection of future receptors at 
the Site. 
 
Please see response to Comment 6 regarding air emissions controls during RAW 
implementation activities to protect neighboring residents.   
 
 

 
 
 
20 

Commenter: Jim Houston 
Pasadena, CA 

Category: Public 
meeting 

 

 Comment: (comment as recorded by the public meeting stenographer) 
 
My name is Jim Houston. Early in my career, when I was 20, I was an 
environmental technician. Water and air testing was not hard because I just 
needed to (unintelligible) and do testing to generate results, and it does feel 
especially that the ground water testing is really a requirement here because, 
specifically, of the migration of the contaminants in the water, and the thing that 
that struck me about that was that the levels of testing for lead were 1,400 
milligrams per kilogram. This is about one part per thousand. That's 100 times 
the lead that's present in the water at Flint, Michigan. So I think it's your duty to 
protect the citizens of the community for a hundred years from now because this 
stuff is still going to be moving around long after the building is gone and long 
after we've retired, but now is the point at which those contaminants should be 
removed to make it safe for a long time, not just for three months from now 
when they want to start building because (unintelligible) has to happen. So it's -- 
the long term view is essential, and when you consider all the lead and heavy 
metals that are in some soil not everywhere (unintelligible), and (unintelligible) 
freeway, are you going to ask the developer to put up signs along the freeway 
saying please close your windows as you ride by here because you don't want to 
get any dust to get in? So there's 300,000 people a day who drive by the site, 
and it's not just a couple of neighbors. It's a large portion of San Gabriel Valley. 
So please take a look at the neutral government, does not work for the city, 
does not work for anybody else but for the citizens of California so thanks. 
 
 

 DTSC Response:  
 
The proposed removal action workplan addresses the contamination for soil and 
soil gas with excavation and soil removal. Please see response to Comment 15 
regarding groundwater investigation at the Site.    
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21 

Commenter: Kevin Castaing 
Pasadena, CA 

Category: Public 
meeting 

 

 Comment:  
Extend the comment period so the complex reports can be reviewed 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
Please see response to Comment 3 regarding the Public Comment Period 
extension. 
 

 
 
 
22 

Commenter: Emily Abbot 
Altadena CA 

Category: Public meeting  

 Comment: 
Health is a human right.  It should not be limited to wealthy community 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
The comment is noted and included in the project administrative record. 
 

 
 
 
23 

Commenter: Terry Vera 
Concerned citizen 

Category: Public 
meeting 

 

 Comment: Extend the comment period to July 18,2019 and full site cleanup.  30 
days is [sic] insufficient time to read such difficult that effect [sic] the safety of 
families and children. 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
Please see response to Comment 3 regarding the Public Comment Period 
extension. 
 

 
 
 
24 

Maurice Shrader-
Frechette 
Neighbor 

Category: Public 
meeting 

 

 Comment: 
The cleanup seems rushed.  It should involve more upfront testing and then 
remove all toxics.  Our health matters! 
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 DTSC Response: 
 
Please see response to Comment 4 regarding previous investigation of 
contaminants at the Site. 
 

 
 
 
25 

Commenter: Kjell Klim 
Upper Hastings 

Category: Public 
meeting 

 

 Comment: 
30 days are not enough time 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
Please see response to Comment 3 regarding the Public Comment Period 
extension. 
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2.2 Written Comments by emails and letters 
 
 
1 

Commenter: Charles Tupac, P.E. 
Supervising Air Quality Engineer 
SCAQMD Engineering and Permitting 
Division 

Category: email 
3/13/2019 

 

 Comment: 
South Coast A.Q.M.D is in receipt of the Public Notice for the Draft Remedial Action 
Work Plan for the above referenced project.  Due to the described impacted soil and 
proposed cleanup, we are commenting that the AQMD Rules 403, 1166, and 1466 
are applicable rules for the excavation portion of the project. 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
AQMD Rules 403, 1166 and 1466 requirements will be implemented during field 
work.  
 

 
 
2 Commenter: Dr. Kristin 

Schader-Frechette 
Category: email 
3/13/2019 

 

 Comment: 
Could you tell me when the RAP for the toxic-waste site will be released by DTSC for 
the 3200 E Foothill Project, Pasadena (Envirostor id 19970020)? many scientists 
want to know. 
 

 DTSC Response:  
 
A Remedial Action Plan (RAP) is not being developed for the Site. A Removal Action 
Workplan (RAW) is proposed for the Site and was made available for public review 
on March 8, 2019.  The RAW specifies actions to be performed with the removal of 
soil and soil vapor contamination to current enforceable cleanup standards.  
 

 
 
3 Commenter:  Dr. Kristin 

Schader-Frechette 
Category: email 
3/19/2019 

 

 Comment: 
The DTSC only told people, only 2 weeks ahead of time about the public meeting.  
Yet working people often cannot attend a meeting with only 2 weeks notice [sic].  
How can working people possibly even read a 439-page document in two weeks--
-even if they are able to attend the meeting?  
 
The comment period must be extended so that people can have time to read the 
document. 
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The public needs a longer comment period, and the public was not given adequate 
notice of this meeting.  These actions of DTSC are cutting the public out of the 
decision-making process---and that is not good.   
 
The public deserves to be heard.  I request a response to my request for an 
extension of the comment period, and that request should be considered on its 
own merit--namely, that DTSC gave working citizens only 4 weeks notice [sic] to 
read a 439-page technical document ---and only 2 weeks' notice about a meeting 
and a document that affects them.   
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
Please see response to Comment 3 in Section 2.1 regarding the Public Comment 
Period extension. 
 

 
 
 
4 

Commenter: Bin Lee 
Pasadena, CA 

Category: email 
3/23/2019 

 

 Comment: My name is Bin Lee, and I'm a homeowner in Pasadena. In case I 
can't make it to the March 28 public meeting, I just wanted to voice my support 
for the Space Bank proposed project. 
 
I remember seeing/hearing presentations for this project at least a year ago. I 
liked it then, I still like it now. The ideas of multiple open spaces and paseos built 
around multi-use residential's puts Pasadena in the right direction of addressing 
housing and reducing VMTs. 
I heard there were some negative pressure from others who are concerned that 
the site won't be cleaned up properly. While I think it's a valid concern, I trust 
that you will do your best to show the city officials that you'll be meticulous and 
thorough in identifying and cleaning up any toxic soil on the premises. 
 
Their other concern about air quality near freeways are also valid, I am happy 
with some of the mitigation designs such as a noise barrier and trees to reduce 
some of the particulates. 
Both concerns are valid in a vacuum, but I caution that some folks opposing the 
project on those grounds are not making them on good faith (I've never heard 
them speak up for the rows and rows of residents living on Maple and Corson less 
than 1000 feet from the 210 and offering them air filters for their households).  
 
A lot of the negative sources are simply anti-development and anti-complete 
streets. They like to get riled up to say "no" to innovative ideas, but won't offer 
solutions to our city's problems. 
 
We know those folks are too stubborn to convince. I think you just need to make 
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your vision clear to city officials and the many many folks who are on the fence 
that this adds progressive values to our city. 
 
Long story short, you have my support. Just make sure you dot and " I's " and 
cross the " T's " 
Thanks for your time, 
 

 DTSC Response:  
 
Comment is noted and included in the project administrative record.  
 

 
 
 
5-
12 

Commenter: 
Karin Luster, Pasadena, CA 
Frank Duer South Pasadena, CA 
Kevin Castaing, Pasadena, CA 
Todd Brewer, Pasadena CA  
Janet Cooper, Pasadena, CA 
Janet Waldron, Pasadena, CA 
Laura Flaig, Pasadena, CA 
Darien Donner and Julius Renard, 
Pasadena, CA 
 

Category: emails (identical 
content) 
03/25,26,27 and 28/2019 
 
 

 

 Comment: 
Add to public record.   
Removal action workplan & CEQA findings, 3200 E. Foothill Blvd, Pasadena. 
 
1. We citizens, request an extension of the comment period from 30 days 
(deadline April 8) until July 8 (90 days)---because 30 days is  [sic] not enough 
time for citizens to review nearly 500 pages of the two documents (the Removal 
Action Workplan and the CEQA Findings for 3200 E. Foothill Blvd, Pasadena) that 
the developer has been working on since 2007. 
 
2. We citizens, request full testing and cleanup (including of the neurotoxin RDX 
used onsite) before any site development. We do not want land-use controls at 
the site. We do not want carcinogens left "in place."  We want full protection of 
public health. 
 
 

 DTSC Response:  
 
Please see response to Comment 3 in Section 2.1 regarding the Public Comment 
Period extension. 
 
Please see response to Comment 3 in Section 2.1 regarding potential explosives 
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contamination. 
 

 
13 

Commenter: Abundant 
Housing LA 

Category: letter 
03/26/2019 

 

 Comment:  
March 26, 2019 
 
Amanda Landry 
Gene Masuda 
Design Commission of Pasadena 
100 N Garfield Ave Pasadena, 
CA 91101 United States 
cburciag@cityofpasadena.net 
alandry@cityofpasadena.net 
To whom it may concern, 
 
We are writing in support of the mixed-use project, 3202 E Foothill Blvd. 
(Spacebank site), AHCP #11873, with 550 residential units including 69 of 
affordable housing. 
 
The greater Los Angeles region is facing a severe housing shortage. This project 
will provide much needed housing. By creating new housing in this neighborhood, 
it will help to reduce issues of gentrification and displacement in other parts of 
the region. Abundant Housing LA believes that these housing challenges can only 
be addressed if everyone in the region does their part.  
This project is in a great location with bus stops right there, walkable to the Gold 
Line (and more buses) and jobs and amenities at the Hastings Village shopping 
center. This will help lower rents and increase tax revenue. We urge you to 
approve the Design Review and support the project through the approval 
process. 
It is great to see the developer include 69 affordable housing units. These 69 
homes are very much needed during the housing affordability crisis that this 
region is facing. 
Best Regards, 
The Abundant Housing LA Steering Committee: 
 
 
Matt Dixon 
620 W Wilson Ave, Unit H 
Glendale 91203 
 
Mark Vallianatos 
3591 Canada St 
Los Angeles 90065 
 
Brent Gaisford 
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Downtown LA resident, CD 14 
Los Angeles 90013 
 
Leonora Camner 
1013 16'" St, Unit 102 
Santa Monica 90403 
 
Chelsea Byers 
 
Mark Edwards 
1174 N Curson Ave, #8 
West Hollywood 90046 
 
Gabe Rose 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
The comment is noted and included in the project administrative record.  
 

 
 
 
14 

Commenter: Peter Jones Category: email 
03/25/2019 

 

 Comment: I understand that there is apartment construction planned in 
Pasadena and that the site still requires remediation of hazardous waste 
materials.  Please alter course on this project and be certain that the site 
presents no danger to future inhabitants.  Now is the time to decontaminate.  
The work won't be possible after construction is complete.  Thanks!! 
 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
Please see response to Comment 9 in Section 2.1 regarding DTSC’s 
requirements to protect future receptors at the Site. 
 

 
 
 
15 

Commenter: Tyrone 
Hampton 
First District Councilmember 

Category: email 
03/27/2019 

 

 Comment:  
The residence of Pasadena would like for you to kindly extend the deadline for 
the environmental documents for 3200 E. Foothill Blvd., Pasadena to July 8, 
2019. If you have any questions, feel free to give me a call. 626-xxx-xxxx that is 
my cell phone number or you can call my office phone.  We would greatly 
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appreciate if you could accommodate this request thank you so much for your 
consideration 

 DTSC Response: 
 
Please see response to Comment 3 in Section 2.1 regarding the Public Comment 
Period extension. 
 

 
 
 
16 

Commenter: Gene Masuda 
4th District Councilperson 

Category: email 
03/26/2019 

 

 Comment: 
I am requesting formally that you please extend the citizen-comment period for 
this project of the toxic-waste site at 3200 E. Foothill Blvd., Pasadena CA 91107. 
 These two technical documents are nearly 500 pages long and our citizens need 
the time to review and comment on the "Removal Action Workplan" and the 
"California Environmental Quality Act Findings."  Having only 30 days to comment 
is not enough time to review the material thoroughly for our citizens in Pasadena. 
 Currently, the deadline is April 8, 2019 which is too soon for review. 
 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
Please see response to Comment 3 in Section 2.1 regarding the Public Comment 
Period extension. 
 

 
 
 
17 

Commenter: David Storm 
Pasadena, CA 
 

Category: email 
3/29/2019 

 

 Comment:  
Thank you for the presentation on the Spacebank project on March 28, 2019. I 
urge you to delay the public comment time period to at least June 8, 2019 to 
allow time for the entire plan to be read and understood. This project is very 
important to me in that people will be living on this property, kids will be born 
and raised there, and given the planned layout, spending more time on this 
property than the average home owner. 
 
I do have a few questions: 

1. When was this property first tested and by what agency? 
2. I understand that a ground water evaluation was done in order to be 

placed on the priority list of the Army Corp of Engineers. Who did this test, 
when, and what position on the list is this property listed? 

3. While it is known that rocket fuel was stored at the facility, has the exact 
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location been determined? 
4. The chart on hot spots was color coded but not explained. What did the 

two different colors represent? 
5. How soon would the four wells be installed? An early determination of any 

issues that point towards a site cleanup that extends beyond the scope of 
the developer’s responsibility will be in everyone’s best interest. 

6. What is the Vapor Mitigation System, and has it been used elsewhere? 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
Please see response to Comment 3 in Section 2.1 regarding the Public Comment 
Period extension. 
 
Response to Question 1.  Other than work performed on behalf of Space Bank, 
LLC in the early 1990's to remove PCB-containing oils from site transformers and 
replace with non-PCB oils, the first assessment of the site was performed by 
Tetra Tech in 1994 for the Los Angeles Metropolitan Transit Authority.  This 
document was a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA).  The Phase I ESA 
is a report commonly prepared for real estate transactions that identifies 
potential or existing environmental contamination liabilities. The US Army Corps 
of Engineers (ACOE) conducted a Site Investigation in 1999, and this is 
considered to be the first investigation to determine the nature and extent of 
contamination under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA).  The ACOE conducted the investigation 
for its environmental cleanup program because this is a Formerly Used Defense 
Site (FUDS); which falls under the authority of the ACOE.  
 
Please see response to Comment 4 in Section 2.1 for additional information 
regarding previous investigation of contaminants at the Site. 
 
Response to Question 2:   Groundwater investigation has not been conducted at 
the site.  As part of the cleanup proposed by Pasadena Gateway and required by 
DTSC, four groundwater monitoring wells will be installed onsite, and the 
condition of the groundwater will be determined after four groundwater sampling 
events. Please see response to Comment 15 for additional information regarding 
groundwater investigation. 
 
Response to Question 3:  N-nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA) and perchlorate, 
chemicals associated with rocket fuels, have not been found at the site (38 soil 
samples for NDMA and 44 soil samples for perchlorate).  One detection of Otto 
fuel (a torpedo propellant) was detected at a low level in one soil sample. Please 
see response to Comment 3 for additional information regarding explosives 
contamination.  
 
Response to Question 4: The hotspots are indicated with two colors, one is 
related to the storm drainage system and associated seepage pits, and the other 
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are soil hotspots where the levels of contaminants are higher than cleanup levels.  
All identified hotspots will be excavated and removed.  
 
Response to Question 5:  The wells will be installed during the later phase of the 
cleanup activities to prevent the well heads from potential damage during 
earthwork.   
 
Response to Question 6:  Vapor mitigation systems are methods that are used to 
prevent vapor entering the building’s foundation.  There are four major methods 
including: sub-slab depressurization, submembrane depressurization, building 
pressurization, and indoor air treatment. In this case, the design and construction 
of the building and its subterranean parking lots would include a vapor barrier 
(purpose-specific plastic lining) along with a series of piping and a blower that will 
draw out the volatile organic compounds vapor in the soil before it could 
potentially enter the building through openings and cracks in the slabs. These 
methods have proven to be effective and widely used at sites for new buildings as 
well as retrofitted for older existing buildings with identified vapor intrusion 
problems.      
 

 
 
 
18 

Commenter: Gary Smith  
Pasadena, CA 

Category: email 
04/02/2019 and 
05/14/2019 

 

 Comment: submit Change.org petition 
 

 DTSC Response: 
Petition and signatures are attached at end of this document as Attachment 1.   
 

 
 
 
19 

Commenter: Richard Luczyski 
Pasadena, CA 

Category: email 
04/04/2019 

 

 Comment: 
 
I went to the public hearing last week and now have many questions on the 
project. The information document is quite long and so has the time element 
been on this project. Until last July was the first that most of us citizens hear of 
such a project. The information at that hearing didn't want to talk about all the 
contamination products at that time. Last week, 8 months later here it comes 
again. Still keeping people in the dark about the contamination at the site. Only 
now saying removal of soil will take care of the problem to a level that housing 
units can now be built on site. So now my questions start and this may become 
a two part email. 
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Question one: What health studies have been done on those people who have 
worked on the site all these years? If none then why not? Even knowing that 
this site was toxic and was being purposed for residential rental property. The 
studies have been going on for 3 to 4 years and I've heard at a planning 
hearing by as much as 15 years. 
 
Question two: Why weren't there any ground water sampling taken years ago 
as the project was started? Either by the developer or the City of Pasadena. I 
want to know a lot more about the toxic infusion of chemicals year after year 
from plain rain water run off at the site. Was any monitoring done while this 
was happening from the City of Pasadena? 
 
Question three: Was there any consideration of soil testing done when the 
freeway was constructed? At that time I'm sure water must have been tested 
under the new clean water act passed in Congress under Nixon? That area also 
had many houses that were raised to make way for the 210 freeway. 
 
Question 4: Was there any contamination, chemical or soil removed from the 
site without permits and if so how much and how long was it being done and 
Why? 
 
Question 5: I don't understand the reasoning of the depth of soil samples taken 
only looking for pesticides. How many samples were taken and why only 1/2 
foot in depth? It would seem to me that we would like to see what else is under 
that area soil. Maybe it was a different dumping ground away from other 
buildings and maybe even another fire pit area? 
 
Question 6: Tell us more about the Pasadena Fire Department visit to the site 
and why they issued a NFA for the site in 10/99? 
 
Question 7: Why wasn't Tetra Tech used to continue further studies on the 
site? They took no soil samples but were able to proclaim further studies need 
to be done for evaluation? 
 
Question 8: The DOD action NDAI in your report, 2.14 in 2006 said the current 
site is not for Residential use in current condition. Follow up please with what 
they considered what would be needed to make the site safe for residential 
use? They must have had some kind of information to back up their report and 
speak volumes to this issue? 
 
Question 9: What were the uses of Thallium Sulfate? Whatever the use, how 
much was used and what amount could still be on site? 
 
Question 10: You mentioned one site where Hexavalent Chromium was found 
but you also mentioned it was found at another site. Where was that other site 
and how much was found? 
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Question 11: Tell me why in 1999 the USACE, Endanger Assessment Report 
said that everything we are now talking about (Toxic's) was still there and 6 
years later it's gone to an acceptable level. Where did it go? Also the USACE 
findings 6/99 is different than the Maness Report pg. 9 of 10/98? Similar 
findings pg.12 of Ninyo & Moore 
There seems to be many organizations looking at this site and a wide variety of 
opinion exist over all these years. So what can we believe exists to today 
findings? 
 
Question 12: Do we have any lists from the Navy Department or whoever else 
was on site to tell us the amount of chemicals on site even then when the 
harmful effects of those chemicals were not well none at the time and the ease 
of how they were dispose? 
 
Question 13: Lets assume the site is cleaned up? How long after the site is 
cleared do further testing continue for all the harmful chemical products that 
were on site? Is there a quick review and then a waiting period of some time 
and other testing resumes before construction can begin? Summer heat could 
bring out more toxic vapors? 
 
Question 14: Could you explain more about what is entailed with the Liability 
Certificate Insurance? The current coverage is $5,627,760.00 Why was it 
raised another $1,682,509.66 recently and will we see another raise and for 
how long is this insurance enforce after the project is finished? What toxic 
liability insurance for health risks follows the project for years in the further? 
 
I'll finish for today but will continue to read your report and make further 
comments. My hope will be the extension of the comment period will allow 
more citizens to go through the mounds of information so they too can ask 
whether this project is safe for a neighbor hood or should it remain industrial 
and made into a parking lot like the MTA once wanted? 
Thanks for letting me have this time for comments. 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
Response to Question 1.  
There was a preliminary health risk assessment performed by Ninyo & Moore 
(2015), the site was observed to have polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons and 
metal concentration that exceeded site screening levels for residential use in 
the storm drain, catch basin and seepage pits.  
  
From available records, the developer has been interested in redeveloping the 
site since 2007, and it performed five environmental investigations from 2007 
to 2017 to evaluate the site’s suitability for various uses.  In 2018, the site was 
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approved for redevelopment as a mixed-use property by the City of Pasadena 
with the zoning change and the approval of the CEQA Sustainable Communities 
Environmental Assessment.   
 
Response to Question 2 
Rain water runoff at the Site is channeled into the storm sewer system.  DTSC 
is requiring the developer to install groundwater monitoring wells to investigate 
the potential of impacts from the site to the groundwater.  The local water 
distribution company tests and monitors the groundwater for municipal use on 
a regular basis.  Water distributed to Pasadena residents is considered to be 
safe under the EPA drinking water standards. 
 
Response to Question 3. 
DTSC is not aware of any soil testing when the southern portion of the site was 
demolished for the freeway.   
 
Response to Question 4. 
There has not been any report of contaminated soil removed from the site 
except for the removal of electrical transformers and the three underground 
petroleum storage tanks (one 2000-gallon and two 200-gallon tanks) and some 
soil in the excavated pits as presented in the Maness report (1998). The 
removal of the tanks was performed under permit from the City’s Fire 
Department.  The City of Pasadena Fire Department (which is the designated 
local authority supervising the removal and cleanup of underground storage 
tanks) determined that no further action (NFA) was warranted based on 
confirmatory soil sample results for petroleum in the excavated pits. The NFA is 
specific to the underground storage tanks and soil area in the pits.   
 
Response to Question 5. 
The pesticide soil sampling event mentioned in Ninyo & Moore report (2017) 
was for the western parcel of the property, across Kinneloa Ave from the main 
site.  The purpose of this soil sampling event (4 soil samples) was to determine 
whether the Dewey Pest Control company (adjacent property) had released 
pesticide onto the property (it did not).  Based on the historical record, this 
small western parcel was not developed by the Navy or used as part of the 
research and development facility.   
 
Response to Question 6. 
Please see DTSC response to question 4 in Section 2.1. 
 
Response to Question 7 
Tetra Tech was an environmental consultant to the Los Angeles County 
Metropolitan Transportation Authority.  It conducted a Phase I Environmental 
Site Assessment (ESA) and drafted the report.  The Phase 1 ESA is an 
environmental assessment for real estate due diligence process.  The goal of 
the report is to assess if current or historical property uses have impacted the 
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soil or groundwater beneath the property and could pose a threat to the 
environment and/or human health, and the potential financial liability 
associated with the findings.  Detailed assessment such as soil sampling and 
groundwater study are not in the scope of a Phase I ESA.  According to 
available records, this assessment was conducted when the LA County 
Metropolitan Transportation Authority expressed interest in purchasing the 
property.  The DTSC did not considered this report to be significant in the 
development of the RI/FS and the RAW. 
 
Response to Question 8 
The Final Focused Site Investigation (ITSI, November 2006) addressed 
potential contamination from Building 131.  Building 131 was a storage location 
for flammable material.  According to the report, the soil samples indicated 
that within the vicinity of Building 131, there was no further need for DoD 
action (cleanup) because contamination in soil was found to be below screening 
levels acceptable for industrial use. Industrial use was consistent with the use 
of the site as a self-storage facility. The DOD did not consider residential uses 
as none was proposed at the time. 
 
Response to Question 9.  
Thallium sulfate is not included in any of the site investigation reports, but the 
site soil was evaluated for thallium. Thallium was detected above the screening 
level of 0.78 milligrams per kilogram (mg/kg) in sediment within seepage pits 
and storm water drains in seven locations ranging from 11.5 mg/kg to 78.3 
mg/kg.  The contaminated sediment with their associated storm water drains 
and seepage pits will be excavated and removed for off-site disposal. Thallium 
could have been used in photoelectric cells, or as residue of rodenticides as it 
was typically used to control pests until the early 1970s.    
 
Response to Question 10. 
Hexavalent chromium can be found in nature from the regional alluvial 
sediment (gravel, sand, and silty clay from the nearby mountains).  It is also 
used as a coating for torpedoes due to its high anti-corrosive properties.  DTSC 
accepted the conclusion of the Remedial Investigation and Feasibility Study 
(Ninyo & Moore, Nov 2017), which indicated that there was no clear evidence 
that the hexavalent chromium found at the site was the result of past Navy 
activities.  It provided three reasons why the hexavalent chromium was likely 
to be natural-occurring:  
  

• Hexavalent chromium was detected in site soils throughout the 
site, and at all depths (3-150 feet below ground surface). The 
concentrations were very uniform throughout the site ranging from non-
detect to 1.2 mg/kg.  
• Concentrations of hexavalent chromium in the soil were not higher 
at locations where they would be expected to be much higher such as 
paint shop and machine shop at the facility.   A typical plating facility 
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with hexavalent chromium detections in soil site typically had 
significantly higher concentrations of hexavalent chromium in soil (30 
mg/kg to 321 mg/kg).  
• Testing of the former Dynamic Plating site in Burbank, with similar 
geology from the same Transverse Range of mountains, indicated 
background concentrations of hexavalent chromium from less than 0.20 
mg/kg to 1.9 mg/kg, which were collected from a soil boring at depths 
from approximately 3 to 124 feet below ground surface. This range of 
concentrations is similar to hexavalent chromium detected in soil at the 
Space Bank site of non-detect to 1.2 mg/kg. 

 
Response to Question 11. 
The three reports are for different areas from the facility.   The Maness report 
(1998) is specific to the underground storage tank removal.  The 1999 USACE 
Site Investigation report assessed and recommended the removal of storm 
drain, sediments and catchment basins.  The 2005 USACE Draft Final 
Preliminary Endangerment Assessment investigated different areas than the 
1999 investigation (Removal Action Workplan, Ninyo & Moore, 2007, Page 12, 
Section 2.7, first paragraph, 3rd sentence).    
 
The Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) was conducted to determine 
the potential environmental liability for real estate transaction.  The Tetra Tech 
Phase I ESA (1994) was performed for the MTA, and the SECOR Phase I ESA 
(2005) was performed for Kaiser Permanente, and numerous other 
investigations and assessment for the USACE and the developer.  Overall, the 
data and information from these reports are consistent with the known history 
of Navy’s activities at the site. 
          
Response to Question 12. 
DTSC is not aware of any US Navy or other information source that would 
provide the detailed chemical information used or disposed of from this facility.  
However, the chemicals used at this facility would be typical of those involving 
industrial operations with paint shop, machine shop, metal fabrication, vehicle 
maintenance, electronic laboratories, and part cleaning. 
 
Response to Question 13. 
Confirmatory sampling of the soil from the walls and bottom of the excavated 
area will be conducted after the suspected contaminated soil is excavated and 
removed.  Additional soil excavation may be necessary if the soil results do not 
meet specified cleanup goals as required in Section 5.7 of the proposed 
Removal Action Work plan.  The developer will submit a Remedial Action 
Completion report to DTSC for review.  This report contains details of field 
work, amount of soil excavated, the amount of backfill soil, confirmatory 
sampling data and lab results, exact locations of excavation using certified land 
surveyor, dust monitoring data, hazardous waste manifest, and any additional 
human health assessment needed. DTSC will review the report, and then issue 
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a no further action if the cleanup action meets the requirement as stated in the 
work plan.  The South Coast Air Quality Management District has strict 
guidelines to control dust and chemical emissions during the field work.  The 
work plan detailed these controls in its Soil Management Plan (Appendix B of 
the RAW). 
 
Response to Question 14. 
DTSC is not aware of the aware of the Liability Certificate of Insurance that is 
mentioned.  
  

 
 
 

20 
Commenter: Pasadena 
Mayor, Terry Tornek  

Category: letter 
04/09/2019 

 

 Comment: 
 
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR  
April 9, 2019 
Department of Toxic Substances Control 
Nick Ta, DTSC Project Manager 
5796 Corporate A  
Cypress, CA 90630-4732venue  
Re: Request to Extend Public Comment Period for the Space Bank Mini Storage 
Facility Draft Removal Action Work Plan (RAW) at 3200 E. Foothill Boulevard 
Pasadena, CA 91107 
 
Dear Mr. Ta, 
The City of Pasadena is formally requesting that the public comment period on 
the Space Bank Mini Storage Facility (formerly the Naval Information Research 
Foundation) Draft Removal Action Work Plan be extended 90 days to July 30, 
2019. It is our understanding that based on comments received at the public 
meeting on March 28, 2019 that the comment period extended 22 days to April 
30, 2019. This brief extension is an insufficient amount of time was concerned 
parties to provide meaningful comment on this critical remediation plan. The 
City for Pasadena has serious concerns that the scope of the Draft RAW is 
inadequate and will need to of be expanded. The requested extension is 
necessary to ensure proper time is provided for public review of the document. 
Sincerely, 
 
TERRY TORNEK 
Mayor 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
DTSC responded to the Mayor of Pasadena on Apr 26, 2019. Please see 
response to Comment 3 in Section 2.1 regarding the Public Comment Period 
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extension.  
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Commenter: Richard Luczyzki 
Pasadena, CA 

Category: email 
4/10/2019 

 

 Comment:  
 
Question 1: Most of the contamination is in the soil. That's your statement. Can 
you tell me what the other parts are that are not in the soil? Why are you 
having vapor samples done? This project has been going on for a very long 
time and there has been no consideration for the health of the people still on 
site. Not even a blood sample from the owners of the property? What kind of 
notices were posted on the property letting those on the property to know of 
chemical contaminates on the property? Those that were known Cancer 
Causing chemicals? What are the other businesses other than self-storage that 
were there full time working in a business? Cancer doesn't just strike people in 
residential property. Industrial property isn't exempted. Failure to do a health 
study on the people present for years and those about to enter property is a 
symptom of how other developments have neglected health risks of potential 
health impacts present and future. The city made a wave of a pencil changing 
the zoning rules to now say mixed use is now ok. Still nothing has been done 
to the site. We really don't have a complete idea of what's on the site. If the 
people had a vote on the zoning changes I'm sure there would not be a 
change. This is how little the city planning confer with it's citizens on any 
serious issues. Tell me the difference between CEQA and SCEA on this project? 
Who is playing who? 
 
Question 2: Did the owner of the property have anything in writing to protect 
their position with the DOD to clean the site if any toxic waste was present and 
an accounting of what could be on the property? To be enforceable with Real 
Estate transactions it has to be in writing. That's the first thing you learn in real 
estate school. If the transaction was done in 1974 and the USACE determined 
a low priority in 2006, 32 years passed and no work was contemplated to 
remove anything to change the title use from Industrial to Residential. So who 
does it seem had low priority the new owner or the Gov't? What writings have 
been done for Gov't Compliance over the years? Tell us.   
 
Your answer for ground water is obscured. Pasadena Water and Power was the 
distribution company that provides our drinking water. You make it sound as if 
some company did the testing and monitored the ground water. Show us the 
records to back up your statement? Why on this project, records seem to have 
vanished to help tell the story on a city filled with history records. 
 
Could you tell us how many times in 45 years the paving has been changed on 
the property and if so where was it done and where was the wasted hauled to? 
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If there are well on the property or near where water flows from rain runoff 
and we don't know where it goes because no one watched even with the 
current rains we've had this winter, how can you tell me that it hasn't reached 
the existing Raymond Basin somewhere as the water flowed South and South 
west? Lets [sic] have some current testing done now when and rise in the 
water table may release better current information. Let that be done with 
citizen over site when testing? If Pasadena Water and Power did test and blend 
the water? Then what were they blending from a (Value) to another Value safe 
to drink? Once again Records 
 
Question 3: Maybe you need to ask those who built the freeway for records? 
Don't make assumptions that they don't exist.  After all there was another road 
to the south and orchards and probably other wells. There are pictures showing 
the area and those pictures should be shown in the presentation. The pictures 
tell a 1000 words [sic]. 
 
Question 4: Why was there a consent order done on the property and a 
$39,000 fine paid for removing contaminates without a permit. Check that one 
out. I've given a copy to Gene Musuda councilman for the district. 
 
Question 5: Maybe the site wasn't used by the Navy but who said it wasn't 
used for dumping purposes for chemicals. Further testing is needed just to 
make sure. You wouldn't like to have egg on your face if something did show 
up. Was any hydro carbon found in the shallow 4 test holes 1/2 ft deep? 
 
Question 7: I think we need to see Tetra Tech phase 1 report once again or 
maybe we never did see the complete report? If the MTA asked for the report, 
we should see what they saw and why they said more study is necessary. That 
was long ago and some of the very first studies done on the site. Let’s see 
what they said about the threat to the environment and or human health and 
surely the Potential liability associated with the findings? 
 
Question 8:  My question considers the complete site. "what does in the vicinity 
mean"? I have never walked the site and your presentation diagrams meant 
nothing to this observer. Even your answer concluded it was safe still for 
industrial use. You didn't tell me what would be needed to change the site to 
Residential use. 
 
Question 9: Thallium, What else could it have been used for and is any still 
present in any form that still might hurt people and small animals? Could some 
still be hiding under buildings or still in building that will find a dump site and 
kill wildlife birds on down to rats? 
 
Question 10: So we would likely see Hexavalent Chromium coming from many 
directions from rain water flows. Does such a chemical concentrate into a 
larger volume if water flows in one certain direction? This particular chemical 
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was it also found off site on a joining properties? What will be the method of 
clean up for this compound? It is toxic and a none carcinogen. 
 
 Question 11: so what has been removed from the site? I'm still confused with 
all the reports saying different things about the site. A better explanation is 
needed and I hope you can provide one. 
 
Question 12: Could it be someone know the answer but doesn't want the 
liability with their answer? 
 
Question 13: The AQMD, will they have stationary monitoring devises in place 
during the removal process? I don't want someone taking a lunch break to 
miss something that should be reported and have the site shut down until a 
confirmation is made of the problem. The AQMD does no real time Air Quality 
monitoring along our Pasadena area 210 freeway. By real time I mean I can 
see the numbers as I drive by the site. They are being made by the county to 
monitor the Big dig at the devils gate dam site when constructions begins. 
Maybe something like that is also needed at our toxic dust site? 
 
Question 14: There is a document, called Financial Responsibility Review 
Findings, Three class actions, Closure, Post closure  and corrective action. 
There is a comment section that needs to be read. The deficiency was cured 
but I don't no the total meaning of the Bond. the documented value now 
12/21/2018 was $5,627,760.00. The contact person is Karyn Chung. 
 
I'll be getting back again and hope to meet with other like minded persons to 
see what they have found. 
 
Richard Luczyski 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 

1. The contamination from multiple investigations have been found in 
subsurface soil, meaning below the property’s paved surface, buildings, 
in storm drains and seepage pits.  

 
Fifteen investigations have been conducted at the site.  The 
investigations consistently show contamination of heavy metals such as 
lead, nickel, chromium, thallium and cadmium; polynuclear aromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAHs are usually chemicals from burning gasoline, diesel, 
and coals); total petroleum hydrocarbons (such as diesel and gasoline), 
and volatile organic compounds (use in solvents, cleaners and paint 
thinner) were in the soil below the paved surface of the site, in the storm 
drain and seepage pits.  
 
Vapor samples were collected to determine whether volatile chemicals, 
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such as solvents and gasoline, were spilled and went into the soil below 
the pavement.  The soil gas survey found that there was an elevated 
level of volatile organic chemical vapor in the subsurface.  The 
excavation and removal of identified hotspots proposed in the removal 
action work plan is intended to remove the impacted soil and source of 
volatile chemical vapors. 
 
All California government agencies are required to comply with the 
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) when making a 
discretionary decision to evaluate the potential impacts of the decision. 
The City of Pasadena prepared a Sustainable Community Environmental 
Assessment (SCEA) to comply with CEQA.  The lead agency, in this case 
the City, can prepare a SCEA for transit priority projects, a specific type 
of residential and commercial development that is near mass transit 
system.  The remainder of the comment is not related the DTSC’s 
approval of the RAW, but nonetheless are noted and will be included in 
the administrative record.  The SCEA was available to public review and 
comment in February-March 2018. 

 
2. VOC contamination of the groundwater in the Raymond Basin is not 

specifically directed at this Site.  The Raymond Basin is a large 
underground aquifer that covers most of Pasadena and surrounding 
communities; there were impacts of VOCs from other known sources in 
the region.  Based on depth to groundwater at a reported 400 feet below 
ground surface, groundwater is not considered to be at risk from site 
historical activities.  The Pasadena Water and Power authority continues 
to use Raymond Basin, which is the main drinking water aquifer 
underneath the Site, to provide water to Pasadena residents.  However, 
groundwater at the site will be investigated as part of the removal 
action.  Data from the groundwater sampling events will provide DTSC 
with information whether additional action is required. 

 
DTSC reserves the right to pursue enforcement actions against all 
responsible parties, including the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), 
to investigate and remediate the Site. The remainder of the comment is 
not related the DTSC’s approval of the RAW but are noted and will be 
included in the administrative record. 
 

3. There were geotechnical studies for the soil which were important for the 
construction of the freeway, but no soil sampling was done for chemicals 
as it is required today.  

 
4. DTSC issued a consent decree to the US Army Corps of Engineers in 

2004 to compel it to proceed with additional site investigation.  The 
order was rescinded in 2007 when DTSC decided on an alternative 
administrative process.  
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5. The soil sampling in the small parcel across Kinneloa Ave was performed 
to determine whether the neighboring pesticide company had impacted 
that vacant lot.  Soil investigation is typically based on historical use, 
and the archival record indicates that the small lot was not developed or 
used by the US Navy.  DTSC is not aware of any evidence of illegal 
dumping on this small parcel.   
 

6. Tetra Tech Phase 1 ESA report was reviewed, and its findings were 
consistent with the results of subsequent investigations, i.e., the facility 
might have lead paint and asbestos. Sampling would likely be needed for 
heavy metals, petroleum and solvents. These hazardous materials were 
detected with subsequent investigations.  
 

7. Samples were collected in the vicinity of Building 131; in this case that 
means within 10-15 ft of this location.  
 

8. Thallium was detected in soil samples at the site underneath the 
pavement in the storm drain and seepage pits.  Soil containing thallium 
concentrations higher than cleanup levels will be excavated and 
removed.  
 

9. Hexavalent chromium detected in the site soil is considered to be 
naturally occurring, with values consistent for the Pasadena region, and 
is therefore not considered to be a contaminant of concern at the Site.       
 

10.DTSC is not aware of any removal actions of environmental 
contaminants other than the previously discussed three underground 
storage tanks and the transformer oils. 
 

11. Please see response to Question 10 from Comment 19 of this section 
above. 
 

12.The cleanup activities will comply with SCAQMD’s requirements including 
Rules 403, 1166, and 1466, and will be monitored continuously with air 
and weather monitoring devices at the Site.  
 

13.We do not have any record or knowledge of Financial Responsibility 
Review Findings for the Site.      

 
 
 
22 

Commenter: State 
Senator Anthony Portantino 
 

Category: letter 4/10/2019  
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Comment:  
 
April 10, 2019 
Mr. Nick Ta 
DTSC Project Manager 
Department of Toxic Substances Control 
5796 Corporate Avenue 
Cypress, CA 90630-4732 
 
Re: Request to Extend Public Comment Period for the Space Bank Mini Storage 
Facility Draft Removal Action Work Plan (RAW) at 3200 E. Foothill Boulevard 
Pasadena, CA 91107 
 
Dear Mr. Ta 
Recently, I met with the City of Pasadena and numerous Pasadena constituents 
who are truly concerned about the Space Bank Mini Storage Facility Draft 
Removal Action Work Plan. Their ask was simple, given the circumstances 
surrounding this project, they would like to request for the extension of the 
public comment period of the Draft Removal Action Work Plan. I join their 
concerns and ask you to consider extending the April 22nd deadline to July 30, 
2019. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Anthony J. Portantino State Senator, 25th District 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
Response provided in letter to the State Senator on April 26, 2019. Please see 
response to Comment 3 regarding the Public Comment Period extension. 
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Commenter: Dan Huynh 
Pasadena, CA 

Category: email 
4/10/2019 

 

 Comment:   
 
Hello Nick Ta, my name is Dan Huynh and I live in Pasadena. I wanted to write 
and thank you for the community update posted on the DTSC website. It 
informed me of the clean-up in easy to understand language and I have shared 
this with my network. There has been misinformation spread about this project 
online.  
 
Also, I wanted to know if you would you be able to clarify what steps were 
taken (in general) to select an expedited review or point me to a lay person’s 
resource. In my opinion, DTSC is requiring the developer to complete their due 
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diligence so it baffles me that there is such alarm.  
 
Lastly, I’m interested to know what happens next, will there be another public 
meeting in addition to the written responses from the department? If yes, I 
don’t recommend a town hall - these become soapbox sessions that aren’t 
productive. Instead, I would suggest having several tables where small groups 
of people can learn about the project in more depth. 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
All the available public information is provided on line available at Envirostor at 
the following webpage.   
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/profile_report?global_id=19970020 
 
The cleanup process from this point on is as follows:   
 
After the public comment period, DTSC will compile all received comments, 
respond to each, and mail the responses to all the individual commenters, local 
residents and post them on line as part of the publicly-available project 
administrative record.   
 
Based on the comments received, the RAW may be revised accordingly.  Once 
DTSC approves the Final RAW, the developer will implement the approved 
RAW. DTSC will provide oversight to ensure that the cleanup is performed in a 
manner that is consistent with the approved RAW.  Once the cleanup is 
completed, the development company will submit a completion report to DTSC 
for review and approval. No further public meetings are currently planned. 
However, DTSC will continue to provide updates on the project to the 
community through a fact sheet.      
 

 
 
 
24 

Commenter: Dr. Kristin 
Schader-Frechette 

Category: email cc’ed 
4/13/2019 

 

 Comment: Dear Dr. Williams, 
 
Enclosed is a petition sheet from Pasadena residents who are requesting an 
extension of the comment period for the RAW and CEQA Findings for the US 
Navy toxic-waste site at 3200 East Foothill Blvd, Pasadena (SITE 19970020).  
The comment period is supposed to end April 8,2019, but we have requested 
an extension until July 8, 2019.  Giving citizens only 30 days to respond to 500 
highly technical pages is not sufficient and is not fair. 
The document covers a partial cleanup of a US Navy toxic-waste site on which 
affordable housing is to be built, that the DTSC earlier called an "imminent and 
substantial" danger (and yet it has not been cleaned up since this). This case 
could be another Hunter's Point--unless DTSC does the right thing. 
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There are 42 signatures on the enclosed petition.  In addition, 8 people wrote 
to Nicholas TA (with cc to 
info@pasadenacitizensforresponsibledevelopmnt.com), and two Pasadena City 
Council members, Victor Gordo and Nicholas Ta, both requested an extension 
until July 8, 2019. 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
As presented in pages 8 and 9 of the Environmental Summary Report dated 
May 22, 2007 by Kennedy/Jenks, almost 15 years ago DTSC issued an order to 
compel the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), which was involved with 
the site because it was formerly a U.S. Navy facility, to enter into negotiations 
to clean up the site:  

 
“...As a consequence of USACE’s reluctance to further investigate or 
remediate the Site, DTSC issued an Imminent and Substantial 
Endangerment Determination and Remedial Action Order (Order) on 2 
December 2004 … On 13 November 2006, DTSC revoked the Order and 
entered into a formal dispute resolution process with the USACE.” 
 

The site is considered to be safe based on the current industrial use with 
contamination confined below paved surfaces.  
 
Petition and signature pages are included at the end of this document as an 
attachment.  
 
Please see response to Comment 3 regarding the Public Comment Period 
extension. 
 

 
 
 
25 

Commenter: Ken Kules Category: email 
4/18/2019 

 

 Comment:  
 
The Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessment (CEQA EIR-equivalent 
document) for the 3200 Foothill project says in three locations that Pasadena's 
Jourdan well was shut down due to perchlorates in 1997 (see attached 
excerpts). 
 
In the second page, Rincon attributes the information to the state Department 
of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC). The third page is from comments by DTSC 
reviewers. In the fourth page, Ninyo & Moore cites "Pasadena, 2016" as the 
source. 
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I have exchanged e-mail with Pasadena Water and Power's Assistant General 
Manager for Water and he told me that: 
 
The main reason that Jourdan Well was shut down was mechanical issues.  We 
don’t [have] any data on perchlorate as the well was shut down before the 
perchlorate Action Level was issued in 1997.  There is nitrate in the well is 
above the MCL but there are only four data points, two are well below the MCL 
and two above so the data is unclear. 
 
Can you help me determine the validity of DTSC's claim regarding the Jourdan 
well? 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
The Jourdan well information in the SCEA and DTSC documents were based on 
information extracted from the Pasadena Water and Power Public Health Goals 
Reports for 2013 and 2016.   
 
Pasadena Water and Power has recently stated that the Public Health Goals 
Report incorrectly stated the reasons for the well shut down.  The well was shut 
down because of air entrainment problem and high nitrates levels.  Mr. Mitchell 
Dion, Vice President for Water Delivery, confirmed this information at the 
Pasadena City Council meeting on May 13, 2019.  
 
Please see response to Comment 15 in Section 2.1 regarding groundwater 
investigation at the Site. 
    

 
 
26 Commenter: Laura Ellersieck Category: email 

5/3/2109 
 

 Comment: 
This "public comment" is in regard to the Draft Removal Action Work Plan for 
the Space Bank Mini Storage Facility at 3200 E. Foothill Boulevard, Pasadena. 
 
1.   I would like the plan to include explicit direction with respect to testing and 
cleanup of the sewer lines. We know people should not put toxins into sewer 
systems, but we also know that it happens all the time, and was likely more 
prevalent decades ago when people were generally less educated and 
concerned about the environment. 
 
Anybody who has ever dealt with old sewer systems also knows that cast iron 
rusts through, and clay is prone to breakage and joint leakage. 
 
I find it odd that the storm drain system was tested and found to have many 
toxins (indicating either pouring substances directly in or a lot of surface 
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contamination getting washed in), but the sewer lines have not been tested.   
 
Just leaving it up to the judgement of a dismantling person to "notice stains", 
and testing of large quantities of debris that happens to include the sewer lines 
and soil beneath, is not sufficient.  
 
I would like to see testing of the sewer lines for toxins.  If found, careful 
removal, checking for discontinuities, and testing of soil beneath. 
 
If you are unwilling to require explicit pre-testing, I request at least directing 
the sewer lines and soil beneath be carefully excised from surrounding 
horizontal areas and handled separately for testing and disposal. 
 
2.  If there are remaining toxic soil vapors after grading, I cannot agree with 
the plan to just "seal" and install vapor recovery systems if needed. The source 
of any remaining toxic soil vapors should be found and remedied while the site 
is cleared and accessible.  I understand the developer wants to limit their 
financial downside but transferring future liability to taxpayers while at the 
same time making further investigation and cleanup impossible does not seem 
like a good plan either. 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
The highest concentrations of PAHs and metals detected at the site, including 
numerous analytes that exceeded residential screening levels (RSLs), were 
detected from the sediment samples collected from inside the storm water 
drain system. However, soil samples collected from outside the storm drain 
system did not typically show elevated levels of PAHs or metals.  
 
When storm drains are removed, a spotter will be present to note the locations 
of any suspected breaks in the storm drain pipes or basins. The spotter is a 
trained observer, typically a staff level geologist or engineer. The backhoe 
operator will remove the hardscape asphalt and cover soil (overburden) from 
over the top of the storm drain pipe. The operator will excavate along the side 
of the storm drain pipe until the full depth of the pipe is exposed. The spotter 
will evaluate the storm drain pipe for breaks or holes. Identified locations of 
any breaks or holes in the storm drain pipe will require excavation of 
underlying soil and confirmation sampling to verify that any potential leaks 
from the storm drain pipes have not impacted soil. Visual indication of soil 
condition is typically used to guide excavation, but not an acceptable method 
of confirming whether the soil is clean.  Only confirmation soil samples to be 
analyzed at California-certified laboratories will be accepted as valid project 
data.  
 
The soil in the sewer pump house was sampled and tested. This location, as 
the main junction for site sewage system, will be excavated and removed.  
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The RAW proposes the excavation and offsite disposal of soil contaminated 
with volatile organic compounds.  The vapor mitigation system built into the 
buildings is a contingency method providing safeguard for future residents if 
needed.  
 
Soil vapor, as currently detected may have a source underneath the freeway, 
which will not allow for source removal action. If a vapor mitigation system is 
necessary, DTSC will require the developer to submit a plan and financial 
assurance to support the continued operation and maintenance of the vapor 
mitigation system.   
 

 
 
 
27 

Commenter: Maurice Shrader-
Frechette 

Category: email 
05/13-14/2019 

 

 Comment:  
1. Unfortunately, your email address (to which the public is invited to send 

comments on the Space Bank RAW) is misspelled as 
"nichlos.ta@dtsc.ca.gov." in the public notice announcing the extension of 
public comments until May 14. I tried to email you a comment about the 
drain seepage pits, but a few seconds later, I received the message 
"Recipient address rejected" from the DTSC server.  I will send that 
comment in a separate email so that this email has a single purpose: 
Please extend the period for public comments on the Space Bank RAW for 
at least another month, since some people may try to send their comments 
to the wrong email at the last minute and not have time to discover the 
correct spelling. 

    
2. In reading the draft RAW for Space Bank at 3202 East Foothill Dr. in 

Pasadena, I noticed that although the bottom of a seepage pit will be 
covered with slurry, there is no mention of remediating the sidewalls: 
"Confirmation samples will be collected in sidewalls and the bottom of 
excavation pit according to the Confirmation Sampling section of the RAW. 
If bottom samples exceed SSCGs they will be slurry capped. An 
approximately 4 to 6-inch layer of concrete slurry will be poured over the 
bottom of the excavation (see Figure 2)." Please ensure that the RAW also 
makes provision for remediating the sidewalls. 

 
3.  Section 2.10 of the Space Bank RAW states, "ACM, including floor tile, 

roofing material, wall texture materials, and other materials, were 
identified throughout the facility."  ACM means "asbestos containing 
material". Yet nowhere does the RAW explicitly commit the cleanup effort 
to follow specific procedures as asbestos is removed.  The old buildings 
must contain asbestos, and there may also be places on site where 
discarded building materials were buried. Please ensure that the final RAW 
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or RAP addresses asbestos cleanup satisfactorily. 
 
4. The Space Bank RAW should not allow spreading out contaminated soil 

from one part of the property to another part.  Such an action would not 
remove the contamination; it would just make it less concentrated.  The 
text that describes Alternative 2 includes the following, and it ought not to 
be allowed: "If the initial soil vapor survey indicates a continued vapor 
intrusion risk at the site, step-out excavations may be warranted, and a 
second soil vapor survey would be conducted following mass site grading, 
including cut and fill operations that will move soils from the north to the 
south side of the site." 

 
5. Section 7.2.3 of the Space Bank RAW omits an important first step that 

should be completed prior to moving contaminated soil to a specific 
location on Space Bank property. First, the ground beneath any proposed 
location where contaminated soil will be temporarily stored should be 
thoroughly tested for all the contaminants that are suspected to be 
anywhere on the Space Bank site.  This will ensure that the soil beneath 
the stockpiles starts out clean.  If this step is not done, then when the 
temporary stockpiles are finally removed, those locations may still be 
dangerous, and there will be a temptation to declare victory, although no 
one will know for sure whether contaminants that have long been lurking 
beneath those piles are still there.  

 
6. The end of Space Bank RAW section 5.5 reads as follows; it contains an 

unhealthy gap (in bold font) in the schedule for removing VOCs:  
 

Perform a pre-site grading soil gas survey to evaluate if soil gas remains a 
vapor intrusion concern for future residential/commercial site users. If a 
vapor intrusion concern remains, as indicated by the pre-site grading soil 
gas survey, a second soil gas survey may be considered (in necessary and 
appropriate) following grading activities and step-out excavation. Should 
the vapor survey(s) indicate the presence of an elevated vapor intrusion 
risk, the risk will be mitigated through installation of vapor mitigation 
systems beneath future slab-on-grade residential structures. Instead of 
waiting a long time until residential structures are built, the revised RAW 
should mandate an immediate, effective removal of VOCs from the soil, so 
that workers, neighbors, and medical clients of Kaiser Permanente (which 
is located only 50 feet away from the Space Bank site) will not be put at 
risk for the many months that the current RAW will let VOCs continue to 
affect everyone's health. 

 
 DTSC Response: 

 
1. DTSC has received, from the public meeting, emails and letters, 38 sets 

of comments from 50 individuals.  The public comment period was 
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extended 22 days to April 30, 2018, and again an additional 14 days 
until May 14, 2019.  DTSC does not anticipate any further extension to 
the public comment period.  
  

2. The sidewalls of the seepage pits will be excavated, and additional 
excavation will be performed if confirmation soil sampling indicates 
contamination levels above remediation goals as specified in Section 5.3 
Page 30 of the proposed RAW. 

 
3. A certified asbestos abatement contractor will abate and properly 

dispose of asbestos containing materials.  The asbestos abatement 
contractor will obtain the appropriate permit for the abatement.  
 

4. The soil intended for mass grading is to be taken from the northern 
section of the site, which is considered to be clean soil based on 
investigation data.   
 

5. Excavated soil will be placed on heavy-duty construction-grade plastic 
tarps to prevent contamination of clean soil underneath. 
 

6. The health risk assessment will be performed with the soil vapor study 
data to determine the safety of workers and neighboring residents.  
Appropriate measures will be implemented to reduce risk if residual soil 
vapor is above regulated level as provided in the RAW. The comment 
regarding a soil vapor mitigation system is noted and will be included in 
the administrative record.  

 
 
 
28 Commenter: Lynne E Shannon Category: email 

5/11/2019 
 

 Comment: 
I am a renter at Space Bank Mini-Storage and I just found out about this 
matter regarding Space Bank by accident.  I am writing to protest the refusal 
by the Department of Toxic Substance Control (DTSC) to grant the 90-day 
extension and I urge you to please grant that extension.   
  
After reading everything I can find on this matter, I see that nowhere is there 
any mention of us renters who have been paying our money to rent storage 
units.  It is grossly unfair and wrong to leave us out of consideration, giving 
us virtually no time to express our concerns.   
  
While finishing my studies in New York, I have been renting self-storage units 
at Space Bank, I have not been able to store my belongings anywhere else.  
Some of us have been renting units at Space Bank for several years; some of 
us need to be out of California for a time.  We who are out of state cannot be 
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expected to drop everything and rush back to move our belongings.  We must 
go to the expense and considerable trouble of having to find another 
affordable storage facility, and we need that three months.  The best policy 
would be to give us six months, or to the end of the year.   
  
This matter has been going on anywhere from three years to thirteen years.  
Please give us renters another six months.   
  
Thank you for your kind consideration and cooperation. 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
Please see response to Comment 3 regarding the Public Comment Period 
extension. 
 
DTSC is not involved with the Space Bank’s storage rental business 
operations. Questions regarding the storage space rentals should be directed 
to Space Bank.   
 

 
 
29 
 

Commenter: Dr. Kristin 
Shrader-Frechette 
 

Category: email 
05/13/2019 

 

 Comment:  
I am writing now because someone at DTSC has apparently shared information 
with the Pasadena Gateway developer (DTSC Envirostor ID 1970020) that has 
not been shared with the public, including with me.  Yet I am on the mailing list 
for all documents for this site. Moreover, information should not be shared with 
the developer if it is not also shared with members of the public. 
  
Here are my three concerns: 
 

(1) On 3-28-19, at the public-comment session on this site, I repeatedly 
requested that the site be tested for RDX and TNT. On 4-8-19, I sent 
DTSC a comment for the official record, officially asking that the site be 
tested for RDX and TNT. However, no one ever got back to me, regarding 
the content of my 3-28-19 request, or the content of my 4-8-19 request.  
Yet, on Monday evening 4-29-19, the site developers, at a Pasadena city 
council meeting, announced that they had agreed with recent the DTSC 
instruction to test the site for RDX.  My questions for you: 
  

(1.1) Why did DTSC not tell me about DTSC requiring testing for 
RDX, especially because I am the one who officially raised this 
issue? 
(1.2) Why did DTSC not tell me , at the same time as it told the 
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developer, that DTSC was requiring testing for RDX, especially 
because I am the one who officially raised this issue? 
(1.3) Why should I ---or any member of the public---be forced to 
receive essential site information from the developer, not DTSC---
something that  puts me at a disadvantage, relative to the 
developer----and which destroys the necessary “level playing field” 
that all participants in this process should have?  
(1.4) Is the DTSC aware that its lack of equal communication with 
members of the public, like me, reveals a pro-developer bias and 
lack of transparency that does not give the public equal treatment 
and that destroys public trust in the DTSC? 
  

(2)  On Monday evening 4-29-19, the site developers, at a Pasadena city 
council meeting, announced that they had 20-30 agreements that they 
had made with DTSC.  However, only two of those many Trammell-Crow-
DTSC legal documents appear on the Envirostor website, namely the 
2011 PPA and the 2017 PPA. This failure to reveal relevant site 
documents, to all interested parties, means that the developer denied 
that what we said about land-use controls was wrong---and yet the 
documents that may have contradicted our position and the position of 
documents on the DTSC website---were apparently documents that DTSC 
had not shared with us. My questions for you: 

  
(2.1) Why did DTSC not share with the public all the legal 
agreements that it had made with the developer? Without these 
documents, we cannot assess what the developer claims is the 
case. 
(2.2) Why did DTSC not share with the public all legal documents 
(that DTSC made with the developer), at the same time as it made 
these agreements with the developer?  
(2.3) Why should I---or any member of the public--- be forced to 
receive essential site information from the developer, not DTSC---
something that puts me at a disadvantage, relative to the 
developer----and which destroys the necessary “level playing field” 
that all participants in this process should have?  
(2.4) Is the DTSC aware that its lack of equal communication with 
members of the public, like me, reveals a pro-developer bias and 
lack of transparency that does not give the public equal treatment 
and that destroys public trust in the DTSC? 
(2.5) When will I receive copies of these 20-30 legal documents 
that the developer said on 4-29-19 that it made with DTSC? 
(2.6) When will copies of these 20-30 legal documents (that the 
developer said on 4-29-19 that it made with DTSC) put on the 
Envirostor website?   
  

(3) On Monday evening 4-29-19, I received notification from Erglae 
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Gomez that the comment period for the RAW, for Pasadena Gateway 
project, had been extended to 5-14-19.  However, there are two 
procedural problems with my receiving this information only the day (4-
29-19) before the end of the comment period.  The first problem is that  
other interested parties told me that they received this same extension-
notification much earlier than I received my notification.  A second 
problem is that this new information contradicts what I was explicitly 
told, in a 4-22-19 email from Nicholas TA.  Ta’s email said that “DTSC 
recognizes its clerical error on the webpage.  DTSC will accept and 
response [sic] to all comments submitted and received by May 14, 2019.  
However, we will not lengthen the public comment period with the a [sic] 
new extension. “ In fairness, DTSC should especially ensure that the 
correct information be sent to those people (like me) who were explicitly 
misled by DTSC’s earlier claims---as I was misled on 4-22-18. 
My questions for you: 

  
(3.1) Why did DTSC not share, with all interested parties, 
especially those on its official email list, all decisions DTSC had 
made?  
  
(3.2) Why did DTSC not share, at the same time, with all 
interested parties, especially those on its official email list, 
all decisions DTSC had made?  

  
(3.3) Why should I---or any member of the public--- be forced to 
receive essential site information from others, not DTSC---
something that puts me at a disadvantage, relative to the 
developer----and which destroys the necessary “level playing field” 
that all participants in this process should have?  

  
(3.4)  Is the DTSC aware that its lack of equal communication with 
members of the public, like me, reveals a pro-developer bias and 
lack of transparency that does not give the public equal treatment 
and that destroys public trust in the DTSC? 
 
Thank you for your earliest possible answers to the questions 
above. 

 
 DTSC Response: 

 
1. The additional soil sampling for RDX and TNT was discussed with the 

developer as part of technical consideration based on further review of 
the Remedial Investigation and Feasibility Study’s description of the on-
site laboratory and community input. 
 

2. Based on our record, there are only 2 legal agreements between DTSC 
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and the Pasadena Gateway LLC.   The Prospective Purchaser Agreement 
(Nov 2011) and the Amended Prospective Purchaser Agreement (Dec 
2017). Both are posted on line and available at the local depository for 
review.  
 

3. DTSC’s decision to extend the public comment period has been officially 
provided in Community Updates, mailing and email notifications.   

 
 
 
 

30 
Commenter: State Senator 
Anthony Portantino 
 

Category: letter 05/14/2019  

 Comment: 
 
May 14, 2019  
 
Mr. Nick Ta 
DTSC Project Manager 
Department of Toxic Substances Control 
5796 Corporate Avenue 
Cypress, CA 90630-4732 
 
Re: Request to Adopt Pasadena’s Recommendations for the Space Bank Mini Storage Facility Draft Removal Action 
Work Plan (RAW) at 3200 E. Foothill Boulevard Pasadena, CA 91107 
 
Dear Mr. Ta,  
 
I want to begin by thanking you for granting our request to extend the public comment period for the Space Bank Min  
Storage Facility Draft Removal Action Work Plan (RAW) at 3200 E. Foothill Boulevard Pasadena, CA 91107 on April 1  
2019. While the extension was shorter than what was requested, it provided valuable time for the community to voice 
their concerns. 
 
On May 13th, the Pasadena City Council voted to update Pasadena’s recommendations in response to the Draft Remov  
Action Workplan. The amended letter includes new cleanup recommendations by the City Council as well as the six 
recommendations originally proposed in City Manager Steve Mermell’s letter.  
 
As testing indicates the presence of toxins at the site, the city is requesting the full cleanup of  toxic materials before 
construction begins so as to not endanger local residents.  
 
I join with their concerns and urge you to adopt Pasadena’s recommendations for the Space Bank Draft Removal Actio  
Work Plan.  
 

Respectfully,  

 

Anthony J. Portantino 
State Senator, 25th District 
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 DTSC Response: 
 
DTSC reviewed the City of Pasadena letter on the Draft Removal Action 
Workplan and may revise the RAW based on technical validity and merit of the 
comments received.   
 

 
 
31 Commenter: Steve Mermell 

City Manager, City of Pasadena 
Category: letter 
05/14/2019 

 

 Comment: 
The City of Pasadena requests that the Department of Toxic Substances 
Control ("DTSC") consider our comments to the December 11, 2017 Draft 
Removal Action Workplan(DRAW). The DRAW, prepared by Ninyo & Moore 
Geotechnical and Environmental Consultants, proposes soil removal activities 
at the NIRF Site. The objective of the proposed work, as stated in the DRAW, is 
to Mitigate potential on-site exposure through 
ingestion, inhalation, and direct contact with soil impacted by chemicals of 
potential concern (COPCs) and mitigate their impact on human health or the 
environment in order to allow for the site's planned residential/ commercial 
use."  
 
A brief summary of the DRAW and City comments to the technical document 
are provided below. 
 
Summary of the DRAW  
 
The DRAW proposes excavation and off-site disposal of soil impacted by 
metals, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), petroleum hydrocarbons 
(TPH), and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Site-specific cleanup goals for 
the COPCs were selected based on DTSC Modified Screening Levels (DTSC-SLs) 
and EPA Environmental Protection Agency Regional Screening Levels (RSLs). 
Soil and soil vapor confirmation sampling is proposed in order to assess the 
effectiveness of the planned soil removal. To the extent practicable, soil 
removal activities will continue until cleanup goals are met. If the cleanup 
goals for metals and PAHs are not achieved, a slurry cap will be installed at the 
bottom of excavation. If the results of confirmation soil, vapor sampling 
indicate residual vapor impacts at concentrations above cleanup goals, then 
sub-slab impermeable vapor barriers and venting systems, vapor mitigation 
systems (VMS) will be installed beneath all slab-on-grade residential 
structures. 
 
In the event that a slurry cap or VMS is utilized to achieve cleanup goals, a 
land use covenant (LUC) will be required. 
 
CITY OF PASADENA COMMENTS 
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The City generally concurs with the scope of work presented in the DRAW but 
requests that the following comments be addressed: 
 
1) Section 1.3.2 (Historical Site Use from 1945 to 1977) identifies various 
historical uses of the NIRF Site by the Navy, including research and 
development "primarily involving the design and testing of underwater 
weapons systems". Section 1.3.2 also discusses that" numerous and varied 
laboratories were identified at the site including: combustion, chemistry, 
hydro-propellants, welding, hydrodynamics, structures, metallurgy, 
experimental physics, ballistics, and simulator labs."  
 
According to the EPA November 2017 Technical Factsheets for hexahydro-
1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazinc (RDXY and for 2,4,6-rrinitrotolune (T T)2, these 
chemicals were " use extensively in the manufacture of munitions and accounts 
for a large part of the explosives contamination at active and former U.S. 
military installations." Based on this information, the City recognizes a 
potential for RDX and TNT to be a COPC for the NIRF Site and as such, 
recommends the development and implementation of a DTSC-approved 
sampling plan to investigate the presence of these chemicals onsite. 
 
2) Section 6.3.2 (Evaluation of Removal Action Alternatives - Alternative 2) 
discusses the installation of a slurry cap as a mitigation measure to be 
implemented in the event that concentrations of metals and PAHs in soil are 
above cleanup goals when the limits of practicable soil removal have been met. 
However, we found no discussion of mitigation measures for concentrations of 
TPH in soil above cleanup goals. The City recommends clarification of the 
mitigation measures that would be employed if residual concentrations of TPH 
are identified above cleanup goals following confirmation sampling. 
 
3) Section 6.3.2 also discusses soil vapor confirmation sampling and the 
mitigation measures to be implemented in the event that soil vapor cleanup 
goals are not initially met. As currently written, an initial soil vapor survey will 
be completed following impacted soil removal operations. If VOC 
concentrations above cleanup goals are identified, the DRAW states that 
additional step-out soil removal activities will be performed, and a second soil 
vapor survey will be completed following mass site grading activities. 
 
The City questions the plan to conduct mass grading of an area with known 
elevated concentrations of VOCs in soil vapor. The presence of elevated soil 
vapor concentrations would indicate that the source of the VOCs has not been 
adequately removed and any mass grading operations would have the 
potential to spread these 
soil impacts across the NIRF Site. The City recommends clarifying the subject 
mass grading procedure and recommends including requirements to mitigate 
the potential for moving VOC-impacted soil to other parts of the property. 
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4) The term Land Use Covenant, and in one instance Land Use Control, is 
referenced multiple times throughout Sections 6.3.2, 6.4.1, 6.4.2, and 6.4.9. 
as being required in the event that mitigation measures are needed for the 
protection of future site users. The City recommends that additional discussion 
be added to Section 6.3.2 for the purpose of informing the reader about the 
general use and benefit of LUCs and that no LUC shall be utilized if doing so 
could potentially expose children or adults to direct contact exposure to any 
contaminated soils. 
 
5) The response action proposed in the DRAW is limited to relatively shallow 
soils beneath the NIRF Site. The City understands that a groundwater study 
implemented under DTSC oversight is planned for the subject site. However, at 
this time the groundwater and deeper soils beneath the NIRF Site have not 
been fully investigated or characterized. Therefore, the City recommends 
incorporating additional language to the DRAW discussing this topic and 
identifying the workplan as a shallow soil only DRAW. 
 
6) The City, having an interest in the NIRF Site, has engaged an environmental 
consulting firm to provide third-party oversight of the RAW implementation. 
The City recommends memorializing the use of third-party oversight, on behalf 
of the City, in the DRAW's Soil Management Plan.  
 
7) The City requests that the DRAW make reference to the fact that 
groundwater testing will be done in conjunction with PPA and requests that it 
be done prior to construction of the project to ensure that the project does not 
preclude future groundwater cleanup efforts, if needed.  
 
8) The City expects DTSC to follow its Management Memo# E0-02-002-MM 
("Memo"), including but not limited to: a full analysis and documentation to 
support the claim of technical impracticability of meeting the unrestricted-use 
scenario; and an explanation as to why this DRAW is relying on land use-
restricting covenants when unrestricted use of the property is the goal. 
 
9) The City would like an explanation as to why a RAW is being proposed as to 
oppose to a RAP. 
 
10) Please provide an explanation as to whether the proposed slurry cap for 
Alternative 2 is a mitigation measure or a land use-restricting covenant. If the 
latter, please provide a full analysis documentation to support the claim of 
technical impracticability of meeting the unrestricted-use scenario.  
 
11) Pursuant to the Memo, please amend the DRAW to include an analysis of 
the adequacy of controls of the land use covenants for all proposed future 
uses. 
 
12) Pursuant to the Memo, please amend the DR.AW to include a discussion of 
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the lifecycle costs of any proposed land use covenant. 
 
13) Pursuant to the Memo, please amend the DRAW to include an analysis of 
the difference in property value of an unrestricted site compared to a site with 
land use restricting covenant(s). 
 
Thank you in advance for your cooperation in amending the DRA to incorporate 
the City's comments. 
 

  
DTSC Response: 
 
As the initial paragraphs are introductory or summarize the RAW, no response 
is warranted. Below are responses to the numbered comments: 
 
1. The developer, PGL, plans to develop a sampling work plan for DTSC review 

and approval to sample the site soil for RDX and TNT as part of the cleanup 
activities.  Previously, these chemicals were not included in analytical tests 
because documented historical operations at this Navy research and 
development facility did not indicate such use.  Soil testing for perchlorate, 
N-nitrosodimethylamine and Otto fuel – common propellant and fuel for 
torpedoes, rocket and missile - were non-detected, except for one sample 
with low detection of Otto fuel.  The one low detection of Otto fuel indicates 
that this facility was not a manufacturing or testing of large weapons such 
as torpedoes, missiles, or rockets.   

 
2. TPHs cleanup levels are provided in the proposed RAW (Chapter 5, Table 3), 

and additional excavation will be performed until confirmatory soil sampling 
shows soil concentrations of TPH are below the RAW remediation goals.  
 

3. The soil intended for mass grading is to be taken from the northern section 
of the site, which is considered to be clean soil based on investigation data.  
(Remedial Investigation & Feasibility Study, Ninyo & Moore, 2017).   
 
Excavated soil from identified hotspots and contaminated areas will be 
placed on heavy-duty construction-grade plastic sheeting to prevent 
contamination of clean soil underneath.  Soil piles will be covered daily 
when not in use based on SCAQMD requirement.   
 

4. The implementation of land use covenant (LUC), as provided in 22 CCR § 
67391.1, imposes appropriate limitations on land use to ensure that the 
Site remains safe for its intended use.  The cleanup goals as listed in the 
proposed RAW are protective of future residents. The LUC is intended to be 
a contingency in case that residual impact cannot completely be mitigated 
for residential use without additional protection such as vapor intrusion 
mitigating system.   See additional information on LUC in Responses 10 and 
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11 below. 
 

5. The groundwater well installation workplan will be developed as part of the 
cleanup activities. The Prospective Purchaser Agreement, a legal agreement 
between DTSC and PGL, established that groundwater investigation will be 
initiated by PGL.     

 
6. There is no regulatory requirement for a third-party monitor, and therefore 

DTSC cannot impose this requirement onto PGL.  However, DTSC 
understands the community concern, and will facilitate this discussion 
between the City and PGL for third-party monitoring of the removal action.    

 
7. See Response 5 above.  The PPA requires PGL to initiate a groundwater 

investigation with the installation of four wells and four sampling events.  
The planned locations for the wells, soil and groundwater sampling 
protocols were developed with DTSC oversight.  DTSC determines that the 
planned groundwater investigation is technically applicable for the Site.  
 

8. DTSC will review site confirmation sampling and post-removal action soil 
gas survey results and will make the determination whether additional 
action is required with a site-specific human health risk assessment. The 
determination will follow DTSC existing technical guidelines and directives, 
including the Health and Ecological Risk Office Note 4 – Guidance for 
Screening Level Human Health Risk Assessments (May 14, 2109).   

 
9. Under state law, a remedial action plan is required for project that is 

estimated to be over $2 million; typically considered to be more complex.  
This removal project is estimated to be $1.913 million, therefore a removal 
action workplan was developed.  Both categories require a comprehensive 
review of site data, the development of alternative remedial actions 
analysis, public involvement, and the development and implementation of a 
removal or remedial action plan.  Cleanup goals for both actions are the 
same enforceable standards that must be consistent with the proposed land 
use. 

 
10.A slurry cap is a remedial method because it prevents further exposure of 

contaminants. However, any residual contamination, i.e. chemical of 
concern that is left on-site above the residential standards, i.e. unrestricted 
use, would require a land use covenant (LUC) to ensure that the cap 
remains intact.  The LUC specifies the restrictive land use conditions to be 
protective for the intended use of the property.   

 
11.A land use covenant is a legal agreement between DTSC and the property 

owner that runs with the land.  It is binding upon owners and occupants, 
incorporated into deeds and leases and any conveyance of property, with all 
cost to be paid by the land owner. The legal agreement stays in effect until 
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the residual contamination is fully addressed and the site is suitable for 
unrestricted use. A product of the LUC could be a soil management plan 
whereby any soil excavation will have to be managed in a specific manner 
to avoid the release of contaminants into the environment or create an 
exposure pathway to the residents.   

 
12. Life-cycle cost of LUC is considered to be minimal.  In addition to filing fee 

to record the LUC and notification to tenants or property buyer, the 
property owner is required to submit to DTSC every 5 years a 5-year review 
letter reporting whether any actions involving the LUC were initiated, and 
how the activities were performed in accordance with LUC requirement. 

 
13.DTSC does not perform calculation of property value based on whether a 

land use covenant is needed for the site. This is not an environmental issue 
and is not germane to the DTSC’s approval of the RAW, which is intended 
to be protective for the proposed residential use without regard to property 
value.  

 
 
 
 
32 

Commenter: Dr. Kristin Shrader- 
Frechette 

Category: email 05/14/2019  

 Comments:  
 
New Information: New 2019 ESLs for Soil Vapor and Groundwater and 
Request to Reopen CEQA Process, DTSC Site 19970020 
Kristin Shrader-Frechette, PhD* 
on behalf of the Board of Stop Toxic Housing in Pasadena 
Tina Fredericks (community outreach); Kristin Shrader-Frechette, PhD 
(scientific data); Gary Smith (treasurer) 
 
Overview 
 
New information, published 1-24-19 by the California DTSC and State Water 
Resources Control Board, gives new environmental screening levels (ESLs) for 
soil vapor, groundwater, and other environmental media. CA Waterboards, 1-
24-19, 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/sanfranciscobay/water_issues/programs/ES
L/ESL_Cover%20Memo_24Ja_19.pdf; CA Waterboards, 2-14-19, 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/sanfranciscobay/water_issues/programs/esl
.html; Cox-Colvin Environmental Associates, 2019, 
https://www.coxcolvin.com/vapor-intrusion-fundamentals-part-3-
attenuation-factors/; CA Waterboards, 1-24-19, 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/sanfranciscobay/water_issues/programs/ES
L/new/ESL_Summary_Tables_24Jan19_Rev1.pdf; CA Waterboards, 1-24-19, 
ESL_Workbook_Interim Final_24Jan19_Rev1 Because the site-assessment 
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documents for the Pasadena toxic-waste site (DTSC Site 19970020) have not 
employed these new screening levels and done complete testing, they would 
not adequately protect people from (carcinogenic) vapor-intrusion (VI) and 
groundwater harm. Therefore we request that the CEQA process for this site 
be reopened, so as to do testing, analyses, and remediation that take account 
of the new ESLs and their more effective human-health and environmental-
health protection. 
 
1. Better Health Protection from the New ESLs 
One of the most important aspects of these new ESLs is to provide better 
groundwater protection and better protection of building occupants from 
exposure to volatile organic chemicals (VOCs) that migrate from the 
environment to the indoor air. The new ESLs will be much more stringent in 
protecting health because some of the new soil-vapor attenuation factors (AF) 
will be 60 times more conservative than the earlier AFs. (AFs ------------------
-------------- 
* Shrader-Frechette, an environmental scientist and environmental-justice 
expert, directs the Center for Environmental Justice and Children’s Health 
(Los Angeles) and is a board member of Stop Toxic Housing in Pasadena. A 
Pasadena resident, she holds an endowed chair at U of Notre Dame where 
she teaches Fall semester. Author of 18 books and 450 scientific articles, she 
has served on US EPA’s Science Advisory Board and many US National 
Academy of Sciences boards/committees. The governments of Australia, 
Canada, Congo, Germany, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and the US have 
repeatedly sought her help in dealing with their own hazardous-waste 
problems. The US National Science Foundation has funded her scientific 
research for 28 years, and she has won international/national awards for pro-
bono work to protect poor/minority communities from pollution throughout 
the world. (kshrader@ nd.edu, website https://www3.nd.edu/~kshrader/) 
 
vary in space and time, and they measure decreases in contaminant-
concentrations during vapor migration. Alameda County Bar Association, 2-6-
19, https://www.acbanet.org/2019/02/06/supplement-to-california-vapor-
intrusion-guidance/; Colvin Environmental Associates, 2019, 
https://www.coxcolvin.com/vapor-intrusion-fundamentals-part-3-
attenuation-factors/. 
 
Because these newer AFs are based on the fact that VOC attenuation is not as 
great as thought in the past, and therefore that VOC concentrations during 
migration will be higher than believed in the past, they likely will significantly 
increase the number of sites at which vapor intrusion (VI) investigation, VOC 
cleanup, and VOC mitigation are required. As a result, they will better protect 
public health. In other words, the new ESLs likely will lead responsible parties 
to fully characterize VI sites, develop more complete conceptual site models 
to deal with VI and VOC problems, “(including identification of VI sources, 
transport mechanisms, and exposure pathways), and more aggressively 

https://www3.nd.edu/%7Ekshrader/
https://www.coxcolvin.com/vapor-intrusion-fundamentals-part-3-attenuation-factors/
https://www.coxcolvin.com/vapor-intrusion-fundamentals-part-3-attenuation-factors/
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institute active remediation strategies rather than rely on long-term VI 
mitigation.” Alameda County Bar Association, 2-6-19, 
https://www.acbanet.org/2019/02/06/supplement-to-california-vapor-
intrusion-guidance/; Colvin Environmental Associates, 2019, 
https://www.coxcolvin.com/vapor-intrusion-fundamentals-part-3-
attenuation-factors/. 
 
2. Application of the New ESLs to the Pasadena Toxic-Waste Site 
 
2.1 Full, Pre-Construction Soil VOC Testing Is Needed to Implement New ESLs 
New information, about the January 2019 California ESLs that are lower than 
in the past, requires reopening the CEQA process for the Pasadena toxic-
waste site for at least 5 reasons, so that site soil can be adequately tested. 
 
First, the existing site documents do not employ the newer (January 2019), 
safer ESLs, and therefore they do not adequately protect the health of site 
residents according to the latest scientific information. Residents deserve 
current, not outmoded, health protection, and the only way to achieve this is 
to reopen the CEQA process and do more and more extensive site-soil 
testing, analysis, and remediation. 
 
Second, because the site has never had a systematic soil-sampling plan on 
which the new ESLs can build, the CEQA process must be reopened so that 
full testing and the new ESLs can be employed. That is, “due to access 
limitations, very few of the [site soil] samples have been collected within the 
footprint of existing buildings and structures”---which cover approximately 
67% of the site, Kennedy/Jenks, Environmental Summary (ES), p. 26, 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/deliverable_documents/46498609
78/Environmental%20Summary%20Report%20Jenks%20May%2022%20200
7%20.pdf. Remedial Investigation (RI), figure 7, pp. 20, 28-29-38, 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/final_documents2?global_id=1997
0020&doc_id=60406079 and Removal Action Workplan (RAW), pp. 31, 36, 
34, 
 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/community_involvement/7425007
462/Removal%20Action%20WorkPlan%2012.12.2017.pdf while pavement 
covers the remaining 33% of the site. SCEA, p. 8, 
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/planning/wp-
content/uploads/sites/56/2018/01/3200-E-Foothill-SCEA.pdf Because of 
inadequate site testing, site documents admit that site “sources” of 
contaminants, especially VOC contaminants, have not been located. Eg, 
Kennedy/Jenks, ES, 29-33, 37-38; RAW 17, 25,26, 68 The CEQA process 
needs to be reopened so as to apply the new ESLs and to achieve full, 
unbiased, representative site-soil testing, including grid- and transverse-
based sampling. 
 

https://www.coxcolvin.com/vapor-intrusion-fundamentals-part-3-attenuation-factors/
https://www.coxcolvin.com/vapor-intrusion-fundamentals-part-3-attenuation-factors/
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Third, not even all of the 11 suspected site-soil hot spots has [sic] been 
tested. RAW, p. 27 When soil has been tested, the average depth typically 
has been 10 feet. eg, RAW, p. 24 table 2, RI To remedy these testing 
deficiencies and apply the new ESLs, the existing site-soil 
testing/sampling/remediation data also do not provide a sound basis on which 
the new ESLs can build, so the CEQA process must be reopened. 
 
Fourth, because no testing whatsoever has been done of any site soil within 
183 feet above the water table/groundwater, RAW, pp. 7-8, 17, figures 4, 6, 
9, 11, 12 and because 
“the [site’s] primary cancer and non-cancer risk drivers are soil gas 
concentrations” of the VOCs PCE, TCE and CT, RI, p. 34; RAW, p. 31 DTSC 
has repeatedly warned that VOCs in deeper soil threaten groundwater and 
will continue to pollute groundwater. Appendix A in RI (A in RI), pp. 4, 8, 9, 
and 10 of 20, 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/final_documents2?global_id=1997
0020&doc_id=60406079 To remedy this failure to test deeper soil, especially 
for VOCs, and to employ the new ESLs, the CEQA process must be reopened. 
 
Fifth, 17 of the 20 site studies do not fully meet US EPA level-II data-
validation requirements. RI, pp. 43-44 Of the three site studies that do meet 
all US EPA data-validation requirements (namely SECOR 2006, ITSI 2006, 
and Kennedy/Jenks, SVSR, 2007), RI, pp. 43-44 none is complete. One failed 
to do legally required soil matrix and carcinogenic vapor sampling; another 
assessed soils only near 1 of 25 buildings; the third assessed only VOCs and 
only in shallow soils. Kennedy/Jenks, ES, pp. 6,9,10 
Because no site studies are both complete and fully meet US EPA data-
validation requirements, they do not provide a sound basis for applying the 
new ESLs. Therefore the CEQA process needs to be reopened so that 
additional, complete, validated studies can be done and so that the new ESL 
can be used. 
 
2.2 Full, Pre-Construction Soil VOC Cleanup Is Needed to Implement New 
ESLs 
New information, about the January 2019 California ESLs that are lower than 
in the past, requires reopening the CEQA process for the Pasadena toxic-
waste site for at least 3 reasons, so that site soil can be adequately 
remediated in ways consistent with the new ESLs. 
 
First, because the current project (as outlined in site documents) could not 
meet the new ESL mandates for “short term action,” that is, for speedy 
mitigation of unhealthy levels of VOCs, the entire project would need to be 
redesigned to include full, pre-construction site testing and cleanup and thus 
reopening the CEQA process. The current project RAW and site documents 
call for no pre-construction remediation of VOCs that are the main “risk 
drivers” at the site RI, p. 34; RAW, p. 31. Instead the only pre-construction 
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remediation required for the project is removal of 11 hot-spots that contain 
mainly metals, not VOCs RAW, p. 31 Therefore, as a result of this very 
minimal pre-construction, partial site cleanup, the RAW (p. 31) is forced to 
admit that “after…removal of identified soil hot spots…it is unknown if 
[carcinogenic] VOCs in soil…will continue to present a…concern.” RAW. p. 31 
Because the removal of 11 suspected hot spots probably will not remove the 
VOC threat, the RAW says that, post-construction, the developer may need to 
do soil-vapor extraction. RAW, pp. 47ff; RI, pp. 39ff 
 
However, the developer admits that his doing post-construction soil-vapor 
extraction would cause increased cancer “risks …[for] more than a year” to 
site “residential and commercial users” (RAW, p. 50). Therefore, because the 
developer wants to use years-long soil-vapor extraction, post-construction, to 
remove any remaining (carcinogenic) VOC threats in shallow soil, the 
developer’s current project plans could not meet the new ESL requirements 
that require VOC urgent mitigation to be done in only days or accelerated 
mitigation to be done in only weeks. 
 
For instance, consider the case of TCE—one of the site’s 3 main “risk 
drivers.” These three VOCs, including TCE, are “widely distributed,” 
“throughout the site in all areas.” RAW, pp. 47, 50 Moreover site TCE is 
present at levels that are up to 10 times higher than the old, less protective 
ESLs. Appendix D, p. 8 of 8, table 4, of RI Given these high TCE levels, it is 
highly possible that indoor air in new apartments at the site could have TCE 
levels of 2 micrograms/cubic meter. But if so, the new ESLs mandate that this 
level of TCE must be mitigated in only “days.” CA Waterboards, 1-24-19, 
ESL_Workbook_Interim Final_24Jan19_Rev1 Yet obviously the years-long 
post-construction mitigation achieved through soil-vapor extraction (see 
previous paragraph) could not meet this ESL mandate. 
Why not? For one thing, site soil-vapor extraction takes “more than a year” 
to implement. RAW, p. 50 For another thing, residents could not merely open 
their windows, for instance, to mitigate the high levels of TCE, because all the 
apartments are beside the 10-lane I-210 freeway, one of the busiest 
freeways in the county, thus one that causes extremely unhealthy levels of 
diesel particles. 
 
Therefore, to meet the new ESL requirements, including their “urgent” and 
“accelerated” mitigation of VOCs, the developer could not use his current 
project plan for post-construction VOC remediation. Instead, because the 
developer would need a new project plan, one that included full, pre-
construction site testing and remediation of 
 
VOCs, along with using the new ESLs; therefore the CEQA process would 
have to be reopened. 
 
Second, because (as the previous section showed) site documents admit that 
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site “sources” of contaminants, especially VOC contaminants, have not been 
located, Eg, Kennedy/Jenks, ES, 29-33, 37-38; RAW 17, 25,26, 68 those 
contaminants cannot be removed or cleaned up in ways consistent with the 
new ESLs. One cannot remove contaminant “sources” that have not been 
located, any more than a surgeon can remove the source of cancer 
metastases, when she has not located the primary cancer. Therefore the 
CEQA process needs to be reopened so as to apply the new ESLs in more 
comprehensive site testing that will help locate site sources of contaminants, 
implement the new ESL response actions and action levels, mitigate site 
contaminants, and achieve full, unbiased, representative site-soil testing, 
including grid- and transverse-based sampling. This testing and application of 
the new ESLs will help reveal the site sources of contaminants, something 
needed for effective cleanup. 
 
Third, because (as the previous section showed) site documents admit that 
site “sources” of contaminants, especially VOC contaminants, have not been 
located, Eg, Kennedy/Jenks, ES, 29-33, 37-38; RAW 17, 25,26, 68 those 
contaminants cannot be cleaned up. Yet because the developer wishes to 
build apartments on the site, after doing only hot-spot removal, and without 
testing/locating/removing site sources of contaminants, this means that site 
sources of contaminants will remain, after the buildings are in place. But if 
the sources remain, groundwater and indoor air have the potential to 
continue to be affected, contrary to what the ESLs require. The only way to 
remove the future potential of site sources---to contaminate indoor air and 
groundwater---is to remove them preconstruction because not all soil 
contaminants under buildings can be removed once buildings are on top of 
them, especially when those contaminants are “widely distributed,” 
“throughout the site in all areas,” as they are at this site. RAW, pp. 47, 50 
 
2.3 Full, Pre-construction Groundwater Testing Needed to Implement New 
ESLs 
This new information, about the January 2019 California ESLs that are lower 
than in the past, requires reopening the CEQA process for the Pasadena toxic-
waste site for at least 3 reasons, so that site groundwater can be adequately 
tested and remediated. 
First, the existing site documents do not employ the newer (January 2019), 
safer ESLs, and therefore they do not adequately protect the health of site 
residents according to the latest scientific information. Residents deserve 
current, not outmoded, health protection, and the only way to achieve this is 
to reopen the CEQA process and do more and more extensive site-
groundwater testing, analysis, and remediation. 
 
Second, because the site has had no groundwater testing at all, site 
groundwater conditions are “unknown. RAW. p. 36 Yet two city drinking-
water wells, closest to the site, had to close, likely because of site 
contaminants. p. 4 of 14, 
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https://www5.cityofpasadena.net/water-and-power/wp-
content/uploads/sites/54/2017/08/City-of-Pasadena-Public-Health-Goals-
Report- 2013.pdf; p. 2, https://www. 
waterboards.ca.gov/losangeles/waterissues/programs/remediation/perchlorat
e/ 030428_perchlorate update.pdf Because it is unknown whether the site 
could satisfy the new ESL “short-term action levels,” that is, very quick 
mitigation of dangerous contaminants in only days or weeks, the CEQA 
process must be reopened, so that full groundwater testing can be done prior 
to construction. Many site toxins, that cause groundwater contamination, 
cannot be effectively removed, once buildings are constructed on the site, so 
the groundwater testing and remediation must be done before any site 
development. 
 
Third, for a number of chemicals, including tetrachloroethene (PCE) and 
trichloroethene (TCE), the new groundwater VI ESLs are more stringent 
(lower than) the maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) normally applied to 
drinking water. Waterboards, 1-24-19, 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/sanfranciscobay/water_issues/programs/ES
L/new/ESL_Summary_Tables_24Jan19_Rev1.pdf Likewise, the new 
groundwater ESLs are lower than the maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) 
normally applied to drinking water. For TPH ESLs---now correctly called 
“petroleum mixture ESLs, as the correct term is petroleum-gasoline, 
petroleum-diesel, petroleum-motor oil, petroleum- jet fuel, etc”---the new 
ESLs are 2 to 8 times stricter than the drinking-water standards (MCL) CA 
Waterboards, 1-24-19, 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/sanfranciscobay/water_issues/programs/ES
L/new/ESL_Summary_Tables_24Jan19_Rev1.pdf Therefore, the CEQA 
process must be reopened, and pre-construction groundwater testing must be 
implemented, so that the new ECLs can be implemented. 
 
For instance, when groundwater has only 2 micrograms/liter of water of TCE, 
the new ESLs mandate short-term remediation actions that must take only 
weeks or days. CA Waterboards, 1-24-19, ESL_Workbook_Interim 
Final_24Jan19_Rev1 Yet the current project plan calls for groundwater testing 
over roughly one year, after which presumably remediation and mitigation 
would need to be accomplished. Yet these short-term remediation actions 
cannot be accomplished if the groundwater has not been tested, and the 
project plan also calls for no specific groundwater remediation actions that 
are likely to satisfy the new ESLs. Therefore the CEQA process must be 
reopened, so that groundwater protection can be achieved through pre-
construction site testing and mitigation that addresses the new ESL norms. 
 
Pre-construction groundwater testing is especially needed because the 
primary site contaminants (that are the major contributors to the site’s high 
health risk estimates) are PCE, TCE, and CT. RAW 31 Yet no site testing 
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whatsoever has been done of any site soil within 183 feet above the water 
table/groundwater, RAW, pp. 7-8, 17, figures 4, 6, 9, 11, 12 and DTSC has 
repeatedly warned that VOCs in deeper soil threaten groundwater and will 
continue to pollute groundwater. Appendix A in RI (A in RI), pp. 4, 
 
8, 9, and 10 of 20, 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/final_documents2?global_id=1997
0020&doc_id=60406079 To remedy this failure to test groundwater, to test 
deeper soil, especially for VOCs that can affect groundwater, and to employ 
the new ESLs, the CEQA process must be reopened. 
3. Better Health Protection from the Forthcoming Guidance on Vapor 
Intrusion 
New information, a “supplement to California’s vapor intrusion (VI) guidance-
-- titled “Interim Supplemental Guidance: Screening and Evaluating Vapor 
Intrusion” (Supplemental VI Guidance), is scheduled to be released for public 
comment in early 2019.” Alameda County Bar Association, 2-6-19, 
https://www.acbanet.org/2019/02/06/supplement-to-california-vapor-
intrusion-guidance/; see also CA Waterboards, 1-24-19, 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/sanfranciscobay/water_issues/programs/ES
L/ESL_Cover%20Memo_24Ja_19.pdf; CA Waterboards, 2-14-19, 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/sanfranciscobay/water_issues/programs/esl
.html; Cox-Colvin Environmental Associates, 2019, 
https://www.coxcolvin.com/vapor-intrusion-fundamentals-part-3-
attenuation-factors/; CA Waterboards, 1-24-19, 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/sanfranciscobay/water_issues/programs/ES
L/new/ESL_Summary_Tables_24Jan19_Rev1.pdf; CA Waterboards, 1-24-19, 
ESL_Workbook_Interim Final_24Jan19_Rev1 Because the site-assessment 
documents for the Pasadena toxic-waste site (DTSC Site 19970020) have not 
taken account of this forthcoming VI Guidance and have not done complete 
VI testing, these documents would not adequately protect people from 
(carcinogenic) vapor-intrusion (VI) and groundwater harm. Therefore we 
request that the CEQA process for this site be reopened, so as to do testing, 
analyses, and remediation that take account of the forthcoming VI guidance 
and its more effective human-health and environmental-health protection. 
 
This forthcoming new guidance is especially important at the Pasadena site, 
because the site developer, in the site RAW, consistently displays a 
preference for passive mitigation of VI, rather than active remediation. The 
CEQA process must be reopened to take account of this forthcoming guidance 
because this “guidance explicitly states a preference for active remediation 
that removes or destroys VOCs, rather than reliance on mitigation measures. 
Thus, under the new guidance, more sites will require active remediation to 
address VOC contamination. Those sites may also require interim or 
permanent VI mitigation measures if residual VOC concentrations exceed the 
new more stringent screening levels…. Mitigation measures alone will no 
longer be considered sufficiently protective over the long term at most sites.” 
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Alameda County Bar Association, 2-6-19, 
https://www.acbanet.org/2019/02/06/supplement-to-california-vapor-
intrusion-guidance/ Thus, the CEQA process needs to be reopened to take 
account of these new VI, groundwater, site soil, and human-health 
protections. 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
New information---either already published 1-24-19 by the California DTSC 
and State Water Resources Control Board, CA Waterboards, 1-24-19, 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/sanfranciscobay/water_issues/programs/ES
L/ESL_Cover%20Memo_24Ja_19.pdf; CA Waterboards, 2-14-19, 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/sanfranciscobay/water_issues/programs/esl
.html; Cox-Colvin Environmental Associates, 2019, 
https://www.coxcolvin.com/vapor-intrusion-fundamentals-part-3-
attenuation-factors/; CA Waterboards, 1-24-19, 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/sanfranciscobay/water_issues/programs/ES
L/new/ESL_Summary_Tables_24Jan19_Rev1.pdf; CA Waterboards, 1-24-19, 
ESL_Workbook_Interim Final_24Jan19_Rev1 or forthcoming in “early 2109” 
from the California DTSC and State Water Resources Control Board Alameda 
County Bar Association, 2-6-19, 
https://www.acbanet.org/2019/02/06/supplement-to-california-vapor-
intrusion-guidance/-----gives new environmental screening levels (ESLs) for 
soil vapor, groundwater, and other environmental media, as well as new 
guidelines for VI testing, evaluation, and mitigation. Because the site-
assessment documents for the Pasadena toxic-waste site (DTSC Site 
19970020) have not employed these new screening levels and done complete 
testing, they would not adequately protect people from (carcinogenic) vapor-
intrusion (VI) and groundwater harm. Therefore we request that the CEQA 
process for this site be reopened, so as to do testing, analyses, and 
remediation that take account of the new ESLs and their more effective 
human-health and environmental-health protection. 
 
 

 DTSC Response:  
Please see response to Comment 38 below, which summarizes and responds 
to Comments 32 to 38, submitted by the same commenter. 
 

 
 
 
33 

Commenter: Dr. Kristin Shrader-
Frechette 

Category: email 
05/4/2019 

 

 Comment 
(This document supersedes the earlier PFAS comment document sent to DSC 
in 2019.) 
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New Information  on Perfluroalkyls (PFAS) and Request to Reopen the CEQA 
Process,  
DTSC Site 19970020 
 
Kristin Shrader-Frechette, PhD* 
 
on behalf of the Board of Stop Toxic Housing in Pasadena 
Tina Fredericks (community outreach); Kristin Shrader-Frechette, PhD 
(scientific data); Gary Smith (treasurer) 
 
Overview 
 
The CEQA process for the US Navy toxic-waste site, at 3200 East Foothill 
Boulevard, Pasadena, needs to be reopened because of new information, 
discovered since the city of Pasadena approved the Pasadena Gateway 
project for the toxic-waste site in July 2018.  This new information is based 
on two studies, one published in 2019 and one published in November 2018, 
both of which show that the fire-fighting contaminants, perfluoroalkyls 
(PFAS), have been used extensively on US military sites.  The 2019 study 
provides the first evidence of the seepage and soil mobility of perfluoroalkyls 
(PFASs) down to about 50 feet below the ground. The second study, 
published only 4 months after the city of Pasadena approved the project in 
July 2019, examines legacy PFAS data and shows, for the first time, why 
limited data should not be used as a justification to delay risk mitigation 
actions for PFAS. This I mainly because PFAS have multiple devastating 
health effects---so devastating that PFAS fire-fighting foams recently have 
been banned in the US.1 
 
Given the alarming evidence of the damaging health effects of PFAS and this 
first study of the high mobility of PFAS, the author discovered that all site 
assessments failed to test the site for per- and polyfluoroalkyls or PFAS (also 
known as PFCs or  per- and polyfluorinated compounds), and thus the site 
won’t be remediated for these contaminants.   
 
Beginning in the 1960s PFAS were used on virtually all US military sites in 
fire-fighting foam to control explosives- and fuel-based fires.2 Because of US 
EPA’s Contaminant Monitoring Rule, California has required tested drinking 
water supplies for PFAS since 2013.3 These PFAS or perfluoralkyls are 
associated with cancer, cardiovascular disease, and harm to children, 
including newborn deaths, birth defects, and delayed development.  They 
cause decreased fertility and infant birth weight, increased  liver  
 
--------------------------------- 
 
* Shrader-Frechette, an environmental scientist and environmental-justice 
expert, directs the Center for Environmental Justice and Children’s Health 
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(Los Angeles) and is a board member of Stop Toxic Housing in Pasadena.  A 
Pasadena resident, she holds an endowed chair at U of Notre Dame where 
she teaches Fall semester. Author of 18 books and 450 scientific articles, she 
has served on US EPA’s Science Advisory Board and many US National 
Academy of Sciences boards/committees. The governments of Australia, 
Canada, Congo, Germany, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and the US have 
repeatedly sought her help in dealing with their own hazardous-waste 
problems. The US National Science Foundation has funded her scientific 
research for 28 years, and she has won international/national awards for pro-
bono work to protect poor/minority communities from pollution throughout 
the world. (kshrader@ nd.edu, website https://www3.nd.edu/~kshrader/) 
and immune-system damage, thyroid disease, high blood pressure, pre-
eclampsia, and 
high cholesterol levels. In addition, the classic new 2018, post-project-
approval study 
shows PFAS cause severe damage to  children’s immune systems and also 
likely damage to child neurodevelopment. 4   
 
PFAS likely were used at the Foothill Boulevard US Navy site for both 
experimental and practical reasons.  On an experimental level, “throughout 
its operation,” the site focused on “research and development of underwater 
weapons…[and] fire-control,”5 especially for explosive- and fuel-based fires.  
The site likely began research on PFAS fire-control foam in the 1950s because 
by 1961, US Naval research laboratories had developed PFAS or  fluorinated 
firefighting foam, and the patent was awarded to the Secretary of the Navy.6 
The military specifications for fluorinated firefighting foams were completed 
by 1963.7 
 
On a practical level, the site used PFOAs, as they were the main military-site, 
fire-fighting compound since the 1960s, and the US military uses 75% of all 
PF fire-fighting foams.8 The Foothill site also had 3-4 large underground 
diesel-storage tanks, gasoline-storage tanks, compressed gas facilities,9 and 
site soil contaminants include oil, metals, total petroleum hydrocarbons. and 
the torpedo propellant Otto Fuel.10 
 
It’s especially important to test the site for PFAS and other military and 
proprietary contaminants because Pasadena City Council recently approved 
building 550 apartments, 40% of them multi-bedroom units for hundreds of 
children and families, including many units for low-income and moderate-
income families. The city and DTSC are  allowing construction to begin before 
any testing of groundwater and full soil.1  
 
1. Site Background  
 
For 30 years, from the mid-1940s through the mid-1970s, the US Navy used 
the site to develop and test fire-control systems and to develop, test, and 
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manufacture missiles, torpedoes, and other classified weapons.11  Nearly all 
of the Navy’s 29 buildings remain.  The site has not  been cleaned up---only 
walled and then paved over.  It is now used as a storage-rental facility with 
temporary buildings.12 
 
In 2018 the city of Pasadena  approved  building  the Pasadena Gateway 
Project on this 
site. The proposed project is a mixed-use development that includes 550 
apartment homes, many of which are “affordable housing,” and are planned 
to house hundreds of children.13 The city and DTSC are allowing many site 
carcinogens to remain “in place,” as they are below ground.14  They admit 
that site groundwater-contamination is “unknown”;15  that not all suspected 
“hot spots” have been sampled;16 and  that not all “sources” of site 
carcinogens, metals, dioxins, solvents, and propellants have been  located.17 
However, before construction the city and DTSC are requiring no groundwater 
or full soil-carcinogen testing; before construction the developer must remove 
only 11 suspected “hot spots” and drains in shallow soil.18 However site 
toxins have already contaminated and closed two Pasadena drinking-water 
wells, one near the East, and one near the West, sides of the site.19 
 
On 3-8-19 California Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) 
released its 1-29-19 CEQA Findings document. It said that project impacts 
would be at a level of insignificance.20  However, given no testing for the 
PFAS used onsite, it is impossible to know that site impacts from these PFAS 
are insignificant.  
 
2. The Failure to Test for Perfluoroalkyls and Similar Contaminants  
 
As already noted, although  a major focus of this Pasadena US Navy 
experimental research and weapons-manufacturing facility was research on 
fire-control systems, there has been no testing whatsoever at the site for 
perfluoroalkyls or PFAS that are the US military’s main systems of fire 
control.  None of the many PFAS is even listed as a contaminant of concern in 
site documents.21  No PFAS are mentioned at all in either the environmental 
assessment or its appendices.  
 
This failure to test for PFAS, aqueous, film-forming foam is surprising because 
only manufacturers of products that historically incorporated poly- and 
perfluoroalkyl substances into their formulations “are on the qualified 
products list and are purchased and stockpiled for use on US military 
bases.”22  However, one reason for failure to test this site for PFAS may be 
that high quality, reliable tests for PFAS fire-fighting foams became available 
only after 2007.  Only then were specific  liquid-chromatography and mass-
spectrometry systems developed that were able to detect these 
contaminants.23 
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Another major reason for failure to test the site for PFAS is that beginning in 
2007, the current developer hired consultants to assess the site, and their 
analyses are based on the flawed assumption that earlier site studies—going 
back nearly 30 years---had correctly identified contaminants of concern. 
These consultants say that “numerous…assessment have been conducted to 
evaluate the impact of the former military use on the site. The identified 
[site] contaminants of concern (COCs)” are “detailed in previous assessment 
reports.”24  
 
However, there are at least 5 reasons  not to trust the reliance of the site 
developer and his consultants on the 20 earlier site studies, and especially 
not to trust their list of contaminants of concern.25  First, as just mentioned, 
reliable tests for PFAS were not developed until 2007, and the majority of the 
20 site studies, on which the current developer relies, were done 1992-
2006.21  
 
Second, it is not reasonable to trust the site list of contaminants of concern 
and the 20 earlier site studies because although the developer claims the site 
will be safe,26 this judgment is based on partial cleanup that trusts all the 
results of these 20 older studies. Yet all 20 studies are incomplete, and none 
does a complete and systematic assessment of the entire site; for instance, 
35 percent of site assessments are US Army Corps of Engineers studies, and 
they each examine only a tiny part of the site. In fact, because of inadequate  
investigations and inadequate remediation of the site by the US Army Corps 
of Engineers, the CA Department of Toxic Substances Control  “issued an 
Imminent and Substantial Endangerment Determination and Remedial Action 
Order on 2 December 2004”27   Yet since 2004, no whole-site soil testing or 
remediation, and no groundwater testing has occurred--- so that the site 
likely still presents the threat of “Imminent and Substantial Endangerment” 
to the public. 
 
One reason for the flawed testing/remediation by the US Army Corps of 
Engineers is that ”USACE funding for environmental investigation of the site 
came from the Defense Environmental Restoration Program for Formerly Used 
Defense Site (DERP-FUDS) program.” However, this program allows 
examination of “only the portions of the property that have not been… used 
by an owner subsequent to use by the Department of Defense,” including the 
current owner, “Space Bank.” This restriction means, for instance, that 
despite the problem of PCBs from 37 original site transformers, no soil 
samples were taken in the vicinity of the 37 transformer pads.28  
 
This DERP restriction also means that although the site is covered almost 
completely with about 29 original Navy buildings, virtually all site “buildings, 
storm-water drainage system, and transformers” or “electric substations 
were “considered ineligible” for assessment under this Department of 
Defense funding.29 Because of the incompleteness and the scientific flaws in 
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site USACE studies, it is no wonder that the US government oversight agency 
the US GAO, said that in 40 percent of military-site testing and cleanups, it 
could not document that the US ACE was correct in its scientific conclusions 
that sites needed for further toxics cleanup. Independent university scholars 
have drawn the same conclusions. “The military has been accused of ignoring 
the full scope of environmental problems at its facilities and the costs of 
remedying them.”30 
 
Third, it is not reasonable to trust the site list of contaminants of concern—
that exclude perfluoroalkyls, RDX, TNT, and other contaminants---and the 20 
earlier site studies because 17 of these earlier site studies do not meet US 
EPA data-validation (anti-fraud) requirements.  Of the 3 studies that do meet 
the required data-validation standards for toxic-site cleanup, all three are 
incomplete; one tested near only 1 of 29 buildings.  Another tested only one 
type of contaminant, and so on.31  
 
Fourth,  it is not reasonable to trust the site list of contaminants of concern 
and the 20 earlier site studies because 3 of them were done by SAIC and 
Tetra Tech who admitted repeated site-testing fraud at other toxic-waste 
clean-ups.32  Together they have paid nearly $1 billion in fines to the US 
government.33 Currently both the US Justice Department and owners of 
homes, built on the main San Francisco US Navy toxic-waste site, are suing 
Tetra Tech for more than $27 billion and claiming harm from its fraudulent 
toxic-site testing and clean-up; the US has already begun fining Tetra 
Tech.34  
 
Fifth, it is not reasonable to trust the site list of contaminants of concern and 
the 20 earlier site studies because the developer is not doing what DTSC 
documents recommend: “undertake” his “own due diligence” by full site 
testing, given obvious and well documented flaws in the “accuracy” of earlier 
site studies.35  
 
3. Why Perfluoroalkyls, the “Forever Compounds,” Are So Deadly  
 
Per-and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) are so dangerous, partly because 
they are generally resistant to heat, water, and oil. They have been used 
extensively, especially by the US military, for fire-fighting foams.36   PFAS 
also “are persistent, which means they do not break down in the 
environment. That’s why Rep. Brian Fitzpatrick, a Pennsylvania Republican 
and co-chair of a congressional PFAS task force, called PFAS “forever 
compounds” and “one of the most widespread public health crises” that the 
US now faces.37  
Some PFAS can also bioaccumulate, meaning the amount builds up over time 
in the blood and organs. Studies in animals who were exposed to PFAS found 
links between the chemicals and increased cholesterol, harmful changes in 
the body’s hormone and immune systems, decreased fertility, and increased 
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risk of certain cancers.38   
 
More specifically, the higher the blood serum levels of PFAS, the greater the 
likelihood that the person will have kidney and testicular cancer.39  For 
newborns, the higher the umbiblical-cord blood plasma levels of PFAS, the 
lower their birthweights;40 yet low birth weight is the “leading cause” of 
newborn deaths and sickness.41 Perhaps because they lived on or near a 
military site, children who had higher prenatal exposures to PFAS also had 
proportionally lower IQs; every doubling in their PFAS concentrations was 
associated with a 2 point drop in IQ.42   
 
PFAS also are suspected neurotoxins.  The higher the blood-serum PFAS 
levels, the higher the persons’ psychosocial, psychiatric, and social-difficulty 
problems, particularly in interacting with others, and the higher their risk of 
autism.43   
 
PFAS likewise are suspected endocrine disruptors.44  Higher blood-serum 
levels of PFAS, indicting higher PFAS exposures, are also tied to higher 
breast-cancer risk.45  Among girls, each increase in prenatal PFAS 
concentrations is associated with an increased body mass index, increased 
skin thickness, and increased total fat.46  
 
The higher the PFAS exposure, the greater their association with increased 
liver enzymes, liver cell injury, and acute liver damage.47    The higher the 
PFAS exposure, revealed in blood and blood-serum tests, the greater the 
incidence of thyroid disease and thyroid dysfunction,48 genotoxic damage, 
genetic damage, and reproductive harm--- especially DNA damage and DNA 
strand breaks.49   
 
However, new information---based on two studies, one published in 2019 and 
one published in November 2018---show that the fire-fighting contaminants, 
PFAS, have been used extensively on US military sites.  The 2019  study is 
significant because it provides the first evidence of the seepage and soil 
mobility of PFASs, down to about 50 feet below the ground. Therefore, it is 
the first study to show the degree to which PFAS can impact site 
groundwater, something especially important in a state like California.  The 
second study, published  only 4 months after the city of Pasadena approved 
the project in July 2019, examines  legacy PFAS data and shows, for the first 
time, why limited data should not be used as a justification to delay risk 
mitigation actions for PFAS. This is mainly because PFAS have multiple 
devastating health effects---so devastating that PFAS fire-fighting foams 
recently have been banned in the US.50 Both new studies argue provided an 
impetus to examine whether the Pasadena site likely used PFAS and hence 
why site assessments should reopen the CEQA process to test for PFAS. 
 
4. Why Perfluoroalkyls and Similar Contaminants Are Widespread at Military 
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Sites 
 
As of August 2017, the US Department of Defense  identified at least 401 
military sites in the US that had “at least one area where there is a known or 
suspected release”  of  PFAS.51  This statistic is particularly significant 
because not all  military sites have yet been tested for PFAS, and California 
has more military sites than any other state in the nation---thus more threat 
from PFAS than any other state. 
 
Military use of PFAS has also helped contaminate US public water supplies, 
and nationwide blood sampling from the famous HANES study shows that 
PFAS has been “detected in 97%–100% of the [blood] serum samples” from 
males and females 12 to 80 years of age.52 Many public water supplies in 
California have been contaminated with PFAS,53   and the US Deputy 
Assistant Secretary for Defense says that 61 percent of groundwater wells,  
tested near US military sites, exceeded the EPA’s threshold for PFAS 
safety.54  
 
Even worse, up to 110 million Americans could have PFAS in their water, and 
roughly 28 percent of all US water utilities are known to supply drinking water 
that contains PFAS chemicals at concentrations at or above 5 parts per 
trillion.55 Yet, there likely is no safe level of exposure to PFAS.  Scientists 
have discovered that any exposure greater than 1 part per trillion is risky,56  
and yet one part per trillion is a very tiny amount, equivalent to one drop of 
water in 20 Olympic-size swimming pools.57     
 
Among already contaminated US water supplies, the drinking water for at 
least 6 million US citizens already exceeds their safe lifetime limit for PFAS 
exposure. This means they have severe overexposure to PFAS and thus face 
severe health harm.58  
 
5. Why Perfluoroalkyls Are Not Being Cleaned Up, Despite Grave Health 
Threats 
 
Obviously PFAS are very long-lived, “forever” chemicals that keep on 
contaminating and hurting people because they do not break down.  
Obviously they cause much disease and death.  Why haven’t more people 
heard about their dangers, and why aren’t they regulated very stringently?  
US government officials say that the answer is money. 
 
Rep. Harley Rouda, the California Democrat chairing the House Oversight and 
Reform environment subcommittee, told reporters after a hearing on PFAS 
chemicals that  “it’s clear” the high cleanup costs “were slowing any federal 
efforts to regulate and clean up” these toxic PFAS.59  Rep. Brian Fitzpatrick, 
Republican co-chair of a congressional PFAS task force, said the same thing. 
Regulators are wary of regulating PFAS because “it would cost tens of billions 
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of dollars to bring water systems into compliance” with safe PFAS levels.60   
The US Deputy Assistant Secretary for Defense also said the same thing.  She 
recently reported that, just to clean up military “bases contaminated by 
[only] two” of the scores of PFAS compounds---and not clean up public-
drinking-water supplies that these military sites had harmed---“would cost 
about $2 billion.”61 Sure enough, the Pentagon is pushing for weak PFAS 
standards because it is facing billions of dollars in PFAS cleanup costs.  Thus 
it’s pushing the Trump administration to adopt a weaker standard for 
groundwater pollution caused by chemicals from military bases that 
contaminate public drinking-water supplies.62   
Given the widespread US military-site contamination by PFAS, the fact that 
about one-third of American may be exposed to PFAS in their drinking water, 
and the extraordinarily high cost of cleaning up these “forever chemicals,” 
many news outlets have independently reported alarming news about the 
DOD. They have reported that the US military has adopted a two-part PFAS 
strategy.   
 
They say the first part of the DOD strategy is using tests for PFAS that detect 
only a small percentage of the PFAS chemicals present. By using insensitive 
tests for most PFAS, DOD is trying to make the contamination problem 
appear smaller than it really is.  
The second part of the DOD strategy for PFAS is underreporting results, 
sharing only a small part of its data, thus reporting to Congress only a small 
part of the PFAS pollution that military tests actually found.63   
 
Part of the problem is also inadequate DOD reporting.  A 2017 report by the 
top US government oversight agency said that “DOD has not internally 
reported all [PFAS] data on compliance with health-based drinking water 
regulations or used available [PFAS] data to assess compliance….The military 
departments did not report all violations to DOD….[Yet] Both its [DOD] 
firefighting foam and…perchlorate…are DOD-identified emerging 
contaminants….DOD…is funding efforts to develop a new foam” that is safer 
than PFAS foam. US EPA and state orders have both had to force DOD  to 
“shut down wells, provide alternate water sources, install water treatment 
systems to respond to elevated levels” of PFAS contamination, as DOD did 
not take these actions on its own.64   
 
Given these widespread criticisms of DOD failure to report PFAS and other 
drinking-water violations, it insensitive testing, and its pushing for weak PFAS 
standards on largely financial grounds, DOD documents on PFAS are likely not 
reliable, as many scientists have charged.65  Instead the public needs to rely 
on independent scientific assessment from those without conflicts of interest. 
 
After all, any money that the US DOD spends on PFAS cleanup, either on its 
own sites or of nearby public water supplies, is money that the DOD cannot 
spend to support military personnel and needed weaponry. Hence, as the US 
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Government Accountability Office warned long ago, the military has a classic 
conflict of interest that is forcing it to downplay threats of PFAS 
contamination, so that it does not have to spend as much of its own money to 
clean up PFAS.66 
 
The upshot?  Anyone who minimizes the need for PFAS testing or who 
downplays PFAS threats may have been influenced either by military reports-
--that reflect problems with lack of DOD reporting on PFAS, as mentioned by 
US GAO, and  understandable DOD conflicts of interest---or influenced by 
public-drinking-water officials who simply do not have the money to pay for 
PFAS cleanup. Not having the money for cleanup, however, is not the same 
thing as denying the need for testing and cleanup.  
 
Moreover, as the 2017 US GAO report noted, “Both its [DOD] firefighting 
foam and…perchlorate…are DOD-identified emerging contaminants.”  Because 
site assessors tested for perchlorate, it is arbitrary and capricious for them 
not to also test for PFAS, as perchlorate and PFAS are both classified by the 
US DOD as emerging contaminants arising from US military sites.67 
 
6. Conclusions 
 
Clearly the Pasadena US Naval weapons-testing and weapons-manufacturing 
facility site used PFOAs, as they were the main military-site, fire-fighting 
compound since the 1960s.  Equally clear is that these PFAS, the “forever 
chemicals,” are extremely persistent and indestructible, both in the human 
body and in the environment.  They are causing a “widespread public-health 
crisis” in the US, a crisis of cancer, neurotoxic and psychiatric effects, 
endocrine and liver harm, genetic and reproductive harm, and much newborn 
mortality and IQ loss.  
There is no good reason not to test the site for PFAS, and money is not a 
good reason not to test the site for PFAS.  Fear of PFAS-cleanup costs is not a 
good reason to avoid testing for PFAS. Because site assessors tested for 
perchlorate, it is arbitrary and capricious for them not to also test for PFAS, 
as perchlorate and PFAS are both classified by the US DOD as “emerging 
contaminants” arising from US military sites. 
This absence of PFAS testing at the site is new information, and the CEQA 
process must be reopened because of it. 
 
 
Notes 
 
1. City of Pasadena, Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessment 
(SCEA), 4200 East Foothill, 2018, 
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/planning/wp-sites/56/2018/01 /3200-E-
Foothill-SCEA.pdf , hereafter cited as SCEA. Ca Dept of Toxic Substances 
Control, NIRF, 
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https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/profile_report?global_id=1997002
0SCEA. 
The two new studies, released since the project was approved in July 2018, 
that show the first evidence of the devastating harm and high mobility of 
PFAS are: Deep seepage of per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances through the 
soil of a firefighter training site and subsequent groundwater contamination, 
2019 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0045653518318514 
and A review of the pathways of human exposure to poly- and perfluoroalkyl 
substances (PFASs) and present understanding of health effects, November 
2018, https://www.nature.com/articles/s41370-018-0094-1  
2. Lustgarten, How the EPA and the Pentagon Downplayed a Growing Toxic 
Threat, ProPublica. March 09, 2019, https://www.propublica.org/article/how-
the-epa-and-the-pentagon-downplayed-toxic-pfas-chemicals. The Defense 
Department says more than 660 US military sites used firefighting foam that 
could have contaminated local drinking water. 
  
3. Ca Water Boards, California Releases New PFAS Drinking Water Guidelines, 
July 17, 2018, https://www.asdwa.org/2018/07/17/california-releases-new-
pfas-drinking-water-guidelines/  and ProPublica, 
https://www.propublica.org/article/suppressed-study-the-epa-
underestimated-dangers-of-widespread-chemicals and 
CSWRCB, Perfluorooctanoic Acid (PFOA) and Perfluorooctanesulfonic Acid 
(PFOS), California State Water Resources Control Board. April 04, 2019, 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/drinking_water/certlic/drinkingwater/PFOA_
PFOS.html 
 
 
4. See note 1 for the new 2018 study, published since project approval, that 
shows especially devastating effects on children. US ATSDR, ToxFacts for 
Perfluoralkyls, https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/toxfaqs/tf.asp?id=1116&tid=237. 
Both the state and US EPA have documented perfluoroalkyl association with 
cancer, harm to children, liver damage, developmental delays, endocrine 
disruption (eg, diabetes, weight gain, cardiovascular disease), neonatal 
deaths, and neurological and reproductive harm.  Perfluoralkyls are very 
persistent in the environment and in the human body and are especially 
dangerous because they accumulate and don't break down.  
State Water Resources Control Board, Perfluorooctanoic Acid (PFOA) & 
Perfluorooctanesulfonic Acid (PFOS), 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/gama/docs/pfoa.pdf 
 
5.  Kennedy/Jenks, ES, p. 4; 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/deliverable_documents/46498609
78/Environmental%20Summary%20Report%20Jenks%20May%2022%20200
7%20.pdf 
 
6.  An Overview Of Fluorinated Firefighting Foams: Past, Present & Future, p. 
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4 
https://www.jensenhughes.com/wp-content/uploads/pdf/Fluorinated-
Firefighting-Foams-Jensen-Hughes.pdf;   
FAQs Regarding PFASs Associated with AFFF Use at U.S. Military Sites, p. 4, 
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/1044126.pdf 
 
7.   Sheinson et al, The Future of Aqueous Film-Forming Foam (AFFF), 
https://www.nist.gov/sites/default/files/documents/el/fire_research/R020132
7.pdf 
 
8.   FAQs Regarding PFASs Associated with AFFF Use at U.S. Military Sites, p. 
4 
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/1044126.pdf 
 
9.   Kennedy/Jenks, pp. 7, 16, 18. 29. 
 
10. Kennedy/Jenks, ES, pp. 4, 24-25, 28-31. 
 
11.  Kennedy/Jenks, ES, pp. 4, 5, 11, 15; and  
SCEA Appendix E, pp. 25-26, 31; 
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 DTSC Response:  
Please see response to Comment 38 below, which summarizes and responds 
to Comments 32 to 38, submitted by the same commenter. 
 

 
 
 
34 

Commenter: Dr. Kristin Shrader-
Frechette 

Category: email 
05/14/2019 

 

 Comment:  
 
(This document supersedes the earlier RDX-comment document sent to DSC 
in 2019.) 
 
New Information on Energetics and Radiation, Request to Reopen CEQA 
Process, 
DTSC Site 19970020 
 
Kristin Shrader-Frechette, PhD* 
 
on behalf of the Board of Stop Toxic Housing in Pasadena 
Tina Fredericks (community outreach); Kristin Shrader-Frechette, PhD 
(scientific data); Gary Smith (treasurer) 
 
Overview 
 
The CEQA process for the US Navy toxic-waste site, at 3200 East Foothill 
Boulevard, Pasadena, needs to be reopened because of new information. This 
new information, from articles published since the city approved the project in 
July 2018,  is the fact that all site assessments failed to test the site for the 
classic neurotoxic explosives and propellants BTF; CL-20;  MATNB; NQ; RDX; 
TATB; TNA; TNAZ; TNB; and TNT.  Yet all these classic explosives were likely 
used and tested on site, as the facility was, for a time, the main US Navy 
classified research and development site for explosives and propellants for 
torpedoes and other weapons. For this reason, the site also should be tested 
for   the newer energetics such as 3,4 DNP; ABTOX; BDNP; BNFF; CBNT; 
DNAN; DAAF; DATN; DNAM; DNGU; DNMT; FOX-7; HATOAF; HK-
56;HZDNAAF; HZTNBL; LLM-105;  LLM-172; LLM-175; LLM-201; MADX-1; 
MBANF; MTNP; NTO; PRNQ; TAGMNT; TEX; TKX-50; TNBA; TNBL; and TNGU. 
1 
 
Although little is known about the chemicals used in testing and development 
onsite, as that testing would have been classified and especially secret, 
particularly during Word War II and the Cold War, we know that RDX and TNT 
are the major warhead components in 71% of weapons known to have been 
tested and manufactured onsite.2  The known weapons tested and 
manufactured onsite include the   MK 32, 42, 43, and 44 torpedoes and 
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SUBROCS or submarine rockets,3 in addition to unknown propellants and 
explosives for torpedoes and other weapons that were tested onsite. 
 
The 9-acre, 29-building military site included large chemical-storage facilities, 
thus likely stored RDX, TNT and related energetics (propellants/explosives); it 
also had both combustion laboratories and large deep-water tanks for testing 
propellants.4 Because experiments on RDX-containing propellants began in 
the US at least in the 1950s, given US patent applications in 1959, the site 
likely tested RDX propellants from the 1950s until it closed in 1974.5 
 
----------------------------------- 
* Shrader-Frechette, an environmental scientist and environmental-justice 
expert, directs the Center for Environmental Justice and Children’s Health 
(Los Angeles) and is a board member of Stop Toxic Housing in Pasadena.  A 
Pasadena resident, she holds an endowed chair at U of Notre Dame where 
she teaches Fall semester. Author of 18 books and 450 scientific articles, she 
has served on US EPA’s Science Advisory Board and many US National 
Academy of Sciences boards/committees. The governments of Australia, 
Canada, Congo, Germany, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and the US have 
repeatedly sought her help in dealing with their own hazardous-waste 
problems. The US National Science Foundation has funded her scientific 
research for 28 years, and she has won international/national awards for pro-
bono work to protect poor/minority communities from pollution throughout 
the world. (kshrader@ nd.edu, website https://www3.nd.edu/~kshrader/) 
It’s especially important to test the site for RDX, TNT, and other energetics 
that are military contaminants because Pasadena City Council recently 
approved building 550  
apartments, 40% of them multi-bedroom units for hundreds of children and 
families, including many units for low-income and moderate-income families. 
The city and DTSC are allowing construction to begin before any testing of 
groundwater and full soil.1 
 
Testing the site for RDX, TNT, and related energetics likewise is important 
because California regulates pollution levels of RDX, TNT, and other 
energetics.6  RDX is a possible human carcinogen, and since 2008, the 
California Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment has listed TNT 
as a chemical known to cause cancer for purposes of the Safe Drinking Water 
and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986. Animal and human data show that TNT  
is associated with anemia and immune-system damage, leukemia, 
lymphoma, and liver, bladder, and spleen cancer---and that RDX is associated 
with neurotoxic effects; developmental harm to children; and with increased 
total cancers, especially of the lung, bronchus, colon, and rectum.7 RDX 
already has contaminated the soil or water of more than 15 million homes 
near military sites in California, Arizona, and New Mexico.8   
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1. Site Background  
 
For 30 years, from the mid-1940s through the mid-1970s, the US Navy used 
the site to develop, test, and manufacture missiles, torpedoes, and other 
classified weapons.9   
Nearly all of the Navy’s 29 buildings remain.  The site has not  been cleaned 
up---only   
walled and then paved over.  It is now used as a storage-rental facility with 
temporary buildings.10 
 
In 2018 the city of Pasadena  approved  building  the Pasadena Gateway 
Project on this 
site. The proposed project is a mixed-use development that includes 550 
apartment homes, many of which are “affordable housing,” and are planned 
to house hundreds of children.11 The city is allowing many site carcinogens 
to remain “in place,” as they are below ground.12  It admits that site 
groundwater-contamination is “unknown”;13  that not all suspected “hot 
spots” have been sampled;14 and  that not all “sources” of site carcinogens, 
metals, dioxins, solvents, and propellants have been  located.15 The city is 
requiring no groundwater or full soil-carcinogen testing before construction; 
before construction the developer will remove only 11 suspected “hot spots” 
in shallow soil.16 However site toxins have already contaminated and closed 
two Pasadena drinking-water wells, one near the East, and one near the 
West, sides of the site.17 
 
On 3-8-19 California Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) 
released its 1-29-19 CEQA Findings document. It said that project impacts 
would be at a level of insignificance.18  However, given no testing for the 
vast majority of energetics used onsite, it is impossible to know that site 
impacts from these energetics are insignificant. 
 
2. Weapons Tested and Manufactured Onsite 
 
Because the Pasadena site tested, developed, and manufactured weapons, 
there is a need to test at the site for the older, classical energetics 
(explosives and propellants),  such as BTF; CL-20;  MATNB; NQ; TATB; TNA; 
TNAZ; TNB. But because the Pasadena site was used for developmental 
research into explosives and propellants, there also is a need to test for 
polymer-bonded explosives PBX and PETN, as well as for the newer 
energetics, namely 3,4 DNP; ABTOX; BDNP; BNFF; CBNT; DNAN; DAAF; 
DATN; DNAM; DNGU; DNMT; FOX-7; HATOAF; HK-56; HZDNAAF; HZTNBL; 
LLM-105;  LLM-172; LLM-175; LLM-201; MADX-1; MBANF; MTNP; NTO; 
PRNQ; TAGMNT; TEX; TKX-50; TNBA; TNBL; and TNGU.19 
 
The city of Pasadena’s site assessment also says that “based on historical 
documentation provided by the Navy, torpedoes were developed and tested 
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at the…site.”  Torpedoes were “also tested at the nearby Morris Dam site.” 
The assessment says that at this Pasadena site, the US Navy site developed, 
tested, and manufactured 7 types of classified weapons, the 
(1) MK 32 torpedo,  
(2) MK 42 torpedo,  
(3) MK 43 torpedo,  
(4) MK 44 torpedo,  
(5) MK 46 torpedo,  
(6) submarine rockets or SUBROCs, and  
(7) Polaris missiles.20  
 
3. Site Propellant and Explosive Contaminants: HBX Therefore RDX and TNT 
 
Of the list above, weapons tested and manufactured onsite, except weapons 
(5) and (7) above, used RDX and TNT, so that 71% of these site weapons 
above used RDX and TNT.  Weapons (1)-(4), namely  MK 32, MK 42, MK 43, 
and  MK 44 torpedoes,  all used  HBX explosives,21 and the main components 
of HBX are RDX and TNT.  All variants of HBX are mainly RDX and TNT, but 
with added aluminum and stabilizers like wax.22  
 
Weapon (5), namely the Mk 46 torpedo, used Otto Fuel.23 It’s a mixture of 
propylene glycol dinitrate (the major component), 2¬ nitrodiphenylamine, 
and dibutyl sebacate.24  Weapon (6), namely the SUBROCs, used either HMX 
(therefore RDX) or nuclear explosives.25  Weapon (7), namely the Polaris 
missiles, used nuclear explosives.26 
Although no full-scale-explosives tests are known to have been done at the 
site, combustion laboratories onsite were used for “bench-scale propellant 
tests” until 1974 when the Navy closed the site,27 so many of the classical 
and newer energetics were likely also tested.   
 
Given that the main goal of  the site was testing various new formulations of 
propellants, the site probably tested all the classical---and many of the 
newer---explosives and propellants listed in the previous section.  At least 
such tests cannot be ruled out, given that Pasadena was for a time the 
leading US Navy weapons testing facility for torpedoes and other weapons, as 
already mentioned. It also is very likely that the site did propellant tests of 
RDX from the 1950s until the site closed in 1974, as patents for RDX-
containing rocket and torpedo propellants were filed in 1959, and this site 
was a major US military propellant-testing facility.28   
 
4.  Health Effects of RDX, TNT, and Other Energetics 
 
RDX or clyclonite, whose chemical name is hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-
triazine or cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine, is a  white, crystalline solid in its 
pure synthesized state. It’s one of the most powerful and widely used military 
high explosives and propellants, partly because the oils, waxes, or plasticizers 
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(that are added to it) make it “highly stable” under long-term storage 
conditions.29  
 
RDX is a potent neurotoxin,30 as well as a kidney, bladder, and prostate 
toxin.31   
Though the brain is the main “target organ” of RDX health damage, RDX also 
causes severe cardiovascular, dermatological, gastrointestinal, hematological, 
hepatic neurological, pulmonary, renal, male-reproductive, respiratory, and 
urinary harm; although “there are no data on the carcinogenicity of RDX in 
humans,….results from animal studies provide suggestive evidence of 
carcinogenic potential” because of “liver- and lung-tumor incidence in 
experimental animals,” in at least two different species.   
In animals and possibly in humans, RDX also appears to increase the 
likelihood of both brain and liver cancer.32 
 
TNT has some properties similar to RDX and is known to have killed about 
500 workers in plants where it was manufactured, It is a dermatological, 
hematological, hepatic, immune, ophthalmological, reproductive, and urinary 
toxin, and it is associated with anemia and immune-system damage, 
leukemia, lymphoma, and liver, bladder, and spleen cancer.  In 2008, the 
California Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment listed TNT as “a 
chemical known to cause cancer for purposes of the Safe Drinking Water and 
Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986.”33 
 
Among the other (non RDX, nonTNT) classical and newer energetics, they 
have had less testing than RDX and TNT.  However, the testing that has been 
done confirms that virtually all of the classical and newer energetics also are 
toxic.  Of course their toxicity varies, with energetics such as LLM-105, HK-
56, and TNBA being acutely and very toxic, while energetics such as DNGU 
and DNP appear to have less toxicity.  However because most of them are 
water soluble, they are especially dangerous in terms of groundwater 
contamination, and hence they should be tested.34 
 
5. The Failure to Test for RDX, TNT, and Similar Contaminants  
 
As already noted, although  71% of the US Navy weapons that were known to 
have been tested and manufactured at this site used HBX and therefore RDX 
and TNT explosives and propellants, and although site propellant research 
likely included RDX, at least from the 1950s through the 1970s (see 
preceding section 3) , there has been no testing whatsoever for RDX, TNT, 
and other energetics at the site.  None of these many neurotoxic and 
carcinogenic explosives and propellants is even listed as a contaminant of 
concern in site documents.35 None of these obvious energetic contaminants 
is mentioned at all in either the environmental assessment or its appendices. 
However, assessors’ failure to test for energetics at the site is surprising for 
at least 7 reasons. 
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First, this failure of site assessors to test for RDX, TNT, and other energetics 
at the site is surprising because “the energetic compounds most commonly 
used” in military explosives and propellants include TNT, RDX, and HMX.36 
Yet because the Pasadena site was developing and testing military explosives 
and propellants, one of the most common of which was RDX, and because 
site studies found the propellants perchlorate and Otto Fuel onsite, it is 
arbitrary and capricious for current assessors to test for the propellants 
perchlorates and Otto Fuel, but not to test for  RDX and all the other 
energetics listed in this document. Testing also should have been done for 
RDX which was used from the 1950s onward.37  
 
Second, specifically at the Pasadena site, the failure ever to test for RDX, 
TNT, and the other energetics listed in this document is surprising, because 
site assessors clearly knew that the site was both testing torpedoes, torpedo 
fuels and propellants, and developing different advanced fuels and 
propellants.  The site contained “hydropropellants and chemistry laboratories 
used for work on advanced fuels and propulsion batteries”; laboratories that 
did work on “water-entry phenomena and underwater ballistics”; and “a 
pneumostatic tank that could accommodate test [torpedo] specimens up to 
18 feet long,” longer than 70 percent of all US  torpedoes used.38  Hence, 
full-scale torpedo testing was done onsite, though there is no evidence that 
full-scale detonation was done onsite.  
 
Third, this failure to test for RDX, TNT, and the other energetics listed in this 
document  is surprising, arbitrary, and capricious, because assessors tested 
for other common military propellants, perchlorate and Otto Fuel, and found 
them onsite.39  Perchlorate, likely from the site, contaminated and forced 
closure of at least two Pasadena drinking-water wells adjacent to the East 
and West sides of the site. 40  
 
Fourth, the failure of site assessors to test this site for RDX, TNT, and the 
other energetics listed in this document, is surprising because California has 
drinking-water regulations for toxic and carcinogenic chemicals used for 
decades by the US military for rocket and torpedo propellants and explosives-
--chemicals such as HMX, NDMA, perchlorate, RDX, and TNT.  These military-
site chemicals already have contaminated drinking water for at least 15 
million homes in California, Arizona, and New Mexico. 41  
 
Fifth, the failure to test the site for RDX, TNT, and the other energetics listed 
in this document is surprising because RDX and TNT contamination is long 
known and well known. The US EPA first discovered drinking-water 
contamination with RDX more than 30 years ago, in the 1980s. In fact, US 
EPA and the US Department of Defense have found drinking-water aquifers 
contaminated by RDX near more than 65 current or former military 
installations across the US, including in California, Massachusetts, Nebraska, 
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South Carolina, Tennessee, Utah, and elsewhere.  Near Salt Lake City, people 
who grew their food with RDX-contaminated water alleged it caused their 
cancers. All across the globe, RDX has caused “significant public-health 
emergencies resulting from soil contamination.”42  
 
Sixth, site assessors should have tested for RDX, TNT, other energetics listed 
in this document, and their by-products because these toxins can transform 
into even more toxic products such as hydrazines and nitrosamines---for 
which site soil and groundwater should be tested.43 These derivative 
chemicals can be more prevalent and more dangerous than the energetics 
itself.  “Among carcinogens the N-nitroso compounds are the most broadly 
acting and among the most potent.”44   
 
Seventh, the failure to test for RDX, TNT, and the other energetics listed in 
this document ---and the Pasadena assessors’ assumption that earlier US 
Army Corps of Engineering site cleanup was effective---is also surprising, 
because the US Government Accountability Office (GAO) showed the 
ineffectiveness of many of the military’s own cleanups.  This ineffectiveness 
may be one reason that site testing has been done for neither RDX nor TNT 
nor the other energetics listed in this document.  The GAO said that at 40 
percent of supposedly cleaned-up military toxic sites, it could not document 
scientifically that no more cleanup action was needed, 45 and the same could 
be true of the Pasadena site. 
 
6. Testing for HBX, RDX, TNT and Their By-Products Is Urgent 
 
This failure of the site environmental assessment and appendices to test for 
RDX, TNT, and the other energetics listed in this document   must be 
correctly immediately for several reasons. First, “RDX [and other 
contaminants] frequently migratesthrough the unsaturated zone and causes 
groundwater contamination.” 46   US EPA warns that RDX has caused 
“significant levels of soil and groundwater contamination” and accounts “for a 
large part” of the “contamination at active and former US military 
installations” like the Navy site in Pasadena. 47  
Second, Canadian scientists recently called RDX “an internationally known 
problem,” which “has led to an international warning on possible soil, surface 
water, and groundwater contamination” on military sites.  By examining US 
military sites that used RDX, they discovered that at 72 percent of the sites, 
“the RDX, that had made its way into aquifers, exceeded levels considered 
safe.”48   
 
Third, Harry Craig, one of the US Environmental Protection Agency’s top 
experts on explosives and propellant contamination, says RDX is “the single 
greatest problem the US faces when it comes to cleaning up thousands of 
toxic munitions sites across the country.”  The Canadian scientist have shown 
that “RDX contamination on or around defense sites in the US could be even 
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more widespread than is already known.”48  
  
7. The Need for Additional Site Tests for Ionizing Radiation 
 
Although 17% of the US Navy weapons that are known to have been built 
and tested at the site used nuclear explosives, the site has had only one 
limited radiation test, at only one spot on the site, in 2002 by SAIC. Yet for at 
least two reasons, this one test is doubtful, and complete site-radioactivity 
testing and site characterization must be done.  
 
First, the SAIC study---like 17 of the 20 studies used by the City of Pasadena 
to approve the site development---does not meet US EPA data-validation 
requirements.49 Yet these requirements are a key way to protect against 
fraudulent science.50  Second, continuing over several decades, SAIC has 
been convicted of scientific fraud at many other toxic-waste sites. As a result, 
SAIC has had to pay the US government at least $566 million in fines for 
fraudulent site testing in the last 20 years.51   
 
Obviously tests done by SAIC should not be assumed to guarantee that the 
site does not include radioactive contamination.  Additional tests and full site 
characterization for radioactive materials must be done. 
 
8. Objections 
 
In response to calls for site testing of the most common explosive and 
propellant ingredients used in 71 percent of the weapons known to have been 
experimentally tested and manufactured onsite, someone might have several 
objections.  First, people might think that there is no need to test for RDX, 
TNT, and the other energetics listed in this document, because they are 
explosive, and they might think that explosive materials would not have been 
stored and used at a site that is surrounded by homes. However, section 4 
earlier showed that one reason the military used RDX and TNT so widely is 
that they are “highly stable” under long-term-storage conditions, provided 
that oils, waxes, or plasticizers are added to them.  Thus torpedoes contain 
explosives but until they are armed, and until the detonating mechanisms are 
set, they typically do not explode. 
 
Second, someone might think that no large quantities of RDX, TNT, and the 
other energetics listed in this document, were used onsite because the site 
did mainly testing, but many reasons suggest this view is wrong.  For one 
thing, earlier sections show that the site manufactured missiles and 
torpedoes, and did not merely test them. DTSC documents likewise show that 
the site had different buildings to store explosives52 and flammable-
materials,53 as well as several different chemical-storage buildings,54 and 
ordinary storage buildings55----all of which were separate structures.  The 
site’s building 3 had combustion labs,56 and building 5 also had combustion 
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labs.57   
 
Large quantities of flammable, hazardous, and explosive materials thus were 
used and stored onsite, as sections 1-6 earlier showed, because the site 
manufactured torpedoes and propellants and because TNT and RDX were the 
main ingredients in 71 percent of the weapons known to have been 
manufactured onsite. Indeed, two separate rail lines came into and out of the 
property,58 so as to receive raw materials and to ship out all the finished 
torpedoes and missiles.  Moreover, as section 5 showed, because large water 
tanks allowed testing of fully assembled torpedoes, weapons that were as 
long as 18 feet, the site was able to test 70 percent of all US torpedo types.  
 
Third, someone might think that there is no need to test for explosive and 
propellants, used in 71 percent of weapons manufactured onsite, perhaps 
because the site did bench tests.  However, bench tests were not the only 
tests, as already documented. As section 5 showed, propellants and 
torpedoes were tested in three large water tanks, one of which was large 
enough to test most US torpedoes. In addition, as the previous paragraph 
documented, one would not need an entire building to store explosives, 
another entire building to store flammable materials, yet another entire 
building to store hazardous materials---in addition to two separate 
combustion labs,  two chemical-storage facilities,  and four other buildings for 
materials storage (such as metals used in the foundry to make the torpedo 
and missile casings)----unless large quantities of dangerous materials were 
used onsite.  Thus, the claim that no large quantities of such flammable, 
explosive, or hazardous materials were used onsite is mere speculation, 
arbitrary opinion, that is contrary to what site records illustrate, as 
documented in the previous paragraph and in earlier sections of these 
remarks.  Moreover, if any amounts of some toxic chemical was used onsite, 
the site should be tested for it, as severe health harm often can arise from 
very small amounts of a toxic material. 
 
9. Conclusion  
 
For the last 30 years the US EPA and DOD have found soil and water near or 
on more than 65 current or former US military sites contaminated with RDX, 
and 71% of the weapons known to have been tested and manufactured at the 
Pasadena Naval facility used RDX and TNT. Given this new information about 
RDX, TNT, and the other energetics listed in this document  being used onsite 
for manufacturing and testing, the site should be tested for these 
contaminants, as well as for all the classical, older propellants/explosives (eg, 
BTF; CL-20;  MATNB; NQ; TATB; TNA; TNAZ; TNB) and for the newer  
explosives/ propellants (eg, polymer-bonded explosives PBX and PETN, as 
well as for the newer energetics, namely 3,4 DNP; ABTOX; BDNP; BNFF; 
CBNT; DNAN; DAAF; DATN; DNAM; DNGU; DNMT; FOX-7; HATOAF; HK-56; 
HZDNAAF; HZTNBL; LLM-105;  LLM-172; LLM-175; LLM-201; MADX-1; 
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MBANF; MTNP; NTO; PRNQ; TAGMNT; TEX; TKX-50; TNBA; TNBL; and 
TNGU), given that the site was the major US Navy 
experimental/developmental facility for US torpedoes and other weapons.   It 
also should be fully tested for radioactive materials, given that Polaris 
missiles were tested and manufactured onsite. The CEQA process should be 
reopened, so as to assess the threat from RDX, TNT, radioactive materials, 
and all other proprietary military contaminants.   
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03/documents/ffrrofactsheet_contaminant_tnt_january2014_final.pdf and 
Levine et al, op cit and US Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, 
2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene (TNT), 2011, 
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/substances/toxsubstance.asp?toxid=125 
 
34. US Army Public Health Center, Microtox Toxicity Testing of the Novel 
Energetics, 2018, https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/1054366.pdf 
 
35. SCEA, pp. 12-14.  
 
36. Pichtel, 2012. 
 
37. Kennedy/Jenks, p. 4ff discusses site propellant tests and notes (pp. 4, 25, 
34) that site studies found the propellant Otto Fuel onsite. For site studies 
that also found the propellant perchlorate onsite, see notes 39-40. For RDX 
used since the 1950s, see notes 5, 28. 
38. SCEA Appendix E, Cultural Resources, pp. 25, 35 gives site details, 
including lengths of torpedoes that could be handled in test facilities.  For US 
torpedoes and their lengths, see   Boyne, Clash of Titans, Simon and 
Schuster, 1995, and Morison, History of United States Naval Operations in 
World War Two, Volume 3. Little, Brown, and Company, 1984. Only 19 of the 
63 US torpedoes were longer than 18 feet and could not be tested at the 
Pasadena site. 
39. Appendix D, 2007 Site Data Tables, pp. 2-6 of 6 of table 2 of SCEA 
Appendix J, RI 
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40. Three Pasadena drinking-water wells near the site have been taken out of 
service because of near-site perchlorate contamination near that exceeds 
regulations---the Monte Vista well 1 mile W of the site, the Jourdan Well 1.27 
miles SW of the site (https://ww 5.cityofpasadena.net/water-and-power/wp-
content/uploads/sites/54/2017/08/City-of-Pasadena-Public-Health-Goals-
Report-2013.pdf; SCEA, p. 13),  and the Chapman well 0. 26 miles E of the 
site.  Perchlorate levels of 3.98-9 micrograms/liter were detected  in 
Pasadena's Chapman well (p. 2 of 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/losangeles/water_is 
sues/programs/remediation/perchlorate/03_0428_perchlorateupdate.pdf)---
which is 4-9 times above the Ca Public Health Goal for perchlorate. 
 
41. http://www.gswater.com/download/California-Drinking-Water-Standards-
rev-21218.pdf.   
Regarding military chemicals that already have contaminated drinking water 
for at least 15 million homes in  California, Arizona, and New Mexico, see 
https://www.hindawi.com/jour nals/aess/2012/617236/  and 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2017-
10/documents/ffrro_ecfactsheet_rdx_9-15-17_508.pdf   and 
https://toxnet.nlm.nih.gov/cgibin/sis/search/a?dbs+hsdb:@term+@D 
OCNO+5893 and 
https://cfpub.epa.gov/si/si_public_record_report.cfm?dirEntryId=18339&Lab
=NERL&keyword=NDMA&actType=&TIMSType=+&TIMSSubTypeID=&DEID=
&epaNumber=&ntisID=&archiveStatus=Both&ombCat=Any&dateBeginCreate
d=&dateEndCreated=&dateBeginPublishedPresented=&dateEndPublishedPres
ented=&dateBeginUpdated=&dateEndUpdated=&dateBeginCompleted=&date
EndCompleted=&personID=&role=Any&journalID=&publisherID=&sortBy=re
visionDate&count=50).  
However, despite the CA regulations for these drinking-water contaminants 
from US weapons development, the Pasadena assessment calls for assessing 
drinking water only for perchlorate and only in one test (p. 9 of 20 of 
Response to DTSC Comments on RI (Appendix A) in Remedial Investigation, 
SCEA Appendix J, https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/ 
planning/uploads/sites/56/2018/01/3200-E-Foothill-Appendices.pdf 
 
42. For discovery of RDX contamination in the 1980s, see US EPA, Technical 
Fact Sheet – Hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro1,3,5-triazine (RDX), 2014, 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2014-
03/documents/ffrrofactsheet_contamina nt_rdx_january2014_final.pdf and 
National Research Council, Division on Earth and Life Studies, Water Science 
and Technology Board, Committee on Source Removal of Contaminants in the 
Subsurface, Contaminants in the Subsurface, National Academies Press, 
2005.  
For RDX public-health emergencies, see Pichtel 2012 and Pro Publica, The 
Bomb That Went Off Twice, https://features.pro publica.org/bombs-in-our-
backyard/military-pollution-rdx-bombs-holston-cornhusker/ 
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43. California Waterboards, NDMA and Other Nitrosamines, 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/drinking_water/certlic/drinkingwater/NDMA.
html   and see US EPA, Technical Fact Sheet – Hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro1,3,5-
triazine (RDX), 2014, https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2014-
03/documents/ffrrofactsheet_con taminant_rdx_january2014_final.pdf  
 
44. Lijinsky, N-Nitrosamines as Environmental Carcinogens, ACS Symposium 
Series,101, N-Nitrosamines, pp 165-
173,https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/bk-1979-0101.ch010  and  
Pro Publica, The Bomb That Went Off Twice, https://features.pro 
publica.org/bombs-in-our-backyard/military-pollution-rdx-bombs-holston-
cornhusker/ 
ProPublica, Bombs in our Backyard, 
https://www.propublica.org/series/bombs-in-our-backyard and Paquet et al, 
Analysis of the key intermediates of RDX (hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-
triazine) in groundwater, Journal of Environmental Monitoring,  2011,  
https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2011/em/c1em10329f#!divAb
stract 
 
45. Pro Publica, Open Burns, Ill Winds, 
https://www.propublica.org/article/military-pollution-open-burns-radford-
virginia. US Government Accountability Office, Environmental Cleanup: Too 
Many High Priority Sites Impede DOD's Program, GAO/NSIAD-94-133, 1994, 
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GAOREPORTS-NSIAD-94-
133/html/GAOREPORTS-NSIAD-94-133.htm 
 
46. Paquet, p. 2304. 
 
47. US EPA, Technical Fact Sheet – Hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro1,3,5-triazine 
(RDX), 2014, p. 1, https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2014-
03/documents/ffreofa ctshe et_contaminant_rdx_january2014_final.pdf and 
see US EPA, Toxicological Review of Hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazine 
(RDX), 2018, p. xxv, 
https://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/iris/iris_documents/documents/toxreviews/03 
13tr.pdf and Abadin, Smith, Ingerman, et al, Toxicological Profile for RDX, 
2012, Atlanta, US Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, 2012, 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK154146/ 
 
48. The Canadian research is Lapointe, Martel, and Diaz, A Conceptual Model 
of Fate and Transport Processes for RDX Deposited to Surface Soils of North 
American Active Demolition Sites, Journal of Environmental Quality 46 No. 6, 
(2017) 1444-1454 doi:10.2134/jeq2017.02.006.  Lustgarten, Canadian 
Research Adds to Worry Over an Environmental Threat the Pentagon Has 
Downplayed for Decades: a study released late last year gives environmental 
experts a way to quantify how much RDX, a chemical used in military 
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explosives, is spreading into surrounding communities, Propublica, January 9, 
2018,https://www.propublica.org/article/canadian-research-adds-to-worry-
over-an-environmental-threat-the-pentagon-has-downplayed-for-decades;  
Jenkins et al 2008; Walsh et al 1993. 
 
49. Appendix G (Data Validation) of SCEA Appendix J, RI, pp. 43-44, 
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/planning/wp-
content/uploads/sites/56/2018/01/3200-E-Foothill-Appendices.pdf 
 
50. Appendix G (Data Validation) of SCEA Appendix J, RI, p. 43; see also pp. 
36-37.  
 
51. Project on Government Oversight 
https://www.contractormisconduct.org/contractors/47/saic 
 
52. Kennedy/Jenks, ES, p.15. This was building 8. 
 
53. Kennedy/Jenks, ES, p.9. This was building 131. 
 
54. Kennedy/Jenks, ES, pp.13, 27. This was buildings 18 and 31. 
 
55. Kennedy/Jenks, ES, pp.13, 19. This was buildings 2, 7, 16, 116. 
 
56. Kennedy/Jenks, ES, p.15. This was building 3. 
 
57. Kennedy/Jenks, ES, p.15. This was building 5. 
 
58. Kennedy/Jenks, ES, pp. 5, 11, 15. 
 
 

 DTSC Response:   
Please see response to Comment 38 below, which summarizes and responds 
to Comments 32 to 38, submitted by the same commenter. 
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Commenter:  Dr. Kristin Shrader-
Frechette 

Category: email 
05/14/2019 

 

 Comment:  
1 New Information on Residents’ Post-Construction Site-Cancer Risk Requires 
Reopening the CEQA Process for DTSC Site 19970020 
Kristin Shrader-Frechette, PhD* 
on behalf of the Board of Stop Toxic Housing in Pasadena 
Tina Fredericks (community outreach); Kristin Shrader-Frechette, PhD 
(scientific data); Gary Smith (treasurer) 
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Overview 
There is new information in the site Removal Action Plan (RAW), released by 
the California DTSC on 3-8-19---8 months after the city of Pasadena approved 
the project---and the CEQA process must be reopened, so as to take account of 
this new information by requiring full site testing and cleanup, prior to any site 
development. This new information shows that full, pre-construction, site 
testing/cleanup is required for at least 8 main reasons. 
(1) Without full pre-construction cleanup, the RAW admits that the developer’s 
approved, post-construction, partial-carcinogen clean-up could cause site 
residents, including hundreds of children, years of higher cancer risks. 
(2) Full, pre-construction site testing/cleanup is needed to avoid exposing 
people to massive levels of airborne carcinogens during extensive site 
excavation and grading. After suspected-hot-spot removal, the RAW admits 
that this extensive excavation and grading, of these still-contaminated soils, 
will expose site workers and the public to airborne cancer risks that are 340 
times higher than allowed. Site grading and excavation of this admittedly 
contaminated soil (a) will spread higher-than-allowed levels of carcinogens all 
over the site, and (b) will invalidate later confirmation testing. 
(3) Because the developer’s shallow soil testing (up to 15 feet below ground 
surface) is incomplete, arbitrary, and unsystematic, the project goal, to 
remediate shallow soil, cannot be accomplished without full, systematic, pre-
construction testing of shallow soil. 
(4) The project goals limit remediation to soils up to 15 feet, yet soils at least 
as deep as 150 feet are known to contain carcinogens like VOCs that could 
contaminate indoor air and groundwater. 
------------------------------------------ 
* Shrader-Frechette, an environmental scientist and environmental-justice 
expert, directs the Center for Environmental Justice and Children’s Health (Los 
Angeles) and is a board member of Stop Toxic Housing in Pasadena. A 
Pasadena resident, she holds an endowed chair at U of Notre Dame where she 
teaches Fall semester. Author of 18 books and 450 scientific articles, she has 
served on US EPA’s Science Advisory Board and many US National Academy of 
Sciences boards/committees. The governments of Australia, Canada, Congo, 
Germany, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and the US have repeatedly sought 
her help in dealing with their own hazardous-waste problems. The US National 
Science Foundation has funded her scientific research for 28 years, and she has 
won international/national awards for pro-bono work to protect poor/minority 
communities from pollution throughout the world. (kshrader@ nd.edu, website 
https://www3.nd.edu/~kshrader/) 
2 
(5) No testing has been, or will be, done for the deepest soils, those 183 feet 
above groundwater, and yet these soils also contain carcinogens that could 
contaminate groundwater. 
(6) Because of the preceding deficient soil testing, many soil-based “sources” 
of contaminants have not been located; yet unless they are located and 
removed before construction, they will not be able to be removed, once large 
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buildings are constructed on top of them. 
(7) Complete site testing and full “site characterization” are scientific 
requirements for toxic-site cleanup, but have not been done. Unless they are 
done prior to construction, the supposed cleanup will leave unknown and 
undiscovered toxins in place, and they will harm people. 
(8) Full pre-construction site testing and cleanup are essential to public safety 
beause essential details (required for site cleanup) about prior site uses, full 
site contaminants, and prior site studies are either unknown or invalid. 
Eight Reasons for Full, Pre-Construction Site Testing and Cleanup 
Reason 1. Full, Pre-Construction Testing/Cleanup Is Needed to Avoid Residents’ 
Higher Cancer Risks from Partial, Post-Construction Cleanup. 
New information presented in the RAW—released for public comment by the 
DTSC on 3-8-19---admits that following the approved, post-construction, site-
cleanup plan in the RAW could cause years of higher cancer risks to site 
residents, workers, and retail users of the site. Removal Action Workplan 
(RAW), pp. 47, 50, 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/community_involvement/74250074
62/Removal%20Action%20WorkPlan%2012.12.2017.pdf People will face these 
post-construction site cancer risks for at least 4 main reasons. 
One reason for these very high, post-construction, site cancer risks is that the 
RAW admits that many areas of the site have not been tested. see subsequent 
sections of this report and Kennedy/Jenks, Environmental Summary (ES), pp. 
24-27, 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/deliverable_documents/4649860978
/Environmental%20Summary%20Report%20Jenks%20May%2022%202007%
20.pdf. Because of incomplete site testing, therefore site “sources” of 
contaminants have not been located, see subsequent sections of this report 
and therefore site soils and groundwater have not been fully “characterized.” 
see subsequent sections of this report Therefore until there is a scientific site-
sampling plan, location of all site-contaminant sources, and full site 
characterization, any attempted cleanup will fail and will expose people to 
unknown and unremoved toxins. 
A second reason for these high, post-construction cancer risks is that doing 
only suspected hot-spot removal---as the only required preconstruction site 
cleanup--- will not remove the main site cancer/toxin risks. This is because the 
RAW correctly says 
3 
that the three main “drivers” of the high cancer risks and toxin risks at the site 
are three carcinogenic VOCS, namely PCE, TCE and CT. RAW, p. 31; see also 
Remedial Investigation (RI), p. 34, 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/deliverable_documents/3954603433
/Final%20RI.FS%20report11.2018.pdf However, hot-spot removal will not 
remove the worst site harm (from carcinogenic VOCs) because the 11 
suspected hot-spots contain mainly metals, not mainly VOCs. RAW, p. 31 
Hence, after removing mainly metals (not mainly VOCs) in the only required, 
pre-construction site cleanup, it is no surprise that site documents admit that 
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“after removal of [suspected] hot-sports…[including] the storm drain system,” 
“total excess [soil-] cancer risk” at the site will remain hundreds of times 
above allowable levels. RI, p. 34, 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/deliverable_documents/3954603433
/Final%20RI.FS%20report11.2018.pdf 
A third reason for these high, post-construction, site cancer risks is that, 
because the developer’s own documents admit that removal of mere suspected 
hot spots will leave higher-than-allowed levels of carcinogens onsite see the 
preceding paragraph), therefore the RAW admits that soil-vapor extraction 
(SVE) of site VOC carcinogens may be necessary. The developer wants to do 
this SVE carcinogen removal after site construction and after residents inhabit 
site buildings. RAW, pp. 47ff; RI, pp. 39ff 
However, the RAW admits that doing post-construction SVE removal of 
carcinogenic VOCs could cause years of increased cancer risks to site residents, 
workers, and the public. The RAW admits that “It will take more than a year to 
remove [carcinogenic] soil vapors at the site… Future residential and 
commercial users could be exposed to [carcinogenic] vapor intrusion until such 
time that [carcinogenic] soil vapor is removed which could be more than a 
year.” RAW, p. 50 Therefore, to avoid cancers caused by post-construction 
cleanup, the CEQA process must be reopened and there must be full, pre-
construction, site testing/cleanup, including pre-construction soil-vapor 
extraction of soil VOC carcinogens. 
A fourth reason for these high, post-construction cancer risks has been 
problems with gaining site access for testing, given private ownership of the 
site and the fact that roughly-two thirds of the site remains covered with 25 
large WW-II buildings, and the remaining one-third of the site is paved. SCEA 
Appendix B, Consistency Analysis Tables, p. B-6, 
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/planning/wp-
content/uploads/sites/56/2018/01/3200-E-Foothill-Appendices.pdf As a result 
of site-access problems, most site testing has been biased, opportunistic, and 
based on availability; there has never been a systematic, site-sampling plan. 
Reason 2. Full, Pre-Construction Site Testing/Cleanup Is Needed to Avoid 
Exposing People to Airborne Cancer Risks 340 Times Higher Than Allowed, to 
Avoid Spreading Higher-Than-Allowed Levels of Carcinogens Around the Site, 
and to Avoid Invalidating Later Confirmation Testing. 
4 
New information presented in the RAW—released for public comment by the 
DTSC on 3-8-19---says that “after removal of…[suspected] soil hot 
spots…performance of site grading… will move [cleaner] soils from the [higher-
elevation] north to the [lower-elevation] south side of the site [where the soils 
are much more toxic].” RAW, p. 31 However, this explanation of suspected 
hot-spot removal and site grading raises at least 5 scientific and health-related 
problems, none of which can be resolved without full, pre-construction site 
testing/cleanup. 
First, after removing all suspected hot-spots, the developer admits that site 
cancer risks will be 340 times above allowed levels. RI, p. 34 This means that, 
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when the developer is moving around/mixing the toxic-site soils with 
bulldozers, moving them from the less-toxic north side of the site, to the more-
toxic south side of the site, he will be doing extensive site mixing and grading 
operations. During this mixing and moving, he will be exposing people, 
especially site workers and freeway travelers, to airborne carcinogens that (the 
developer’s documents admit) are 340 times above allowed levels of 
carcinogens. The only way to avoid these illegal carcinogen exposures is to do 
full, pre-construction, site testing and cleanup, prior to any site grading and 
excavation. This pre-construction work is necessary because, by the 
developer’s own admission, the removal of suspected hot spots (containing 
mainly metals) does not protect people from higher-than-allowed site VOC 
cancer exposures. 
In other words, the developer’s admission---that after suspected hot-spot 
removal, site cancer risks are still 340 times above what is allowed---means 
that hot-spot removal does not do what it is supposed to do: It does not 
protect people from higher-than-allowed site cancer risks. And if not, then the 
only way to protect people from higher-than-allowed site cancer risks is to 
reopen the CEQA process and do full, pre-construction site testing and cleanup. 
That way, once site excavation and grading occurs, the site soils to which 
people are exposed will not pose a higher-than-allowed, site-cancer risk. 
Second, after removing all suspected hot-spots and after doing extensive toxic-
soil-moving/mixing/grading of the site---moving high-level carcinogens around, 
all over the site---the developer says that he may do “a second…survey…in 
order to adequately evaluate future [carcinogen] vapor-intrusion risk.” RAW, p. 
32 He says that “confirmatory soil samples will be collected…to verify that the 
hot-spots were successfully removed.” RAW, p. 27 However, after 
moving/mixing/spreading high-level carcinogens all over the 9-acre site, the 
developer cannot validly, scientifically “verify” either that suspected hot spots 
have been removed, or that he knows accurate future site-carcinogen levels. 
His “confirmation” of site safety will not be valid because he has moved higher, 
cleaner site soils from the north end of the site, to the lower, more toxic, south 
end of the site. He has essentially “mixed” the site soils in unsystematic ways--
-a mixing that makes it 
5 
much more difficult to find and measure the most toxic soils---but a mixing 
that does not make the site safer, because the toxins have not been removed. 
This mixing makes it impossible to guarantee resulting site safety, unless one 
re-samples every single inch of the site after the mixing, and takes sample to 
levels as deep as the excavation/grading. The developer’s claiming to survey 
the site for the worst carcinogen levels, after deliberately 
mixing/grading/moving around the site soils, invalidates any further scientific 
tests of site soils. 
The developer’s soil-mixing/moving/grading behavior is like that of an 
oncologist, who claims he is trying to find someone’s cancer, but who then 
deliberately mixes up the different biopsy samples----taken from different parts 
of the patient’s body. An oncologist can’t find precisely where someone’s 
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cancer is located, after he mixes up the tissue samples from different parts of 
the body. Similarly, the developer can’t determine where are the worst levels 
of site toxins/carcinogens, after he extensively moves/mixes/grades/excavates 
toxic-site soils. Such moving/mixing/grading does not remove site toxins. It 
only hides them. It makes carcinogens and toxins more difficult to find. 
The point here is that the site moving/mixing/grading of toxic soils does not 
protect people from higher-than-allowed site cancer risks. It just hides these 
risks. The only way to protect people from higher-than-allowed site cancer 
risks---hidden by soil mixing/grading--- is to reopen the CEQA process and do 
full, pre-construction site testing and cleanup. That way, once site excavation 
and grading occurs, the site soils to which people are exposed will not pose a 
higher-than-allowed, site-cancer risk. 
Third, on scientific grounds, the developer cannot legitimately claim to 
“survey” or assess site site-carcinogen levels, RAW, p. 32 or “to verify that the 
hot-spots were successfully removed,” RAW, p. 27 after doing extensive soil 
moving/mixing/grading, because he has invalidated this later confirmatory 
testing. He has invalidated this later site testing because he has not kept all 
“problem parameters” the same, both before and after site confirmatory 
testing. He is not testing the same soil, before and after grading, to see if its 
carcinogens/toxins have been reduced. Instead he is testing different soils, 
because the soils have been moved/mixed. Without keeping problem 
parameters/soils the same, one cannot know whether the later testing actually 
reflects reduced levels of carcinogens/toxins---or whether the later testing 
reflects merely the fact that the carcinogens/toxins have been so “mixed,” that 
the deadliest ones are hidden in other spots, spots that the developer chooses 
not to sample. 
The only way to protect people from higher-than-allowed site cancer risks---
hidden by changing the soil that one samples--- is to reopen the CEQA process 
and do full, pre-construction site testing and cleanup. That way, once site 
excavation and grading occurs, the site soils to which people are exposed will 
not pose a higher-than-allowed, site-cancer risk. 
6 
Fourth, scientifically speaking, the developer cannot legitimately assess site-
carcinogen levels after extensive site-soil moving/mixing/grading, because the 
RAW does not specify a specific site-sampling plan. It does not tell us where, 
how, how deep, at what distance intervals, and how many samples will be 
taken. The RAW does not specify whether grid, transverse, random, simple, etc 
sampling will be done. The RAW has no sampling plan that justifies why it will 
be successful. Thus, the RAW’s supposed safety test is no valid, scientific test 
at all. Yet the RAW erroneously claims that it will “verify that the hot-spots 
were successfully removed.” RAW, p. 27 
The developer’s RAW has a vague, qualitative approach that allows site 
sampling to be whatever the developer wants, then claim the site is “safe” or 
“clean.” The only way to protect people from higher-than-allowed site cancer 
risks---hidden by the absence of a post-grading “sampling plan”--- is to reopen 
the CEQA process and do full, pre-construction site testing and cleanup. That 
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way, once site excavation and grading occurs, the site soils to which people are 
exposed will not pose a higher-than-allowed, site-cancer risk. 
Fifth, the RAW cannot claim to legitimately assess site-carcinogen risks after 
site-soil moving/mixing/grading because someone on the site could make the 
test results come out anyway he wishes. Because the RAW says cleaner north-
side soils will be moved to more toxic, south-side soils, he can make the site 
look clean by doing very shallow sampling of cleaner north-side soils----and 
very shallow sampling of “alleged” south-side soils (that are really north-side 
soils that have been moved to the south side). The only way to protect people 
from higher-than-allowed site cancer risks---hidden by strategies such as 
shallow testing of the same soils---that have been moved to different parts of 
the site---is to reopen the CEQA process and do full, pre-construction site 
testing and cleanup. That way, once site excavation and grading occurs, the 
site soils to which people are exposed will not pose a higher-than-allowed, site-
cancer risk. 
Reason 3. Full, Pre-Construction Testing/Cleanup Is Needed, Given Incomplete 
Testing of Soils Up to 15 Feet Below Ground Surface. 
New information presented in the RAW—released for public comment by the 
DTSC on 3-8-19---admits that most parts of site soil, that is, the 66% of the 
site soil that is under buildings (about 66%) has never been sampled/tested. 
Kennedy/Jenks, ES, pp. 10, 26 That is, because most site soil under buildings 
has never been sampled/tested, and because not all suspected hot spots have 
been tested/sampled, RAW, p. 27 therefore not even all shallow soil at the site 
(up to 15 feet below ground surface) has been adequately tested. RAW, p. 37 
In fact, the new RAW information shows that the average depth of soil testing 
typically has been only 10 feet. eg, RAW, p. 24; see table 2, RI To remedy this 
shallow-soil 
7 
testing deficiency, the CEQA process must be reopened and there must be full, 
preconstruction, site testing, including location of site sources and site 
characterization---or legitimate site remediation cannot be done. 
Reason 4. Full, Pre-Construction Testing/Cleanup Is Needed, Given Incomplete 
Testing of Soils 15 Feet to 150 Feet Below Ground Surface. 
New information presented in the RAW—released for public comment by the 
DTSC on 3-8-19---admits that even medium-depth site soil (15 to 150 feet 
below ground surface) has never been, and will never be, fully and 
systematically tested and cleaned up, RAW, pp. 7-8, 31, 36, 34 because the 
site-cleanup goals extend only to 15 feet below ground surface; RAW, p. 37 
because more than one-third of the hot spots---that are supposed to be 
removed---have contamination that is known to be more than 15 feet below 
the surface; RAW, figure 7 and because soil samples were generally collected 
onsite only in the “upper 15 feet of soil.” RAW, p. 22 
Moreover, even the deadliest chemical- and hazardous-waste “seepage pits” 
will be neither tested nor cleaned up. This is because the pits lie more than 15 
feet below ground surface, that is, below the currently required cleanup goals. 
RAW, p. 37 Instead the seepage pits are located in the medium-depth soil, and 
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not all the seepage pits have even been tested. RAW, pp. 22, 24, 26-7, 30, 37 
In addition, as already shown, the main site risk “drivers” (the 3 VOCs already 
mentioned) have not been, and will not be, fully tested for, because site 
testing/cleanup goals extend only to 15 feet below ground surface. RAW, p. 37 
As a result, these VOCs and their sources cannot be genuinely removed without 
a full site-sampling plan, including full justification---something that has never 
been done for the site. The newly-released RAW admits that site (carcinogenic) 
VOCs are “widely distributed,” have been “detected throughout the site,” “in 
all areas” down to 150 feet below ground surface, RAW, pp. 47, 31, 50, 26 and 
that these carcinogenic VOCs “represent a threat for future site occupants.” 
RAW, p. 26 Therefore, to avoid these threats to future residents and to 
groundwater, and to remedy this medium-soil (15-150 feet) testing deficiency, 
the CEQA process must be reopened, in order to do full, pre-construction, site 
testing/remediation beyond the first 15 feet of soil. 
Reason 5. Full, Pre-Construction Testing/Cleanup Is Needed, Given No Testing 
of 
Soils 150 Feet to 330 Feet Below Ground Surface. 
New information presented in the RAW—released for public comment by the 
DTSC on 3-8-19---admits that there also is a deeper-soil testing deficiency, 
that no testing whatsoever will be done, or has been done, of any deeper site 
soil, that is, soil within 183 feet above the water table/groundwater. RAW, pp. 
7-8, 17, figures 4, 6, 9, 11, 12 Yet the RAW p. 31; see also RI, p. 34 admits 
that the [site’s] primary cancer and non- 
8 
cancer risk drivers are soil gas concentrations of the VOCs PCE, TCE and CT; 
RAW, p. 31; se also RI, p. 34 that these VOCs are essentially everywhere on 
site, including at least to the 150-foot depth at which several samples have 
been taken; RAW, pp. 47, 31, 50, 26 and DTSC has repeatedly warned that 
these VOCs in deeper soil could continue to pollute groundwater. Appendix A in 
RI (A in RI), pp. 4, 8, 9, and 10 of 20, 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/final_documents2?global_id=19970
020&doc_id=60406079 Therefore, to avoid these threats to groundwater and 
to remedy this deeper-soil (deeper than 150 feet below ground surface) testing 
deficiency, the CEQA process must be reopened so that full, preconstruction, 
site testing/remediation can be done. 
Reason 6. Full, Pre-Construction Testing/Cleanup Is Needed, Given No 
Identification and No Location of All Site “Sources” of Soil Contaminants. 
New information---from the RAW, released by DTSC for public comment on 3-
8-19---shows that site “sources” of contaminants, especially VOCs, have not 
been located. RAW 17, 25,26, 68; see also Kennedy/Jenks, ES, 29-33, 37-38 
They have not been located because, as the preceding RAW admissions reveal, 
site soil-sampling is severely deficient; most site soil, no groundwater, and not 
even all suspected hotspots have been tested or even been part of a sampling 
plan, RAW, pp. 31, 36, 44; see RI, pp. 20, 28-29, 38 As a result, most site soil 
and all groundwater contamination is “unknown.” RAW, p. 36 
This failure to locate “sources” of site contamination is especially serious for 
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two reasons. One reason this failure to do full testing, so as to locate 
contaminant “sources,” is serious is that it ignores the fact that one drinking-
water well, nearest the site, already appears to have been both treated for VOC 
contamination. RAW, p. 13 The same well was closed because of another site 
toxin, perchlorate, RAW p. 6 which also may have caused the closure of a 
second well, nearest the opposite side of the site. City of Pasadena, Pasadena 
Water and Power Report on City’s Water Quality, p. 4 of 14, 
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/water-and-power/wp-
content/uploads/sites/54/2017/08/City-of-Pasadena-Public-Health-Goals-
Report-2013.pdf and Cal-EPA, California Regional Water Quality Control Board, 
Update on Perchlorate Groundwater Pollution, p. 2, 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/rwqcb4/water_issues/programs/remediation/
perchlorate/perchlorate%20report.pdf 
A second reason that not locating site sources of contamination is especially 
serious is that because no full pre-construction soil sampling and testing of 
groundwater is required, these sources may never be located. RAW, p. 37; 
SCEA, p. 125 But if the sources are not located and removed, before 
construction, they cannot be removed post-construction, because site buildings 
will be on top of them. The result will be the severe and permanent 
consequences, about which at least two earlier site studies RAW, pp.13,17 and 
DTSC criticisms warned. Appendix A in RI (A in RI), pp. 4, 8, 9, 
9 
and 10 of 20, 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/final_documents2?global_id=19970
020&doc_id=60406079 These permanent consequences are that site indoor air 
and site groundwater are likely to continue (for years in the future) to receive 
contamination from soil-VOC “sources,” and perhaps other toxins, because all 
contaminant “sources” have not been located and removed. 
To avoid this severe and permanent harm, the CEQA process must be reopened 
so as to locate and remediate contaminant “sources” before any site 
development begins. This location and remediation can be accomplished only 
through full, pre-construction, site testing of groundwater and soil. 
Reason 7. Full, Pre-construction Testing/Cleanup Is Needed in Order to Achieve 
Complete Site Characterization, Necessary for Reliable Site Cleanup 
New information---from the RAW that was released on 3-8-19 by DTSC for 
public comment---shows that no complete site characterization (identification 
of site contaminants, location of site-contaminant sources, and location of 
contaminant migration routes/times), necessary for site cleanup, has been 
done. Site characterization has not been possible because there has been no 
complete soil and water testing. Eg, RAW, pp. 7-8, 24, 27, 31, 34, 36-37. 
In 2006, DTSC confirmed that the site had no “characterization” of site soil and 
groundwater. However, in late in 2006, ITSI said that it had done site 
characterization ”in accordance with the limitations of the DERP-FUDS 
[defense-site funding] program.” In response, the DTSC said that this 
supposed [ITSI] characterization was “insufficient in [both] scope or type of 
sampling.” RAW, p. 9 The sampling was insufficient because DERP-FUDS funds 
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cannot be used to investigate any areas of a site that have been used by other 
“owners, subsequent to use by the…DOD.” Kennedy/Jenks, ES, p. 7 Because of 
this funding limitation, neither the ITSI study nor any of the US Army Corps of 
Engineers’ studies (about one-third of all site studies) have studied most areas 
of the site. This is because most of the site has been used/occupied by Space 
Bank, a storage facility that now owns the site, and therefore these “ now 
used” areas cannot be studied, under the requirements of DERP-FUDS funding. 
Because site characterization has been incomplete, done only for a tiny area of 
the site that was not used by subsequent site owners, there are at least 4 
reasons (already discussed) that the entire site has never been characterized. 
These 4 reasons are incomplete soil sampling, the absence of any site-
groundwater testing, the failure to locate site-contaminant sources, and the 
limits on site studies placed by DERP-FEDS funding. 
To achieve full site characterization, necessary for any reliable cleanup, the 
CEQA process must be reopened so as to meet all site-characterization 
requirements----- including identification of all site contaminants, location of all 
site sources, and proving migration patterns for each of the site contaminants--
-before any site development 
10 
begins. This site characterization can be accomplished only through full, pre-
construction, site testing of groundwater and soil. 
Reason 8. Full, Pre-Construction Testing/Cleanup Is Needed, Given That Basic 
Details about Site Uses, Contaminants, and Prior Site Studies Are Unknown or 
Invalid. 
Because much about site contaminants, site uses, and site studies is either 
unknown or invalid, full preconstruction site testing, including grid- and 
transverse-based site soil sampling, must be done. Because this site was used 
by the US Navy for classified weapons testing, production, and manufacturing, 
beginning during World War II---75 years ago---much about this site is 
unknown and even still secret. For instance, “The location of any floor drains or 
sumps [for hazardous chemicals] within these [site] buildings is unknown”; 
Kennedy/Jenks, ES, p. 15 the site has an “unknown underground feature” near 
buildings 20 and 30 that could be hazardous; Kennedy/Jenks, ES, p.18 and 
historical data for some of the 29 WW II buildings list them as “former use 
unknown.” Kennedy/Jenks, ES, p. 8 
The most thorough analysis of site history, uses, and studies also challenged 
the “accuracy of all such [historical] information, records, data and past 
[scientific] reports [on site contamination]”; because of the inaccuracy and 
inconsistency among earlier site studies, the most complete and thorough site 
study therefore “recommends exercising…due diligence of the site” because of 
incomplete records and testing. Kennedy/Jenks, ES, p. 15 
Given all these site unknowns, yet knowing that the site was used for secret, 
dangerous, classified, experimental weapons research, development, testing, 
and manufacturing; that it had known combustion labs, flammable-chemicals-
storage buildings, and hazardous-chemicals-storage buildings, argues for full 
preconstruction site testing and cleanup. Knowing that the site had at least 3 
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weapons-testing facilities; and that it tested and used extremely hazardous 
materials, Kennedy/Jenks, ES, pp. 9, 15, 18 the site needs a full soil sampling 
plan, with full justification, and full-site soil sampling, including transvers- or 
grid-based sampling. 
However, instead of developing, justifying, and then following a full site-
sampling plan, the developer chose to use the flawed past site studies. Most of 
these studies do not pass US EPA data-validation requirements for toxic-waste 
cleanup. RI, pp. 43-44 Only 3 site studies pass the data-validation tests, but 
they are all incomplete, eg, addressing only contamination around 1 of 25 site 
buildings, or only addressing shallow soils (up to 15 feet) for only one class of 
toxins. 
The CEQA process must be reopened, so as to uncover all the “unknowns” that 
could affect site safety, unknowns hidden by the failure to do complete soil 
testing, the failure even to sample all suspected hot spots, the failure to find all 
site sources of contaminants, and the failure even to test site groundwater until 
after construction. Only 
11 
once all these safety-affecting unknowns are resolved, can the public be 
confident about site safety. 
Full, Pre-Construction Site Cleanup Is Both Feasible and Relatively Inexpensive 
There is no good reason that this toxic-waste site, which the DTSC has called 
an “imminent and substantial” danger, Kennedy/Jenks, ES, pp. 4,8 cannot and 
should not be fully tested and remediated, prior to putting 550 apartment units 
on it that will house mainly families, including hundreds of children. After all, 
the RAW admits that full, pre-construction cleanup, especially the soil-vapor 
extraction of carcinogens, is technologically feasible RAW, p. 51. The developer 
also admits that this full cleanup, including soil-vapor extraction of carcinogens, 
costs only $1-2 million more than partial cleanup RAW, p. 54; see the 
Prospective Purchaser Agreement, 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/deliverable_documents/5340940713
/Executed%20Amendment%20to%20PPA12.2017.pdf. 
In addition, CA law mandates that (21155.2), and the city promised that, this 
project will “either avoid or mitigate to a level of insignificance all potentially 
significant” effects of the project (SCEA, p. 41) and will incorporate “all feasible 
mitigation measures.” (SCEA, p. 39) Only full PRE-CONSTRUCTION cleanup 
meets CA law and the city’s guarantees of using all feasible mitigation to 
achieve “insignificant” risk levels. Exposing site residents to post-construction 
SVE-cancer risks, for several years, is not an “insignificant” risk. Bulldozing and 
moving around site soils----those cancer risks (the developer admits) are 340 
times above allowable levels----is not an “insignificant” risk. 
Why the RAW and PI Oppose Full, Pre-Construction Site Testing and Cleanup 
If full, pre-construction site testing and cleanup is both technologically feasible 
and relatively inexpensive, as the RAW shows, why did the developer choose 
not to do it? After all, the developer repeatedly and publicly promised to “safely 
clean up the site.” Armbruster, Goldsmith, & Delvac for Pasadena Gateway, Re: 
3200 East Foothill Boulevard, May 4, 2018, p. 2, 
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https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/commissions/wpcontent/uploads/sites/28/201
8/05/2018-05-09-Planning-Commission-Item-3B_3200-E.- Foothill-Blvd.-
Planned-Development-Attachment-G.pdf After all, most people would probably 
sat that “safely cleaning up the site” arguably does not include what the RAW 
reveals will happen. The RAW would justify exposing site residents to years of 
post-construction cancer risks, and justify exposing nearby citizens to wind-
blown carcinogens because the RAW proposes bulldozing, mixing, and moving 
around site carcinogens and toxins that are 340 times above allowed levels, all 
of which the preceding paragraphs have shown. 
The site RAW----released 3-8-19 by DTSC for public comment---tells a story 
that is quite different from the developer’s promises of safety. The RAW admits 
that the 
12 
developer wants partial (not full) cleanup, and post-construction (not pre-
construction) soil-vapor extraction of site carcinogens because it costs $1-2 
million less than full pre-construction cleanup. CA DTSC, Covenant Not to Sue, 
and Exhibit E, p. 7 of 7, 2011, 
2017,https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/deliverable_documents/83778
35929/Final% 20PPA%20Pasadena%20Gateway%20PPA.pdf 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/deliverable_documents/5340940713
/Executed%2 0Amendment%20to%20PPA12.2017.pdf That is, the RAW wants 
partial, post-construction cleanup because it is only half the cost of full, pre-
construction cleanup, including SVE removal of carcinogens. RAW , pp. 51-54 
Are the lives of hundreds of children, who will live onsite, worth less than the 
$1-2 million that the developer will save by doing only partial, post-
construction cleanup? 
The developer also says that he prefers partial cleanup because it takes “three 
months.” He says that, “due to this extremely tight development schedule,” 
the developer “favors remedial alternatives that can be performed quickly.” RI 
p. 36. Yet pre-construction SVE of soil carcinogens—to ensure full cleanup---
would take “more than a year,” so the developer rejected it. RAW, p. 50 
However, the developer repeatedly told citizens that they would be safe---not 
that they would face higher cancer risks in order to save the developer $1-2 
million because he is not doing full cleanup. The developer said that he favors 
safety, not that he “favors remedial alternatives that can be performed 
quickly.” 
An Objection 
In response to some of the preceding remarks that the site has not been tested 
for groundwater, some people might think that the developer should have no 
responsibility for groundwater testing. Someone might think this, perhaps 
because the developer might say that he did not pollute groundwater, or 
because the developer might say that the PPA does not require him to test 
groundwater before construction. After all, the developer appears to have 
made such an objection, in response to a DTSC question. 
DTSC asked the developer for “evidence that site carcinogens,” “left in 
place…will not be a future threat” to groundwater. In response to this question, 
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the developer claimed that providing such safety evidence about groundwater 
“is outside the…obligations of Pasadena Gateway.” Developer Response to 
DTSC Comments, pp. 4, 8 of 20, Appendix A to Remedial Investigation 
However, the developer is responsible for groundwater protection, for several 
reasons. 
First, although the developer may not have polluted the site groundwater, 
nevertheless, his building on the site, under the current project plans, both 
makes it more difficult to clean up groundwater and decreases the probability 
than groundwater can and will be 
13 
cleaned up. This is because, given no full site testing of soil (whose main risk 
“drivers” are carcinogenic VOCs that DTSC said could pollute groundwater), 
given no location of most soil “sources” of site contaminants, and given no full 
site characterization, DTSC has already expressed concerns that 
unknown/untested soil pollutants will contaminate groundwater and will 
continue to contaminate groundwater. See the author’s comments, sent to 
DTSC on 5-14-19, on this problem. 
The developer does not want either full site testing or cleanup (including of 
these potential groundwater-contaminant “sources”), prior to construction, 
despite the many unknowns about the site. The developer also wants to build 
on the site, without such full testing and cleanup. For both reasons, the 
developer is responsible for making it more difficult---if not impossible--- to 
clean up site soil and groundwater later. See the author’s comments, sent to 
DTSC on 5-14-19, on this problem. 
Why? One cannot remove unknown soil “sources” of contaminants, once 
massive buildings are on top of these unknown “sources.” Indeed, that is one 
reason that soil “sources” have not been located and removed right now: WW-
II buildings cover most of the site. Thus, although the developer did not cause 
the groundwater pollution, the developer is making groundwater pollution more 
difficult---if not impossible---to clean up because he wants to put buildings on 
the site before locating and removing all unknown soil sources of potential 
groundwater pollutants. Thus, these sources will keep on polluting 
groundwater, because they have not been removed. The developer may not 
have not caused the groundwater pollution problem, but his plans are making it 
more difficult, if not impossible, to solve. See the author’s comments, sent to 
DTSC on 5-14-19, on this problem. 
Second, because of the RAW, the developer is responsible for groundwater 
testing, and testing in a way that does not make it more difficult to clean up 
groundwater in the future. 
Third, in repeated legal documents, presentations, and city-council meetings, 
the developer has repeatedly promised to “safely clean up the site.” letter of 
May 4, 2018 Mainly because of these repeated developer promises, the city 
approved the developer’s project. The developer should do what he promised 
to do. 
Conclusion 
This comment shows that there is new information in the site Removal Action 
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Plan (RAW), released by the California DTSC on 3-8-19---8 months after the 
city of Pasadena approved the project---and the CEQA process must be 
reopened, so as to take account of this new information by requiring full site 
testing and cleanup, prior to 
14 
any site development. This new information shows that full, pre-construction, 
site testing/cleanup is required for at least 8 main reasons. 
(1) Without full pre-construction cleanup, the RAW admits that the developer’s 
approved, post-construction, partial-carcinogen clean-up could cause site 
residents, including hundreds of children, years of higher cancer risks. 
(2) Full, pre-construction site testing/cleanup is needed to avoid exposing 
people to massive levels of airborne carcinogens during extensive site 
excavation and grading. After suspected-hot-spot removal, the RAW admits 
that this extensive excavation and grading, of these still-contaminated soils, 
will expose site workers and the public to airborne cancer risks that are 340 
times higher than allowed. Site grading and excavation of this admittedly 
contaminated soil (a) will spread higher-than-allowed levels of carcinogens all 
over the site, and (b) will invalidate later confirmation testing. 
(3) Because the developer’s shallow soil testing (up to 15 feet below ground 
surface) is incomplete, arbitrary, and unsystematic, the project goal, to 
remediate shallow soil, cannot be accomplished without full, systematic, pre-
construction testing of shallow soil. 
(4) The project goals limit remediation to soils up to 15 feet, yet soils at least 
as deep as 150 feet are known to contain carcinogens like VOCs that could 
contaminate indoor air and groundwater. 
(5) No testing has been, or will be, done for the deepest soils, those 183 feet 
above groundwater, and yet these soils also contain carcinogens that could 
contaminate groundwater. 
(6) Because of the preceding deficient soil testing, many soil-based “sources” 
of contaminants have not been located; yet unless they are located and 
removed before construction, they will not be able to be removed, once large 
buildings are constructed on top of them. 
(7) Complete site testing and full “site characterization” are scientific 
requirements for toxic-site cleanup, but have not been done. Unless they are 
done prior to construction, the supposed cleanup will leave unknown and 
undiscovered toxins in place, and they will harm people. 
(8) Full pre-construction site testing and cleanup are essential to public safety 
beause [sic] essential details (required for site cleanup) about prior site uses, 
full site contaminants, and prior site studies are either unknown or invalid. 
 

 DTSC Response:   
 
Please see response to Comment 38 below, which summarizes and responds to 
Comments 32 to 38, submitted by the same commenter. 
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36 

Commenter: Dr. Kristin Shrader-
Frechette 

Category: email 
05/14/2019 

 

 Comment:   
 
1 
New Information Shows Project 19970020 Does Not Mitigate to A Level of 
Insignificance 
All Potentially Significant Effects and Therefore Requires Reopening the CEQA 
Process 
Kristin Shrader-Frechette, PhD* 
on behalf of the Board of Stop Toxic Housing in Pasadena 
Tina Fredericks (community outreach); Kristin Shrader-Frechette, PhD 
(scientific data); Gary Smith (treasurer) 
Overview 
The CEQA process for the US Navy toxic-waste site, at 3200 East Foothill 
Boulevard, Pasadena, needs to be reopened because of new information, 
discovered since the city of Pasadena approved the Pasadena Gateway project 
for the site in July 2018. This new information is that for at least 7 reasons, 
neither the new information presented in the RAW (released 3-8-19 by DTSC 
for public comments), nor site documents as a whole, provide “substantial 
evidence” that the Pasadena toxic-waste-site project (a) uses all feasible 
mitigation measures to achieve insignificant levels of freeway-air-toxin 
impacts and (b) complies with California law (PRC 21155.2). 
That is, site documents ignore the feasible site-mitigation strategies of 
1. full, pre-construction testing and cleanup; the former is necessary for 
reliable cleanup. 
2. vacuum/suction excavation to minimize toxic exposure during site grading, 
etc 
3. windows that do not open, yet having fans and doors for ventilation and 
safe exits 
4. positive air pressure inside the buildings, paid for/operated/maintained by 
landlord 
5. 24/7 HVAC operation for air filtration, paid for/operated/maintained by 
landlord 
6. 24/7 activated-carbon air filtration, paid for/operated/maintained by 
landlord 
7. 24/7 MERV-16 air-filters replacement, paid for/operated/maintained by 
landlord. 
However, all mitigation strategies above are necessary, either to achieve 
genuine toxic-site cleanup with minimal risk, as presupposed in the Removal 
Action Workplan (RAW) or to achieve mitigation of freeway-air toxins, as 
presupposed in the Health Risk Assessment (HRA) 
1. Site Background 
For 30 years, from the mid-1940s through the mid-1970s, the US Navy used 
the Pasadena toxic-waste site to develop and test fire-control systems and to 
develop, test, and manufacture missiles, torpedoes, and other classified 
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weapons. Kennedy/Jenks, Environmental Summary (ES), pp. 4, 5, 11, 15, 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/deliverable_documents/464986097
8/Environmental%20Summary%20Report%20Jenks%20May%2022%202007
%20.pdf; SCEA Appendix E, pp. 25-26, 31, 
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/planning/wp-
content/uploads/sites/56/2018/01/3200-E-Foothill-Appendices.pdf; SCEA 
Remedial Investigation (RI), pp. 2-3, 
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/planning/wp- 
2 
content/uploads/sites/56/2018/01/3200-E-Foothill-Appendices.pdf ; SCEA, p. 
85; California Dept of Toxic Substances Control, NIRF, 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/profile_report?global_id=19970020 
Nearly all of the Navy’s 29 buildings remain, just as they were during World 
War II. The site has not been cleaned up---only walled and then paved over. It 
is now used as a storage-rental facility with small, temporary storage units the 
property. SCEA, pp. 8, 134 
In 2018 the city of Pasadena approved building the Pasadena Gateway Project 
on this 
site. The proposed project is a mixed-use development that includes 550 
apartment homes, many of which are “affordable housing.” Developers say 
the apartments will house hundreds of children and their families. SCEA, pp. 
1-2, 41. 
Despite the obvious risks from toxic waste onsite, the city and DTSC are 
allowing most site carcinogens to remain “in place,” as they are below ground. 
City of Pasadena, pp. 8, 4 of 20 of Response to DTSC Comments on RI 
(Appendix A) in RI, https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/planning/wp-
content/uploads/sites/56/2018/01/3200-E-Foothill-Appendices.pdf The site 
Removal Action Workplan or RAW admits that site groundwater-contamination 
is “unknown”; RAW, p. 36, 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/community_involvement/74250074
62/Removal%20Action%20WorkPlan%2012.12.2017.pdf that not all 
suspected “hot spots” have been sampled; RI, p. 29 and that not all “sources” 
of site carcinogens, metals, dioxins, solvents, and propellants have been 
located. RI, pp. 28-29; Kennedy/Jenks, ES, pp. 27-38; RAW, p. 31. 
However, before construction the city and DTSC are requiring no groundwater 
or full soil-carcinogen testing. Before construction the only remediation 
required by the developer is removal of 11 suspected “hot spots” and drains in 
shallow soil. SCEA, p. 125. RI, p. 29, and fig 7 However site toxins have 
already contaminated and closed two Pasadena drinking-water wells, one near 
the East, and one near the West, sides of the site. City of Pasadena, Pasadena 
Water and Power Report on City’s Water Quality, p. 4 of 14, 
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/water-and-power/wp-
content/uploads/sites/54/2017/08/City-of-Pasadena-Public-Health-Goals-
Report-2013.pdf and Cal-EPA, California Regional Water Quality Control Board, 
Update on Perchlorate Groundwater Pollution, p. 2, 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/rwqcb4/water_issues/programs/remediation/
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perchlorate/perchlorate%20report.pdf Likewise, because of obvious risks from 
freeway-air toxins onsite, the city and DTSC recommend keeping apartment 
windows closed Health Risk Assessment (HRA), p. 17 and reducing infiltration 
of outside air. SCEA Appendix B, p. B-62 To reduce freeway toxic-air 
pollutants, site documents also require positive pressure inside the buildings 
and maximum-efficiency air filters. SCEA Appendix B, p. B-62. However, what 
the 
3 
project documents recommend for protection from freeway air toxins is not 
consistent with the means of implementing these recommendations, given 
current project plans, as later sections of this report explain. For instance, site 
documents recommend keeping windows closed, but maximum freeway-air-
toxin filtration requires windows that do not open. On 3-8-19 California 
Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) released its 1-29-19 CEQA 
Findings document. It said that project impacts would be at a level of 
insignificance. California Department of Toxic Substances and Control, CEQA 
Statement of Findings, p. 11, 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/community_involvement/29074684
97/Final%20DTSC%20CEQA%20Statement%20of%20Findings%20Pasadena
%20NIRF.pdf However, for the reasons outlined in later paragraphs of this 
document, neither the RAW nor site documents as a whole have shown 
substantial evidence that levels of site impacts from the project will be 
insignificant. 
2. Legal Background 
Legally this new project was approved by the Pasadena city council as a TPP or 
transit priority project because it is being built immediately beside the 10-lane 
California Interstate 210 and a block from the gold-line metro. California law 
(PRC 21155.2), however, requires that TPP documents, including the RAW, 
must accomplish at least 4 things in order to qualify the site as a TPP and in 
order to do only a SCEA (as was done for this site) and not an EIR. That is, 
site documents must 
● “identify all significant or potentially significant impacts” of the TPP; 
● show that the TPP can “either avoid or mitigate to a level of insignificance all 
potentially significant or significant effects”; 
● incorporate “all feasible mitigation measures” for significant TPP impacts; 
and 
● provide “substantial evidence” that all feasible mitigation measures” are 
used to 
achieve a “level of insignificance” in project impacts. 
However, one of the difficulties with this TPP is that, as later paragraphs show, 
the new information in the RAW---released 3-8-19 by DTSC for public 
comments----and in site documents as a whole is that they arguably do not 
provide “substantial evidence” that that this TPP incorporates and assesses all 
feasible mitigation measures that could make project impacts insignificant. 
Subsequent sections consider at least 7 problems with site-mitigation 
strategies---provided in the RAW released 3-8-19 by DTSC for public comment 
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and in site documents as a whole. All of these problems show that neither 
RAW, nor site 
4 
documents as a whole, provide substantial evidence that all potentially 
significant site impacts have been mitigated to levels of insignificance. 
3. The RAW Ignores Feasible, Full, Pre-Construction, Toxic-Site 
Testing/Cleanup 
One difficulty with this TPP is that, as later paragraphs show, the new 
information in the RAW---released 3-8-19 by DTSC for public comments----
and in site documents as a whole is that they arguably do not provide 
“substantial evidence” that that this TPP incorporates and assesses all feasible 
mitigation measures that could make project impacts insignificant, given that 
the site presents an “imminent and substantial” danger. Kennedy/Jenks, 
Environmental Summary (ES), p. 8 Instead site documents ignore many 
mitigation measures, including full, pre-construction site testing/cleanup. 
The site Removal Action Workplan (RAW) discusses three cleanup strategies. 
These are (1) no action, (2) pre-construction partial cleanup through passive 
remediation, eg, under-slab carcinogenic- vapor barriers, and (3) pre-
construction partial cleanup through passive remediation, plus post-
construction partial cleanup through active remediation, eg, soil-vapor 
extraction of (SVE) carcinogens. RAW, pp. 44-55 
However, because of incomplete site testing/sampling that has left most site 
conditions unknown (see the author’s other RAW comments, sent to DTSC 3-
14-19), the developer admits that passive-remediation strategy (2) may not 
work to protect site residents from toxins/carcinogens because it mandates 
only partial remediation. RAW, pp. 44-55 But if not, the developer then admits 
that active-remediation strategy (3), including post-construction SVE, may be 
needed, a strategy that imposes years of higher cancer risks on site residents 
because it mandates only post-construction, partial remediation. RAW, pp. 44-
55 Obviously people don’t want pre-construction strategy (2) that may not 
work---and post-construction strategy (3) that always imposes years of higher 
health risks. 
Obviously it makes sense to try to avoid the pitfall of pre-construction, 
passive-remediation strategy (2)---because it may not remove massive health 
risks---and the pitfalls of post-construction, active-remediation strategy (3)---
because it always imposes years of higher cancer risks on site residents. To 
avoid both pitfalls, a fourth strategy would both work---and would not impose 
higher risks on anyone. This is strategy (4), full, pre-construction site testing 
and cleanup. If done correctly, it ensures both removal of massive health risks 
and that no one will be put at risk during that removal. Yet this strategy (4) --
-full, pre-construction site testing/remediation was never considered in any 
site documents. 
Strategy (4) is what Anthony Zampiello, the Watermaster for both the 
Raymond and San Gabriel Basins (underlying Pasadena) recommends. In new 
written information released 3-13-19 and quoted with Zampiello’s written 
permission, the author has this document Zampiello says: "From our 
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experience at other cleanup sites, the most thorough and best 
5 
way to handle a site of this type---is for site cleanup work and supervision of 
work to be conducted by an independent party. It's easier and cheaper to 
clean up the site now rather than later, after construction." 
Zampiello seems correct. Pre-construction site testing/cleanup is needed to 
ensure that no site residents are put at risk, either from the waste or from the 
cleanup. In particular, given no full, complete, validated, and clearly non-
fraudulent empirical testing of the site, to date, new pre-construction site 
testing, including a fully justified sampling plan, is needed to ensure that the 
remediation is both complete and successful.. see all other RAW comments, 
especially on sampling/testing, submitted by the author on 3-14-19 
The full, preconstruction site testing is technologically feasible, and the main 
reasons, that the developer does not want it, are that it costs more than 
partial cleanup and also that is takes longer than 3 months. The developer 
says he wants cleanup done in 3 months. Thus the developer opts for the 
risky, partial, post-construction testing/cleanup that (he admits) is designed to 
save him time/money. RAW, pp. 51-54; see also RI, p. 36; DTSC, Covenant 
Not to Sue; and Exhibit E, p. 7 of 7 
At a minimum, in order to satisfy both the CEQA process and the law, the 
CEQA proceedings must be re-opened. They must be re-opened to consider 
the mitigation strategy of full, pre-construction site testing/cleanup, including 
a full sampling plan and justification. 
4. The RAW Ignores Feasible Vacuum-Suction Excavation 
A second difficulty with this TPP, as later paragraphs show, is that the new 
information in the RAW---released 3-8-19 by DTSC for public comments----
and in site documents as a whole is that they arguably do not provide 
“substantial evidence” that that this TPP incorporates and assesses all feasible 
mitigation measures that could make project impacts insignificant. Instead 
they ignore feasible mitigation measures such as using vacuum or suction 
excavation---which would virtually eliminate worker and public exposure to 
site carcinogens during open-air excavation/grading/soil moving. Open-air 
excavation would expose people to risks 340 times higher than allowed by 
regulations. Remedial Investigation (RI), p. 34 
The RAW, newly released by DTSC for public comment on 3-8-19, RAW pp. 
44-59, 62-63 discusses open-air excavation, but the RAW is flawed. It ignores 
using a vacuum/ suction excavator to eliminate toxic exposure during site 
grading, earth-moving see, eg, Hazardous Waste Suction Excavator, 
http://www.directindustry.com/prod/charles-machine-works-inc/product-
41264-795723.html; Smoltczyk, ed, Geotechnical Engineering Handbook, 
Procedures; Vacuum Excavator, 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5016717A/en etc., although it RAW, p. 
50 admits that workers and the public will be exposed to higher cancer risks 
because of using 
6 
traditional, open-air earth-moving equipment that can release toxic soils into 
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the open air where they threaten people. 
The RAW has no consideration of carcinogen-exposure mitigation via vacuum 
or suction excavator, although it RAW, p. 67 admits that excavation “work 
stoppage” onsite will be necessary because of wind dispersal of soil 
carcinogens. It also admits that there will be higher soil-carcinogen risk 
through inhalation, ingestion, and direct contact with soil, exposures that need 
to be mitigated. RAW, p. 28 Using vacuum or suction excavation onsite would 
essentially remove these cancer risks during mitigation 
City of Pasadena documents also clearly note that “Grading and excavation in 
infill areas may expose construction workers and the public to known or 
potentially unknown hazardous materials in the soil, [given that]…there are a 
number of sites throughout the city that contain hazardous materials and have 
the potential to pose health hazards.” Section 5.6, Hazards and Hazardous 
Materials, p. 5.6-16 of Chapter 5, Environmental Analysis, PASADENA 
GENERAL PLAN DRAFT EIR, CITY OF PASADENA, 
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/wp-content/uploads/sites/56/2017/08/5.6-
Hazards-and-Hazardous-Materials.pdf 
The main benefit---of using a vacuum or suction excavator to clean up toxic 
soils---is that it prevents the environmental and safety hazards created by 
open-air excavation. It uses high-pressure air or water to loosen soil, then 
extracts these soils through a high-power suction hose into its tank. Technics. 
Vacuum Excavation. Pdf. Technics. https://www.technicsgroup.com/wp-
content/uploads/2016/01/Vacuum_Excavation_Brochure_Web.pdf A vacuum 
or suction excavator thus is less disruptive, safer, and cleaner than an open-
air excavator. While open-air excavators must cover a larger surface area to 
uncover soil, vacuum/suction excavators can be more precise in what they 
uncover. 
Moreover, traditional, open-air excavators would toss and turn large amounts 
of contaminated soil in the open air and thus expose people to toxins over a 
large surface area. But with vacuum excavation, things are not as messy and 
dangerous. They both remove soil and store it. Any other excavation method 
for a toxic sites exposes people to deadly toxins, white the vacuum excavator 
does not. 
Obviously the newly-released RAW should have assessed the feasible and 
widely used mitigation strategy of a vacuum or open-air excavator. Otherwise, 
the RAW allows workers and the public to be exposed to site carcinogens and 
toxins that are moved and tumbled in the open air and that are 340 times 
what regulations allow. RI, p. 34 
5. Ignoring Feasible Air-Toxin Mitigation: Non-Opening Windows, 24/7 HVAC 
7 
A third difficulty with this TPP is that, as later paragraphs show, the new 
information in the RAW (released 3-8-19 by DTSC for public comments) and in 
site documents as a whole is that they arguably do not provide “substantial 
evidence” that that this TPP incorporates and assesses all feasible mitigation 
measures that could make project impacts insignificant. Instead they ignore 
feasible mitigation measures such as having non-opening windows in site 
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buildings and using 24/7 HVAC operation for air filtration. 
The main rationale for the non-opening, near-freeway windows is that, as the 
California Air Resources Board notes, the benefits of near-freeway, indoor-air 
filters are undermined if the building's heating, ventilation and air conditioning 
HVAC system isn't running at all times, 24/7, with all doors and windows 
closed, although the Air Resources Board and virtually all air-pollution experts 
do not consider high efficiency filters to be an adequate fix for freeway. air 
toxins. California Air Resources Board. Air Quality and Land Use: A Community 
Health Perspective. California Environmental Protection Agency, 
https://www.arb.ca.gov/ch/handbook.pdf; Choi, Wonsik, Meilu He, Vincent 
Barbesant, Kathleen H. Kozawa, Steve Mara, Arthur M. Winer, and Suzanne E. 
Paulson. Prevalence of Wide Area Impacts Downwind of Freeways under Pre-
Sunrise Stable Atmospheric Conditions. Atmospheric Environment 62 
(December 2012): 318–27. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.atmosenv.2012.07.084 
Of course, to minimize intrusion of freeway-air toxins into site buildings, the 
site Health Risk Assessment HRA, p. 17 recommends keeping windows closed, 
using fans, and running the HVAC and its air-filtration system 24/7. However, 
lower-SES, rental-unit residents, and those who are people of color are those 
who predominantly live closest to freeways. Eg, Boehmer, Tegan K., Stephanie 
L. Foster, Jeffrey R. Henry, Efomo L. Woghiren-Akinnifesi, and Fuyuen Y. Yip. 
Residential Proximity to Major Highways - United States, 2010. Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention, November 22, 2013, 
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/su6203a8.htm; Parker JD, 
Kravets N, Nachman K, Sapkota A. Linkage of the 1999–2008 National Health 
and Nutrition Examination Surveys to traffic indicators from the National 
Highway Planning Network, National health statistics reports; No. 45. 
Hyattsville, MD: US Department of Health and Human Services, CDC, National 
Center for Health Statistics, 2012. Tian N, Xue J, Barzyk TM. Evaluating 
socioeconomic and racial differences in traffic-related metrics in the United 
States using a GIS approach, J Expo Sci Environ Epidemiol 2013;23:215–22. 
Yet such near-freeway residents, disproportionately people of color, with 
families, and with lower-SES, cannot afford to keep their windows closed and 
to run the HVAC 24/7 for air filtration. Eg, Cakmak S, Dales RE, Rubio MA, 
Vidal CB. The risk of dying on days of higher air pollution among the socially 
disadvantaged elderly. Environ Res 2011;111:388–93. Ou C-Q, Hedley AJ, 
Chung RY, et al. Socioeconomic disparities in air pollution-associated 
mortality. Environ Res 2008;107:237–44. This means that successful and 
feasible air-toxin mitigation requires the site owner/developer to pay 
for/operate/maintain, 24/7, all systems for HVAC and air filtration---as part of 
apartment 
8 
rental---and to build apartments with non-opening windows, ceiling fans, and 
door exits for emergencies. 
Although the preceding air-toxin-mitigation strategy was not considered in site 
documents, it appears to be the only mitigation strategy that will ensure that 
buildings onsite do not have their windows open, do not let in air toxins, and 
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do not negate the effects of partial air-pollution control through filtration. Non-
opening windows are especially important because otherwise, several people 
who open their windows damage the health of everyone. This is because most 
apartment-building air is the same for all, and not mainly a function of the air 
in the individual unit. Wherever there are shared walls, floors or ceilings, 
residents can be exposed to others’ pollution that travels through vents, pipes, 
windows and tiny cracks in drywall, plaster, etc. Center for Energy and the 
Environment, 
https://www.mncee.org/getattachment/Resources/Projects/Secondhand-
Smoke-Research/Reduction-of-Environmental-Tobacco-Smoke-Transfer-in-
Minnesota-Multifamily-Buildings-Using-Air-Sealing-and-Ventilation-
Treatments.pdf.aspx 
The preceding analysis thus means that, to meaningfully reduce near-freeway, 
toxic-indoor-air-pollution, the apartment owner/developer must consider that, 
by paying for/operating/maintaining 24/7 HVAC, and by ensuring that each 
unit has ceiling fans, door exits for emergencies, but no windows that open---
the developer is giving a form of compensation. The developer is 
compensating residents and the community because he has paid less for 
beside-freeway, toxic-site land and for land that has easy freeway access. To 
gain these benefits, fairness requires that developers mitigate the health costs 
of near-freeway land. 
6. Ignoring Feasible Freeway Air-Toxin Mitigation: Positive Pressure, 24/7 
HVAC Use 
A fourth difficulty with this TPP is that, as later paragraphs show, the new 
information in the RAW---released 3-8-19 by DTSC for public comments----
and in site documents as a whole is that they arguably do not provide 
“substantial evidence” that that this TPP incorporates and assesses all feasible 
mitigation measures that could make project impacts insignificant. Instead 
they ignore feasible freeway-air-pollution-mitigation strategies such as 
increasing interior positive air pressure by mean of non-opening windows, by 
24/7 HVAC purchase/operation/maintenance by the owner, by minimizing 
exhaust-fan operation, and by maximizing filtered-air intake. 
Site documents do recommend that site buildings keep positive air pressure, 
more air coming in to the buildings than is going out, as a means of keeping 
air pollutants from entering the building. Appendix B, Consistency analysis 
tables, p. B-62 This positive air pressure can perhaps best be achieved in large 
commercial buildings that have windows that do not open, to let out air; that 
minimize exhaust-fan use, and that run HVAC systems 24/7/ 
9 
US EPA insists that special positive-air-pressure systems must block freeway 
contaminants from coming into beside-freeway buildings. Without positive-
pressure systems, filters are virtually useless. This is because, as the EPA 
notes, the use of higher efficiency HVAC systems and the use of higher MERV-
rating filters causes large drops in indoor-air pressure: “The addition of a high 
MERV-rated filter can result in a large drop in system pressure.” Yet, “the 
effectiveness of mechanical ventilation depends on HVAC system type, design, 
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maintenance, and operation. An imbalance in a building’s HVAC system can 
result in the building becoming pressurized. Negative pressure can allow 
outdoor contaminants to enter the building…while positive pressure prevents 
infiltration of outdoor air….[Filtered] exhaust fans that draw air out are 
typically recommended.” . EPA. Best Practices for Reducing Near-Road 
Pollution Exposure at Schools. Pdf. November 2015. 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-
10/documents/ochp_2015_near_road_pollution_booklet_v16_508.pdf 
Obviously, therefore, to main positive air pressure inside buildings requires 
control of the type/design/maintenance/operation of the building HVC system. 
This, in turn, again shows that only centralized or site-owner-controlled 
purchase/maintenance/and operation of HVAC and filtration equipment is 
necessary to ensure positive-pressure indoor air and to prevent pollution 
intake. This is exactly why many large commercial buildings have centralized 
HVAC systems and building-pressurization-control systems that work by 
means of direct measurement of air pressure, in order to achieve positive 
pressure in a building. They optimize the performance of those pressure 
systems by having proper outside-air intake and reduced exhaust-fan use---a 
low-cost way of increasing energy savings and improving interior air. 
Keeping positive air pressure inside individual apartments also can be done, 
but it is impossible if apartments have windows that open and uncontrolled 
exhaust fans---both of which increase negative pressure in buildings. Thus the 
best way to ensure positive-air-pressure interiors, that keep out air pollutants 
and lower energy costs, is either to have a centralized pressure-control system 
or to have the site owner pay for/operate/maintain 24/7 HVAC for air filtering 
and ventilation, so that apartment residents do not mind having windows that 
do not open. However, site documents did not consider that air-pollution-
mitigation system. They did require positive pressure in interior air. Appendix 
B, Consistency analysis tables, p. B-62 However, they did not provide the 
necessary conditions for ensuring this positive, interior-air, pressure control---
namely, non-opening windows, ceiling fans, and 24/7 HVAC use and air 
filtration completely paid for, operated, and maintained by the site owner---
and included as part of rent. 
7. Ignoring Feasible Freeway Air-Toxin Mitigation: 24/7 Carbon and HEPA 
Filtration 
A fifth difficulty with this TPP is that, as later paragraphs show, the new 
information in the RAW (released 3-8-19 by DTSC for public comments) and in 
site documents as a whole 
10 
is that they arguably do not provide “substantial evidence” that that this TPP 
incorporates and assesses all feasible mitigation measures that could make 
project impacts insignificant. Instead they ignore feasible freeway-air-
pollution-mitigation strategies, including 24/7, HEPA (High Efficiency 
Particulate Air) filtration and 24/7 carbon/activated-charcoal filtration for 
VOCs. 
The site Removal Action Workplan (RAW) admits the project’s “proximity to 
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the I-210 Freeway, “with its risks of diesel particles and VOCs like benzene. 
RAW, p. 63 The RAW also spends a significant amount of its time on mitigating 
VOCs from toxic-waste soil, eg, RAW, p. 28, and the Health Risk Assessment 
recommends air filters with at least a MERV-10 rating. HRA, pp. 2 ff However, 
site documents say nothing about mitigating VOCs from freeway-air toxins, 
and their recommended MERV-10 or MERV 10 filters reduce essentially no 
diesel particles, only the larger, less dangerous particles. For documentation, 
see section 10.3, on freeway air filtration (FAF) in author’s fully documented, 
scientific report, “New Information Shows Project 19970020 Does Not Mitigate 
to A Level of Insignificance All Potentially Significant Effects and Therefore 
Requires Reopening the CEQA Process,” sent to DSC as RAW comments on 3-
14-19 and hereafter cited as: FAF, 10-3. 
The main and most deadly freeway air toxics are diesel particles and VOCs. 
7.1 Mitigation of Freeway Particles with HEPA Filters Consider the diesel 
particles first. 
In its official documents both the site HRA and the city of Pasadena say MERV-
10 air filters would reduce near-freeway residents’ cancer risks to “less than 
significant levels” because MERV-10 filters “remove 50% of particulates in the 
1-3 μg range, and MERV-13 filters remove 75% of all particulates. HRA, p. 16 
However, both claims are misleading and false. FAF, 10-3 
As already mentioned, diesel particles cause nearly all freeway-cancer risk. 
However, MERV-10 and MERV-13 filters provide no protection whatsoever 
against 95% of diesel particles, because virtually all diesel particles are 
smaller than 0.1 μg. These nano-sized diesel particles easily get through 
MERV-10 and MERV-13 filters. course, Merv-10 and MERV-13 filters do remove 
many less-harmful particles, those larger than 0.3 μg, but 95% of the deadly 
diesel particles are 10 times smaller than what MERV-10 and MERV-13 can 
remove. Merv-10 and MERV-13 filters thus remove only 3% and 4%, 
respectively, of diesel-particle harm. This means the HRA and the city of 
Pasadena grossly overestimate protections from MERV-10 and MERV-13 air 
filters. Even HEPA filters cut diesel-cancer risk by only 5%. FAF, 10-3 
The preceding data explain why the CA South Coast Air Quality Management 
District is so skeptical that, for people living near freeways, “health risks 
would be brought” to safe 
11 
levels by air filters. Instead, CA air-quality officials warn that “the health 
science behind recommendations against placing new homes close to freeways 
is clear.” CA air-quality managers warn that even to reduce the diesel-cancer 
risk by 5%, through a HEPA filter, would involve a cost that is prohibitive for 
many people---at least $400/year. They also say that most near-freeway 
residents would not be willing to run their HVAC systems 12 months/year, 
24/7, to get continuous and modest air-filtering. Finally, they warn that 
neither MERV nor HEPA filters can filter out toxic and carcinogenic freeway-
exhaust gases such as benzene---something that would require very 
expensive, stand-alone, activated-charcoal or carbon-filter technology. FAF, 
10-3 
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The latest CA Air Resources Board recommendations are that “sensitive uses” 
of land, such as schools and homes, not be put within 500 feet of a freeway---
as Pasadena city council and the site developer are both trying to do. Instead, 
the board says cities should try to locate “non-sensitive uses,” like commercial 
or warehouse buildings, near freeways. Following this recommendation is 
especially necessary because people living within 500 feet of freeways already 
face diesel-particle risks that are 7-25 times higher than what other California 
residents face. FAF, 10-3 
Given that the project wants to building near-freeway housing, then people in 
this housing must be protected. The best way of removing freeway air 
particles is through HEPA filters, Noll, James, Andrew Cecala, and John 
Organiscak, The Effectiveness of Several Enclosed Cab Filters and Systems for 
Reducing Diesel Particulate Matter.Pdf, Pittsburgh, PA: U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services, http://www.sy-
klone.com/mm5/graphics/00000001/PDF_files/reference/NIOSH_MERV16Eval
uationOnDPM.pdf as they remove 99.97% of all particles that are 0.3 
micrometer in size and greater. ASME, 
https://cstools.asme.org/csconnect/Filedownload.cfm?thisfile...pdf&dir=ANSI..
.; Combined Use of an Electrostatic Precipitator and a HEPA filter, 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5903943/ However, as already 
mentioned, nearly all diesel particles are 0.1 micrometer in size and smaller. 
This means that although HEPA filters are the best particulate filters, they fail 
to remove most diesel particles. Still HEPA filters are more effective than 
MERV-10 and MERV-13 filters, respectively, that remove only 3% and 4%, 
respectively, of the diesel particles. Yet diesel particles are responsible for 
70% of all cancers from air pollution and responsible for the majority of 
freeway-air-pollution risk. The preceding facts mean that requiring MERV 
10/13 filters does little to protect site residents from freeway-diesel harm. 
More effective protection, HEPA protection is needed, or apartments should 
not be built beside the freeway.FAF, 10-3 
7.2 Mitigation of Freeway VOCs with Charcoal Filters 
The gold-standard method for mitigating VOC freeway-air toxins is carbon or 
activated-charcoal air filtration, eg, Enhancing Indoor Air Quality, 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4587002/; Adsorption onto 
Activated Carbon, 
12 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1004954111602073 
sometimes installed downstream of particle filters. That’s why the California 
Department of Public Health says, quite clearly: “Using an activated carbon (a 
carbon or charcoal that is very porous and has a large surface area) filter is 
likely the most reliable way to remove VOCs from the air. VOCs attach to and 
accumulate on the activated carbon in the process known as adsorption. These 
filters become exhausted or "spent" and must be frequently replaced. 
Otherwise, the adsorbed VOCs may desorb, or leave the surface of the 
activated carbon and return to the air. CDPH, Removing VOCs from the Air, 
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CCDPHP/DEODC/EHLB/IAQ/Pages/VOC.as
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px#position 
Carbon filters are needed because MERV filters do nothing whatsoever to 
protect against VOC air toxins, as already documented. FAF, 10-3 
Because this VOC filtration cannot be put on most existing residential HVAC 
systems, unless additional hardware is added, activated-charcoal or carbon 
filtering for VOCs would require either a new HVAC system---a powerful, 
centralized filtration system, eg, http://ipo.lbl.gov/wp-
content/uploads/sites/8/2014/08/2970pub3.pdf or stand-alone VOC-filtration 
units in each apartment. US EPA, Monitoring by Control Technique--Activated 
Carbon Adsorber https://www.epa.gov/air-emissions-monitoring-knowledge-
base/monitoring-control-technique-activated-carbon-adsorber#box1 This 
means that successful and feasible air-toxin mitigation requires the site 
owner/developer to build/pay for/operate/maintain HVAC equipment with 
carbon filtration in every unit, 24/7--- or to have a 24/7 centralized activated-
charcoal system. In either case, the owner/developer would need to ensure 
that there are ceiling fans, door exits for emergencies, but no windows that 
open, or such filtration would be ineffective, as earlier information from US 
EPA and California Air Board show. 
The site owner would need to pay for/maintain/operate everything associated 
with HVAC systems, carbon and other air filtration, etc, because, as already 
mentioned, lower-SES, rental-unit residents, and those who are people of 
color are those who predominantly live closest to freeways. Eg, Boehmer, 
Tegan K., Stephanie L. Foster, Jeffrey R. Henry, Efomo L. Woghiren-Akinnifesi, 
and Fuyuen Y. Yip. Residential Proximity to Major Highways - United States, 
2010. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, November 22, 2013, 
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/su6203a8.htm; Parker JD, 
Kravets N, Nachman K, Sapkota A. Linkage of the 1999–2008 National Health 
and Nutrition Examination Surveys to traffic indicators from the National 
Highway Planning Network, National health statistics reports; No. 45. 
Hyattsville, MD: US Department of Health and Human Services, CDC, National 
Center for Health Statistics, 2012. Tian N, Xue J, Barzyk TM. Evaluating 
socioeconomic and racial differences in traffic-related metrics in the United 
States using a GIS approach, J Expo Sci Environ Epidemiol 2013;23:215–22. 
Yet such near-freeway residents, disproportionately people of color, with 
families, and with lower-SES, cannot afford to keep their windows closed and 
to run HVAC and activated-charcoal systems, 24/7, for air filtration. Eg, 
Cakmak S, Dales RE, Rubio MA, 
13 
Vidal CB. The risk of dying on days of higher air pollution among the socially 
disadvantaged elderly. Environ Res 2011;111:388–93. Ou C-Q, Hedley AJ, 
Chung RY, et al. Socioeconomic disparities in air pollution-associated 
mortality. Environ Res 2008;107:237–44. This means that successful and 
feasible air-toxin mitigation requires the site owner/developer to pay 
for/operate/maintain, 24/7, all HVAC and activated-charcoal filtration systems, 
ceiling fans, etc---as part of apartment rents---and to build apartments with 
non-opening windows, ceiling fans, and door exits for emergencies. 
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Although the preceding air-toxin-mitigation strategy---requiring both HEPA 
filters and activated charcoal/carbon filters----was not considered in site 
documents, it appears to be the only mitigation strategy that will ensure that 
buildings onsite do not have their windows open, do not let in air toxins, and 
do not negate the effects of partial air-pollution control through filtration. The 
preceding analysis thus means that, to meaningfully reduce near-freeway-air 
toxins, one must have a systematic approach that maximizes pollution control 
but that minimizes the ways that pollution control can be compromised. Full 
site-owner payment for the purchase/operation/maintenance of 24/7 HVAC; 
air filtration, including carbon air filtration; and positive-interior-air pressure is 
essential. Otherwise, as already shown, one person could compromise the 
health and safety of other people in the building, 
The preceding analysis thus means that, to meaningfully reduce near-freeway, 
toxic-indoor-air-pollution, the apartment owner/developer must consider that, 
by paying for/operating/maintaining 24/7 HVAC, HEPA, and carbon air 
filtration and positive-interior-air pressure, and by ensuring that each unit has 
ceiling fans, door exits for emergencies, but no windows that open---the 
developer is giving a form of compensation. The developer is compensating 
residents and the community because he has paid less for beside-freeway, 
toxic-site land and for land that has easy freeway access. To gain these 
benefits, fairness requires that developers mitigate the major health costs of 
near-freeway land. 
8. Conclusion 
The CEQA process for the US Navy toxic-waste site, at 3200 East Foothill 
Boulevard, Pasadena, needs to be reopened because of new information, 
discovered since the city of Pasadena approved the Pasadena Gateway project 
for the site in July 2018. This new information is that for at least 7 reasons, 
neither the new information presented in the RAW (released 3-8-19 by DTSC 
for public comments), nor site documents as a whole, provide “substantial 
evidence” that the Pasadena toxic-waste-site project (a) uses all feasible 
mitigation measures to achieve insignificant levels of freeway-air-toxin 
impacts and (b) complies with California law (PRC 21155.2). 
That is, site documents ignore the feasible site-mitigation strategies of 
1. full, pre-construction testing and cleanup; the former is necessary for 
reliable cleanup. 
2. vacuum/suction excavation to minimize toxic exposure during site grading, 
etc 
3. windows that do not open, yet having fans and doors for ventilation and 
safe exits 
4. positive air pressure inside the buildings, paid for/operated/maintained by 
landlord 
14 
5. 24/7 HVAC operation for air filtration, paid for/operated/maintained by 
landlord 
6. 24/7 activated-carbon air filtration, paid for/operated/maintained by 
landlord 
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7. 24/7 MERV-16 air-filters replacement, paid for/operated/maintained by 
landlord. 
All 7 preceding mitigation strategies are necessary, either to achieve genuine 
toxic-site cleanup with minimal risk, as presupposed in the Removal Action 
Workplan (RAW) or to achieve mitigation of freeway-air toxins, as 
presupposed in the Health Risk Assessment (HRA). Moreover, unless the site 
owner pays for purchasing/operating/maintaining these protections, they will 
not be implemented, as site residents cannot afford them. 

 DTSC Response:   
 
Please see response to Comment 38 below, which summarizes and responds 
to Comments 32 to 38, submitted by the same commenter. 
 

 
 
 
37 

Commenter: Dr. Kristin Shrader-
Frechette 

Category: email 05/14/2019  

  Comment:  
 
1 
New Information Shows Project 19970020 Does Not Mitigate to A Level of 
Insignificance 
All Potentially Significant Effects and Therefore Requires Reopening the CEQA 
Process 
Kristin Shrader-Frechette, PhD* 
on behalf of the Board of Stop Toxic Housing in Pasadena 
Tina Fredericks (community outreach); Kristin Shrader-Frechette, PhD 
(scientific data); Gary Smith (treasurer) 
Overview 
The CEQA process for the US Navy toxic-waste site, at 3200 East Foothill 
Boulevard, Pasadena, needs to be reopened because of new information, 
discovered since the city of Pasadena approved the Pasadena Gateway project 
for the site in July 2018. This new information is that for at least 9 classes of 
reasons, neither the new information presented in the RAW (released 3-8-19 
by DTSC for public comments), nor site documents as a whole, provide 
“substantial evidence” that the Pasadena toxic-waste-site project (a) mitigates 
to a level of insignificance all potentially significant project impacts and (b) 
complies with California law (PRC 21155.2; see also the recent California 
Supreme Court Decision, Sierra Club v. County of Fresno (S210783), 
December 24, 2018) 
These 9 classes of reasons are that neither the RAW nor site documents as a 
whole give “substantial evidence” 
(1) that the project’s admitted cancer impacts are at “insignificant” levels, 
(2) that the project’s admitted unquantified impacts are at “insignificant” 
levels, 
(3) that the project’s admitted unknown future impacts are at “insignificant” 
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levels, 
(4) that the project’s admitted untested impacts are at “insignificant” levels, 
(5) that impacts of potential fraud in site studies will be at “insignificant” 
levels, 
(6) that impacts of scientific flaws in site studies will be at “insignificant” 
levels, 
(7) that impacts on the hundreds of site-resident children will be 
“insignificant,” 
(8) that impacts of flawed DTSC and public project-oversight will be 
“insignificant,” and 
(9) that freeway impacts will be insignificant because site documents beg this 
question. 
Many of the preceding failures of the RAW (and site documents as a whole) 
arise from two difficulties, both of which could easily be remedied. The first 
difficulty is that the developer wants to do only partial, mostly risky post-
construction, cleanup of a site that DTSC called an “imminent and substantial” 
danger. Yet prima facie, the RAW and site documents as a whole could easily 
have provided “substantial evidence” for 
---------------------- 
* Shrader-Frechette, an environmental scientist and environmental-justice 
expert, directs the Center for Environmental Justice and Children’s Health (Los 
Angeles) and is a board member of Stop Toxic Housing in Pasadena. A 
Pasadena resident, she holds an endowed chair at U of Notre Dame where she 
teaches Fall semester. Author of 18 books and 450 scientific articles, she has 
served on US EPA’s Science Advisory Board and many US National Academy of 
Sciences boards/committees. The governments of Australia, Canada, Congo, 
Germany, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and the US have repeatedly sought 
her help in dealing with their own hazardous-waste problems. The US National 
Science Foundation has funded her 
2 
scientific research for 28 years, and she has won international/national awards 
for pro-bono work to protect poor/minority communities from pollution 
throughout the world. (kshrader@ 
nd.edu, website https://www3.nd.edu/~kshrader/) 
insignificant levels of site impacts---if the developer had agreed to do full 
(instead of only partial) testing/cleanup---and if he had agreed to do only pre-
construction 
testing/cleanup (rather than mostly risky post-construction cleanup). Providing 
substantial evidence for insignificant levels of site impacts, given full, pre-
construction site testing/cleanup would have been relatively easy. This is 
because the developer admits in site documents that full, pre-construction 
cleanup is technologically feasible and would cost only about $1-2 million more 
than the current partial, mostly post-construction testing/cleanup. Yet the 
developer opts for the risky, partial, post-construction testing/cleanup that (he 
admits) is designed to save him time/money. RAW, pp. 51-54; see also RI, p. 
36; DTSC, Covenant Not to Sue; and Exhibit E, p. 7 of 7 
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The second difficulty is that the RAW and site documents as a whole failed to 
provide “substantial evidence” for their version of partial, post-construction 
site testing/cleanup 
because these documents repeatedly made unscientific, qualitative claims 
instead of quantifying post-remediation levels of site risks. They also 
repeatedly begged the question instead of providing empirical support, and 
they repeatedly made promissory-note claims about future, post-construction 
cleanup instead of just agreeing to do full, pre-construction site cleanup. The 
RAW and site documents as a whole also err because they repeatedly commit 
another logical fallacy, the appeal to ignorance. That is, they assume that 
because evidence for significant project impacts is unknown, therefore those 
impacts will be insignificant. Yet instead, the RAW and site documents as a 
whole bear the burden of proof. They are supposed to provide substantial 
evidence of safety and insignificant impacts. They have not done so. 
Prima facie, if the RAW and site documents as a whole had avoided these two 
difficulties, they could have shown that levels of site impacts were 
insignificant. They have not done so. 
1. Site and Legal Background 
For 30 years, from the mid-1940s through the mid-1970s, the US Navy used 
the Pasadena toxic-waste site to develop and test fire-control systems and to 
develop, test, and manufacture missiles, torpedoes, and other classified 
weapons. 
Kennedy/Jenks, Environmental Summary (ES), pp. 4, 5, 11, 15, 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/deliverable_documents/464986097
8/Environmental%20Summary%20Report%20Jenks%20May%2022%202007
%20.pdf; SCEA Appendix E, pp. 25-26, 31, 
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/planning/wp-
content/uploads/sites/56/2018/01/3200-E-Foothill-Appendices.pdf; SCEA 
Remedial Investigation (RI), pp. 2-3, 
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/planning/wp-
content/uploads/sites/56/2018/01/3200-E-Foothill-Appendices.pdf ; SCEA, p. 
85; 
3 
California Dept of Toxic Substances Control, NIRF, 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/profile_report?global_id=19970020 
Nearly all of the Navy’s 29 buildings remain, just as they were during World 
War II. The site has not been cleaned up---only walled and then paved over. It 
is now used as a storage-rental facility with small, temporary storage units the 
property. SCEA, pp. 8, 134 
In 2018 the city of Pasadena approved building the Pasadena Gateway Project 
on this 
site. The proposed project is a mixed-use development that includes 550 
apartment homes, many of which are “affordable housing.” Developers say 
the apartments will house hundreds of children and their families. SCEA, pp. 
1-2, 41. 
Despite the obvious site risks, the city and DTSC are allowing most site 
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carcinogens to remain “in place,” as they are below ground. City of Pasadena, 
pp. 8, 4 of 20 of Response to DTSC Comments on RI (Appendix A) in RI, 
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/planning/wp-
content/uploads/sites/56/2018/01/3200-E-Foothill-Appendices.pdf The site 
Removal Action Workplan or RAW admits that site groundwater-contamination 
is “unknown”; RAW, p. 36, 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/community_involvement/74250074
62/Removal%20Action%20WorkPlan%2012.12.2017.pdf that not all 
suspected “hot spots” have been sampled; RI, p. 29 and that not all “sources” 
of site carcinogens, metals, dioxins, solvents, and propellants have been 
located. RI, pp. 28-29; Kennedy/Jenks, ES, pp. 27-38; RAW, p. 31. 
However, before construction the city and DTSC are requiring no groundwater 
or full soil-carcinogen testing. Before construction the only remediation 
required by the developer is removal of 11 suspected “hot spots” and drains in 
shallow soil. SCEA, p. 125. RI, p. 29, and fig 7 However site toxins have 
already contaminated and closed two Pasadena drinking-water wells, one near 
the East, and one near the West, sides of the site. City of Pasadena, Pasadena 
Water and Power Report on City’s Water Quality, p. 4 of 14, 
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/water-and-power/wp-
content/uploads/sites/54/2017/08/City-of-Pasadena-Public-Health-Goals-
Report-2013.pdf and Cal-EPA, California Regional Water Quality Control Board, 
Update on Perchlorate Groundwater Pollution, p. 2, 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/rwqcb4/water_issues/programs/remediation/
perchlorate/perchlorate%20report.pdf 
On 3-8-19 California Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) released 
its 1-29-19 CEQA Findings document. It said that project impacts would be at 
a level of insignificance. California Department of Toxic Substances and 
Control, CEQA Statement of Findings, p. 11, 
4 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/community_involvement/29074684
97/Final%20DTSC%20CEQA%20Statement%20of%20Findings%20Pasadena
%20NIRF.pdf 
However, for the reasons outlined in later paragraphs of this document, 
neither the RAW nor site documents as a whole have shown substantial 
evidence that levels of site impacts from the project will be insignificant. 
Legally this new project was approved by the Pasadena city council as a TPP or 
transit priority project because it is being built immediately beside the 10-lane 
California Interstate 210 and a block from the gold-line metro. California law, 
however, requires that TPP documents, including the RAW, must accomplish at 
least 4 things in order to qualify the site as a TPP and in order to do only a 
SCEA (as was done for this site) and not an EIR. That is, site documents must 
● “identify all significant or potentially significant impacts” of the TPP; 
● show that the TPP can “either avoid or mitigate to a level of insignificance all 
potentially significant or significant effects”; 
● incorporate “all feasible mitigation measures” for significant TPP impacts; 
and 
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● provide “substantial evidence” that all feasible mitigation measures” are 
used to 
achieve a “level of insignificance” in project impacts. 
However, one of the difficulties with this TPP is that, as later paragraphs show, 
the new information in the RAW---released 3-8-19 by DTSC for public 
comments----and in site documents as a whole is that they arguably do not 
provide “substantial evidence” that all potentially significant site impacts have 
been mitigated to levels of “insignificance.” Nor do they provide substantial 
evidence that the TPP incorporates and assesses all feasible mitigation 
measures for project impact. 
Subsequent sections consider at least 9 different classes of problems with the 
new information---provided in the RAW released 3-8-19 by DTSC for public 
comment----and in site documents as a whole. All of these problems show 
that neither RAW, nor site documents as a whole, provide substantial evidence 
that all potentially significant site impacts have been mitigated to levels of 
insignificance. 
2. No “Substantial Evidence” Potential Cancer Impacts Are at “Insignificant” 
Levels 
First, at least 5 reasons show that neither the new information presented in 
the RAW---released 3-8-19 by DTSC for public comments---nor site 
documents as a whole show both that the Pasadena toxic-waste-site project 
mitigates (to a level of insignificance) all potentially significant cancer-related 
project impacts and that it complies with California law (PRC 21155.2). 
5 
(2.1) One reason these cancer-related impacts have not been shown to be 
insignificant is that new evidence reveals that the RAW admits that only full, 
preconstruction site testing/cleanup, including alternative 3, “would eliminate 
any potential [site cancer]…threat to future residential site users,” RAW, p. 47 
while it says that its partial testing/cleanup (alternative 2) would merely 
“reduce” these cancer threats. Eg, RAW, pp. 47, 49,50, 53 However, because 
the RAW and site documents as a whole neither quantify/explain the level of 
this cancer-risk “reduction,” nor show why such “reductions” in risk make the 
resulting risk insignificant, they beg the question of insignificance. They cannot 
be said to have shown substantial evidence that project cancer risks have 
indeed been “reduced” or mitigated to levels of insignificant impacts. 
(2.2) The RAW and site documents as a whole also fail to provide substantial 
evidence that site cancer risks have been “reduced” or mitigated to levels of 
insignificance because the RAW admits that it “will take more than a year to 
remove [carcinogenic] soil vapors at the site to mitigate [carcinogenic] vapor- 
intrusion potential. Future residential and commercial users could be exposed 
to [carcinogenic] vapor intrusion until such time that soil vapor is removed 
which could be more than a year.” RAW, p. 50 However, because neither the 
RAW nor site documents as a whole provide any arguments or evidence for 
why this particular cancer risk, imposed by the project, is insignificant, they 
beg the question of insignificance. As a result, they have not shown this 
cancer risk to be at levels of insignificance. 
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(2.3) Likewise the RAW and site documents as a whole fail to provide 
substantial evidence that site cancer risks have been “reduced” or mitigated 
to levels of insignificance because the RAW admits both that site cancer risks 
are so high that the site would not meet criteria for residential use, RAW, p. 
18 then also admits that, even after suspected hot-spot removal (the only 
required pre-construction remediation) site cancer risks still will be 340 times 
above what is allowed for residential use RI, p. 34. However, because no site 
documents provide any evidence for why this cancer risk (340 times above 
what is allowed) 
Is “insignificant,” site documents beg the question of insignificance. They fail 
to provide the required “substantial evidence.” Why should a cancer risk, 340 
times above what is allowed, be significant? 
Arguably this post-mitigation (post-hot-spot removal) cancer risk is significant 
because the RAW admits that, following hot-spot removal, there will be site 
excavation/grading of these toxic soils, resulting in “short-term [cancer] risks 
to site workers as soil is excavated and handled.” RAW, p. 50 Yet because 
neither the RAW nor site documents as a whole provide any evidence for why 
this “short term” risk is insignificant, they beg the question of insignificance. 
They fail to provide substantial evidence for insignificance. Yet, had site 
documents 
6 
provided for using vacuum or suction excavators, instead of open-air 
bulldozers and earth-moving equipment, or provided for doing full, pre-
construction site testing/cleanup, arguably this excavation/grading risk might 
have been shown to be insignificant. 
(2.4) Yet another reason that neither the RAW nor site documents as a whole 
provide “substantial” evidence for the insignificance of site impacts is that new 
evidence from the RAW indicates that when it introduces various cancer-
mitigation systems, such as the sub-slab vapor barrier with passive venting, 
RAW, p. 47 the RAW repeatedly says only that these mitigation systems 
reduce or attenuate cancer risk---but they never say that (or why) overall site 
risk, as outlined in site documents as a whole, mitigate risk to levels of 
insignificance. 
In fact, the RAW cannot be said to provide substantial evidence that barriers 
and such passive carcinogenic-VOC-mitigation strategies ensure that site 
impacts are insignificant, because the RAW repeatedly makes at least 3 
admissions. It admits (i) that such passive systems may not provide adequate 
protection, RAW, pp. 47-48 (ii) that they merely “reduce the risk” of 
carcinogen exposure, RAW, p. 47 and (iii) that they merely “limit…the 
exposure pathway” but do not eliminate residents’ toxic-site exposure to 
carcinogens. RAW, p. 48 Because the documents typically give no 
levels/quantification of post-mitigation risk, they provided no substantial 
evidence that the risk will be mitigated to an “insignificant” level. 
Again because both the RAW and site documents as a whole beg this question, 
they never provide substantial evidence that overall site risk has been 
mitigated to insignificant levels. 
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Yet, such substantial evidence is necessary because obviously passive 
“barriers” that reduce, instead of eliminate, site cancer risks from VOCs may 
still allow significant levels of impacts. The RAW and site documents as a 
whole instead need to provide substantial evidence that mitigated levels of site 
risks as a whole are Insignificant. Yet they cannot provide such evidence 
unless they give some idea of the level of risk from passive-barrier, reduced 
exposure to carcinogens, as opposed to the level of risk from active mitigation 
through standard systems such as soil-vapor extraction (SVE)---which 
provides more reduction in the VOC cancer risks. However, because neither 
the RAW nor site documents as a whole provide such levels of risk, from 
alternative mitigation system, they do not give substantial evidence, either 
that such risks are “insignificant” or that their preferred mitigation, passive 
mitigation, produced insignificant levels of risks. 
To provide such substantial evidence, the RAW and site documents could have 
provided scientific studies of the standard mitigation levels achieved by sub-
slab 
7 
vapor barriers, as opposed to the mitigation levels achieved by SVE. Having 
given no such data, again the RAW and site documents as a whole beg the 
question that the developer’s referred passive mitigation produces insignificant 
levels of risk. Instead site documents often say that “it is unknown if soil gas 
will present a [carcinogenic] vapor intrusion concern for future structures,” 
after various mitigation measures have been performed, such as grading and 
adding cleaner soil from the northern side of the site to the more toxic soil on 
the south side of the site. RAW, p. 44. However, obviously mitigation that has 
“unknown” effects cannot be mitigation for which substantial evidence shows 
that effects are insignificant. And if not, the RAW and other site documents 
have not provided evidence that overall site risks are insignificant after 
mitigation. 
(2.5) Arguably the RAW and other site documents could provide substantial 
evidence that cancer risk is mitigated to levels of insignificance if the 
documents provided for full, pre-construction site testing/cleanup, instead of 
partial testing and partial, mostly post-construction remediation. Because site 
documents do not provide for full pre-construction site testing/cleanup, they 
must clearly explain and provide substantial evidence why their preferred 
option of only partial cleanup, that leaves most site carcinogens “in place,” 
Appendix A, p. 8 of 20, of RI is good enough, is something that achieves levels 
of insignificant risks. Yet instead of providing this substantial evidence, site 
documents only beg this question instead of discussing whether risks are 
significant or not. Indeed, instead of providing substantial evidence that post-
partial-mitigation site risks are “insignificant,” new evidence from the RAW 
(released 3-8-19 by DTSC for public comment) shows that the developer 
chose partial mitigation, not because it achieved “insignificant” levels of risk, 
but instead because it was both faster and $1 million cheaper than full 
mitigation, including SVE. RAW, pp. 51-54; see also RI, p. 36; DTSC, 
Covenant Not to Sue; and Exhibit E, p. 7 of 7. 
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3. No “Substantial Evidence” That Unquantified Risks Are “Insignificant” 
As preceding paragraphs show, a recurrent problem with the new information 
in the RAW is that it fails to provide significant evidence that post-mitigated 
risk levels will be insignificant because it typically fails to give risk levels, to 
quantify post-mitigation risks, or to give reasons for risk insignificance. 
Neither the new information presented in the RAW---released 3-8-19 by DTSC 
for public comments---nor site documents as a whole show either that the 
Pasadena toxic-waste-site project mitigates to a level of insignificance all 
potentially significant project impacts or complies with California law (PRC 
21155.2). Why not ? 
(3.1) Because the RAW and site documents as a whole almost always fail to 
quantify post-mitigation risk levels, they cannot be said to provide “substantial 
evidence” that such levels will be “insignificant.” For instance, the RAW says 
that 
8 
it “will take more than a year to remove [carcinogenic] soil vapors at the site 
to mitigate [carcinogenic] vapor intrusion potential. Future residential and 
commercial users could be exposed to [carcinogenic] vapor intrusion until such 
time that soil vapor is removed which could be more than a year.” RAW, p. 50 
However, the RAW does not show precisely why each a risk is insignificant, 
and the RAW again begs the question of the insignificance of mitigated site 
risks. 
Likewise, for example, the RAW says that there will be “short-term risks to 
site workers as soil is excavated and handled,” RAW, p. 50. There is no 
quantification of this risk and its time period, and there are no reasons given 
to support its insignificance, so substantial evidence does not show the risk to 
be insignificant. 
Similarly, new evidence in the RAW reveals that, “based on site environmental 
investigations, soil gas COPCs are believed to be associated with historical 
military use of the site which ended approximately 40 years ago; therefore, 
current or future migration of soil gas COPCs in soil is unlikely. Soil gas 
concentrations will continue to naturally attenuate over time, thus reducing 
toxicity, and should eventually reach levels that no longer require VMSs.” 
RAW, p. 49 The RAW p. 55 goes on to claim, without quantitative evidence, 
that “there is a high likelihood for no [carcinogenic soil-gas] remediation or 
mitigation…to be deemed necessary once current soil gas data is procured via 
the post-removal soil gas survey, and health risk calculations are run with the 
new data input.” 
However, both the preceding claims by the developer are purely qualitative, 
and without justification/presentation of the latest scientific data on 
carcinogenic-gas migration, on soil attenuation, and the probabilities 
associated with both. These claims completely beg the question. They provide 
“guesses” and “opinions,” not “substantial evidence” that site risks are 
insignificant. They also clearly reveal that, had the developer done full soil-gas 
testing, and done a full health-risk assessment, prior to site approval, the 
developer would not have to rely on such guesses about site safely. 
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Again, for instance, new information in the RAW admits that “COPCs 
[contaminants of potential concern] could remain in place at concentrations 
that may exceed some regulatory…levels” RAW, p. 48 However, the RAW does 
not show precisely why each excessive concentration is harmless, or cannot 
reach humans, and thus is insignificant. Again such typical claims beg the 
question of the insignificance of mitigated site risks. 
(3.2) Even when new information in the RAW and in site documents as a 
whole repeatedly states that post-mitigation risk levels will later be reduced 
“to below the appropriate regulatory health risk levels,” eg RAW, p. 29, 30, 
31, 32, etc such 
9 
claims about “regulatory health-risk levels” do not show that the levels are 
insignificant, and they again beg the question that risk levels are insignificant. 
Why do they beg the question? “Insignificant” risk levels cannot merely be 
defined---or assumed to be---only what meets regulatory requirements---only 
what the developer can get away with. Instead “insignificant” risk levels 
arguably may be zero levels, if the health-risk goal is zero and achieving it is 
technologically and economically feasible. Or they arguably may be far below 
regulatory requirements, if it is very inexpensive to achieve these very low 
levels. 
Or they arguably may be far below regulatory requirements, if this is the 
industry “standard of care,” adopted by virtually all contractors. 
In other words, new information in the RAW shows that the RAW repeatedly 
begs the question that site impact are insignificant if they are unquantified but 
below what regulations require. Insignificant risk impacts are not only a 
matter of regulatory requirements, but also a level of economic feasibility, 
technological feasibility, public health goals, what other reputable industry 
contractors are doing, and what the latest science shows is economically or 
technologically feasible. 
For instance, even if risk levels meet the regulatory standard, but if the latest 
science shows that anything but 0 risk is increases one’s chances of cancer, 
then insignificant risk also may be evaluated by the science or the economics 
or the technological feasibility, rather than merely by the regulations. A key 
problem with the RAW and other site documents is that they define 
“insignificant” risks as what satisfies regulations, rather than give reasons why 
this definition shows genuinely insignificant risks. Defining insignificance, 
rather than arguing for it and giving reasons for it, begs the question. 
Defining insignificant impacts in this way also does not provide evidence that 
regulations will be followed, hence does not provide evidence that the impacts 
will be insignificant. In the Hunter’s Point catastrophe, it is virtually certain 
that the Navy and site contractors argued that they would follow regulations. 
Yet given the facts 
(i) that there is massive fraud in toxic-waste testing and cleanup, as 
evidenced by SAIC and Tetra Tech; 
(ii) that the CA Legislative Oversight report on DTSC, issued in 2019, says 
DTSC has continued to fail, for more than 5 years, in its regulatory and 
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cleanup protections----and thus that future events and human error may 
interfere with following regulations for this site; see section 8.1 later in this 
report 
10 
(iii) that the developer has merely issued a promissory note, claiming he will 
follow regulations----rather than providing for citizen oversight to guarantee 
that the developer will follow regulations ----and rather than doing full testing 
that is necessary for following regulations; and 
(iv) that the developer has made many misleading, if not arguably false, 
claims that he will do a safe cleanup, claims already contradicted by 
quotations in all these comments about the site; 
(v) that instead of doing full, preconstruction testing---the only way to ensure 
that one is following regulations, because untested toxin-levels cannot be said 
to follow regulations; 
the developer is essentially asking us to trust him to do the right thing, rather 
than providing scientific and legal evidence for full cleanup and his following 
regulations. To convince us that he will follow regulations, and that site 
impact/risk will be insignificant, the developer could have provided evidence 
that neither Trammell Crow---nor all the LLCs created each time Trammell 
Crow begins a new project and in a new place---have been repeatedly sued for 
faiing to follow regulations. Because the RAW provides no such evidence, there 
is no reason to believe regulations will be followed at the site. 
As a result, the RAW claims arguably do not provide substantial evidence of 
site safety and following regulations. In fact, past inductive ---such as (i)-(v) 
above--- instead shows repeated failure to follow regulations, thus argues that 
post-mitigation site risks/impacts could be significant. After all, look at the 
massive risks the developer wants to impose with post-construction SVE 
cancer-mitigation and with grading toxic soils, in the open air, although their 
cancer risks are 340 times above allowable levels. 
Besides, if “insignificant” risks were always defined as “what regulations 
allow” ----as the RAW invalidly assumes, then regulations would never be 
improved to become better. Yet most pollution-related regulations are 
continually being tightened, mainly because the regulations have been shown 
not to be protective, or because more protective regulations are inexpensive 
or technologically feasible. 
(3.3) In failing to provide either quantification of most post-mitigation risks, or 
reasons that such risks are insignificant because they meet regulatory 
requirements, or reasons that humans will not be exposed to such risks, the 
new information in the RAW and in site documents generally fails to provide 
substantial evidence that overall post-mitigation risks will be at levels of 
11 
insignificance. The documents not only beg the question of insignificance, but 
also commit the logical fallacy of appeal to ignorance---assuming that if they 
have no evidence for a significant risk, therefore the risk is insignificant. 
To provide substantial evidence that mitigated site risks are “insignificant, ” 
the RAW and other site documents could (i) avoid begging this question by 
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defining “insignificant” as “what regulations allow,” (ii) avoid begging the 
question by providing either reasons that the risk level is insignificant or 
providing quantification of that risk level, and (iii) avoid the logical fallacy of 
appeal to ignorance. However, the RAW and site documents have not provided 
this substantial evidence because they have not followed the preceding 
strategies of avoiding logical fallacies in science. Because they have not, they 
have not shown that unquantified risk levels are insignificant. 
4. No “Substantial Evidence” Unknown Risks Will Be at “Insignificant” Levels 
Besides often defining unquantified risks and risks that meet regulatory 
standards as “insignificant,” new evidence in the RAW, released 3-8-19 by 
DTSC for public comments---and in site documents as a whole---reveal that 
they often invalidly define unknown risks as insignificant. However, if risks are 
unknown, they cannot be known to be insignificant. In fact, they cannot be 
known to be anything. 
4.1 Despite the invalid logical inference that something “unknown” can be 
defined to be insignificant, even the developer admits that only full 
preconstruction testing and cleanup “ would eliminate any potential [site 
cancer]…threat to future residential site users,” RAW, p. 47 so only full, pre-
construction cleanup will conclusively reduce site risks to insignificant levels. 
Because this remaining risk is unknown, the developer has provided no 
substantial evidence that the risk will be mitigated to an “insignificant” level. 
4.2 Likewise, the new information in the RAW and site documents generally 
● admit that “After…removal of identified soil hot spots…it is unknown if 
[carcinogenic] VOCs in soil…will continue to present a…concern.” RAW. p. 31 
● admit that only after the final human health risk assessment is done, will the 
developer and anyone know whether or not “implementing VMSs [carcinogen 
vapor mitigation systems] is protective of all the identified receptors,” that is 
people, because the carcinogens are only being mitigated, not eliminated. 
RAW, p. 48 
12 
Because of the preceding and other site admissions of “unknowns,” largely 
created by the developer’s failure to fully test the site, the RAW and ssite 
documents as a whole have provided no substantial evidence that site risk will 
be mitigated to an “insignificant” level. 
4.3 In particular, all the unknowns surrounding site use of land-use controls 
fail to provide substantial evidence of that post-mitigation impacts will be 
insignificant. The new evidence in the RAW, for instance, provides no 
indications of risk levels, after employing land-use controls at the site. RAW, 
pp. 9, 38-39,46-54ff Yet owing to well known facts that land-use controls 
often are not maintained and enforced, especially in lower socioeconomic 
areas (and significant evidence shows that beside-freeway apartments 
constitute lower SES areas, with disproportionate numbers of people of color), 
there is no reason to believe that employment of land-use controls provides 
“substantial evidence of site safety. 
Indeed, employment of land-use controls shows the exact opposite. Unless the 
site had substantial post-mitigation risks, land-use controls would not be 
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needed. Land-use controls, by definition, are used at sites that have remaining 
significant impacts, impacts that would be dangerous to human health. 
Because Land-use impacts are riskier than full pre-construction site testing 
and remediation (see earlier comments) comment and may break down or be 
compromised by greed, incompetence, or human error, there is no reason to 
believe land-use controls provide substantial evidence of “insignificant” risk 
levels. 
Besides, land-use controls are economically risky, as illustrated by the fact 
that the RAW allows a deed restriction as a land-use control. RAW, p. 54 Land-
use controls obviously could stigmatize a neighborhood, as wide evidence 
shows, and impede future economic development. 
In short, all of the preceding RAW claims, as well as many preceding claims, 
and claims in site documents generally are examples of logical fallacies, 
appeals to ignorance, whenever they fail to provide reasons for “insignificant” 
levels of risk or to quantify those levels. The developer, the RAW, and site 
documents generally are asking potential victims of the site to “take a 
chance,” on their health and safety, by following the safety promises of a 
regulator who already admitted that he is doing partial rather than full cleanup 
because it is $1 million cheaper. RAW, pp. 51-54; see also RI, p. 36; DTSC, 
Covenant Not to Sue; and Exhibit E, p. 7 of 7 Yet obviously these site risks 
could be mitigated to levels of insignificance if the developer merely agreed to 
do full site testing and cleanup, and guaranteed the public the right and the 
funding to oversee such testing and cleanup. 
5. No “Substantial Evidence” Untested Risks Are “Insignificant” 
13 
Neither the new information presented in the RAW---released 3-8-19 by DTSC 
for public comments---nor site documents as a whole show either that the 
Pasadena toxic-waste-site project mitigates to a level of insignificance all 
potentially significant project impacts or complies with California law (PRC 
21155.2) because the site has not had full testing, as shown by the author’s 
comments/documentation on new ESLs and the author’s other site comments/ 
documentation. Yet untested risks cannot be shown to be “insignificant” 
because, by definition, they are unknown. 
(5.1) Some of the many site phenomena that are untested are illustrated by 
the facts 
● that “due to access limitations, very few of the samples have been collected 
within the footprint of existing buildings and structures.” Kennedy/Jenks, ES, 
p. 26, see 27 
● that “many buildings in which metals are a COPC [contaminant of potential 
concern] were not sampled adequately for metals.” Kennedy/Jenks, ES, p. 34 
● that since no soil samples have been obtained in this [steam-cleaning pit B] 
area, it is possible that other …COPCs are present in this area. Kennedy/Jenks, 
ES, p. 36 
● that “the limited soil data for Potential Steam Cleaning Pit SCP-C preclude 
evaluation of non-volatile compound impacts in this area.” Kennedy/Jenks, ES, 
p. 36 
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● that given that there were 5 incinerators onsite, Kennedy/Jenks, ES “very 
little can be concluded regarding the potential presence of incinerator-related 
impacts at the site without the benefit of additional testing.” Kennedy/Jenks, 
ES, p. 36 
(5.2) In addition, site documents admit that sampling is incomplete and that 
most site soil has not been tested, and that most site soil has not been part of 
any sampling program. eg, Kennedy/Jenks, ES, pp. 26-27, 34, 36, 37 They 
also admit that the sources of site contaminants are unknown, especially for 
the four main carcinogenic VOCs that drive site risks. Kennedy/Jenks, ES, eg, 
pp. 29-33, 37-38; RAW 17, 25,26, 68 and that groundwater conditions are 
completely untested and unknown. RAW, p. 36 Given all these unknowns, it is 
impossible , on logical grounds, to say post-mitigation site risks will be 
insignificant, in part because it is not clear whether such risks will be 
mitigated, if the developer later fights mitigation. 
14 
The easy way to show that all post-cleanup site risks will be insignificant is to 
require full preconstruction site testing, cleanup and oversight. see section 8.1 
later in this report Besides, without full, pre-construction site testing, toxic-site 
media and their contaminant “sources” cannot be removed, because these 
sources and media damage will remain unknown. Once buildings cover the 
site, soil sources of contamination cannot be located and removed. 
6. Potentially Fraudulent Studies and Fraudulent Contractors Give No 
“Substantial Evidence” That Project Risks Will Be at “Insignificant” Levels 
Neither the new information presented in the RAW---released 3-8-19 by DTSC 
for public comments---nor site documents as a whole show either that the 
Pasadena toxic-waste-site project mitigates to a level of insignificance all 
potentially significant project impacts or complies with California law (PRC 
21155.2) because a number of site studies, on which DTSC and the developer 
rely for site safety, were done by contractors found guilty of repeated toxic-
site-testing fraud. Together they have been fined nearly a billion dollars in 
repeated and separate cases. 
6.1 The Need for New Site Studies, Given Potential Fraud and Invalid Data 
Instead of doing current and complete full site testing and studies, the city 
and the developer base their site approval on 20 earlier studies. SCEA, pp. 10-
11. See https://stoptoxichousing.org/site-faq.pdf Yet all of these earlier 
studies have at least 1 of 3 deficiencies. They either are grossly incomplete, or 
have potential fraud problems, or use unvalidated data (using validated data is 
a US EPA data requirement for protecting against fraud, especially when doing 
testing and cleanup of toxic sites), RI, pp. 43-44. See 
https://stoptoxichousing.org/site-faq.pdf or they are grossly incomplete. For 
instance, there has been no full site-soil testing, no testing of all suspected 
hotspots, no groundwater testing, and no testing for the main toxic military 
propellants (such as RDX) used in 71% of weapons known to be manufactured 
and tested onsite. See scientific documentation at 
https://stoptoxichousing.org/site-faq.pdf 
6.2 Potentially Fraudulent Site Studies 
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Regarding fraud, 3 of the 20 studies (used by the city and the developer) were 
done by SAIC and Tetra Tech who admitted repeated fraud at other toxic-
waste clean-ups. SAIC had to pay $566 million in fines, and the government 
has begun levying criminal fines against Tetra Tech---who is now being sued 
for $27 billion by homeowners who claim extensive health harm from its 
fraudulent clean-up of another US Navy toxic-waste site, in San Francisco; 
that toxic site was also used for housing. e.g, 
https://www.contractormisconduct.org/contractors/47/saic; 
https://www.contractormisconduct.org/search?q=tetra+tech; Engineering 
News Record, https://www.enr.com/articles/46260-us-joins-suits-citing-tetra-
tech-fraud-in-navy-site- 
15 
cleanup; https://sf.curbed.com/2018/7/25/17614574/ hunters-point-
homeowners-lawsuit-developer-contamination-toxic-cleanup; 
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanfrancisco/news/2018/05/02/bayview- 
lawsuit-hunters-point-tetra-tech-ttk.html); see 
https://stoptoxichousing.org/site-faq.pdf 
Note that major US testing labs and toxic-site-remediation-subcontractors---
including San Diego’s SAIC or Science Applications International Corp (who did 
2 of the 20 Pasadena site studies), Pasadena’s Tetra Tech (who did 1 of the 20 
Pasadena site studies), Sacramento’s Eurkea Laboratory, Santa Rosa’s 
National Environmental Testing, the Bay Area’s I-Chem, and Sacramento’s 
Chemwest---have admitted fraudulent testing at US military toxic-waste sites, 
including CA sites like Fort Hood, Hamilton, Hunter’s Point, March, and 
Presidio. Proved US data-falsification has occurred at more than 59,000 toxic-
cleanup sites, resulting in $billions in fines, jail sentences, and contractor work 
bans. As H. B. Griffin---former US EPA Assistant In-spector General for 
Investigations---says: "Every time we look (at a private lab in the Superfund 
program) we find a crook." Rohrlich, Waste Pile of Data on Pollution : 
Thousands of Environmental Test Results Are Questionable--or Wrong. 
Incompetence, Fraud and Poor Testing Methods Contribute to the Problem, Los 
Angeles Times, September 13, 1992; http://ar ticles.latimes.com/1992-09-
13/news/mn-1400_1_test-methods/3. Barnum, EPA Accuses Environmental 
Lab of Falsifying Test Data / Suspension Could Affect Base Cleanups, SFGate, 
March 21, 1996; https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/EPA-Accuses-
Environmental-Lab-of-Falsifying-Test-2989630.php. Office Of Inspector 
General Semiannual Report To The Con-gress; 
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPURL.cgi?Dockey=2000RUPD.txt. Wallace, S.D. 
Company Admits EPA Fraud, Pays Fine, Los Angeles Times, August 27, 1991; 
http://articles.latimes.com/1991-08-27/news/mn-1546_1_fraud-fine. Oppel, 
En-vironmental Tests Falsified, U.S. Says, The NY Times, September 22, 
2000; https://www.nytimes.com/2000/09/22/us/envir onmental-tests-
falsified-us-says.html. Martin, S.F. Man Nails Labs That Cheat on Superfund 
Testing Analyses, SFGate, De- cember 23, 2000; 
https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/TOXIC-SLEUTH-S-F-Man-Nails-Labs-
that-Cheat-on-3236605.php 
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The obvious way to establish that site studies provide substantial evidence 
that post-mitigation site impacts will be insignificant is to do full pre-
construction site testing and cleanup. This remedy is especially needed, given 
the fact that all empirical site studies, Kennedy/Jenks, ES, is not an empirical 
study but an historical and documents review used in project approval, either 
are incomplete, potentially fraudulent, or not certified as having passed US 
EPA data-validation requirements. 
7. Failure to Perform A Separate Risk Assessment for Children Gives No 
“Substantial Evidence” That Project Risks Will Be at “Insignificant” Levels 
Neither the new information presented in the RAW---released 3-8-19 by DTSC 
for public comments---nor site documents as a whole show either that the 
Pasadena toxic-waste- 
16 
site project mitigates to a level of insignificance all potentially significant 
project impacts or complies with California law (PRC 21155.2). This is because 
site documents fail to provide “substantial evidence” that impacts on the 
hundreds of site-resident children will be “insignificant.” 
Site documents show that, in addition to newborns and preschoolers, site 
residents will include at least 200 school-age children in the apartments that 
arelikely to be rented to families. SCEA Appendix B, Mitigation, p. B-70 This is 
partly because average dwelling unit size is 800 SF, and 40% of site 
apartments are 2 BR or 3 BR. SCEA, p. 8 
No separate risk assessment has been done for the site for children, despite 
the fact that California Toxic Substances Control called this toxic site an 
“imminent and substantial” danger, Ca Dept of Toxic Substances Control, 
Kennedy/Jenks, Environmental Summary, p. 8, 
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/deliverabledocuments/4649860978
/Environmenta 
l%20Summary%20Report%20Jenks%20May%2022%202007%20.pdf and 
despite the fact that new information---released 3-8-19 for public comment---
says current site cancer risks are up to 8,300 times higher RAW, p. 11 than 
allowed. RI p. 41 
California Toxic Substances Control admits that after the developer’s partial 
testing/ cleanup, site health harm will be “unknown,” yet it says that after this 
partial cleanup, “unknown” site cancer risks will be “not significant. Yet the 
developer is concerned enough about dangers of these military-site toxins that 
he obtained an agreement from the state that gives him protection from 
liability for site toxins. However, site residents---and especially children---have 
no such protection. CEQA Findings, pp. 10-11, 
https://www.envirostor.dtss.ca.gov/public/community_involvement/29074684
97/Final%20DTSC%20CEQA%20Statement%20of%20F 
indings%20Pasadena%20NIRF.pdf). Agreement Not to Sue, pp.1-2; Exhibit A, 
p. 7; re land-use controls, see RI, p. 31. 
US EPA warns that children will be at special danger. Because of children’s 
greater medical and developmental vulnerability, onsite children will bear 
roughly 10 times greater health harm than adults who live onsite. This is 
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mainly because children are still developing, have no full immune and 
detoxification systems in place, and take in proportionately more air, water, 
and toxins than adults do. 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-07/documents/apps-10x-sf-
for-cra.pdf; see https://w 
ww.healthaffairs.org/doi/full/10.1377/hlthaff.2011.0151; 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PM 
C4418502/;https://global.oup.com/academic/product/only-one-chance-
9780190239732?cc=us&langland=en& 
In spite of the site’s higher risks for children, site assessors have not 
adequately assessed and prevented site risks to children, because they have 
not protected children in the ways that both the US EPA and the US National 
Academy of Sciences recommend. They urge scientists to do separate site 
health assessments for children, 
17 
given that they are far more medically vulnerable than adults. Yet neither the 
city nor the developer did special assessment of child vulnerability. 
https://www.nap.edu/read/2125/chapter/12#211 and p. 11, 
https://www.nap.ed u/read/2125/chapter/2?term=child#11 and 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-07/documents/apps-10x-sf-
for-cra.pdf; see https://w 
ww.healthaffairs.org/doi/full/10.1377/hlthaff.2011.0151; 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PM 
C4418502/;https://global.oup.com/academic/product/only-one-chance-
9780190239732?cc=us&langland=en& 
Because no site documents adequately address this separate, 10-times-higher 
site risk to children, site documents are scientifically and medically 
inadequate. They do not provide “substantial evidence that site risks to 
children, after mitigation, will be insignificant. 
8. Studies with Serious Scientific Flaws and Unvalidated Data Give No 
“Substantial Evidence” That Project Risks Will Be at “Insignificant” Levels 
Neither the new information presented in the RAW---released 3-8-19 by DTSC 
for public comments---nor site documents as a whole show either that the 
Pasadena toxic-waste-site project mitigates to a level of insignificance all 
potentially significant project impacts or complies with California law (PRC 
21155.2) because of many scientific flaws in site documents. As already 
mentioned, instead of doing current and complete full site testing and studies, 
the city and the developer base their site approval on 20 earlier studies. SCEA, 
pp. 10-11. See https://stoptoxichousing.org/site-faq.pdf 
Yet all of these earlier studies have at least 1 of 3 deficiencies. They either 
have potential fraud problems---thus negating their use in toxic-site-cleanup 
actions, as the earlier section showed, or they are grossly incomplete and thus 
scientifically flawed, or they are scientifically flawed because they use un-
validated data. Yet using validated data is a US EPA data requirement for 
protecting against fraud, especially when doing testing and cleanup of toxic 
sites. RI, pp. 43-44. See https://stoptoxichousing.org/site-faq.pdf Regarding 
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incompleteness, tor instance, there has been no full site-soil testing, no 
testing of all suspected hotspots, no groundwater testing, and no testing for 
the main toxic military propellants (such as RDX) used in 71% of weapons 
known to be manufactured and tested onsite. See scientific documentation at 
https://stoptoxichousing.org/site-faq.pdf 
8.1 Data-Validation Problems and Attempted Justification for Using Un-
validated Data 
Regarding data validation, 85% of site studies (17 of 20) used by the 
developer and the city do not meet US EPA data-validation (anti-fraud) 
protections, RI, pp. 43-44; see 
18 
https://stoptoxichousing.org/site-faq.pdf despite these protections being 
required by US EPA. 
Yet CA Dept of Toxic Substances Control says “EPA data validation is required 
to verify that historical and current site data is usable and can be relied upon 
to be an accurate representation of chemical concentrations in soil and soil gas 
at the site.” RI, p. 43 Yet of the 20 site studies, listed in the main city of 
Pasadena document to determine site remediation, SCEA, pp. 10-14 only 3 
studies SECOR, 2006; ITSI, 2006; Kennedy/Jenks, SVSR, 2007---and no 
studies by Ninyo and Moore, the developer’s consultants---are certified as fully 
meeting US EPA level-2, data-validation requirements at this US Navy military 
toxic waste site. RI, pp. 43-44 
Giving surprising evidence of its willingness to use invalid scientific data, 
especially in high-risk situations like toxic cleanups, the developer’s document 
says these non-validated studies “can be relied upon to make project 
[remediation/safety] decisions” SCEA Appendix G of RI, Data Validation 
Memorandum, p. 37 ----because many of them have data that are no more 
than 10 times higher/lower than validated studies. RI, p. 44 Yet assurances of 
site safety that err, because they are 10 times too low, could be responsible 
for killing people and for violating regulations. Again, surprisingly, the 
developer agrees that site “remedial decisions can be made by 
using….estimated data.” RI Appendix A, Response to DTSC Comments, p. 4 of 
20 
As a result of the developer’s willingness not only to use un-validated data and 
to try to justify using un-validated data, site documents are filled with many 
references to mere “estimates” of toxic-chemical “dose,” “human health risk,” 
site “toxicity,” “cancer hazard,” etc. RI, pp. 33,34,35,41,etc Such references 
clearly show that site documents do not provide substantial evidence that site 
impacts will the insignificant. They show the opposite. 
8.2 Flawed Sampling, Incomplete Site Characterization and Location of 
Contaminant Sources, Lack of Quantification, Etc 
In addition to site documents’ not providing substantial evidence that post-
mitigation impacts will be insignificant (because they not only use, but also try 
to justify using, non-validated data), they also are full of scientific problems 
because of failure to quantify risks and impacts, as earlier parts of this 
comment show. In addition, site documents fail to provide substantial 
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evidence that site impacts will be insignificant because they have incomplete 
site sampling/testing, the lack of a sampling plan/justification/method, and so 
on---problems covered in the author’s comment on ESLs. see these comments 
8.3 Developer’s Documents Trim the Data, Use Flawed Hazardous-Waste 
Identification 
19 
Site documents also fail to provide substantial evidence that post-mitigation 
impacts will be insignificant because of many additional scientific problems---
too many to list in this set of comments. For instance, the developer 
frequently “trims the data” on site hazards. Consider what the developer said 
in official 2017 DTSC site documents about “current” site risks: 
“Currently the health risk assessment of the site indicates a total excess 
cancer risk (unmitigated) of 3.4 E-04 and a non-cancer HI (unmitigated) of 
4.0 for a residential use scenario. These values were calculated with hot-spot 
data removed, which is planned as part of site remediation. This is higher than 
the normal DTSC target limits for residential use of 1E-6 for excess cancer 
risk, and 1 for noncancer HI. RI, p. 35 
There are at least 5 serious scientific problems with the preceding claim in the 
RI. 
First, the developer claims the unmitigated cancer risk is two orders of 
magnitude higher than allowed by regulations, but says this unmitigated risk 
was calculated by removing suspected hot-spot data---given that hot spots 
will be remediated, once development begins. However this is contradictory. 
Unmitigated cancer risks are not given by data that reflect site mitigation, hot-
spot removal. 
Second, by using the word “currently,” the RI claim suggests the stated risk is 
current. It is not, for two reasons. One reason is that the RI was done in 2007. 
The other reason is that suspected hot spots have not been mitigated, so this 
is a potential, hoped for, future risk level, not a current risk level. 
Third, by making the false claims, criticized in the two preceding paragraphs, 
the developer provides misleading claims that site risks are lower than they 
really are. 
Fourth, the preceding RI claims assume that hot-spot removal will indeed 
provide mitigation, and that their removal will be done correctly. 
Fifth, the preceding RI claim is invalid because neither two of the pits nor at 
least two of the hots spots---out of 11 total---have even been tested. There 
are no data for roughly one-third of the hot spots, so the risk, once hot spots 
have been removed, cannot be calculated except in scientifically invalid, 
question-begging, potentially fraudulent ways. 
All the preceding problems show that the developer invalidly trims the data on 
site risks. He presents site risks as less significant than they are. This is an 
additional scientific reason, both not to trust the developer’s claims that he 
will mitigate site risks to levels below what is required by regulations, and not 
to trust the developer’s claims that site risks, once mitigated, will be 
“insignificant.” 
8.4 The “Smell” Test 
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20 
Again, to illustrate the severe scientific deficiencies (thus failure to show 
insignificant site risk levels), revealed in new information---released 3-8-19 
when the DTSC released the RAW for public comments, consider the following 
claim, made in the RAW: 
“Excavated [toxic/carcinogenic] soil from hot-spot locations will be segregated 
into “Contaminated” and “Clean” stockpiles. The initial segregation of soils 
into [contaminated versus clean] stockpiles will be based on historical data, as 
well as field observations such as staining, odors.” RAW Appendix B, Soil 
Management Plan, p. 20 
There are many scientific problems with the very unscientific, very revealing, 
preceding claim. First, to base decisions, about what soils are contaminated or 
not, on site historical studies, is indefensible, given preceding information 
showing that all the empirical site studies are incomplete, as already 
documented, 85% fail to pass US EPA data-validation requirements, an 15% 
are potentially fraudulent. 
Second, using odors to determine whether toxic waste is indeed toxic is 
subjective, unscientific, and outrageous. Such “tests” likely will result in false 
negative biases, in contaminated soil---that has no specific odor---being 
dumped in the pile of “clean” soil and thus left onsite, partly because the 
developer will not have to pay to haul away supposedly clean soil. 
Third, using odors to determine whether toxic waste is indeed toxic suggests 
that the developer has conflicts of interest. It is in his financial interest not to 
categorize all site toxic wastes as toxic, but instead as clean---because that 
will save the developer clean-up money. Moreover, such miscategorization 
seems likely because the developer admits that a subcontractor will be paid to 
excavate site toxic waste; if the subcontractor is paid on a flat fee, that will 
provide another conflict of interest, more likelihood that not all site toxins will 
be removed from the site. 
The preceding “smell test” quote provides yet another, additional scientific 
reason, both not to trust the developer’s claims that he will mitigate site risks 
to levels below what is required by regulations, and not to trust the 
developer’s claims that site risks, once mitigated, will be “insignificant.” 
8.5 Egregious Scientific Problems with Site Sampling and Testing 
Some of the most damning evidence provided by new information---revealed 
in the site RAW, released 3-8-19 by DTSC for public comment---shows that 
site risks will not be mitigated to levels of insignificance because the RAW and 
site testing/sampling methods are methodologically deficient. Therefore they 
are unscientific and not protective of health. 
21 
First, the RAW does not follow the standard US EPA reference, Hazardous 
Waste Test Methods / SW-846. https://www.epa.gov/hw-sw846/sw-846-
compendium SW-846 mentions that site sampling plans must specify whether 
assessors are using grid-based or transect-based samples, whether they are 
doing systematic random sampling, within each grid, or simple random 
sampling. 
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New information reveals that the RAW is so scientifically deficient, that the 
words “transect,” “grid,” and “random” never appear in the RAW regarding 
sampling. The RAW gives no specific sampling methods and program, no 
rationale for any specific sampling methods, no GPS/latitude/longitude 
locations of samples---all of which are required at toxic-waste sites. Site 
testing methods are vague, qualitative, nonscientific, and crude, based on 
things like (see preceding section) worker perception of “odor” as the criterion 
of whether soils are contaminated or not. The RAW has neither a sampling 
plan nor specifies any a grid- or transverse-based sampling. 
https://www.epa.gov/hw-sw846/sw-846-compendium 
https://19january2017snapshot.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-
10/documents/rwsdtg_0.pdf 
For instance, the RAW needs a strategy, plan, and rationale for how and why it 
might do certain sorts of sampling. Would it might take samples every 32 feet, 
for instance, Eg, fig 1.4, 
https://www.dtscssfl.com/files/lib_doe_area_iv/bgstudy/64715_SSFL_SAP_08
2009.pdf, or at 20-foot intervals, eg, p. 27 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-03/documents/superfund-
samp.pdf 
or at 50-foot intervals? 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/rwqcb4/water_issues/programs/ust/docs/VI_
ActiveSoilGasAdvisory_FINAL.pdf Note that, even at 50 feet apart, samples 
can vary by several hundred percent, p. 8, Vashon/Maury Island Soil Study 
1999-2000, https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/gsp/DocViewer.ashx?did=20080 
The RAW likewise does not avoid sampling bias and opportunistic (unscientific) 
sampling because it has no statistical analysis of the representativeness, 
accuracy, and reliability of its sampling data. 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-10/documents/chap9_0.pdf 
Such statistics that would reveal how flawed the RAW is. 
The RAW sampling also is methodologically flawed in having no precise and 
accurate GIS representations of all site samples and of all suspected hotspots. 
https://www.esri.com/news/arcnews/winter1011articles/dry-cleaning.html 
http://proceedings.esri.com/library/userconf/proc00/professional/papers/PAP9
61/p961.htm https://www.dtsc-
ssfl.com/files/lib_cbs/results_report/csbs_report/65788_Final_Chemical_Soil_
Background_Study_Report.pdf 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2014-
08/documents/latitude_longitude_standard_08_11_2006_final_0.pdf 
22 
As illustrated by earlier DTSC studies, eg, for the Santa Susana Field 
Laboratory Toxic site, RAW researchers should have recorded all sample 
locations using GIS, the geographic information system, using “GPS 
coordinates as latitude and longitude” for “each…location” p. 2-7. “Using the 
GIS,” they need to assign “GPS coordinates as latitude and longitude” for 
each….sample location.” p. 2-8 
https://www.dtscssfl.com/files/lib_cbs/results_report/csbs_report/65788_Final
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_Chemical_Soil_Background_Study_Report.pdf 
To provide substantial scientific evidence of insignificant risk levels, at the 
minimum, site documents (including the newly released RAW) should provide 
(but have not provided) 
(1) “all information necessary for implementing field work,” p. 18, 
https://www.dtsc.ca.gov/PublicationsForms/upload/PEA_Guidance_Manual.pdf
; see p. iv which states that the manual is useful to address data gaps in 
environmental assessments and preliminary assessments; 
US EPA, Hazardous Waste Test Methods, https://www.epa.gov/hw-sw846/sw-
846-compendium such as the GIS locations of the samples, given as GPS 
latitude and longitude; pp. 2-7. 2-8, https://www.dtsc-
ssfl.com/files/lib_cbs/results_report/csbs_report/65788_Final_Chemical_Soil_
Background_Study_Report.pdf 
(2) a rationale for the sampling strategies used, p. 19, see p. iv which states 
that the manual is useful to address data gaps in environmental assessments 
and preliminary assessments; US EPA, Hazardous Waste Test Methods, 
https://www.epa.gov/hw-sw846/sw-846-compendium 
https://www.dtsc.ca.gov/PublicationsForms/upload/PEA_Guidance_Manual.pdf
, 
such as grid, eg, p. 2-6, transect, eg, p. 3-3, etc, https://www.dtsc-
ssfl.com/files/lib_cbs/results_report/csbs_report/65788_Final_Chemical_Soil_
Background_Study_Report.pdf; 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-10/documents/chap9_0.pdf 
and 
(3) a list of sampling methods that were used, p. 19 
https://www.dtsc.ca.gov/PublicationsForms/upload/PEA_Guidance_Manual.pdf
, see p. iv which states that the manual is useful to address data gaps in 
environmental assessments and preliminary assessments; 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-10/documents/chap9_0.pdf 
; 
eg, stratified random, etc, eg, p. 2-4, https://www.dtsc-
ssfl.com/files/lib_cbs/results_report/csbs_report/65788_Final_Chemical_Soil_
Background_Study_Report.pdf 
Given all these scientific problems with site sampling, it is clear that site 
sampling “data” may be biased. The sampling, the main basis for future 
remediation, does not provide substantial evidence that post-mitigation 
impacts will be insignificant. 
23 
9. Potentially Significant Project Impacts, Given DTSC Regulatory Failings and 
Lack of Adequate Public Oversight 
Neither the new information presented in the RAW---released 3-8-19 by DTSC 
for public comments---nor site documents as a whole show either that the 
Pasadena toxic-waste-site project mitigates to a level of insignificance all 
potentially significant project impacts or complies with California law (PRC 
21155.2) because this mitigation may not have adequate oversight. There are 
grounds for questioning DTSC oversight, see section 8.1 later in this report 
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and the project has no independent, contractor-funded, oversight by citizens--
-only oversight by the pro-development city council that approved this project 
and thus that has a conflict of interest. 
9.1 Flawed DTSC Oversight, Thus No Substantial Evidence for Insignificant 
Risks 
New information---released February 27, 2019---shows that a joint oversight 
commission of the California legislature, after more than 5 years of attempts 
to cleanup DTSC regulatory flaws, has concluded that the DTSC continues to 
fail in its responsibilities for toxic site cleanup. This failure presents additional 
evidence that site impact levels, after mitigation, are likely to be significant---
and that substantial evidence has not shown these impacts will be 
insignificant. The report says that 
● DTSC has “an inadequate and unresponsive regulatory program.” (p. 7) 
● “Despite a number of internal and external efforts to improve DTSC’s ability 
to satisfactorily meet its core mission and statutory mandates, the Department 
continues to not meet public expectations, especially in regards to clean-
up….[Yet] Effective regulation of hazardous waste is essential for the 
protection of public health.” (p. 9) 
● DTSC has a “growing…backlog on…enforcement.” p. 4) 
● “Numerous fiscal and programmatic criticisms [have been] levied at DTSC. 
In recent years the Department has faced criticism over…inconsistent record 
keeping;…lack of transparency;….glaring failings 
in….mishandling…enforcement;… delayed site remediation; failed public 
participation and transparency activities….have all led to decreased…public 
trust in DTSC.” (p. 4) 
● Community groups say that “DTSC is not properly enforcing state and 
federal law and is allowing facilities that have numerous violations of state law 
and regulation,…to continue to operate, …likely using outdated technologies, 
practices, and safeguards and are potentially releasing hazardous wastes into 
the environment.” (p. 5) 
● “Over the last five years, the Legislature has [made]…. statutory changes… 
to help DTSC better achieve its mandates, …reduce backlogs, and address 
outstanding programmatic failings,” changes such as “strengthening 
enforcement…. However, 
24 
many of the underlying concerns about [DTSC] transparency, accountability, 
and long-term stability of DTSC programs remain.” (pp. 5-6) Joint Oversight 
Hearing: DTSC, by CA Assembly Budget Subcommittee no. 3 on Resources 
and Transportation; CA Assembly Committee on Environmental Safety and 
Toxic Materials; CA Senate Budget Subcommittee no. 2 on Resources, 
Environmental Protection, Energy, and Transportation; CA Senate Committee 
on Environmental Quality, 2-27-19. See also the author’s RAW comments on 
DTSC submitted this month, May 2019. 
9.2 Flawed Citizen Oversight 
Another reason that site impact levels, after mitigation, are likely to be 
significant---and that substantial evidence has not shown these impacts will be 
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insignificant---is that there is no funding, provided either by the state or by 
the developer, to guarantee independent citizen oversight of this toxic-waste 
testing and cleanup. Such funding is essential because the developer has $65 
billion in assets and 15% in annual revenue growth. 
https://www.trammellcrow.com/en/about/corporate-information Thus the 
developer has significant amounts of money to hire attorneys, consultants, 
and scientists---all of whom can ensure that this development of the toxic-
waste site proceeds exactly as the developer wishes, with the minimum 
expenditure of funds and the maximum profits. See RAW, pp. 51-54; see also 
RI, p. 36; DTSC, Covenant Not to Sue; and Exhibit E, p. 7 of 7 Thus, in the 
controversy over partial cleanup of this toxic site, the developer is “Goliath.” 
Citizens and residents, especially children, who are affected by this toxic-
waste site, however, are “David” in this controversy. Abundant data show that 
the proposed apartments will be rented by the bottom half of the SES brackets 
in Pasadena, precisely because renters typically cannot afford either condos or 
stand-along homes. The developer says both that 40 percent of these 
apartments will be multi-bedroom, thus designed for families---with significant 
numbers of units for low- and moderate-income residents---and that there will 
be hundreds of children living at the site. 
Given the disproportionate economic, social, and educational power of Goliath 
(the developer) and low-SES residents (David), this project is skewed toward 
inadequate site cleanup. These SES and environmental-justice problems 
suggest that substantial evidence has not been provided that the post-
mitigation site impacts will be insignificant. 
To remedy this oversight problem, the developer could do full, pre-
construction, site testing and cleanup, so that less oversight is needed. The 
developer also could provide funding for independent citizen oversight of 
project testing and cleanup. Demographic data for the area where the project 
is located shows that site residents have neither the income nor the education 
nor the time (they work full time or are retired an on fixed incomes) to assess 
the site alone. Census Profile: Pasadena, CA. Census Reporter 
25 
10. Significant Unmitigated Project Impacts, Given Next-to-Freeway Project-
Site Location and Children’s Higher Vulnerability to Air Toxins 
Still another reason that post-mitigation, site-impact levels are likely to be 
significant---and that substantial evidence has not shown these impacts will be 
insignificant---is that these 550 apartment units are located immediately 
beside the 10-lane, I-210 freeway, precisely where the California Air Board 
says that housing and schools should not be located see later discussion and 
references. 
10.1 Flawed Science on Freeway Risk in Site HRA, Health Risk Assessment 
No site documents have provided clear, quantified, precise, project-specific 
data showing that site risks, from freeway air toxins, will be insignificant. They 
have provided no substantial evidence that the beside-freeway risks from air 
toxins are insignificant. Instead the site Health Risk Assessment or HRA 
grossly underestimates beside freeway risks because of 5 scientific errors and 
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y scientific assumptions that underestimate mitigate freeway risk by 
approximately a factor of 20 
● Error 1: The HRA Appendix A, Emissions Calculations errs when it estimates 
that daily trucks on the I-210 at the project site are 8,231 because (1) the 
HRA data are based on models, not actual measured monitoring of truck 
volume, and (2) the truck volume in the HRA are 1-2 years old, from 2015. 
HRA, p. 11 When one uses actual measured/moniroted data of I-210 truck 
data, and data from 2017, the latest data available, one can show that 
numbers of I-210 trucks at the nearest monitoring stations West and East of 
the project site, are respectively 24,858 and 17,424---for an average of about 
21,141/trucks per day. Truck Traffic: Average Annual Truck Traffic. California 
Department of Transportation. 2016. 
http://www.dot.ca.gov/trafficops/census/docs/2017_Truck_aadt_Final.1.xls 
This means the HRA figures on site truck volume underestimate the real 
volume by nearly 300%. 
● Error 2: The HRA pp. 13ff give the near-freeway average risk, but ignores 
the risk for sensitive receptors such as children, which is approximately 10 
times higher. see later discussion in 10.5 below 
● Error 3: The HRA pp. 15-16 says that MERV-10 filters reduce 50 percent of 
particulates. This fact is true about particulates, but MERV-10 filters remove 
essentially no diesel particles, see sections 10.2-10.3 below and diesel 
particles are responsible for 70 percent of all Los Angeles County cancers 
caused by air pollution, see sections 10.2-10.3 below while particles generally 
are thousands of times less risky. Virtually all freeway risk is from diesel 
particles, and the HRS discusses only “particle” risk, so the HRA claims are 
largely irrelevant and extremely misleading. 
● Error 4: The HRA pp. 15-16 ignores ultrafine particles, diesel particles which 
cause virtually all freeway-air risk, and instead incorrectly focuses on 
“particles.” No site documents make any mention of ultrafines or diesel 
particles. Yet ultrafines cause most freeway air-pollution death/harm and are 
responsible for 70 percent of all Los Angeles County cancers caused by air 
pollution. see sections 10.2-10.3 below Particulates generally are thousands of 
times less risky. Thus the HRA claims are largely irrelevant and extremely 
misleading. 
● Error 5: The HRA pp. 15-16 falsely claims that “mitigation actions would 
remove particles before they entire the indoor environment.” This claim is 
false because MERV-10 filters remove essentially no diesel particles. see 
sections 10.2-10.3 below 
26 
In addition to the 5 preceding errors about diesel risks and therefore overall 
freeway risks, the site HRA makes 3 unlikely assumptions that completely 
destroy its claims of mitigated freeway risks. These false assumptions are 
listed below 
● False Assumption 1: The HRA pp. 15-16 falsely assumes that beside-
freeway-diesel risks will be mitigated because beside-freeway apartment 
windows will be closed in beside-freeway apartments, although likely lower-
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SES site residents probably will be unable to afford to keep the windows 
closed, as they cannot afford the risk of air conditioning year round. If not, his 
likely false assumption completely undercuts HRA claims about freeway-diesel 
mitigation. 
● False Assumption 2: The HRA pp. 15-16 falsely assumes that beside-
freeway-diesel risks will be mitigated because renters will run their HVAC 
systems 24/7, to filter the freeway air, even though weather conditions do not 
require HVAC roughly half the year. However, it is extremely unlikely that 
lower-SES site residents can afford to run their HVAC systems 24/7. If not, 
this likely false assumption completely undercuts HRA claims about freeway-
diesel mitigation round. 
● False Assumption 3: The HRA pp. 15-16 falsely assumes that beside-
freeway-diesel risks will be mitigated because renters will purchase and 
change air filters as often as they should, to optimize health. However, it is 
extremely unlikely that lower-SES site residents can afford to purchase and 
change air filters, as required. If not, this likely false assumption completely 
undercuts HRA claims about freeway-diesel mitigation round. 
Because of the 5 preceding scientific-data errors in the HRA and the 3 
preceding likely false assumptions, there is no scientific basis for concluding 
that beside-freeway risks can be mitigated. This is the same conclusion to 
which the California Air Board came---for many of the same reasons. Because 
of these 5 errors and 3 likely false assumptions, the HRA and site documents 
generally provide no basis whatsoever for claiming that beside-freeway risks 
are insignificant. Indeed the California Air Board and virtually all air-quality 
experts recommend against beside-freeway residence. 
10.2 No Substantial Evidence That Mitigated Near-Freeway Risks are 
Insignificant 
Indeed, near-freeway residence causes a host of problems, even for persons 
living within 24/7 air filtration---most of which cannot remove diesel particles. 
See later discussions/sections. Living within 1000 feet of a freeway causes 
much “higher rates of asthma, heart attacks, strokes, lung and other cancers, 
pre-term births, childhood obesity, autism, and dementia.”1 Endnotes are 
below, at end of section The major culprit in all this harm is diesel 
particulates; they are responsible for 70 percent of all Los Angeles County 
cancers caused by air pollution.2 Endnotes are below, at end of section The 
closer that people live to a freeway, the higher their cancer rates. For this 
reason, for several decades California Air Board officials have repeatedly 
recommended that no residences be built within 500 feet of freeways. 
The severe health effects of even the tiniest amounts diesel particles, for even 
a short period of time, are especially significant, given that both the Los 
Angeles and the Pasadena areas remain non-attainment areas for PM2.5 or 
diesel particles; that is, they violate state and federal health protections for 
freeway-diesel particles.3 Endnotes are below, at end of section The 
magnitude of diesel-particle effects also is massive, given that US vehicle 
pollution, especially from diesel trucks, kills nearly twice as many people 
27 
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as vehicle accidents---which are one of the top ten causes of death of all 
Americans through the age of 54.4 Endnotes are below, at end of section 
Those living next to a heavily-trafficked freeway likewise are 6 times more 
likely to develop all types of cancer, and 8 times more likely to get leukemia.5 
Endnotes are below, at end of section Similar near-freeway statistics hold for 
heart disease, including strokes and heart attacks; living within 200 feet of a 
roadway increases sudden cardiac deaths by nearly 40 percent.6 Endnotes are 
below, at end of section Because diesel particles easily enter the brain, the 
closer one lives to a freeway, the greater one’s risk for dementia.7 Endnotes 
are below, at end of section 
However, in 2018 when the city of Pasadena and developers were supposed to 
assess site-caused cancers caused by this city-approved, beside-the-freeway 
development,8 Endnotes are below, at end of section they underestimated 
near-freeway health risks, especially from diesel particles. They said that in 
general, year-2000 California diesel-particle levels killed on average about 1 in 
every 2632 exposed residents.9 Endnotes are below, at end of section Yet the 
city’s assessment never provided near-freeway, diesel-particle levels for its 
project, and it never gave diesel-particle risks for residents living near the 
heavily-diesel, 10-lane, interstate 210---the very risk they were supposed to 
estimate. 
See section 10.1 earlier 
Once one corrects the errors and incompleteness in the HRA by using the most 
recent scientific data for diesel-truck volume and data specific to Interstate-
210, the real I-210-freeway-diesel-particle risk to East Pasadena residents can 
be seen as quite high. For instance, given the measured truck volume on the 
I-210 at Lake Avenue---the closest vehicle-monitoring spot West of the project 
site, freeway-diesel-particle-caused cancers will prematurely kill 1 in every 
526 exposed people who live 100 feet away for several decades. This is a 
cancer rate thousands of times higher than allowed by regulations,10 which 
require no more than 1 in 100,000 people die. See HRA 15ff; Endnotes are 
below, at end of section 
Similarly, given the measured truck volume on the I-210 at Rosemead 
Avenue, the closest vehicle-monitoring spot Eest of the project site, freeway-
diesel-particle-caused cancers will prematurely kill 1 in every 769 exposed 
people who live 100 feet away for several decades. Again, this is a cancer rate 
thousands of times higher than allowed by regulations,11 as already 
documented. Endnotes are below, at end of section 
Likewise, given the measured truck volume on the I-210 at Altadena Avenue, 
freeway-diesel-particle-caused cancers will prematurely kill 1 in every 625 
exposed people who live 100 feet away for several decades. Again, this is a 
cancer rate thousands of times higher than allowed,12 as already 
documented. Endnotes are below, at end of section 
Moreover, people residing even 1000 feet away from these three locations on 
the I-210 freeway in Pasadena face roughly a 5-times higher cancer risk from 
diesel particles than other California residents face. These data show that 
although the diesel-cancer risk decreases, as one moves farther from the 
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freeway, the severe diesel-cancer risk does not disappear until roughly a mile 
away.10-12 Endnotes are below, at end of section Increasing one’s premature 
cancer risk by a factor of 5, when half of us already will die prematurely from 
cancer, means that near-freeway residence makes diesel-particle-caused 
cancers very likely---even if we live 1000 or more feet away from the freeway. 
Even worse, because children are still developing, because they do not have 
their detoxification mechanisms in place, and because they take in 
proportionately more air/water/food/pollution than adults, given their body 
weight, they face average diesel- 
28 
cancer cancer risks that are 10 times higher than adults.13 Endnotes are 
below, at end of section This means that, although 1 in every 526, 625, and 
769 adults living for several decades, respectively, near the I-210 near Lake 
Avenue, Altadena Drive, and Rosemead Avenue, will die prematurely because 
of freeway-diesel pollution, children will be hurt even more. Roughly 1 in every 
53, 63, and 77 children living for several decades, respectively, near the I-210 
near Lake Avenue, Altadena Drive, and Rosemead Avenue, will die 
prematurely because of freeway-diesel pollution. This is an extraordinarily high 
risk for children, ten-thousand times higher than allowed. 
Notes 
1. https://www.latimes.com/projects/la-me-freeway-pollution/; eg, 
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(16)32 399-
6/full text and https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/29587223; 
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/ lancet/ar ticle/PIIS0140-
6736(16)32399-6/fulltext; 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6144407/; 
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2017/01/brain-pollution-evidence-builds-
dirty-air- causes-alzheimer-s-dementia.emag.org 
2. SCAMD 2005, MATES iii 2008; 
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/08989621.2014.956867 
3. CARB, 2017 Area Designations for State Ambient Air Quality Standards 
PM2.5 
https://www.arb.ca.gov/desig/adm/2017/state_pm25.pdf 
4. Adams, What is a safe distance to live or work near high auto emission 
roads? https://sandiego.urbdezine.com/2015/05/28/what-is-a-safe-distance- 
to-live-or-work-near-high-auto-emission-roads/. 
5. Pearson et al., 2000, Distance-weighted traffic density in proximity to a 
home is a risk factor for leukemia and other childhood cancers. Journal of Air 
and Waste Management Association 50:175-180 and Childhood Leukemia and 
Road Traffic: A population-based CaseControl study.”Crosignani P ;Tittarelli A; 
Borgini A; Codazzi T; Rovelli A; Porro E; Contiero P; Bianchi N; Tagliabue G; 
Fissi R; Rossitto F; Berrino F. International Journal of Cancer, 2004 , V108. 
6. See https://www.ahajourna ls.org/doi/10.1161/cir.0b013e3181dbece1; 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5836577/ and 
https://ehp.niehs.ni h.gov/doi/10.1289/ehp.1002921. In fact, living within 
200 feet of any roadway increases sudden cardiac deaths by 38% (see, for 
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instance, 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/10/141013190616.htm). 
7. See, for example, Chen et al, Living Near Major Roads, The Lancet, 
https://www.thel ancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(16)32399-
6/fulltext and https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/29587223 and 
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(16)32399-
6/fulltext and https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pm c/articles/PMC6144407/ and 
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2017/01/brain-pollution-evidence-builds-
dirty-air-causes-alzheimer-s-dementia. 
8. City of Pasadena, Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessment, 
SCEA, 4200 East Foothill, 2018, https://ww5.cityofpasadena.n 
et/planning/wp-sites/56/2018/01 /3200-E-Foothill-SCEA.pdf. 
9. City of Pasadena, SCEA Appendix D, 2018, Health Risk Assessment, HRA, p. 
6, https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/planning/wp-
content/uploads/sites/56/2018/01/3200-E-Foothill-Appendices.pdf. The city 
and the developer used only 19-year-old, outdated, statewide underestimates 
of cancers based on 19-year-old average, statewide diesel risk. Likewise, they 
used only high-volume and low-volume freeway cancer risks, not the specific, 
local risks for cancer from the high-volume, diesel-intensive, I-210 freeway. 
29 
As a consequence of these two scientific errors (using old data and not using 
data specific to the high-volume I-21 freeway), the city of Pasadena’s health 
risk assessment drew conclusions that did not really tell residents about their 
near-freeway diesel risk. Instead the assessment said that if current diesel 
levels remained the same (from 19 years ago, and they have not), diesel 
particles would kill roughly 1 in 2632 exposed residents, who otherwise would 
not have died. 
10. HRA, p. 6, says “a person exposed to a diesel PM concentration of 1 
μg/m3 continuously over the course of a lifetime has a 3 per 10,000 chance 
(or 300 in one million chance) of contracting cancer due to this exposure.” 
Note that this level of diesel exposure is already 3-300 times what is legally 
allowed, as the US EPA allowed pollutant level is one that kills 1 per 10,000 to 
1 per one million exposed people (US National Research Council, Science and 
Judgment in Risk Assessment, pp. 3, 331). 
Yet levels of freeway air toxins, mainly diesel particles, for southern California 
freeways, having 21,600 trucks/day, range from approximately 5.4 μg/m3 at 
30 meters (98.4 feet) downwind of the freeway---to approximately 1.3 μg/m3 
at 300 meters (984.3 feet) downwind of the freeway, as measured on CA 
freeway 405, one of the busiest in the nation (Zhu et al, Concentration and 
size distribution of ultrafine particles near a major highway, Journal of the Air 
and Waste Management Association. September 2002, table 2, p. 1040, 
https://www.se manticscholar.org/paper/Concentration-and-size-distribution-
of-ultrafine-a-Zhu-Hinds/baa8b1280d6205564c6692d63a2e5 
c1501915f01/figure/3 
What do these measured diesel-PM concentrations mean for Pasadena? 
Because the freeway 210 and Lake Avenue interchange has 25,000 trucks/day 
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(Truck Traffic: Average Annual Truck Traffic, California Department of 
Transportation, 2016, http://www.dot.ca.gov/trafficops/census and p. 172 of 
http://www.dot.ca.gov/trafficops/census/docs/2016_aadt_truck.pdf ; 
hereafter cited as: CA DOT), it likely averages approximately 25,000/21,600 
of the Zhu-reported diesel particles for the I-405, that is (25,000/21,600) (5.4 
μg/m3 at 30 meters downwind), which amounts to diesel particle levels of 
6.25 μg/m3 at 30 meters downwind of the freeway. At 300 meters downwind, 
the I-210 /Lake Avenue diesel-particle level would be (25,000/21,600) (1.3 
μg/m3) = 1.505 μg/m3 at 300 meters downwind of the freeway—or 6.25 and 
1.51 μg/m3, respectively, at 30 and 300 meters downwind of the 210 freeway 
at Lake Avenue. Therefore the 210 freeway/Lake Avenue interchange causes 
the following cancer risks. Because 1 μg/m3 lifetime exposure causes 300 in 
one million chances of contracting cancer from this exposure, 6.25-1.51 
μg/m3 at 30-300 meters downwind, respectively, of the 210 freeway/Lake 
Avenue (assuming that a person’s 1 μg/m3 exposure continuously over the 
course of a lifetime causes a 3 per 10,000 chance or 300 in one million chance 
of cancer due to this exposure) causes (6.25)(300/1,000,000 to (1.51) 
(300/1,000,000 extra cancers---or at 30 meters. These (300/1,000,000) extra 
cancers at 30 and 300 meters represent 1,875-453 extra cancers per million 
people at 30-300 meters from the 210 freeway. 
In other words, at roughly 100 feet or 30 meters from the I-210 freeway at 
Lake Avenue, 1 in every 526 residents will die prematurely from a freeway-
diesel-induced cancer. Here, one million residents would face roughly 1900 
cancers that otherwise would not have occurred, and 10,000 residents would 
face roughly 19 cancers that otherwise would not have occurred. Roughly 
1000 feet from the freeway, one million residents would face roughly 450 
cancers that otherwise would not have occurred, and 10,000 residents would 
face roughly 5 cancers that otherwise would not have occurred. The additional 
diesel-caused cancers that occur near Lake Avenue, at 100 feet from the I-
210, are thus 1900-19 times higher than allowed by both US EPA and Cal-
EPA---and at 1000 feet from the I-210, are thus 453-5 times higher than 
allowed by both US EPA and Cal-EPA. 
11. Likewise, because the 210 and Rosemead Avenue interchange has 17,000 
trucks/day (CA DOT), it averages 17,000/21,600 of the Zhu-reported diesel 
particles for the I-405, 
30 
or (17,000/21,600) (5.4 μg/m3 at 30 meters downwind)—that is, 
(0.79)(5.4)= 4.27 μg/m3 at 30 meters downwind of the freeway. At 300 
meters downwind, the I-210/Rosemead Avenue diesel-particle level would be 
(17,000/21,600) (1.3 μg/m3) = (0.79) (1.3 μg/m3) =1.03. —or 4.27 and 
1.03 μg/m3, respectively, at 30 and 300 meters downwind of the 210 freeway 
at Rosemead Avenue. 
Because 1 μg/m3 lifetime exposure causes 300 in one million chances of 
contracting cancer from this exposure, 4.27-1.03 μg/m3 at 30-300 meters 
downwind, respectively (of the 210 freeway at Rosemead Avenue), assuming 
that a person’s 1 μg/m3 exposure continuously over the course of a lifetime 
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causes a 3 per 10,000 chance or 300 in one million chances of cancer due to 
this exposure) causes (4.27)(300/1,000,000) extra cancers per million people 
at about 100 feet from the freeway and (1.03) (300/1,000,000) extra cancers 
per million people at about 1000 feet from the freeway. That is, this 
Rosemead/I-210 exposure to diesel particles causes 1,281 extra cancers per 
million people at about 100 feet from the freeway and 309 extra cancers per 
million people at about 1000 feet from the freeway. The additional diesel-
caused cancers that occur near Rosemead Avenue, at 100 feet from the I-210, 
are thus 1300-13 times higher than allowed by both US EPA and Cal-EPA---
and at 1000 feet from the I-210, are thus 310-3 times higher than allowed by 
both US EPA and Cal-EPA. This Rosemead/I-210 pollution will kill 1 in every 
769 people exposed. For 30-40 years. 
12. The state collects no data on I-210 freeway-pollution levels between the 
Lake and Rosemead interchanges. However, the approximate I-210 midpoint 
between the Lake and Rosemead interchanges is at Altadena. Given the 
prevailing direction of the wind, toward the Northeast, and CA DOT-measured 
truck traffic at Lake and at Rosemead, the Altadena/I-210 pollution levels 
should be at least (6.25 + 4.27)/2 μg/m3 and (1.51+1.03)/2 μg/m3, that is, 
5.26 and 1.27 μg/m3, respectively, at 30 and 300 meters downwind of the 
210 freeway at Altadena Drive. 
Because 1 μg/m3 lifetime exposure causes 300 in one million chances of 
contracting cancer from this exposure, 5.26-1.27 μg/m3 at 30-300 meters 
downwind, respectively (of the 210 freeway at Altadena Drive), assuming that 
a person’s 1 μg/m3 exposure continuously over the course of a lifetime causes 
a 3 per 10,000 chance or 300 in one million chances of cancer due to this 
exposure) causes (5.26)(300/1,000,000) extra cancers per million people at 
about 100 feet from the freeway and (1.27) (300/1,000,000) extra cancers 
per million people at about 1000 feet from the freeway. 
That is, this Altadena/I-210 exposure to diesel particles causes 1,578 extra 
cancers per million people at about 100 feet from the freeway and 381 extra 
cancers per million people at about 1000 feet from the freeway. The additional 
diesel-caused cancers that occur near Rosemead Avenue, at 100 feet from the 
I-210, are thus 1600-16 times higher than allowed by both US EPA and Cal-
EPA---and at 1000 feet from the I-210, are thus 400-4 times higher than 
allowed by both US EPA and Cal-EPA. These data indicate that living near the 
I-210 and Altadena Drive will cause 1 person in every 625 exposed to die 
prematurely of freeway-diesel-caused cancers. 
13. US EPA, https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-
07/documents/apps-10x-sf-for-cra.pdf; see 
https://www.healthaffairs.org/doi/full/10.1377/hlthaff.2011.0151; 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PM C4418502/; 
https://global.oup.com/academic/product/only-one-chance-
9780190239732?cc=us&lang =en& 
10.3 WON’T MERV-13 AIR FILTERS PROTECT BESIDE-FREEWAY RESIDENTS? 
Of course, the obvious objection to the preceding documentation---of how 
deadly diesel particle are---is to claim that Merv-10 or Mer-13 filters will 
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protect people. This protection 
31 
claim is patently false, and it contradicts the scientifically correct statements 
about diesel-pollution risk that the CA Air Board has made for at least the last 
15 years. 
In its official documents both the site HRA and the city of Pasadena say MERV-
10 air filters would reduce near-freeway residents’ cancer risks to “less than 
significant levels” because MERV-10 filters “remove 50% of particulates in the 
1-3 μg range,1 Endnotes are below, at end of section and MERV-13 filters 
remove 75% of all particulates.2 Endnotes are below, at end of section 
However, both claims are misleading and false. 
As already mentioned, diesel particles cause nearly all freeway-cancer risk.3 
Endnotes are below, at end of section However, MERV-10 and MERV-13 filters 
provide no protection whatsoever against 95% of diesel particles, because 
virtually all diesel particles are smaller than 0.1 μg.4 Endnotes are below, at 
end of section These nano-sized diesel particles easily get through MERV-10 
and MERV-13 filters.5 Endnotes are below, at end of section Of course, Merv-
10 and MERV-13 filters do remove many less-harmful particles, those larger 
than 0.3 μg, but 95% of the deadly diesel particles are 10 times smaller than 
what MERV-10 and MERV-13 can remove.6 Endnotes are below, at end of 
section Merv-10 and MERV-13 filters thus remove only 3% and 4%, 
respectively, of diesel-particle harm. This means the HRA and the city of 
Pasadena grossly overestimate protections from MERV-10 and MERV-13 air 
filters. Even HEPA filters cut diesel-cancer risk by only 5%.7 Endnotes are 
below, at end of section 
The preceding data explain why the CA South Coast Air Quality Management 
District is so skeptical that, for people living near freeways, “health risks 
would be brought” to safe levels by air filters. Instead, CA air-quality officials 
warn that “the health science behind recommendations against placing new 
homes close to freeways is clear.” CA air-quality managers warn that even to 
reduce the diesel-cancer risk by 5%, through a HEPA filter, would involve a 
cost that is prohibitive for many people---at least $400/year. They also say 
that most near-freeway residents would not be willing to run their HVAC 
systems 12 months/year, 24/7, to get continuous and modest air-filtering. 
Finally, they warn that neither MERV nor HEPA filters can filter out toxic and 
carcinogenic freeway-exhaust gases such as benzene---something that would 
require very expensive, stand-alone, activated-charcoal or carbon-filter 
technology.8 Endnotes are below, at end of section 
The latest CA Air Resources Board recommendations are that “sensitive uses” 
of land, such as schools and homes, not be put within 500 feet of a freeway---
as Pasadena city council and the site developer are both trying to do. Instead, 
the board says cities should try to locate “non-sensitive uses,” like commercial 
or warehouse buildings, near freeways.9 Endnotes are below, at end of section 
Following this recommendation is especially necessary because people living 
within 500 feet of freeways already face diesel-particle risks that are 7-25 
times higher than what other California residents face.10 Endnotes are below, 
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at end of section 
Notes 
1. SCEA Appendix D, HRA, p. 16. 
2. 
http://ww2.cityofpasadena.net/councilagendas/2018%20Agendas/Minutes%2
02018/2018%2007%2016%20CC%20MIN.pdf 
3. SCEA Appendix D, HRA, p. 14 and 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25635848 
4. https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/overview-diesel-exhaust-and-health 
5. https://www.coolray.com/img/uploads/What_does_MERV_Rating_mean.pdf 
32 
6. McGranahan and Murray, eds, Air Pollution and Health in Rapidly 
Developing Countries, London, Earthscan, 2003. 
7. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, ASME AG-1a–2004, Addenda to 
ASME AG-1–2003 Code on Nuclear Air and Gas Treatment,, 2004, 
https://dms.hvacpartners.com/docs/1001/Public/0E/ENG_NEWS_5_1_1.pdf 
8. http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/default-source/clean-air-plans/air-quality-
management-plans/2012-air-quality-management-plan/final-2012-aqmp-(feb 
ruary-2013)/main-document-final-2012.pdf, p. 9-29; 
http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/default-
source/ceqa/commentletters/2014/december/mndmaple willow.pdf, p. 2. 
9. pp. 12, 14, https://www.arb.ca.gov/ch/r d_technical_advisory_final.PDF 
10.Kleinman, Effects of Exposure to Fine and Ultrafine Concentrated Ambient 
Particles, Final Report: Southern California Particle Center and 
Supersite, 
https://cfpub.epa.gov/ncer_abstracts/index.cfm/fuseaction/display.highlight/a
bstr act/1087/report/F; Zhu et al, 2012, Concentration and Size Distribution of 
Ultrafine Particles Near a Major Highway, Journal of the Air & Waste 
Management Association, vol. 52, 
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10473289.2002.10470842 
10.4. IS IT SAFE TO BE BESIDE THE FREEWAY FOR ONLY A DAY? 
Some nonscientists claim that short-term exposure to carcinogens like diesel 
particulates is not risky. However, this claim also is false. 
Diesel particles are genotoxic carcinogens.1 Endnotes are below, at end of 
section There is neither a safe dose nor a safe time period for exposure to 
genotoxic carcinogens,2 Endnotes are below, at end of section because they 
produce cancer by directly altering a victim’s genetic material, that is, by 
inducing mutations that interact with DNA. However, non-genotoxic 
carcinogens produce cancer by some secondary mechanism, not related to 
direct gene, DNA, or mutation damage. Even a short and small exposure to 
the genotoxic carcinogen of diesel particles thus is risky because it damages 
genetic material in ways that increase cancer risk. 
The fact that diesel particles have no safe dose is also borne out in repeated 
experimental studies. For instance, even a one-day increase of only 10 μg/m3 
[micrograms per cubic meter] of particulate matter---less than one third of the 
allowed 24-hour average diesel-particle exposure---is associated with 
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increases in COPD mortality.3 Endnotes are below, at end of section The same 
short, small, daily increase in freeway-diesel-particle pollution likewise is 
associated both with increased daily and long-term mortality,4 Endnotes are 
below, at end of section and with increased asthma-related hospital 
admissions and emergency-room visits for children.5 Endnotes are below, at 
end of section 
An especially robust study of 61 million people living in 40,000 zip-codes in 
the continental United States, from the years 2000 through 2012, with 460 
million person-years of follow-up, clearly showed that only one day’s exposure 
to only 10 μg/m3 [micrograms per cubic meter] of particulate matter---less 
than one-third of allowed daily diesel-particle exposures---causes a 
statistically significant increase of 1.4% in the overall daily death rate. 
However, the highest death rates were among men, blacks, and people with 
Medicaid eligibility. Most importantly, the researchers confirmed that there 
was no threshold for increased harm from diesel particles. That is, there is no 
33 
short time period, and no small dose, below which daily exposures to diesel 
particles did not cause daily fatalities to increase.6 Endnotes are below, at end 
of section 
California studies have shown that even a 0.2 ug /m3 increase in freeway-
particle pollution would kill 1 person/year among every 5,000 exposed 
people.7 Endnotes are below, at end of section Yet this amount of pollution is 
only 1/200 of the allowed daily average level of particles in both CA and the 
US, namely 35 ug/m3. 8 Endnotes are below, at end of section 
Notes 
1. Interagency Review Group on Cancer, IARC Monograph 105, pp. 460-465, 
https://monographs.iarc.fr/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/mono105-DC05-
06.pdf 
2. Nohm, Thresholds of Genotoxic and Non-Genotoxic Carcinogens, 
Toxicological Research, 2018, 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6195886/ 
3. Li, Man-Hui, Li-Chao Fan, Bei Mao, Jia-Wei Yang, Augustine M. K. Choi, Wei-
Jun Cao, and Jin-Fu Xu. Short-Term Exposure to Ambient Fine Particulate 
Matter Increases Hospitalizations and Mortality in COPD: A Systematic Review 
and Meta-Analysis, Chest 149, no. 2 (February 2016): 447–58. 
https://doi.org/10.1378/chest.15-0513. 
4. World Health Organization, Ambient (outdoor) Air Quality and Health, World 
Health Organization. May 2, 2018, http://www.who.int/news-room/fact-
sheets/detail/ambient-(outdoor)-air-quality-and-health. 
5. Lim, Hyungryul, Ho-Jang Kwon, Ji-Ae Lim, Jong Hyuk Choi, Mina Ha, Seung-
Sik Hwang, and Won-Jun Choi, Short-Term Effect of Fine Particulate Matter on 
Children’s Hospital Admissions and Emergency Department Visits for Asthma: 
A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis, Journal of Preventive Medicine and 
Public Health = Yebang Uihakhoe Chi 49, no. 4 (July 2016): 205–19. 
https://doi.org/10.3961/jpmph.16.037. 
6. Di, Qian, Lingzhen Dai, Yun Wang, Anto-nella Zanobetti, Christine Choirat, 
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Joel D. Schwartz, and Francesca Dominici, Association of Short-Term Exposure 
to Air Pollution With Mortality in Older Adults, Journal of the American Medical 
Association 318, no. 24 (2017): p. 2446 of 2446–56, 
https://doi.org/10.1001/jama.2017.17923. See also Lavigne, Eric, Richard 
Burnett, and Scott Weichenthal, Association of Short-Term Exposure to Fine 
Particulate Air Pollution and Mortality: Effect Modification by Oxidant Gases, 
Scientific Reports 8, no. 1 (October 31, 2018): 16097, http 
s://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-018-34599-x 
7. San Francisco Department of Public Health, A Retroactive Health Impact 
Assessment of Traffic, 2008, 
https://www.pewtrusts.org/~/media/assets/2008/07/stilllyellairqualityanalysis
.pdf 
8. California Air Resources Board, CARB, South Coast Air Quality Management 
Plans, 2019, 
https://www.arb.ca.gov/planning/sip/planarea/scabsip/scabsip.htm 
10.5 No Site Documents Assess Freeway-Air Risk to Children, Thus Are Flawed 
As already mentioned, the US EPA and US National Academy of Sciences 
recommends separate risk assessments for children, especially in high-risk 
situations like beside-freeway residence. However, no site documents assess 
the site risk to children, and no site documents can show that this risk is 
insignificant, mainly because it is approximately 10 times higher than the risk 
that adults face. See preceding discussion/citations 
34 
As already mentioned, children are roughly 10 times more sensitive than 
adults when both receive the same exposure to toxins, carcinogens, or air 
pollutants.1 Endnotes are below, at end of section Children are so sensitive 
because they are still developing, their detoxification mechanisms are not yet 
in place, and they take in proportionately far more air, water, food, and 
pollutants than do adults, given their body weight. For all these reasons, US 
EPA and the US National Academy of Sciences recommend doing separate risk 
assessments for children when they are in situations of great risk, like that 
posed by freeway-diesel particles.2 Endnotes are below, at end of section 
To understand the health severity of children’s near-freeway diesel-particle 
exposure, consider the data in the earlier section. That section pointed out 
that measured levels of I-210-freeway diesel pollution will prematurely kill 1 in 
every 526, 625, and 769 adults living for several decades, respectively, near 
the I-210 near Lake Avenue, Altadena Drive, and Rosemead Avenue. 
However, because of their 10-times-greater sensitivity, children will be hurt 
even more. Roughly 1 in every 53, 63, and 77 children living for several 
decades, respectively, within 100 feet of the I-210 near Lake Avenue, 
Altadena Drive, and Rosemead Avenue, respectively, will die prematurely 
because of freeway-diesel pollution. This is an extraordinarily high risk for 
children, thousands of times higher than allowed. 
When adults are exposed to freeway-diesel pollutants, they may contract 
various diseases. However, when children are exposed to freeway-diesel 
pollutants, it not only causes various diseases, but it damages their very 
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ability to develop in a normal way---so that they may have permanent, 
functional impairment of their lungs and other organs, like the brain. Children 
have only once chance to develop a brain or lungs or heart or other organs. If 
diesel pollution interferes with their organ development, there is no way to 
reverse the damage that the pollution causes.3 Endnotes are below, at end of 
section 
Pregnant women living near freeways have a 20-30-percent chance of having 
children with permanently impaired lungs.4 Endnotes are below, at end of 
section 
Because diesel particles easily enter the brain, through the nose, they also can 
cause child delinquency.5 Endnotes are below, at end of section 
Because diesel particles easily and directly enter every organ, either through 
the lungs and breathing, or through the nose and breathing, they cause a 
doubling in the near-freeway asthma risk.6 Endnotes are below, at end of 
sectionThey also cause a doubling in the near-freeway autism risk.7 Endnotes 
are below, at end of section 
“In 2003, California state lawmakers prohibited new elementary and 
secondary schools from being built within 500 feet of highly trafficked 
freeways – the distance researchers say is the most dangerous for children’s 
developing bodies….The bill’s intent was unequivocal: ‘To protect school 
children from the health risks posed by pollution from heavy freeway traffic 
and other non-stationary sources in the same way that they are protected 
from industrial pollution’ ”8 Endnotes are below, at end of section 
Notes 
1. US EPA, https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-
07/documents/apps-10x-sf-for-cra.pdf; 
see https://www.healthaffairs.org/doi/full/10.1377/hlthaff.2011.0151; 
35 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4418502/; and 
https://global.oup.com/academic/product/only-one-chance-
9780190239732?cc=us&lang =en& 
2. US National Research Council, 
https://www.nap.edu/read/2125/chapter/12#211 and p. 11, 
https://www.nap.ed u/read/2125/chapter/2?term=child#11 
3. Exposure to traffic pollution during pregnancy can damage future child’s 
lungs, ScienceDaily, 20 October 2014, 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/10/141020212512.htm 
4. Grandjean, Only One Chance: Howe Environmental Polluton Impairs Brain 
Development, Oxford University Press, 2013 
5. E.g., Longitudinal Analysis of Particulate Air Pollutants and Adolescent 
Delinquent Behavior in Southern California, doi: 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/208793, 
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2017/10/27/208793.full.pdf. 
6. See, eg, McConnell et al, EHP, Childhood Incident Asthma and Traffic-
Related Air Pollution, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov//pmc /articles/PMC2 
920902/ and see also 
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2046043018300546 and 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3532603/). 
7. See, eg, Volk et al, Residential Proximity to Freeways, EHP, 
https://www.ncb i.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3114825/ and Raz, R., 
Roberts, A.L., Lyall, K., Hart, J.E., Just, A.C., Laden, F., and Weisskopf, M.G., 
Autism Spectrum Disorder and Particulate Matter Air Pollution before, during, 
and after Pregnancy: A Nested Case–Control Analysis within the Nurses’ 
Health Study II Cohort, Environmental Health Perspectives, 2014; see also 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6108827/ and 
https://ehp.niehs.nih.gov/doi/10.1289/ehp.1408133 and 
https://www.monash.edu/medicine/news/latest/2018-articles/air-pollution-
linked-to-autism-study). 
8. https://www.scpr.org/news/2016/03/29/58878/poll lution-near-preschools-
is-impacting-nearly-10-0/). 
Given the preceding data about the erroneous site HRA regarding freeway-
diesel risk, as well as the severe risks to children, it is clear that the site HRA 
is not reliable and, indeed, did not even consider the 10-times-higher risk to 
sensitive site receptors like children. For all these reasons, the HRA of the 
freeway-diesel risk does not show that “substantial evidence” supports that 
site risks are insignificant. Indeed, if site risks were insignificant, as the HRA 
claims, then the HRA would contradict the last 15-20 years of scientific 
investigations done by the CA Air Board and virtually all air-pollution experts. 
11. Answering an Objection 
To the preceding problems that have been outlined, one might wonder 
whether any deference should be given to DTSC’s determination of 
appropriate mitigation measures. 
Should one trust that site documents do indeed provide appropriate 
mitigation? 
At least three reasons suggest that this is not the case. First, the preceding 
comments have made it clear that the set of full site documents has not 
provided enough detail “to enable those who did not participate in its 
participation to understand and to consider meaningfully the issues raised by 
the proposed project.” Sierra Club v. County of Fresno (S210783), p. 14 
36 
Second, if deference were always given to a regulatory agency, then citizens 
could never correct phenomena such as flawed science by regulators or 
“regulatory capture” of agencies by special interests. Yet obviously it is in the 
public interest to correct flawed science that could adversely affect public 
health, and obviously it is in the public interest to correct any “regulatory 
capture” that may have occurred. If such corrections were not made, 
democracy and public health would both suffer. 
Third, new evidence from the February 27, 2019 California Joint Legislative 
Oversight Report on the DTSC shows that, for at least the last 10 years, DTSC 
has had “an inadequate and unresponsive regulatory program” and has been 
criticized for some of the same flaws that have been mentioned in this report. 
California Assembly Budget Subcommittee no. 3 on Resources and 
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Transportation; the Assembly Committee on Environmental Safety and Toxic 
Materials; Senate Budget Subcommittee no. 2 on Resources, Environmental 
Protection, Energy and Transportation; and the Senate Committee on 
Environmental Quality---published its 
Joint California Oversight Hearing: Department of Toxic Substances Control, 
Sacramento, February 27, 2019, p. 7 
https://sbud.senate.ca.gov/sites/sbud.senate.ca.gov/files/Feb.%2027%20-
%20Jt.%20DTSC%20Oversight%20Hearing%20%28002%29.pdf In 
particular, see the author’s comment on the site RAW, sent to DTSC on 5-14-
19, “New Information: Flawed/Illegal DTSC CEQA Citizen-Participation 
Procedures and Request to Reopen the CEQA Process for DTSC Site 
19970020.” 
12. Conclusion 
The CEQA process for the US Navy toxic-waste site, at 3200 East Foothill 
Boulevard, Pasadena, needs to be reopened because of new information, 
discovered since the city of Pasadena approved the Pasadena Gateway project 
for the site in July 2018. This new information is that for at least 9 classes of 
reasons, neither the new information presented in the RAW (released 3-8-19 
by DTSC for public comments), nor site documents as a whole, provide 
“substantial evidence” that the Pasadena toxic-waste-site project (a) mitigates 
to a level of insignificance all potentially significant project impacts and (b) 
complies with California law (PRC 21155.2). 
These 9 classes of reasons are that neither the RAW nor site documents as a 
whole give “substantial evidence” 
(1) that the project’s admitted cancer impacts are at “insignificant” levels, 
(2) that the project’s admitted unquantified impacts are at “insignificant” 
levels, 
(3) that the project’s admitted unknown future impacts are at “insignificant” 
levels, 
(4) that the project’s admitted untested impacts are at “insignificant” levels, 
(5) that impacts of potential fraud in site studies will be at “insignificant” 
levels, 
(6) that impacts of scientific flaws in site studies will be at “insignificant” 
levels, 
(7) that impacts on the hundreds of site-resident children will be 
“insignificant,” 
37 
(8) that impacts of flawed DTSC and public project-oversight will be 
“insignificant,” and 
(9) that freeway impacts will be insignificant because site documents beg this 
question. 
Many of the preceding failures of the RAW (and site documents as a whole) 
arise from two difficulties, both of which could easily be remedied. The first 
difficulty is that the developer wants to do only partial, mostly risky post-
construction, cleanup of a site that DTSC called an “imminent and substantial” 
danger. Yet prima facie, the RAW and site documents as a whole could easily 
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have provided “substantial evidence” for 
insignificant levels of site impacts---if the developer had agreed to do full 
(instead of only partial) testing/cleanup---and if he had agreed to do only pre-
construction 
testing/cleanup (rather than mostly risky post-construction cleanup). 
Providing substantial evidence for insignificant levels of site impacts, given 
full, pre-construction site testing/cleanup would have been relatively easy. 
This is because the developer admits in site documents that full, pre-
construction cleanup is technologically feasible and would cost only about $1-2 
million more than the current partial, mostly post-construction 
testing/cleanup. Yet the developer opts for the risky, partial, post-construction 
testing/cleanup that (he admits) is designed to save him time/money. RAW, 
pp. 51-54; see also RI, p. 36; DTSC, Covenant Not to Sue; and Exhibit E, p. 7 
of 7 
The second difficulty is that the RAW and site documents as a whole failed to 
provide “substantial evidence” for their version of partial, post-construction 
site testing/cleanup 
because these documents repeatedly made unscientific, qualitative claims 
instead of quantifying post-remediation levels of site risks. They also 
repeatedly begged the question instead of providing empirical support, and 
they repeatedly made promissory-note claims about future, post-construction 
cleanup instead of just agreeing to do full, pre-construction site cleanup. The 
RAW and site documents as a whole also err because they repeatedly commit 
another logical fallacy, the appeal to ignorance. That is, they assume that 
because evidence for significant project impacts is unknown, therefore those 
impacts will be insignificant. Yet instead, the RAW and site documents as a 
whole bear the burden of proof. That is why the courts typically have said 
things such as, 
● “Since the staff likewise was unable to produce evidence of no adverse 
impact, the District cannot say with certainty ‘there is no possibility that the 
activity in question may have a significant effect on the environment.’ ’’ 
Pugsley and Black, Environmental Law Reporter, p. 589, 
http://www.cbcearthlaw.com/uploads/1/1/8/8/11883175/can_everything_old_
be_new.pdf 
● “The court stated that in the absence of evidence that the negative 
environmental effects….would not be significant, the exemption [from regular 
CEQA review] finding could not be sustained.” Pugsley and Black, p. 592. 
38 
The RAW and site documents are supposed to provide substantial evidence of 
safety and insignificant impacts as a result of the project. They have not done 
so. 
Prima facie, if the RAW and site documents as a whole had avoided these two 
difficulties---by (i) doing full, pre-construction, site testing and cleanup and by 
(ii) providing scientific, quantified, empirical evidence of post-remediation 
levels of site risks, instead of repeatedly committing the logical fallacies of 
begging the question and appealing to ignorance---they could have shown that 
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levels of site impacts were insignificant. They have not done so. 
 

 DTSC Response: 
 
Please see response to Comment 38 below, which summarizes and responds 
to Comments 32 to 38, submitted by the same commenter. 
 

 
 
 
38 

Commenter: Dr. Kristin Shrader- 
Frechette 

Category: email 
05/14/2019 

 

 Comment:   
(This document supersedes the earlier PFAS comment document sent to DSC 
in 2019.) 
New Information: Flawed/Illegal DTSC CEQA Citizen-Participation Procedures 
and Request to Reopen the CEQA Process for DTSC Site 19970020 
Kristin Shrader-Frechette, PhD* 
on behalf of the Board of Stop Toxic Housing in Pasadena 
Tina Fredericks (community outreach); Kristin Shrader-Frechette, PhD 
(scientific data); Gary Smith (treasurer) 
Overview 
The CEQA process for the US Navy toxic-waste site, at 3200 East Foothill 
Boulevard, Pasadena, needs to be reopened because of new information, 
received since the city of Pasadena approved the Pasadena Gateway project 
for the toxic-waste site in July 2018. This new information was received since 
3-8-19, when DTSC released the Removal Action Workplan (RAW) for public 
comment. 
The new information reveals that for at least 12 reasons, DTSC has not 
provided the procedural guarantees, present in California law, to allow the 
public to participate meaningfully in toxic-waste-site assessments and CEQA 
proceedings. Instead of following its own guidelines for agency objectivity and 
encouraging public participation, California DTSC has thwarted meaningful 
public participation by 
1. Ignoring massive requests for public-comment-period extensions on 
complex documents. 
2. Not responding in a timely way to requests for extensions of public-
comment periods. 
3. Not providing CEQA public documents in a timely way. 
4. Failing to send CEQA documents to community members on the DTSC 
contact list. 
5. Using most of the time at required public-comment meetings to give its 
own presentation. 
6. Breaking its word, given at an official public meeting, to extend a public-
comment period. 
7. Soliciting public comments only after significant DTSC deliberations had 
taken place. 
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8. Not requiring clear, consistent, lay language in public documents. 
9. Engaging in an abuse of discretion, presenting to the public, as facts, its 
errors and opinions. 
10. Engaging in an abuse of discretion, making misleading official statements 
to the public. 11. Giving the developer preferential treatment instead of equal 
treatment with the public. 12. Exhibiting repeated patterns, over many years, 
of the preceding abuses of DTSC power. 
---------------------------------------- 
* Shrader-Frechette, an environmental scientist and environmental-justice 
expert, directs the Center for Environmental Justice and Children’s Health 
(Los Angeles) and is a board member of Stop Toxic Housing in Pasadena. A 
Pasadena resident, she holds an endowed chair at U of Notre Dame where 
she teaches Fall semester. Author of 18 books and 450 scientific articles, she 
has served on US EPA’s Science Advisory Board and many US National 
Academy of Sciences boards/committees. The governments of Australia, 
Canada, Congo, Germany, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and the US have 
repeatedly sought her help in dealing with their own hazardous-waste 
problems. The US National Science Foundation has funded her scientific 
research for 28 years, and she has won international/national awards for pro-
bono work to protect poor/minority communities from pollution throughout 
the world. (kshrader@ nd.edu, website https://www3.nd.edu/~kshrader/) 
2 
Given all the preceding ways that DTSC has thwarted public participation in 
CEQA-mandated proceedings----its communications, decisions, presentations, 
and responses 
amount to a “brief” on behalf of the developer. This DTSC “brief” never 
presents any data, whatsoever, to show any doubts about site safety, cleanup 
or science. DTSC actions repeatedly exclude or limit public participation. 
Moreover, these same criticisms have been levelled at DTSC for years, and 
yet DTSC has not improved in its behavior. 
Problem 1. DTSC has ignored repeated, massive, and official requests for 
extensions of public-comment periods on long, technical documents. 
DTSC has violated its own “commitment to provide meaningful public 
involvement in governmental decisions” 
https://www.dtsc.ca.gov/PublicNotices.cfm because DTSC ignored repeated 
official and written requests---from more than 50 Pasadena residents, in 
additional to those of the Pasadena Mayor, the City Council, the state 
senator, and the state assemblyperson---for a 90-day extension of the 
comment period. All the requestors complained that 30 days was not enough 
time for people who work full time, most of whom are not experts on these 
technical matters, to digest and respond to 600 pages of highly technical and 
quantitative documents (the RAW and CEQA Findings). 
Moreover the developer has $65 billion in assets and 15% in annual revenue 
growth. https://www.trammellcrow.com/en/about/corporate-information The 
developer can afford to hire any attorneys, consultants, and scientists that he 
wants to ensure that site documents represent his own interests. The public 
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enjoys no such financial opportunities, and DTSC has made the situation 
worse, by failing to provide the public with equal opportunity for public 
participation in site decision-making that affects public health and welfare. 
Because DTSC has not provided this equal opportunity, it has thwarted public 
participation, and it has contributed to a situation in which---given the 
developer’s massive financial assets---the developer can virtually guarantee 
that this toxic-waste- site project proceeds exactly as the developer wishes, 
with the minimum expenditure of funds and the maximum profits. See RAW, 
pp. 51-54; see also RI, p. 36; DTSC, Covenant Not to Sue; and Exhibit E, p. 7 
of 7 In this controversy over whether the developer should be allowed to do 
only partial, unscientific, and dangerous testing and cleanup of a military-
testing, toxic-waste facility, the developer is “Goliath,” and we the public---
fighting for public-health protection---are “David.” DTSC has done virtually 
nothing to level the playing field and to ensure equal opportunity for public 
participation. 
The developer, the largest in the US, said he had 13 years to prepare these 
technical documents. Indeed, the developer has revised some of the 
documents (like the PPA) over the years. Because DTSC ignored this 
massively documented request for a three-month extension, and instead 
gave citizens only a two week-extension, the DTSC has not provided citizens 
with the same equal treatment and equal opportunity that the developer has 
enjoyed. 
3 
Problem 2. DTSC has not responded in a timely way to many and official 
requests for extensions of public-comment periods on long, technical 
documents. 
Although DTSC documents say DTSC “emphasizes early and continuing public 
involvement throughout the [CEQA] process,” 
https://www.dtsc.ca.gov/GetInvolved/PublicParticipation/PublicParticipation.cf
m 
DTSC has violated citizens’ legal rights to “meaningful” and “early” CEQA 
public participation. DTSC has thwarted citizens’ abilities to comment on 
official DTSC documents that affect their health/welfare, because DTSC has 
not responded in a timely way to repeated city-official and citizen requests for 
an extension of the comment period on highly technical and lengthy 
documents. 
After 50 members of the public failed to get a response from DTSC for an 
extension of the 30-day comment period, on 4-9-19, the Pasadena mayor, 
city council, and state senator officially requested an extension of the 
comment period. However, as late as 4-25-19, they had received no 
response…..although 16 days had passed. Dr Shrader-Frechette, who directs 
the Los Angeles Center for Environmental Justice and Children’s Health, 
requested a comment-period extension on March 12, 2019, again on March 
19, and again on April 3, and yet the DTSC extension came on the last 
business day before the comment period was scheduled to end. This failure to 
respond in a timely way again treats citizens as unequal participants in a 
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process that is driven by tight deadlines. Why can DTSC not employ the same 
timeliness---in its responses to requests for extensions---that it demands of 
the public when it sets a deadline for comments? 
Justice delayed is justice denied. Because the DTSC responded only the day 
before the comment period was set to end, it prevented citizens from doing 
the quality assessment work that they would have done. 
Problem 3. DTSC has not provided public, CEQA documents in a timely way. 
Although DTSC documents say DTSC “emphasizes early and continuing public 
involvement throughout the [CEQA] process,” 
https://www.dtsc.ca.gov/GetInvolved/PublicParticipation/PublicParticipation.cf
m 
DTSC has not enabled early public participation in the CEQA process, 
although the developer has ben involved with DTSC for 13 years in this site 
process. Because DTSC has not provided in a timely way the required CEQA 
documents, on which the public has legal rights to comment, DTSC has 
impaired “meaningful” and “early” public participation 
Why has DTSC impaired “early” public participation? DTSC Signed the CEQA 
Findings for this DTSC toxic site 19970020 on January 29, 2010. However, 
DTSC did not release these findings until March 3, 2019---5 weeks later. 
When it did release the findings, along with the RAW, it gave the public only 
30 days to comment on these two documents, documents with nearly 600 
pages of highly technical, scientific detail. Yet if DTSC had released both 
documents the day after the CEQA Findings were signed, the public would 
have had a longer time to examine the documents than the public actually 
4 
received. DTSC thus delayed release of the documents for 5 weeks, then 
failed to give the public and city officials the time they needed to understand 
and digest these documents. 
Again, DTSC has given the public short shrift. It not only refused to give a 
reasonable comment period, but also it needlessly delayed release of the 
documents. 
Problem 4. DTSC failed to send CEQA documents to community members on 
the DTSC contact list, diminishing their rights to challenge the documents. 
Although DTSC documents say “the public holds a ‘privileged position’ in the 
CEQA process, ‘based on a belief that citizens can make important 
contributions to environmental protection and…democratic decision making’,” 
p. 3 
https://www.dtsc.ca.gov/LawsRegsPolicies/Policies/PPP/upload/OEA_Pol_Publi
cParticipationManual_Chapter5.pdf DTSC failed to send documents to people 
(on the official contact lists). It thus limited their legal rights to comment on 
the documents and challenge them legally. 
On Tuesday 1-29-19, Nicholas Ta, Project Director for the US Navy toxic-
waste site at 3200 East Foothill Blvd, Pasadena, CA, signed the CEQA 
Findings for this site. Early the next morning, on Wednesday 1-30-19, Dr. 
Shrader-Frechette called Nicholas Ta and asked to be put on the mailing list 
for all documents regarding this toxic-waste site. Ta agreed on the phone, 
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and he also followed up by email, guaranteeing that Shrader-Frechette would 
receive all site documents. 
However, DTSC never sent Shrader-Frechette the CEQA-Findings document 
that TA signed the day before, and DTSC never posted the CEQA Findings on 
the DTSC website Envirostor, until 3-8-19. (However, two days before 3-8-
19, DTSC sent Shrader-Frechette an email saying the CEQA Findings would 
be available on 3-8-19.) Because DTSC released in March the document 
signed in January, it diminished citizens’ legal rights to challenge the CEQA 
findings in court. 
Problem 5. DTSC spends most of the time at required public-comment 
meetings to give its own presentation, then deprives citizens of their full 
rights to comment. 
Although official DTSC documents say that “the main objective of any public 
meeting is to hear the concerns/issues from all segments of the community 
and to respond to those concerns” p. 83, 
https://www.dtsc.ca.gov/LawsRegsPolicies/Policies/PPP/upload/DTSC-
PublicParticipationManual.pdf DTSC thwarted the rights of the community to 
present its views on this toxic-waste site. DTSC thwarted the rights of the 
community to be heard---during the only public-comment meeting on the 
project---by instead taking most of the time for itself and presenting 
information, nearly all of which the public had already read in site documents. 
5 
On Thursday 3-28-19, DTSC held the required Public Comment meeting on 
the RAW and CEQA Findings for the toxic waste site mentioned above. DTSC 
advertised before the meeting that DTSC would take the first half hour to 
present its own views, then hear public comments. 
However, instead of taking one-half hour, DTSC did something else. Instead 
DTSC forced the public---most of whom had already been at work all day---to 
sit through 1.3 hours of DTSC presentations. The DTSC presentations thus 
were nearly three times longer than advertised, and they took time that was 
needed by the public. Because DTSC had already taken up most of the 
allotted time that evening, citizens were given only 2 minutes to speak, 
despite the highly technical nature of the documents and despite the fact that 
many citizens at the meeting---like Dr Shrader-Frechette--have as much or 
more technical expertise, publications, federal research grants, and books on 
toxic waste--- than DTSC employees have. DTDC limited citizens legal rights 
to be heard and to engage in public participation on this topic. 
Problem 6. DTSC Broke Its Word, Given at an Official DTSC Public Meeting, on 
Comment-Period Extension 
Although DTSC says that one of its 5 goals is to “build public trust” in the 
agency, p. 15, 
https://www.dtsc.ca.gov/HazardousWaste/upload/EERP_Enforcement_Rprt20
08.pdf 
DTSC broke its word, given at an official DTSC public meeting (that included 
city council members and scores of residents) on giving a comment-period 
extension. Although DTSC said publicly, at this meeting, that it would extend 
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the comment period, it did so only for the RAW and not also for the CEQA 
Findings. 
That is, on Thursday 3-28-19, at the required Public Comment meeting on 
the RAW and CEQA Findings for the toxic-waste site mentioned above, scores 
of the approximately 60 citizens present (including two Pasadena City Council 
members, Victor Gordo and Gene Masuda) requested an extension of the 30-
day comment period until July 8, 2019. The comment period was slated to 
end April 8, 2019. 
Citizens complained that the developer of this toxic-waste site had had 13 
years, since 2006, to prepare highly technical site documents, but that the 
DTSC had given citizens only 30 days to read and respond to nearly 600 
pages of these scientific documents. As a result of repeated requests for an 
extension of the comment period until July 8, 2019, DTSC agreed to an 
extension but said it could not give the date that night, to which the comment 
period would be extended. Under pressure from the two Pasadena City 
Council members, DTSC finally said that by the end of the next week 
(Thursday 4-4-19)---one week away---it would release the new deadline for 
receipt of comments on these documents. 
When DTSC announced the extension of the comment period----on the day 
that RAW comments and CEQA Findings comments were due (April 8, 2019), 
it granted a 22-day extension for the RAW, but no extension for the CEQA 
Findings. It broke its word and 
6 
did not allow citizens---who had CEQA Comments to send to DTSC, but which 
were not finished by 4-8-19---to participate fully in the CEQA process. 
Problem 7. DTSC Solicited Public Comments after Significant DTSC 
Deliberations Had Taken Place. 
DTSC documents say that DTSC “emphasizes early and continuing public 
involvement throughout the [CEQA] process.” 
https://www.dtsc.ca.gov/GetInvolved/PublicParticipation/PublicParticipation.cf
m They also say “public participation is a mandated and essential component 
of CEQA,” p. 3 
https://www.dtsc.ca.gov/LawsRegsPolicies/Policies/PPP/upload/OEA_Pol_Publi
cParticipationManual_Chapter5.pdf However, DTSC violated the public’s rights 
to “early” and “meaningful” public participation because DTSC solicited its 
only public comments on this project, only after releasing its CEQA Findings, 
only after significant DTSC deliberations had taken place. 
The Brown Act requires public-comment periods before---not merely after---
significant deliberations. However, DTSC signed its 1-29-19 CEQA Findings, 
without getting any public comments and before having the required public 
meeting. The public meeting was not held until 3-28-19. 
Because DTSC did not give citizens a chance to give their input on the CEQA 
Findings, these findings should be rescinded, and the CEQA process should be 
reopened. It is illegal to for agencies like DTSC to “solicit input after 
deliberations are concluded.” 
Problem 8. DTSC documents do not use lay language that is clear to the 
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public 
Although DTSC documents claim that DTSC has duties “to ensure the public 
has the opportunity to participate in the CEQA process,” p. 5 
https://www.dtsc.ca.gov/LawsRegsPolicies/Policies/PPP/upload/OEA_Pol_Publi
cParticipationManual_Chapter5.pdf DTSC has thwarted those rights. Because 
DTSC documents do not use lay language that is clear to the public, DTSC 
violates citizens’ legal rights to “meaningful” participation. 
The Brown Act requires public agencies to write documents in clear language, 
so that citizens are able to participate in all public deliberations and give their 
input. However, virtually all of DTSC’s required site documents use language 
that misleads laypeople, as when the CEQA Findings document (p. 1) talks 
about “vapor intrusion mitigation,” instead of telling people that these vapors 
are from carcinogenic volatile organic compounds that have no safe dose. The 
same “vapor intrusion” language---which sounds fairly harmless to an 
unscientific public---is throughout the RAW document, the Remedial 
Investigation document, and other documents on which the public has rights 
to comment and deliberate. There are literally hundreds of examples, just like 
these misleading claims about vapor intrusion, in project documents. 
Although scientists like Dr. Shrader-Frechette understood the site documents, 
most members of the public did not. They felt discouraged about even 
participating in the 
7 
public comments. They were completely intimidated, although they were 
nurses and school teachers. DTSC does not make possible the public 
deliberation and clear language required by the Brown Act. 
2. The slides presented by DTSC at the public meeting on 3-28-19 had at 
least 11 cm of wasted space vertically, and yet much of the text print of each 
slide was no more than one centimeter high---meaning that most of the 
public could not easily read the xerox copies of the slides, copies that were 
distributed. People cannot participate in discussions whose key texts they are 
unable to read. 
Problem 9. DTSC engaged in an abuse of discretion, in giving unsubstantiated 
opinion or even errors, instead of substantive evidence for its claims during 
the public hearing on 3-28-19 
Although official DTSC reports from two years ago, conclude that DTSC “staff 
are unaware of their own biases,” p. 6 
https://www.dtsc.ca.gov/GetInvolved/ReviewPanel/upload/DTSC-Diversity-
Inclusion-Report-Recommendations-August-2017.pdf as late as 2019 DTSC 
has exhibited bias and engaged in an abuse of discretion in giving 
unsubstantiated opinion, or even errors, instead of substantive evidence for 
its claims during the public hearing on 3-28-19. 
Yet California law says that there is an “abuse of discretion” if DTSC’s 
determinations are “not supported by substantial evidence.” PRC 21168.5, 
http://www.sccoplanning.com/Portals/2/County/Planning/env/CEQA_Handboo
k_2015_012315-2.pdf?ver=2015-05-19-091519-957 
In fact, California law says that agencies’ giving “unsubstantiated opinion” is 
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one of the very things that CA government agencies should avoid in CEQA 
proceedings. The law says this partly because an agency’s giving 
“unsubstantiated opinion” amounts to its engaging in an illegal “abuse of 
discretion.” Yet at the Public Hearing on 3-28-19 for this DTSC site 
(Envirostor number 19970020), DTSC staff, especially Nicholas Ta, repeatedly 
gave the members of the public his “unsubstantiated opinion” rather than 
purely substantive evidence about this site. Consider several examples of 
these repeated abuses of discretion. 
1. DTSC slide 13 erroneously claims that the “chemicals above regulatory 
limits…volatile organic compounds…total petroleum hydrocarbons, metals” 
are at “locations: storm drain, seepage pits, and 12 hotpots.” However this 
slide is scientifically false, as DTSC-provided Envirostor documents show 
(i) that because most areas of the site have not been tested, eg, 
Kennedy/Jenks, ES, it is unknown whether any chemicals (in areas not 
tested) are above regulatory limits, contrary to what Ta’s slide said. 
(ii) that not all “sources” of site contaminants have been found, and there are 
many locations deemed only “likely” or “possible” contaminant sources. eg, 
Kennedy/Jenks, ES This means that it is unknown whether the locations 
8 
mentioned on the slide are the only sources of the contaminants, contrary to 
what Ta’s slide said. 
(iii) that site groundwater contamination is unknown because groundwater 
has never been tested, RAW, p. 36 so that there could be “chemicals above 
regulatory limits” in groundwater---contrary to what Ta’s slide tells the 
public. Given (i) and (ii), this issue is “unknown,” contrary to what Ta’s slide 
says. 
2. DTSC slide 16 erroneously claims that the site “objective is to remove 
contaminated soil so that the site can be classified as unrestricted use 
(residential).” However, this claim is a mere opinion. 
It contradicts the fact that both the SCEA for the site and the PPA allow land-
use covenants or land-use controls, necessary precisely because the site will 
not be fully cleaned up and most contaminants will be left “in place.” 
The allowed land-use controls are mentioned in the same PPA that specifies 
that the developer is required to do only partial site cleanup, only 
preconstruction removal of 11 suspected hot spots. 
Obviously if cleanup is partial and restricted to only suspected areas of 
contamination, and if site soil has not been fully tested, if site groundwater 
has never been tested, and if site “sources” of contaminants have not been 
removed, prior to construction, it is highly unlikely that the site will be 
classified as unrestricted use.” Kennedy/Jenks, ES. TA misled the public. 
3. DTSC slide 16 erroneously claims that the developer will do “complete 
removal of impacted soil,” but 
This claim contradicts both the SCEA, SCEA Appendices, and the PPA that 
clearly specify that the developer will do soil removal of only 11 suspected 
hot spots and some storm drains. 
The claim about “complete removal” also is false because site soil has not 
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been fully tested, because site groundwater has never been tested, because 
site “sources” of contaminants will not be removed, prior to construction---
because these sources have not been located. Kennedy/Jenks, ES 
The developer cannot do “complete removal” of contaminated soil, when 
there has been no complete testing of all soil—such as most soil under the 
WW-II buildings that cover 2/3 of the site. Kennedy/Jenks, ES 
5. DTSC slide 23 erroneously claims that “the site is safe at this time” 
because “contamination is below paved surface and confined.” These claims 
are false 
9 
because DTSC itself said the site posed an “imminent and substantial” 
danger, and no significant remediation has been done since that time; 
because there are cracks in the pavement, with weeds growing up through 
the cracks on the site; 
because site soil poses cancer risks as high as 8,300 times above allowable 
levels, and most of these risks are in the first 15 feet of soil, the soil exposed 
by the many cracks in the pavement; 
because a complete health risk assessment was never done for the site; 
because all site safety claims are based on 20 earlier studies, only 3 of which 
meet required US EPA level 2, data-validation standards, while the remaining 
17 studies are all incomplete, eg, only around one building, only for one type 
of contaminant, etc. For documentation of these data-validation failures, see 
Dr. Shrader-Frechette’s other 3 comments sent 5-14-19. 
6. Nicholas Ta claimed to the public that there was only 1 incinerator onsite, 
yet site documents, including the most reputable of all DTSC site documents, 
Kennedy/Jenks, Environmental Summary, clearly provides earlier maps and 
charts showing the locations of 5 incinerators. The public would have been 
misled, had Dr. Shrader-Frechette not challenged Mr. Ta on this point. This 
point is crucial, because the site must be tested, at least at all 5 incinerator 
locations, for dioxins and furans. 
Problem 10. DTSC engaged in an abuse of discretion in making misleading 
statements instead of giving factual and substantive evidence for its claims 
during the public hearing on 3-28-19 
Although DTSC mandates that for public meetings, “the location should be a 
neutral one for all participants,” p. 83 and that DTSC remarks to the public 
“should be phrased so as not to be leading or biased, p. 18 
https://www.dtsc.ca.gov/LawsRegsPolicies/Policies/PPP/upload/DTSC-
PublicParticipationManual.pdf DTSC was not neutral or unbiased in its 
presentation, as subsequent paragraphs illustrate. Similarly, California law 
mandates that there is an “abuse of discretion” if an agency determination is 
“not supported by substantial evidence.” PRC 21168.5, 
http://www.sccoplanning.com/Portals/2/County/Planning/env/CEQA_Handboo
k_2015_012315-2.pdf?ver=2015-05-19-091519-957 However DTSC engaged 
in an abuse of discretion because it made many misleading statements 
instead of giving factual and substantive evidence for its claims during the 
public hearing on 3-28-19. For instance, 
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1. Nicholas Ta repeatedly referred to the site studies, done by the developer’s 
consultant, Ninyo and Moore, as “our” (DTSC) studies, and he talked about 
what “we” (DTSC) had found at the site, and what “we” (DTSC) had found. 
However, all such claims by Ta were both false and misleading, as DTSC did 
no studies whatsoever. Most 
10 
of the studies to which Ta referred were done by the developer’s consultant. 
Had Dr. Shrader-Frechette not pointed out these misleading claims, in the 2 
minutes of comments that she was allotted, the public would have been 
misled. 
This erroneous and misleading behavior by TA is problematic for several 
reasons. First, Ta’s behavior is problematic (1) because the public has a right 
to know who did the studies, and to make its own judgments about whether 
to trust the studies. When TA mislead the public, the public could not make a 
reliable judgment about the accuracy of these studies. Ta did not reveal the 
true authors of the studies until Dr.. Shrader-Frechette forced him to do so. 
Second, Ta’s behavior is problematic (2) because in claiming developers’ 
studies as DTSC studies, TA gave the studies a credibility they do not have. 
He also obscured the developer’s obvious financial conflicts of interest, of 
which all citizens should be wary. After all, government agencies (like DTSC) 
typically are more unbiased than are contractors who are seeking to make a 
profit on a site and hence have obvious financial conflicts of interest. Ta did 
not reveal the true authors of the studies until Dr. Shrader-Frechette forced 
him to do so. 
2. The DTSC slide 7, used at the public meeting on 3-28-19 misleadingly said 
that the toxic-waste site was used for “rocket torpedo research and 
development” and never mentioned that the site actually “manufactured” 
SCEA, p. 13; RAW, p. 8 and RI, p. 6 torpedos, rockets, and Polaris missiles. 
This misleading and incomplete claim, that omitted the manufacturing 
purpose of the site, leads citizens to think that large amounts of toxic 
chemicals were not used at the site. However, large amounts of toxic 
chemicals were used at the site because torpedos, rockets, and Polaris 
missiles were manufactured onsite, as the SCEA and its Appendices reveal. 
Indeed, there were entire buildings onsite devoted respectively, to hazardous 
materials storage, flammable-materials storage, and so on, as the SCEA and 
its Appendices reveal. 
3. The DTSC slide 11, used at the public meeting on 3-28-19 misleadingly 
said that “over 15 site investigations performed since 1978” and that “382 
soil samples and 157 soil-gas samples have been collected.” However, the 
DTSC failed to note (i) that only 3 of these site studies meet US EPA data-
validation requirements, as revealed in DTSC-provided documents; (ii) that 
many areas of the site have not been tested, and not even all suspected hot 
spots have been tested, as revealed in DTSC-provided documents; (iii) that 
these earlier studies cannot be judged “accurate,” according to DTSC-
provided documents, eg, Kennedy/Jenks, ES because much of the data 
documentation is missing, and (iv) that DTSC-provided documents show that 
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no studies have been done of RDX, TNT, and perfluoroalkyls, all of which 
were used onsite. 
4. Not a single DTSC slide, whatsoever, that was used at the public 
presentation during the “public comments” meeting, mentioned any facts 
that cast doubt on the safety of the cleanup. Some of these omitted facts are 
11 
(i) that DTSC called the site an “imminent and substantial” danger, and no 
substantive remediation has taken place since them (Kennedy/Jenks, ES); 
(ii) that site cancer rates are up to 8,300 times above what regulations allow 
(SCEA Appendices); 
(iii) that 17 of the 20 studies do not meet US EPA data-validation 
requirements (Data Validation Appendix); 
(iv) that 3 of the studies were done by contractors SAIC and Tetra Tech who 
have been fined nearly $ 1 billion for repeated scientific fraud in testing and 
cleaning up toxic-waste sites---including the US Navy site at Hunter’s Point, 
in San Francisco. 
Problem 11. Giving the developer preferential treatment instead of equal 
treatment with the public 
Three examples illustrate the many ways in which DTSC has not treated 
members 
of the public equally with the site developer and thus has put the public at a 
disadvantage, relative to the developer. 
(Example 1) On 3-28-19, at the public-comment session on this site,I 
repeatedly requested that the site be tested for RDX and TNT, which has 
never been done. On 4-8-19, I sent DTSC a comment for the official record, 
officially asking that the site be tested for RDX and TNT, which I showed was 
used in 71% of all weapons made onsite. However, no one from DTSC ever 
responded to me, regarding the content of my 3-28-19 request, or the 
content of my 4-8-19 request. Yet, more than one month later, on Monday 
evening 4-29-19, the site developers, at a Pasadena city council meeting, 
announced that they had agreed with the recent DTSC instruction to test the 
site for RDX. Yet 
(1.1) Why did DTSC not tell me about DTSC requiring testing for RDX, 
especially because I am the one who officially raised this issue? 
(1.2) Why did DTSC not tell me , at the same time as it told the developer, 
that DTSC was requiring testing for RDX, especially because I am the one 
who officially raised this issue? 
(1.3) Why should I ---or any member of the public---be forced to receive 
essential site information from the developer, not DTSC---something that 
puts me at a disadvantage, relative to the developer----and which destroys 
the necessary “level playing field” that all participants in this process should 
have? 
(1.4) Is the DTSC aware that its lack of equal communication with members 
of the public, like me, reveals a pro-developer bias and 
12 
lack of transparency that does not give the public equal treatment and that 
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destroys public trustin the DTSC? 
(Example 2) On Monday evening 4-29-19, the site developers, at a Pasadena 
city council meeting, announced that they had 20-30 agreements that they 
had made with DTSC. However, only two of those many Trammell-Crow-
DTSC legal documents appear on the Envirostor website, namely the 2011 
PPA and the 2017 PPA. This failure to reveal relevant site documents, to all 
interested parties, resulted in damaging effects on city residents. When we 
stated what site documents said about land-use controls, based on the only 
two DTSC/developer agreements that are on the DTSC website) the 
developer denied that what we---and what city councilmembers said. He said 
we were wrong about the land-use controls. He then said there are 20-30 
land-use agreements that he had made with DTSC---18 of which the public 
has never known about. We were unable to enjoy a level playing field, with 
the developer, because DTSC did not share all site documents with members 
of the public. If there are land-use controls at a toxic waste site, and if land-
use controls are for sites that have not been cleaned up, then the public has 
the right to all documents specifying the nature and scope of these land-use 
controls. Yet 
(2.1) Why did DTSC not share with the public all the legal agreements that it 
had made with the developer? Without these documents, we cannot assess 
what the developer claims is the case. 
(2.2) Why did DTSC not share with the public all legal documents (that DTSC 
made with the developer), at the same time as it made these agreements 
with the developer? 
(2.3) Why should I---or any member of the public--- be forced to receive 
essential site information from the developer, not DTSC---something that 
puts me at a disadvantage, relative to the developer----and which destroys 
the necessary “level playing field” that all participants in this process should 
have? 
(2.4) Is the DTSC aware that its lack of equal communication with members 
of the public, like me, reveals a pro-developer bias and lack of transparency 
that does not give the public equal treatment and that destroys public trust in 
the DTSC? 
(2.5) When will I receive copies of these 20-30 legal documents that the 
developer said on 4-29-19 that it made with DTSC? 
(2.6) When will copies of these 20-30 legal documents (that the developer 
said on 4-29-19 that it made with DTSC) be put on the Envirostor website? 
13 
(Example 3) On Monday evening 4-29-19, I received notification from Erglae 
Gomez that the comment period for the RAW, for Pasadena Gateway project, 
had been extended to 5-14-19. However, there are two procedural problems 
with my receiving this information only the day (4-29-19) before the end of 
the comment period. The first problem is that other interested parties told me 
that they received this same extension-notification much earlier than I 
received my notification. A second problem is that this new information 
contradicts what I was explicitly told, in a 4-22-19 email from Nicholas TA. 
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Ta’s email said that “DTSC recognizes its clerical error on the webpage. DTSC 
will accept and response [sic] to all comments submitted and received by May 
14, 2019. However, we will not lengthen the public comment period with the 
a [sic] new extension. “ In fairness, DTSC should especially ensure that the 
correct information be sent to those people (like me) who were explicitly 
misled by DTSC’s earlier claims---as I was misled on 4-22-18. Yet 
(3.1) Why did DTSC not share, with all interested parties, especially those on 
its official email list, all decisions DTSC had made about the comment period? 
(3.2) Why did DTSC not share, at the same time,with all interested parties, 
especially those on its official email list, all decisions DTSC had made? 
(3.3) Why should I---or any member of the public--- be forced to receive 
essential site information from others, not DTSC---something that puts me at 
a disadvantage, relative to the developer----and which destroys the 
necessary “level playing field” that all participants in this process should 
have? 
(3.4) Is the DTSC aware that its lack of equal communication with members 
of the public, like me, reveals a pro-developer bias and lack of transparency 
that does not give the public equal treatment and that destroys public trust in 
the DTSC? 
Problem 12. DTSC has exhibited a repeated pattern, over many years, of the 
preceding abuses of DTSC power. 
The preceding comments are especially significant because they appear to be 
part of a pattern that DTSC has exhibited for many years. More than 5 years 
ago, the legislature began investigating DTSC, because of some of the same 
complaints that have been made in this document. For the last years, the 
legislature has put in place many different reforms, designed to improve 
DTSC behavior and to ensure that it follows the law. 
However, there is new information, provided late in February 2019, that the 
DTSC is still failing to ensure adequate public participation, equal opportunity 
to the public, and 
14 
effective regulation in its CEQA processes. On February 27, 2019, a large 
legislative “super committee” on DTSC Oversight---comprised of 5 other 
legislative committees, namely, the California Assembly Budget 
Subcommittee no. 3 on Resources and Transportation; the Assembly 
Committee on Environmental Safety and Toxic Materials; Senate Budget 
Subcommittee no. 2 on Resources, Environmental Protection, Energy and 
Transportation; and the Senate Committee on Environmental Quality---
published its 
Joint California Oversight Hearing: Department of Toxic Substances Control, 
Sacramento, February 27, 2019 
https://sbud.senate.ca.gov/sites/sbud.senate.ca.gov/files/Feb.%2027%20-
%20Jt.%20DTSC%20Oversight%20Hearing%20%28002%29.pdf 
This “super committee” report said that 
● “Over the last five years, the Legislature has [made]…. statutory changes… 
to help DTSC better achieve its mandates, …reduce backlogs, and address 
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outstanding programmatic failings,” changes such as “strengthening 
enforcement…. However, many of the underlying concerns about [DTSC] 
transparency, accountability, and long-term stability of DTSC programs 
remain.” pp. 5-6 
● “Despite a number of internal and external efforts to improve DTSC’s ability 
to satisfactorily meet its core mission and statutory mandates, the 
Department continues to not meet public expectations, especially in regards 
to clean-up….[Yet] effective regulation of hazardous waste is essential for the 
protection of public health.” p. 9 
● DTSC has “an inadequate and unresponsive regulatory program.” p. 7 
● “Numerous fiscal and programmatic criticisms [have been] levied at DTSC. 
In recent years the Department has faced criticism over…inconsistent record 
keeping;…lack of transparency;….Glaring failings 
in….mishandling…enforcement;… delayed site remediation; failed public 
participation and transparency activities….have all led to decreased…public 
trust in DTSC.” p. 4 
● Community groups say that “DTSC is not properly enforcing state and 
federal law and is allowing facilities that have numerous violations of state 
law and regulation,…to continue to operate, …likely using outdated 
technologies, practices, and safeguards and are potentially releasing 
hazardous wastes into the environment.” p. 5 
The preceding comments are especially damning for at least two reasons. 
One reason is that, 7 years ago, the legislature made essentially the same 
criticisms of DTSC, and yet there has been no significant improvement. Eg, 
Senate Report, http://ssflcag.net/resources/FINAL-
DTSC%20report%207%2011%2014-EDITED.pdf A scond reason for concern 
is that community groups have said much the same thing as the legislature. 
They point to repeated DTSC problems with inadequate oversight, inadequate 
site testing, inadequate site cleanup, inadequate public participation, pro-
developer bias, and failure to enforce laws that protect public health. Eg, 
Golden 
15 
Wasteland, 
https://www.consumerwatchdog.org/sites/default/files/resources/goldenwast
eland.pdf ; http://greenaction.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/Greenaction-
for-Health-and-Environmental-Justice-Comments-to-DTSC-on-CWM-KHF-
draft-permit-October-25-2013.pdf; 
http://www.capitolwatchdog.org/article/rewriting-californias-toxic-history; 
and 
https://laist.com/2017/07/11/county_leaders_denounce_exide_cleanup_plan.
php 
Conclusion 
All of the preceding problems with DTSC’s failure to ensure meaningful public 
participation in the CEQA process appear to have arisen in part because, at 
least in this case, the DTSC position---presented at public comment 
meetings, in emails, and in conversations---amounts to defending the 
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developer’s position. The DTSC also takes whatever the developer says as 
correct, then presents that material as its own, DTSC, position. All of the 
unfair DTSC treatment, given to the public, reveal a systematic bias in favor 
of developers and polluters, and against ordinary citizens. These DTSC flaws 
deprive citizens of their rights, hurt democracy, and threaten public health. 
 
 

 
 
 DTSC Responses to Comments 32-38 

 
CEQA  
 
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires state and local 
agencies within California to follow a protocol of analysis and public disclosure 
of environmental impacts of proposed projects and adopt all feasible 
measures to mitigate those impacts.  Under CEQA, the City of Pasadena (the 
City) is the lead agency for this project, while DTSC is a responsible agency.  
In accordance with CEQA and its role as lead agency, the City developed and 
approved the Sustainable Community Environmental Assessment (SCEA) in 
2018.  
 
Cal. Code of Regs., title 14, section 15041(b) Authority to Mitigate:  Within 
the limitations described in Section 15040: 
 
(b) When a public agency acts as a responsible agency for a project, the 
agency shall have more limited authority than a lead agency. The responsible 
agency may require changes in a project to lessen or avoid only the effects, 
either direct or indirect, of that part of the project which the agency will be 
called on to conduct or approve.  
 
Consequently, DTSC’s authority is limited to the project activities detailed in 
the RAW.  As a responsible agency, DTSC has no authority to reopen the 
SCEA. 
 
To fulfill its role as a responsible agency for the project, DTSC analyzed the 
potential environmental impacts associated with the proposed activities and 
determined that:   
 

1.    The proposed Project will not result in significant and unavoidable 
effects to the environment; 
2.    None of the conditions requiring a subsequent EIR or Negative 
Declaration pursuant to Cal. Code Regs., tit. 14 Section 15162 exist. 

 
To reach this determination, DTSC conducted an independent analysis of the 
potential environmental impacts associated with DTSC’s project and 
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concluded that there would be no new significant environmental impacts. 
DTSC developed a Statement of Findings documenting this and included all 
applicable mitigation measures required by the SCEA.  
 
In summary, DTSC has determined that the proposed removal action 
activities will not cause any new significant environmental impacts unless 
additional information is provided regarding potential environmental impacts 
associated with the activities described in the RAW. DTSC will file a Notice of 
Determination with the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research / State 
Clearinghouse upon project approval, in accordance with Cal. Code of Regs., 
title 14, section 1509. 
 
 (Ref: California Public Resources Code, Sections 21000 - 21178, and Title 14 
CCR, Section 753, and Chapter 3, Sections 15000 - 15387)” 
 
Dr. Shrader-Frechette submitted seven comments which were numerically 
ordered from 1 to 8.  DTSC did not receive Comment No 5.  The following are 
summaries of the comments:   
 

1.  New 2019 Environmental Screening Levels for soil vapor and 
groundwater are more stringent, therefore the removal action needs to 
be revised to account for these changes.  The comment also claims of 
inadequate site testing; studies do not meet validation requirements; 
full preconstruction cleanup is required; the RAW admits that soil vapor 
extraction will expose residents and works to increased cancer risks for 
over one year; the sources of the contaminants were not located; 
groundwater must be tested; and active, rather than passive, 
remediation is required. 

2. New information on perfluoroalkyls chemicals, which include: 
perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) and perfluorooctane sulfonic acid (PFOS) 
required additional environmental investigation at the site for these 
chemicals. The comment alleges earlier studies are from the developer 
and cannot be trusted; the site is an imminent and substantial danger 
to the public; no sampling was taken in the vicinity of transformers 
despite the problem of PCBs.  And prior studies were not validated.  

3. New information on energetic compounds, including TNT and RDX, 
required additional environmental investigation at the site. 
Radioactivity investigation should also be performed. In addition, the 
comment also asserts that Site toxins have already contaminated and 
closed two Pasadena drinking-water wells, one near the East, and one 
near the West, sides of the site.17 
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4. The site characterization is flawed and that the proposed cleanup will 
not sufficiently be protective of future residents.   

6. The proposed cleanup is not adequate because it “Does not mitigate to 
a level of insignificance all potentially significant effects”. The comment 
listed seven reasons. In addition, groundwater has not been 
investigated and any groundwater investigation and the potential 
subsequent cleanup may not be possible with the redevelopment of 
eight buildings occupying the Site.  

7. The cleanup is not adequate because it “Does not mitigate to a level of 
insignificance all potentially significant effects”. The comment listed 
nine reasons.  

8. The commenter alleged flawed /illegal DTSC CEQA citizen participation, 
thwarting public participation with 12 examples.    

Response to Comment 1.  
 
1. The new ESLs will be much more stringent in protecting health because 
some of the new soil-vapor attenuation factors (AF) will be 60 times more 
conservative than the earlier AFs. 
 
Response: Soil vapor screening levels are intended to be the most stringent 
and most conservative values so that further evaluation can be focused on 
sites where soil vapor concentrations exceed their screening levels.    
 
Screening levels for soil, soil vapor, and groundwater are not applied to 
determine if cleanup is required at a site.  The Water Board’s guide 
“Derivation and Application of Environmental Screening Levels (ESL), Interim 
Final 2019)” states,” ESLs are considered to be protective for typical Bay 
Area sites.  Additional evaluation will generally be necessary at sites where a 
chemical is present at concentrations above the corresponding ESL.  Users of 
this guide (Derivation and Application of Environmental Screening Levels 
(ESL), Interim Final 2019) should be aware of site-specific circumstances 
before applying ESLs to any given site. The ESLs may be especially useful at 
sites where the preparation of a more formal environmental assessment may 
not be warranted or feasible due to time and cost constraints.”  Site-specific 
factors, including but not limited to, land use, location, soil properties, 
building structure, need to be considered before concluding that chemicals 
present at a site could potentially result in health effects on exposed 
individuals.   
 
The USEPA-recommended AFs are the 95th percentile values that provide a 
high degree of protectiveness, which is appropriate for screening evaluations.  
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EPA recommended the AF of 0.03 to calculate the soil vapor screening level 
that will result in a predicted indoor air concentration that would not cause 
adverse health effects in building occupants.  Based on the indoor air 
concentration that is health-protective, the following compares the soil vapor 
ESLs to soil vapor screening levels based on the different AFs currently 
recommended by DTSC: 

• The soil vapor ESL for a current residence is 15 times more 
conservative than the soil vapor screening level based on the current 
AF recommended in the DTSC Soil Vapor Guidance, 2011.  
• The soil vapor ESL for a future residence is 30 times more 
conservative than the soil vapor screening level based on the current 
AF recommended in the DTSC Soil Vapor Guidance, 2011.  
• The soil vapor ESL for a current commercial structure is 30 times 
higher than the soil vapor screening level based on the current AF 
recommended in the DTSC Soil Vapor Guidance, 2011.  
• The soil vapor ESL for a future commercial structure is 60 times 
more conservative than the soil vapor screening level based on the 
current AF recommended in the DTSC Soil Vapor Guidance, 2011.  
 

Therefore, the differences between the AF used to develop the ESLs and the 
current AFs partly contingent on the land use. 
 
The Water Board’s Guide to the application of ESLs also acknowledge that the 
amount of vapor attenuation will depend on both subsurface characteristics 
(e.g., moisture content, soil type), surface characteristics (e.g., type of 
material or structure covering the ground surface) and weather conditions 
that influence the air exchange between a source of vapor and the indoor air.  
 
Evaluating the VI pathway can be challenging due to:  

• Numerous factors affecting the extent to which contaminant vapors 
migrate from the subsurface into overlying buildings (e.g., subsurface 
geology, building design, and climate conditions).  
• Levels of volatile chemicals in background air (from outdoor or indoor 
sources) that can confuse or confound the use of indoor air results to 
detect and measure contaminated vapors emitted from subsurface 
releases.  
• The considerable uncertainty associated with individual lines of 
evidence resulting from the spatial and temporal variability of volatile 
contaminant concentrations in groundwater, soil gas (including sub 
slab soil gas), and indoor air (Holton et al. 2013; Winkler et al. 2001). 

 
Numerous states have adopted these AFs. The USEPA empirical VI database 
is the only such database developed by a US regulatory agency and it has 
been peer-reviewed. • Overall, Regional Water Board staff have greater 
confidence in the protectiveness of the USEPA AFs versus our previous model-
based AFs. For site-specific evaluations, our previous model-based approach 
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focused on the review of model inputs rather than verification of model 
predictions. Consequently, there is little or no data confirming the 
protectiveness of model-based AFs to support their continued use.  
In 2017, USEPA issued a revised version of the JEM (USEPA 2017b). The 
revised model employs a default sub slab AF of 0.003, which corresponds to 
the median from the USEPA VI Database. The model therefore does not 
provide the high degree of protection necessary for risk screening 
evaluations. The model is best used for developing a conceptual 
understanding of the average VI site scenario but should not be used in a 
deterministic fashion (e.g., to generate a single AF for a site/building). 
 
2.1 Full, Pre-Construction Soil VOC Testing Is Needed to Implement New ESLs  
 First, the existing site documents do not employ the newer (January 2019), 
safer ESLs, and therefore, they do not adequately protect the health of site 
residents according to the latest scientific information. Residents deserve 
current, not outmoded, health protection, and the only way to achieve this is 
to reopen the CEQA process and do more and more extensive site-soil 
testing, analysis, and remediation. 
  
Response: Please refer to the preceding response. 
 
Second, because the site has never had a systematic soil-sampling plan on 
which the new ESLs can build, the CEQA process must be reopened so that 
full testing and the new ESLs can be employed. That is, “due to access 
limitations, very few of the [site soil] samples have been collected within the 
footprint of existing buildings and structures”--- which cover approximately 
67% of the site, Kennedy/Jenks, Environmental Summary (ES), p. 26.   
 
Response: As these newer AFs are based on the fact that VOC attenuation is 
not as great as thought in the past, and therefore that VOC concentrations 
during migration will be higher than believed in the past, they likely will 
significantly increase the number of sites at which vapor intrusion (VI) 
investigation, VOC cleanup, and VOC mitigation are required. As a result, 
they will better protect public health. 
 
DTSC agrees that the AF recommended by EPA and the Water Board indicate 
that the predicted indoor air concentrations (not necessarily the actual indoor 
air concentrations) due to vapors from volatile organic compounds (VOCs) 
beneath a structure could be higher, thus, increasing the number of sites that 
will require further evaluation.  However, application of the new AF does not 
necessarily increase the number of sites that require cleanup and mitigation.  
As previously stated, the decision that cleanup or mitigation is required 
depends on several site-specific factors and multiple lines of evidence and 
should not be based solely on the new or current AF.  
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The CEQA process for the Pasadena toxic-waste site should be reopened due 
to at least 5 reasons, so that site soil can be adequately evaluated. 
a. the existing site documents do not employ the newer (January 2019), 
safer ESLs, and therefore they do not adequately protect the health of site 
residents according to the latest scientific information. 
 
Response: The ESLs and any other screening levels are not the criteria for 
indicating that the health of exposed individuals is protected under all 
situations.  The ESLs are based on the most conservative assumptions of a 
specific land use.  The comment that not applying the ESLs does not 
adequately protect the health of site residents is tantamount to saying that 
having a gated residence keeps the residents safe.  Therefore, residents of all 
residences that are not gated are living under unsafe conditions. 
Furthermore, the AF applied in developing the ESLs is not based on scientific 
information, but on an empirical database. 
 
Response to Comment 2.  
 
PFAS was not identified as a contaminant of concern at the Site as previous 
investigations did not identify use of PFAS at the Site. The Department of 
Defense (DoD) has identified PFAS as an emerging contaminant of concern at 
former and current DoD facilities. As the Site was a former US Navy facility, 
and to conclusively rule out PFAS as a contaminant of concern with empirical 
data, DTSC will require the developer to sample and analyze site soil and 
groundwater for PFAS as part of the RAW implementation. Although no 
cleanup goals for PFAS are available, DTSC will coordinate with other 
regulatory agencies to develop the information that may be used to develop a 
cleanup goal.  
 
Response to Comment 3.  
 
Since 1999, DTSC has closely overseen environmental investigations at the 
Site and the development of the proposed removal work plan.   
 
Based on historical operations and available documentation, the Site was not 
a manufacturing facility for weapons and explosives or a live-testing facility 
for weapons as claimed by the commenter. N-nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA) 
and perchlorate, chemicals associated with rocket fuels, have not been found 
in soil at the site (38 soil samples for NDMA and 44 soil samples for 
perchlorate).   
 
Based on the Site’s operational period, Otto fuel was identified as the most 
likely propellant for torpedoes.  One detection of Otto fuel was detected at a 
low level in one soil sample.  The conjecture that RDX and TNT were used at 
the Site as rocket fuel and explosives because the facility was a 
manufacturing facility and testing of these large and lethal weapon systems is 
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not supported by historical evidence.  
 
It is recognizable that the location of the facility, in the middle of heavily 
populated Pasadena, its small size and infrastructure (wooden buildings), and 
the lack of any consequential energetic material detected in soil do not 
support the manufacturing of weapons, explosives and live-testing as 
claimed. In addition, historical Navy documentation indicates that prototype 
weapons were transported to China Lake for functional and live-fire testing. 
This would indicate that the Site did not use energetic compounds in any 
consequential amount. 
 
Investigation for radioactivity was conducted for Building 20 because of a 
reported radiological warning sign.  The investigation, using swipe samples 
and handheld detector, did not detect radiation at the building. In addition, 
DTSC personnel did not find radioactivity while conducting an initial site 
inspection.  It is standard operating procedure for DTSC personnel to carry a 
radiation monitor during the initial site visit.  The commenter also claims that 
SAIC’s data is not reliable because the company had falsified data in another 
unrelated project.  However, DTSC is not aware of SAIC personnel altered 
Site data. 
 
Please see response to Comment 6.1 below regarding contamination from the 
Site impacting municipal wells. 
 
Response to Comment 4.  
 
Since 1999, DTSC has overseen the multiple investigations of the Site. It has 
independently reviewed and approved these investigation reports.  The 
investigations generated 382 subsurface soil samples and 157 soil gas 
samples at various depths to 150 ft below ground surface.  Chemical analyses 
for heavy metals, volatile organic compounds, semi-volatile organic 
compounds, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, total petroleum hydrocarbons, 
polychlorinated biphenyls, dioxin, furans, pesticides, perchlorate, and N-
nitrosodimethylamine were performed.  DTSC has determined that the 
investigations and resulting validated data are sufficient to establish a 
Conceptual Site Model, to develop a RAW that satisfies current regulatory 
requirements and enforceable cleanup standards for the property’s intended 
use.    
 
The validated data gathered in the course of the investigations formed the 
basis for the removal action approach proposed by the developer.  The 
removal action has site-specific cleanup requirements for both soil and soil 
gas.  These numerical goals (provided as reference in Tables 2 and 3 above 
and in the RAW section 5.7) are enforceable standards that are protective of 
future residents. 
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As part of the cleanup activities, confirmation sampling, additional soil gas 
surveying and a post-removal action health risk assessment will be 
performed.  DTSC will review the Removal Action Completion Report and the 
accompanying health risk assessment and will confirm whether the site is 
suitable for residential use. 
 
Response to Comment 6.  
 
The comment has been summarized into the following specific concerns, 
followed by DTSC’s specific response to each:   
 

6.1 Full, pre-construction testing and cleanup; the former is necessary for 
reliable cleanup. 

 
DTSC has determined that site characterization is sufficiently defined with 
539 subsurface soil and soil gas samples throughout the facility at various 
depths to 150 ft below ground surface. The results of the validated data are 
consistent with known Navy historical operations. The proposed removal 
actions, with its cleanup requirements for soil and soil gas, are technically 
appropriate for the impacted areas and for the intended residential land use. 

Based on depth to groundwater at a reported 330 to 400 feet below ground 
surface, groundwater is not considered to be at risk from site historical 
activities.  However, groundwater will be investigated as part of the cleanup 
activities conforming to the Prospective Purchaser Agreement between the 
developer and DTSC.  Data from the groundwater sampling events will 
provide DTSC with information whether additional action is required. The 
Pasadena Water and Electric Company confirmed that the Jourdan municipal 
water well, located downgradient from the Site, was closed due to air 
entrainment and elevated levels of nitrates.  The Chapman well, located 
cross-gradient from the Site was assessed and found to have perchlorate 
from 1999-2006; testing of the well since that time has not found perchlorate 
to be present, but this well was also closed due to mechanical problems and 
an air entrainment problem.  The elevated nitrate concentrations in some 
parts of the Raymond basin groundwater are attributed to historical farming 
operations in the region.  This information was confirmed by Pasadena Water 
and Power at the Pasadena City Council meeting on May 13, 2019.  

6.2 Vacuum/suction excavation to minimize toxic exposure during site 
grading, etc 

The proposed removal action workplan is protective of surrounding 
community with dust suppression and air monitoring activities that conform 
to the South Coast Air Quality Management District’s requirements for 
fugitive dust, volatile organic compounds emission and particulate emission 
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(Rules 403, 1166 and 1466). The suggested use of vacuum/suction 
excavation is not considered by remediation experts to be a practical method 
for soil removal at the Site. 
 
    6.3  Feasible site mitigation is ignored. 
 
The commenter suggests that additional mitigation measures, such as 
vacuum suction extraction, windows that do not open, positive air pressure 
inside the building, and filtration.  Some of the suggested mitigating 
measures are not germane to the removal action, e.g closed windows and air 
filtration system. While others are impractical technologies given the site 
conditions.  However, the SCEA correctly concluded that with implementation 
of the RAW as proposed, impacts from site contaminants would be less than 
significant.  
 
Response to Comment 7. 
 
The comments are summarized into the following concerns:  
(1) that the project’s admitted cancer impacts are at “insignificant” levels, 
(2) that the project’s admitted unquantified impacts are at “insignificant” 
levels, 
(3) that the project’s admitted unknown future impacts are at “insignificant” 
levels, 
(4) that the project’s admitted untested impacts are at “insignificant” levels, 
(5) that impacts of potential fraud in site studies will be at “insignificant” 
levels, 
(6) that impacts of scientific flaws in site studies will be at “insignificant” 
levels, 
(7) that impacts on the hundreds of site-resident children will be 
“insignificant,” 
(8) that impacts of flawed DTSC and public project-oversight will be 
“insignificant,” and 
(9) that freeway impacts will be insignificant because site documents beg this 
question. 
 
As previously noted, objections to the SCEA project are not within DTSC’s 
authority.  DTSC has reviewed and approved multiple investigation reports, 
their findings and a health risk assessment.  These studies and validated data 
provide substantial evidence to support findings that, with implementation of 
the RAW, health impacts from existing contamination will be less than 
significant based the quantified cleanup goals as provided in Tables 2 and 3 
above (and Section 5.7 of the RAW).  These levels are enforceable standards 
designed to be protective of future occupants for the planned residential-
commercial use.   Post-cleanup testing will ensure that these clean up goals 
have been met. 
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Response to Comment 8.  
 
The concerns regarding DTSC’s public participation process have been 
summarized into the following specific examples, followed by DTSC’s specific 
response to each:  
 
1. Ignoring massive requests for public-comment-period extensions on 
complex documents. 

• Public comment period was initially extended to April 30, 2019 and 
then again to May 14, 2019 for a total of 69 days.    

2. Not responding in a timely way to requests for extensions of public-
comment periods. 

• Community reaction was needed and weighed to evaluate whether 
extension would be warranted.  

3. Not providing CEQA public documents in a timely way. 
• DTSC’s Draft CEQA Statement of Findings, the draft RAW, and other 

pertinent documents were available on March 8, 2019 on Envirostor 
website and the local designated depository; the same day that the 
public comment period opened. In addition, the Hazards and 
Hazardous Substances analysis provided a detailed summary of the 
removal action was provided in the SCEA for review during the SCEA 
public comment period in the previous year, February and March 2018. 

4. Failing to send CEQA documents to community members on the DTSC 
contact list. 

• See DTSC response in No. 3 above. 

5. Using most of the time at required public-comment meetings to give its 
own presentation. 

• DTSC’s Presentation was 40 minutes of the 3-hour meeting.  The 
balance of the meeting was dedicated to taking public comments and 
answering questions.  Every attendee’s comment, statement, and/or 
question was received and entered into the record for DTSC’s 
response. 

6. Breaking its word, given at an official public meeting, to extend a 
public-comment period. 

• Based on transcript from meeting stenographer, DTSC agreed to 
extend the public comment period after further evaluation.  No 
commitment to an end date was made.  As noted above, the comment 
period was extended to May 14, 2019. 

7. Soliciting public comments only after significant DTSC deliberations had 
taken place. 

• The public comment period and public meeting were conducted in 
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accordance with the federal National Contingency Plan and State 
policies for community involvement. 

8. Not requiring clear, consistent, lay language in public documents. 
• The technical documents were developed with concise and technical 

terminologies.  As much of the information is highly technical in nature, 
it is not possible to use lay language for every issue in every 
document, however, definitions and acronyms were provided. 

9. Engaging in an abuse of discretion, presenting to the public, as facts, 
its errors and opinions. 

• DTSC’s site-specific documents and records are publicly available for 
review.  

•  

10. Engaging in an abuse of discretion, making misleading official 
statements to the public.  

• DTSC’s site-specific official statements are provided through DTSC 
Notices and updates on our public website and are available on 
Envirostor.  

11. Giving the developer preferential treatment instead of equal treatment 
with the public. 

• The multiple environmental investigations and the proposed RAW have 
been independently reviewed and approved by DTSC based on existing 
regulations and current cleanup standards.  DTSC met and issued 
technical comments to the developer during the preparation of the 
RAW as is the typical for most DTSC projects. The public comment 
period was conducted in accordance with federal and state regulations.  
No preferential treatment was provided to the developer.  

12. Exhibiting repeated patterns, over many years, of the preceding abuses 
of DTSC power 

• This comment is noted for the record. 
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LETTER TO DENNIS SMITH FROM US EPA 
 
The attached letter was undeliverable based on address as provided.  The EPA requested 
that it be included in the Response to Public Comments.  



May 7, 2019 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION AGENCY REGION9 

75 Hawthorne Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105-3901 

Mr. Dennis Smith 
1304 Elizabeth Street 
Pasadena, California 91104 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

I have received your request to have EPA intervene in the contamination issues 
relating to the property at 3202 East Foothill Boulevard in Pasadena, California.  The 
Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) is currently the lead agency.  At 
this time, USEPA defers to DTSC as the lead agency to address questions and 
concerns you have with this site. 

Upon receiving your request, I reviewed the article you forwarded as well as public 
information available on DTSC’s website.  DTSC’s Envirostor database has an 
extensive record of environmental investigations that have been conducted at this 
site.  You can find this information at:  
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/profile_report?global_id=19970020.  In 
addition, I spoke with the DTSC Project Manager, Nicolas Ta, about the 
environmental contamination at this site.  Mr. Ta informed me that the Remedial 
Action Workplan (RAW) for the site is currently open for public comment.  The public 
comment period was extended to May 14, 2019.  You are welcome to submit 
comments on the RAW to Mr. Ta at “nicholas.ta@dtsc.ca.gov” or call him at 714-484-
5442. 

Please contact me if you have specific concerns that are not being addressed by 
DTSC.  I can be reached at 415-972-3352 or by email at Armann.Steve@epa.gov. 
Thank you.  

Sincerely, 

Steven Armann, Manager 
Corrective Action Office  

Electronic Copy 
Nicolas.ta@dtsc.ca.gov 

https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/profile_report?global_id=19970020
mailto:nicholas.ta@dtsc.ca.gov
mailto:Armann.Steve@epa.gov
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PETITIONS 

 
The following pages are copies of petitions submitted by commenters.  

 











TO: Nick Ta
DTSC Project Manager
California Department of Toxic Substances Control
Cypress Field Office
5796 Corporate Avenue
Cypress, CA 90630

FROM: Gary Smith
Stop Toxic Housing in Pasadena

RE: Public comment for the record on DRAW & CEQA findings,
EnviroStor ID#19970020 (3200 E. Foothill Blvd., Pasadena CA)

DATE: May 14, 2019

Dear Mr. Ta,

This documents supersede the text of the petition and associated signatures that I sent to you on March 
28, 2019.  The online petition, hosted at https://www.change.org/p/stop-toxic-housing-in-pasadena was 
signed by 869 persons.  In addition, I have attached copies of five petitions that were signed in person 
on hard copy.  Street address and signatures have been deleted for reasons of privacy.

Please add them to the public record as an indication of community opposition to the draft RAW for the
above referenced project.

Thank you.

Gary Smith

PETITION

We call on the California Dept. of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) to require full site testing and full 
cleanup of the military toxic-waste site at 3200 E. Foothill Blvd, Pasadena, before allowing any site 
construction.

BACKGROUND

Current site cancer risks from military toxins are up to 8,300 times higher than regulations allow, and 
DTSC said this site is an “imminent and substantial” danger.  

Site contaminants have forced Pasadena to close two drinking-water wells, but site groundwater, deeper
soil, & some suspected "hotspots" have never been tested. There have never been tests for weapons 
propellants & explosives HBX, RDX, & TNT, neurotoxins and carcinogens known to have been used 
onsite. 

However, in July 2018, the Pasadena City Council gave permission for Trammell Crow Company, a 
developer, to build 550 apartments for hundreds of children and families on top of the toxic waste.

THE HEALTH OF OUR COMMUNITY IS AT RISK

On January 29, 2019, DTSC issued a “finding” that, after only partial site testing and a quick cleanup 

Page 1 of 2

https://www.change.org/p/stop-toxic-housing-in-pasadena


of 12 "hotspots", the development would have no “significant” harmful health “impacts.” Full cleanup 
would cost the developer only $1-2 million more. 

The developer admits that it is unknown whether the public will be exposed to health risks, because 
most site carcinogens will remain in place.  

YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

Signing this petition has a powerful influence on political allies and on the Department.  

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

• https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/profile_report?global_id=19970020

• 5-MINUTE VIDEO ON RDX, THE NEUROTOXIC CARCINOGEN used in most weapons 
made onsite: https://www.facebook.com/propublica/videos/815343371986600?sfns=mo2-page 

• sitehttps://stoptoxichousing.org/

Page 2 of 2

https://stoptoxichousing.org/
https://www.facebook.com/propublica/videos/815343371986600?sfns=mo2-page
https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/profile_report?global_id=19970020


Pasadena Citizens for Responsible Development
   
Recipient: California Department of Toxic Substances Control

Letter: Greetings,

Stop Toxic Housing in Pasadena



Signatures

Name Location Date

gary smith pasadena, CA 2019-03-13

Bob Harper Pasadena, US 2019-03-13

Maurice Shrader-Frechette Pasadena, CA 2019-03-13

Kristin Shrader-Frechette Pasadena, CA 2019-03-13

Jackie Johnson Pasadena, US 2019-03-13

Emily Abbott Altadena, CA 2019-03-13

Charles Cerutti South Pasadena, CA 2019-03-13

JON INWOOD Brooklyn, NY 2019-03-13

Laura Ursitti Altadena, CA 2019-03-14

Jeanette Mann Pasadena, CA 2019-03-14

Ellen Giesy Chino, CA 2019-03-14

Gertraud Reagan Garner Altadena, CA 2019-03-14

Celia DeSanto Pasadena, CA 2019-03-14

Julie Hoy Pasadena, CA 2019-03-14

Lauren Buckels New Smyrna Beach, US 2019-03-14

Caryn Rothschild Altadena, CA 2019-03-14

Cyn Fet Los Angeles, US 2019-03-14

MARY CAMPAGNA Newhall, CA 2019-03-14

Regina Thomas San Gabriel, CA 2019-03-14

Alice Baklayan Pasadena, CA 2019-03-14



Name Location Date

Toni Lee Los Angeles, CA 2019-03-14

Richard Redman Altadena, CA 2019-03-14

Christian ortiz Puerto Rico, US 2019-03-14

Madison Crim Mount Vernon, US 2019-03-14

Margaret Mortimore La Crescenta, CA 2019-03-14

Michelle Johnston Pasadena, CA 2019-03-14

Sharngi Biswas Katy, US 2019-03-14

Savannah Salcedo Chula Vista, US 2019-03-14

Cindy Bishop Glendale, CA 2019-03-14

Nito Estrada Pasadena, CA 2019-03-14

Tina Yauw Pasadena, CA 2019-03-14

Cheryl Butler Pasadena, CA 2019-03-14

Sue Cook Pasadena, CA 2019-03-14

Andreas Koese Pasadena, CA 2019-03-14

Sergio Alvarez San Francisco, CA 2019-03-14

Sammy Arreola Chula Vista, US 2019-03-14

Grace Donikian Pasadena, CA 2019-03-14

steven Williams Pasadena, CA 2019-03-14

Jon Macmillan Los Angeles, CA 2019-03-14

Natalie Connell Lynnfield, US 2019-03-14

Isabella Valencia Largo, US 2019-03-14

Susan Niemeyer Pasadena, CA 2019-03-14



Name Location Date

Johnathan Ashby Chula Vista, US 2019-03-14

Vivi Kabadian Pasadena, CA 2019-03-14

Maria Archuleta Pasadena, CA 2019-03-14

Jessica Teasley Clinton Township, US 2019-03-14

Dana Roth Pasadena, CA 2019-03-14

Freeda zeidan San Jose, US 2019-03-14

Vanessa Ramirez Raymondville, US 2019-03-14

martha mayes Arlington, US 2019-03-14

Zaida Palomera Longview, US 2019-03-15

Candice Smith Gainesville, US 2019-03-15

Mike Cook Pasadena, CA 2019-03-15

Esmeralda Ozuna Bellflower, US 2019-03-15

Robert Leighton Pasadena, CA 2019-03-15

Mujo Badzic Rochester, US 2019-03-15

Tatyanna Christian Island Park, US 2019-03-15

sam peterson Athens, US 2019-03-15

Tiffany Dowdy Owensboro, US 2019-03-15

Ligia Rodriguez Pasadena, CA 2019-03-15

Elijah Mckoy Concord, US 2019-03-15

Alex Goldmann Midlothian, US 2019-03-15

Joan Harper La Canada, CA 2019-03-15

Nikko Solon Atwater, US 2019-03-15



Name Location Date

clodie o Fairbanks, US 2019-03-15

Stephanie Martin Lancaster, US 2019-03-15

Aquasiyah Justus Easton, US 2019-03-15

Mackenzie Fox Miamisburg, US 2019-03-15

Brittany Curry Lockeford, US 2019-03-15

Jaiden Khlot San Antonio, US 2019-03-15

Josue Ordonez Santa Cruz, US 2019-03-15

Juliette Horras Femiani San Tan Valley, US 2019-03-15

Dan Cannon Manhattan, US 2019-03-15

Gracelynn Smith Watertown, US 2019-03-15

Faris Syed Chicago, US 2019-03-15

Nora Cress Benham, US 2019-03-15

Julie Crowley Modesto, CA 2019-03-15

Frederick Strum-varela Jamaica, US 2019-03-15

olivia ora california, US 2019-03-15

JEREMY SPEARS Downey, CA 2019-03-15

Adianez Fernandez Miami, US 2019-03-15

Laura Knott Moorhead, US 2019-03-15

dian de sha pasadena, CA 2019-03-15

Julissa Gonzalez Chesapeake, US 2019-03-15

Sydney Royal Roswell, US 2019-03-15

Morgan Varnadore Henderson, US 2019-03-15



Name Location Date

Audrey Rose Salisbury, US 2019-03-15

Carol Hekman Pasadena, CA 2019-03-15

Nausha King Jacksonville, US 2019-03-15

Emma Hayes Louisville, US 2019-03-16

Kymoni Lee Pompano Beach, US 2019-03-16

Sonja Mittlestat Ann Arbor, US 2019-03-16

Breckyn Allen Hebron, US 2019-03-16

Yvette Reza El Paso, US 2019-03-16

Zachary Driskill Alexandria, US 2019-03-16

Jenna Cushing Redford, US 2019-03-16

A’nyla Guz Pompano Beach, US 2019-03-16

Juliet Angelo Pasadena, CA 2019-03-16

Jean Jett Tappahannock, US 2019-03-16

Jason Capell Altadena, US 2019-03-16

Stop Toxic Housing Pasadena, CA 2019-03-16

Frank Duerr Pasadena, US 2019-03-16

Ken Perry Pasadena, CA 2019-03-16

Paulette Cerutti South Pasadena, CA 2019-03-16

Michael Rizzo Altadena, CA 2019-03-16

Alisha Imler Hershey, US 2019-03-16

Marion White Pasadena, CA 2019-03-16

Haven McElravy Salem, US 2019-03-17



Name Location Date

Pamela Martinez Norman, US 2019-03-17

Danielle Rancifer Crown Po, US 2019-03-17

Trish Deshommes Fort Lauderdale, US 2019-03-17

Patricia Mizerski Los Angeles, CA 2019-03-17

Sidney Fox Monrovia, CA 2019-03-17

Jackie love Houston, US 2019-03-17

Terry Vera Temple City, US 2019-03-17

Richard Pugh Los Angeles, CA 2019-03-17

Monica Hong South Pasadena, CA 2019-03-17

Andrea Bendezu Whittier, CA 2019-03-17

Mary Obrien Los Angeles, CA 2019-03-17

Michael Loria Altadena, US 2019-03-17

Jose Diaz Dominguez Salt Lake City, US 2019-03-17

Danielle Shrader-Frechette Pasadena, CA 2019-03-17

Barbara Dobson Acworth, GA 2019-03-17

S. Fairbairn Powers Claremont, CA 2019-03-17

Mary Ann Spivey Moorpark, US 2019-03-17

Alex Fernandes Pleasanton, US 2019-03-17

Joe Hogg St louis, US 2019-03-17

viviana Aguilera Mira Loma, US 2019-03-17

Tim O'Brien Los Angeles, CA 2019-03-17

Gerald Carlson Pasadena, CA 2019-03-18



Name Location Date

Elena Benner Jerseyville, US 2019-03-18

MIke M. New York, NY 2019-03-18

Peter Frechette Decatur, GA 2019-03-18

Julius Hoffman Pasadena, US 2019-03-18

Kaitlyn Hebert Hamden, US 2019-03-18

Ethan Fogg Pasadena, CA 2019-03-18

Kathleen Kelly Cape May Court House, US 2019-03-18

Sujatha Pentakota Brookline, US 2019-03-18

Sammy Medina Kansas City, US 2019-03-18

Shana Holloway Lenoir, NC 2019-03-18

Rosemsry Amadeo Amadeo Boston, US 2019-03-18

Marwa Bhuiyan Brooklyn, US 2019-03-18

Kira Cheal Houston, US 2019-03-18

Maria Florio Stafford, US 2019-03-18

Jeanette Cauich Pinole, US 2019-03-19

Margarita Carvajal Los Angeles, US 2019-03-19

MaryBeth Heydt PASADENA, CA 2019-03-19

Erte deGarces Pasadena, CA 2019-03-19

Jordy Zuckerman Germantown, US 2019-03-19

David Hennon Altadena, CA 2019-03-19

Matt callow South Pasadena, CA 2019-03-19

Trina Burel Pasadena, CA 2019-03-19



Name Location Date

Xochitl Vargas West Covina, CA 2019-03-19

Alex Dunn Richmond, US 2019-03-19

Liz R Lake Elsinore, US 2019-03-19

anne regan-smith Pasadena, CA 2019-03-19

Vanessa Robe Bend, US 2019-03-19

Lindsay Arnold US 2019-03-19

Megan M Tempe, US 2019-03-19

Nadia Barwick Westcliffe, US 2019-03-19

Vanessa Clark Pasadena, CA 2019-03-19

Shanda Aldana Long Beach, US 2019-03-19

Bridget Kinney Laurel, US 2019-03-19

Donnalynne Hoeg Roslindale, MA 2019-03-19

Jennifer Windham Pasadena, US 2019-03-19

Jose Alcaraz Monrovia, CA 2019-03-19

Maddy Wood Lancaster, US 2019-03-19

Geraldina Villagomez College Station, US 2019-03-19

David JAY Valencia, CA 2019-03-19

Jessica Landeras Webster, US 2019-03-19

Olivia Mitchell Belleville, US 2019-03-19

Cora Kauffmann-Baird US 2019-03-19

Alissa Bellah Olympia, US 2019-03-19

Alex Gnafakis Brooklyn, US 2019-03-19



Name Location Date

Carolyn Campo Sierra Madre, CA 2019-03-19

Lillian Kielty US 2019-03-19

paige robinson Coraopolis, US 2019-03-19

Arlene Zuckerman Jamaica, US 2019-03-19

Jada Randle Spring, US 2019-03-19

Khalalah Borders Flowery Branch, US 2019-03-19

Dennis Yazici Brooklyn, US 2019-03-19

sunil obhan Pasadena, US 2019-03-19

Danial Bell Rockville, US 2019-03-19

Jackie Six Lakebay, US 2019-03-19

Art Leos Pasadena, CA 2019-03-19

Carolee Reed Pasadena, CA 2019-03-20

Stella Vicknair East Lansing, US 2019-03-20

Marian Dorsett-Leos Pasadena, CA 2019-03-20

Kerri Betz Brookhaven, US 2019-03-20

Sam alquwayfili Philadelphia, US 2019-03-20

riham dib Springfield, US 2019-03-20

Brandon Ruiz Huntington Park, US 2019-03-20

Debra Vickroy Pasadena, CA 2019-03-20

David Matamoros Dallas, US 2019-03-20

Lila Bodner Pasadena, CA 2019-03-20

Jonathan Nguyen Philadelphia, US 2019-03-20



Name Location Date

Jennifer Ibrahim Pasadena, US 2019-03-20

Venkata siva Nidamanuri Dublin, US 2019-03-20

Melody Boehm Pasadena, CA 2019-03-20

Lisa S. Anaheim Hills, US 2019-03-20

Tyler Edwards west Jersey, US 2019-03-20

Delaina Kurtz Hastings, US 2019-03-20

Carol Fletcher Pasadena, CA 2019-03-20

Kevin Castaing Pasadena, CA 2019-03-20

Jackie Millan Phoenix, AZ 2019-03-20

Lisa Kroese Pasadena, US 2019-03-20

Gregory Pierre Cox Corona Del Mar, US 2019-03-20

Licia Gutierrez Pasadena, CA 2019-03-20

Janette Soghomonian Los Angeles, US 2019-03-20

Gabe Marusic Detroit, US 2019-03-20

Javelin Nook Chagrin Falls, US 2019-03-20

Mallory Locklear Rowland, US 2019-03-20

Victoria Volmar Spencer Lehi, US 2019-03-20

Destory T-Series Beaverton, US 2019-03-20

Susan Houser Altadena, CA 2019-03-20

Kayla Kalbfell Cortlandt Manor, US 2019-03-20

Edy Salamat Pasadena, CA 2019-03-20

KAREN BIGGERSTAFF Pasadena, CA 2019-03-20



Name Location Date

bring back Wilmington, US 2019-03-20

Phyllis Boyajian San Gabriel, CA 2019-03-20

Ryan Abbott Cape Coral, US 2019-03-20

liil ramen cmon guys MAKE
ANOTHER ACC

Brooklyn, US 2019-03-20

Hermine Lees Los Osos, CA 2019-03-20

Alexis Moore Norwood, US 2019-03-20

Fuck Trump Sorrento, US 2019-03-20

Tabitha Lambert Maxton, US 2019-03-20

MAR Dios cortegana Monroe, US 2019-03-20

Linda Nordstrom Pasadena, CA 2019-03-20

dale short Pasadena, CA 2019-03-20

Corey Sutton Dayton, US 2019-03-20

Cecie Decker Los Angeles, CA 2019-03-21

Hamzah Ameen Brentwood, US 2019-03-21

Bill White Corona, CA 2019-03-21

Susan Buchanan Pasadena, CA 2019-03-21

Big lach Lach Clarence, US 2019-03-21

Sheyhan Jayawardena Rockville, MD 2019-03-21

Mary Lenahan Altadena, US 2019-03-21

Brooke Becker Los Angeles, US 2019-03-21

Aidiliy Mizrachi Hollywood, US 2019-03-21



Name Location Date

Vishal Nageshar Glendale, US 2019-03-21

Sunil Bhatt Hicksville, US 2019-03-21

Marilyn Andrews Alhambra, US 2019-03-21

Maureen Boulton SOUTH BEND, US 2019-03-21

Tristan Jordan Sarasota, US 2019-03-21

Casey Forbes Crystal Lake, US 2019-03-21

Chris McLaren Riverside, US 2019-03-21

Dylan Jovan Salt Lake City, US 2019-03-21

Justin Baker Albuquerque, US 2019-03-21

Lilliana Araya Long Beach, CA 2019-03-21

Mary Anne Berry Pasadena, US 2019-03-21

Barrett Wilson Atlanta, US 2019-03-21

Sans Undertale Saint Albans, US 2019-03-21

Pat rubio Pasadena, US 2019-03-22

Shafer Rancourt Durham, US 2019-03-22

Janet Waldron Pasadena, CA 2019-03-22

Keely Totten Sierra Madre, CA 2019-03-22

Daniel Odiase Bronx, US 2019-03-22

Rommy Jo Roselle Park, US 2019-03-22

Victoria Rifanburg Binghamton, US 2019-03-22

Erin Jensen Holdrege, NE 2019-03-22

ARLENE Partlowe New bern, US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

Janet Peterson Troy, US 2019-03-22

Kathleen Cuilan Savannah, US 2019-03-22

danny james Burbank, US 2019-03-22

Nina Grubbs Long Beach, US 2019-03-22

R E, double G Spring, US 2019-03-22

Veronica Kelley District Heights, US 2019-03-22

Ethan McBride Grand Ledge, US 2019-03-22

Marcus Schimizzi Granger, US 2019-03-22

Brett Andersen Omaha, US 2019-03-22

Megan Barnes Kelseyville, US 2019-03-22

Cailyn Furrer San Ramon, US 2019-03-22

Phyllis Keithley Pasadena, CA 2019-03-22

Braeden Treon Niceville, US 2019-03-22

hi hi Las Vegas, US 2019-03-22

Liberty Call Burleson, US 2019-03-22

Julian Mendez YT_Drag Los Angeles, US 2019-03-22

Piotr Walczuk Los Angeles, CA 2019-03-22

Jeff Sorensen San Diego, US 2019-03-22

Brandon Woo Columbus, OH 2019-03-22

Stephanie Keithley Pasadena, CA 2019-03-22

John Seavey Portland, US 2019-03-23

Jessica Quach Reynoldsburg, US 2019-03-23



Name Location Date

Sir McAdams Rarington Valencia, US 2019-03-23

Cooper Giles Atlanta, US 2019-03-23

Melissa A Bryant Brandon, US 2019-03-23

Alexander Leos Los Angeles, CA 2019-03-23

Teresa Morris Los Angeles, CA 2019-03-23

Joseph Vincent Union City, US 2019-03-23

Tamy Arce Rolla, MO 2019-03-23

Abdiel Velasco San Diego, US 2019-03-23

P Brezene Schererville, US 2019-03-23

Peter Jones Northport, CA 2019-03-23

Lilit Sarkisyan glendale, CA 2019-03-23

Marvel Richards Pasadena, US 2019-03-23

Ht Feduvd Herriman, US 2019-03-23

Fernando Estrada Whittier, US 2019-03-23

beverly p. brown Pasadena, US 2019-03-23

Margarita Rodriguez Los Angeles, US 2019-03-23

Tina Lawlor Monrovia, CA 2019-03-23

Bianca Yeager Levittown, US 2019-03-23

Maria D. Leos Altadena, CA 2019-03-23

Michael Goodrich Altadena, US 2019-03-23

William Fairbanks Arcadia, US 2019-03-23

Cecilia Rios US 2019-03-23



Name Location Date

Betsy Bohuslavsky Pasadena, CA 2019-03-23

Heidi Gott Pasadena, US 2019-03-23

Carlos Solis South Gate, US 2019-03-23

Joan Gifford Pasadena, US 2019-03-23

Jennifer Vazquez Dallas, TX 2019-03-24

Harvey Davidson Westfield, US 2019-03-24

Brent Lund Pasadena, US 2019-03-24

Kris Perera Pasadena, US 2019-03-24

Dawn Belton 91107, US 2019-03-24

Ari Ari Eureka, US 2019-03-24

Rosemary Cannon Seymour, US 2019-03-24

Lee Allen Pasadena, US 2019-03-24

Nancy Shaar Williamsburg, US 2019-03-24

Gogurt Queen Fort Smith, US 2019-03-24

Gerald Wright Pasadena, CA 2019-03-24

KB KB DEMEL Saratoga, US 2019-03-24

Bill Boy Griffith, US 2019-03-24

Valerie Keelty Pasadena, US 2019-03-24

Kim Carr Stockbridge, US 2019-03-24

Todd Brewer Pasadena, CA 2019-03-24

Janet Cooper Pasadena, CA 2019-03-24

Janice Johansen Defiance, US 2019-03-24



Name Location Date

Shannon Orme Tulsa, US 2019-03-24

kim santell Pasadena, CA 2019-03-24

Ann Cargal Pasadena, US 2019-03-24

Lynne Evans Denver, CO 2019-03-24

Maggi Gordon Sierra Madre, US 2019-03-24

Trish Smith Phelan, CA 2019-03-24

Greg Beach Pasadena, US 2019-03-24

Betty Gaye Toney Belvedere, US 2019-03-24

Jeff Rupp Pasadena, CA 2019-03-24

Benjamin Patrick Pasadena, CA 2019-03-24

Mari Ladnier Crestline, CA 2019-03-24

Cassandra Tobey Jackson, US 2019-03-24

Christel Hachigian Pasadena, CA 2019-03-24

Brent Lund Pasadena, US 2019-03-24

Robert Allen San Diego, US 2019-03-24

Michelle Rowlands Pasadena, US 2019-03-24

Lydia Perez EL MONTE, US 2019-03-24

Janet Yamanaka Altadena, US 2019-03-25

Clarissa Casanovas Long Beach, US 2019-03-25

maral shekerdemian Pasadena, US 2019-03-25

Susan Hollander Pasadena, CA 2019-03-25

Deborah Guest Sierra Madre, US 2019-03-25



Name Location Date

Armine Weller Sierra madre, US 2019-03-25

Suzanne Mills Sierra Madre, US 2019-03-25

Carol Lollich Pasadena, US 2019-03-25

Ai-Lin Grison Pasadena, CA 2019-03-25

Victoria Holguin Pasadena, US 2019-03-25

John Hopper Sierra Madre, US 2019-03-25

Meghan Wahlstrom Pasadena, US 2019-03-25

Carol Church Pasadena, CA 2019-03-25

Dawn Pergakes Sierra, CA 2019-03-25

Robert McClernon Pasadena, US 2019-03-26

Susie Rogers Altadena, US 2019-03-26

Richard WALSH Pasadena, CA 2019-03-26

Jeff Cyrulewski Pasadena, US 2019-03-26

Dartagnan Miller Janesville, US 2019-03-26

Marsha Milner Pasadena, US 2019-03-26

Kadie Dutton Vernon Rockville, CT 2019-03-26

Tate Anderson Orem, US 2019-03-27

Cesar Hineline Shelbyville, US 2019-03-27

Jane Williams Rosamond, US 2019-03-27

M Hanna Pasadena, US 2019-03-27

Jennifer Chapman Dallas, TX 2019-03-28

Wendy Hernandez Pasadena, US 2019-03-29



Name Location Date

Kurt Jones Opelika, AL 2019-03-29

Chris Williams Gahanna, US 2019-03-29

CP Lambert Pasadena, CA 2019-03-29

Nathan M Longview, US 2019-03-30

Nathan Poetzsch Emmitsburg, US 2019-03-30

Amy Rego Chelston, US 2019-03-30

Donna Comer Newark, US 2019-03-30

Dexter Bruce Spring Hill, US 2019-03-30

Thomas DeSanto Pasadena, US 2019-03-31

DANiel Desanto Johannesburg, US 2019-03-31

violet varona-lukens Pasadena, CA 2019-03-31

Madeleine Smith Woodland Hills, CA 2019-04-01

Amy Bloom Seattle, WA 2019-04-01

Maro Kakoussian Pasadena, CA 2019-04-05

Linda Simmons Pasadena, US 2019-04-05

Julie McKune Altadena, US 2019-04-05

Tina Fredericks Pasadena, CA 2019-04-06

Cheryle Johnson Hesperia, US 2019-04-06

Lynn Prilliman Broomfield, US 2019-04-06

Deborah Fath Pasadena, CA 2019-04-07

Brian Fullner Winnetka, US 2019-04-07

Leigh Rosenberg Whittier, US 2019-04-07



Name Location Date

Laura Korp Palmdale, US 2019-04-07

Herb Alexander Kanab, UT 2019-04-07

pamela nagler Claremont, CA 2019-04-07

Una Jost Pasadena, CA 2019-04-07

Rebecca Cervantes Claremont, CA 2019-04-07

Roxann Holloway Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-08

Steven Gibson Pasadena, CA 2019-04-08

Minh Tran Washington, DC 2019-04-08

Jose Pilpa Pasadena, CA 2019-04-08

Virginia Alexanian Walnut Creek, CA 2019-04-08

Cynthia Liu Pasadena, CA 2019-04-08

Kaz Mata Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-08

Denis Recendez Azusa, CA 2019-04-08

Christine Chao Rosemead, CA 2019-04-08

Juan Martin Pasadena, US 2019-04-08

Bert Newton Pasadena, CA 2019-04-08

Taiji Miyagawa South Pasadena, US 2019-04-08

L Okamura Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-08

Major Williams Pasadena, US 2019-04-08

Danielle Miller Escondido, CA 2019-04-08

Scott Martinek Pasadena, US 2019-04-08

Tracy Mikuriya Pasadena, CA 2019-04-08



Name Location Date

Christine Johnson Pasadena, CA 2019-04-08

Elliot Avila Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-08

Latrice West District Heights, US 2019-04-08

Gwen Harris Pasadena, CA 2019-04-08

Kaveh Naeeni Pasadena, CA 2019-04-08

Nancy Webster Pasadena, US 2019-04-08

Donna Sider Pasadena, US 2019-04-08

Paula Kahn Santa Monica, CA 2019-04-08

doreen consulmagno Ringoes, US 2019-04-08

Kathleen Janetzke Pasadena, CA 2019-04-08

Richard Gadson Washington DC, US 2019-04-09

Baron Workman San Pedro, US 2019-04-09

Connie Luder El Monte, CA 2019-04-09

Brian Lawson Pasadena, CA 2019-04-09

Lois Ennis Pasadena, CA 2019-04-09

Victoria Altree Altadena, CA 2019-04-09

Mary DuPass Pasadena, CA 2019-04-09

David Rosenstein Los Angeles, US 2019-04-09

Ross Heckmann Arcadia, CA 2019-04-09

No discussion. It's just logic
and common sense. Kenney

Altadena, CA 2019-04-09

Maria Cardenas Azusa, CA 2019-04-09



Name Location Date

Kathryn Kroger Pasadena, US 2019-04-09

Edgar Arceneaux Pasadena, CA 2019-04-09

Laura Brody Altadena, CA 2019-04-09

Diana Laufer Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-09

Patricia Kinsella Torrance, CA 2019-04-09

Deena Novak Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-09

Kristy Pace Sherman Oaks, US 2019-04-09

Barbara Vangsness Cerritos, US 2019-04-09

Sara Hayes Long Beach, CA 2019-04-09

Bruce Campbell Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-09

Tom McNamara Hesperia, US 2019-04-09

Ann Isolde Santa Monica, CA 2019-04-09

Ruth Augustine Azusa, CA 2019-04-09

Susan Gosland Diamond Bar, CA 2019-04-09

Melody Abers Los Angeles, US 2019-04-09

Heather Herington Van Nuys, CA 2019-04-09

Mel Jones Los Angeles, US 2019-04-09

Jim Cirile Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-09

Maria Praslin Pasadena, CA 2019-04-09

Nancy Traer Claremont, US 2019-04-09

Tanya Salof Arcadia, CA 2019-04-09

Emma La Crue Pasadena, CA 2019-04-09



Name Location Date

Darienne Hetherman Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-09

Carolina Goodman Van Nuys, US 2019-04-09

ken choy Tujunga, US 2019-04-09

Teresa Sullivan Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-09

Toni Coville Arlington, US 2019-04-09

Kae Bender Lancaster, CA 2019-04-09

Luis Fernandez Los Angeles, US 2019-04-09

Kim Clymer-Kelley sierra madre, CA 2019-04-09

isabel Avila Pasadena, CA 2019-04-09

Jacqueline Samartin Pasadena, CA 2019-04-09

Amanda Hill Ms. Tenple city, US 2019-04-09

Maria Acevedo Azusa, US 2019-04-09

Diana Browne Van Nuys, CA 2019-04-09

Catalina Curren US 2019-04-09

Paul Yocum Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-09

Bradley Whitaker Pasadena, US 2019-04-09

Robert Perkins Pasadena, CA 2019-04-09

Barry Katz West Hollywood, US 2019-04-09

Adriana Dudley Monrovia, US 2019-04-09

Timothy Ecker Monrovia, CA 2019-04-09

Hannah Kasulka Burbank, CA 2019-04-09

Kimberly Ganivet Los Angeles, US 2019-04-09



Name Location Date

Staz Lindes Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-09

Ken Rosen Los Angeles, US 2019-04-09

Ileana Abich Arcadia, CA 2019-04-09

Elex Taggart West York, PA 2019-04-09

Artineh Havan Burbank, CA 2019-04-09

Elise Tervalon Pasadena, CA 2019-04-09

Ava Evans Beverly Hills, US 2019-04-09

LL Dored Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-09

Gayle jensen San Pedro, CA 2019-04-09

Joshua Heath Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-09

Janie Johnston Georgetown, US 2019-04-09

nicole levin Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-09

Jeff Wilson Pasadena, CA 2019-04-09

barbara bailey San Dimas, CA 2019-04-09

Michele Cheatham Pasadena, CA 2019-04-09

Roslyn Cohn Van Nuys, CA 2019-04-09

Shelley B Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-09

Lillian Pentecost Monrovia, US 2019-04-09

Daniel Gould Los Angeles, US 2019-04-09

Frances Glenn Los Angeles, US 2019-04-09

Jacqueline Cochrane Redondo Beach, CA 2019-04-09

Pat Wolff Arcadia, CA 2019-04-09



Name Location Date

Jane Von Linden Binghamton, US 2019-04-09

Cameron Dooley Centennial, US 2019-04-09

Jane Phillips Pasadena, CA 2019-04-09

Aaliyah Solis-Castillo Pasadena, US 2019-04-09

Kimberlee Tellez Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-09

Tess O'Connor Los Angeles, US 2019-04-09

Christina Barlow Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-09

Nell Myhand Oakland, CA 2019-04-09

Kathy McBride Berkeley Springs, US 2019-04-09

John Nelson South Pasadena, CA 2019-04-09

Dessa Kaye Van Nuys, CA 2019-04-10

Diana Ortiz Covina, CA 2019-04-10

Lola Bahadourian Pasadena, CA 2019-04-10

Maria Juur Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-10

Vickie White San Diego, CA 2019-04-10

Richard Dawson Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-10

William Cheatham Pasadena, CA 2019-04-10

Athziry Gamboa Avon, US 2019-04-10

Cindy Chi Los Angeles, US 2019-04-10

J Gurantz Glendale, CA 2019-04-10

Daniel Macgregor Altadena, CA 2019-04-10

Elaine Cass Moreno Valley, CA 2019-04-10



Name Location Date

Kristina Lear LOS ANGELES, CA 2019-04-10

Andrea Davis Pasadena, CA 2019-04-10

Subrina Hamdan Pomona, US 2019-04-10

Lillian Shanahan Los angeles, US 2019-04-10

Michael Wodkowski Los Angeles, US 2019-04-10

Mickey Sumner Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-10

Eddie Shanahan Costa Mesa, US 2019-04-10

Tennyson Shanahan 6324 Orion Ave, Van Nuys, CA 2019-04-10

James Gilson Los Angeles, US 2019-04-10

Amanda Lasher Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-10

Jessica Craven Los Angeles, US 2019-04-10

Daphne Wong Monterey Park, CA 2019-04-10

Jessamyn Prince Pasadena, CA 2019-04-11

Kelly O'Donnell Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-11

Leslie Campbell Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-11

Timothy Meade Chicago, US 2019-04-11

Vivian Matsushige Pasadena, CA 2019-04-12

Dana Swensom Altadena, CA 2019-04-12

Leslie Araki Redondo Beach, CA 2019-04-12

Cinthia Lozano Los Angeles, US 2019-04-12

John Coffey Pasadena, US 2019-04-13

Jim Gwin Tarzana, CA 2019-04-14



Name Location Date

Carol Leach Richmond, US 2019-04-15

Marilyn Manalis Santa Barbara, US 2019-04-15

Barbara Schaefer Woodland Hills, CA 2019-04-15

Kara Morgan Los Angeles, US 2019-04-15

Jesse De La Torre III Pasadena, US 2019-04-15

Paul Frechette Healdsburg, US 2019-04-16

Ryan Frechette Half Moon Bay, US 2019-04-16

Angela Kopetsky Half Moon Bay, CA 2019-04-16

Cheryl Frechette Healdsburg, CA 2019-04-16

Isaac Haugen Santa Rosa, US 2019-04-16

Utkarsh Nath Fremont, US 2019-04-16

J Jackson Macon, US 2019-04-16

Vicki Morical franklin, US 2019-04-16

J Donald Thomas Los Angeles, US 2019-04-18

Adam Jenkins Moore, US 2019-04-18

Barbi &Charles Chaffin Peculiar, US 2019-04-19

You Me Woodway, US 2019-04-19

Gianna Razza Buffalo, US 2019-04-19

dylan martin Gilroy, US 2019-04-19

Christopher Minauro Kimball, US 2019-04-19

sofia OCONNOR Fredericksburg, US 2019-04-19

N A US 2019-04-19



Name Location Date

Giselle Flores Bakersfield, US 2019-04-20

carolyn luttrell Mountain Home, US 2019-04-20

Michelle Tashjian Pasadena, CA 2019-04-21

Yone Rodriguez Pasadena, US 2019-04-22

Laura Rodriguez Covina, US 2019-04-22

Alonso Rodriguez Pasadena, US 2019-04-22

Elizabeth Wolfe Pasadena, US 2019-04-22

Laura Garcia Monrovia, US 2019-04-22

Jonathan Gardner Pasadena, CA 2019-04-22

Darien Donner Pasadena, CA 2019-04-22

Diana Nadjarian Pasadena, US 2019-04-22

Susan Smith Pasadena, US 2019-04-22

Joann Blanco Pasadena, US 2019-04-22

Elizabeth Arnett Pasadena, US 2019-04-22

Salina Chinn Pasadena, CA 2019-04-23

Maya Golden-Krasner Altadena, US 2019-04-23

Tracy Angeles Pasadena, CA 2019-04-23

Hrag Kartounian Pasadena, US 2019-04-23

Hannah Lange Mount Horeb, WI 2019-04-23

Dana Shirazi Pasadena, US 2019-04-23

Laura Schmidt Pasadena, CA 2019-04-23

Jacqueline Waddill Pasadena, CA 2019-04-23



Name Location Date

Jeff Johnson Pasadena, CA 2019-04-23

Trish Kaiser Pasadena, CA 2019-04-23

Tracy Chamberlin Pasadena, CA 2019-04-23

Raymond Larsen Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-24

Kirsten Clougherty Los Angeles, CA 2019-04-24

James Farr Pasadena, CA 2019-04-24

Ian Jameson Pasadena, CA 2019-04-24

luca barton los angeles, CA 2019-04-24

Mark VanLanduyt Richmond, US 2019-04-24

Sam Berndt Pasadena, CA 2019-04-24

Helen Chang Maldonado Pasadena, US 2019-04-24

Randy Ciamacco North Hills, US 2019-04-24

Patrice McKenzie Pasadena, CA 2019-04-24

Kat Slomsky Pasadena, US 2019-04-25

Ellie Podway Pasadena, US 2019-04-25

Erika Foy Pasadena, US 2019-04-25

Laurie Smith pasadena, CA 2019-04-25

Amy Garrity Downey, US 2019-04-25

Suzanne Sanchez Pasadena, US 2019-04-25

April Danz Pasadena, CA 2019-04-25

A Pernecky US 2019-04-25

Megan Foker Pasadena, CA 2019-04-26



Name Location Date

Blaine Teamer Pasadena, US 2019-04-26

Jill Shook Pasadena, CA 2019-04-26

ERIC REED Pasadena, CA 2019-04-26

Mary Ann Lanchantin Smith Pasadena, CA 2019-04-26

Kimberly Shepherd Pasadena, CA 2019-04-26

Heather Lillard Altadena, US 2019-04-26

Peter Matthiessen Pasadena, CA 2019-04-26

Toi Treister Pasadena, CA 2019-04-26

Elizabeth Stellwagen US 2019-04-26

Rosalind Oliver Altadena, CA 2019-04-26

Bernadette Moore Pasadena, US 2019-04-26

Marie Queen Pasadena, CA 2019-04-26

Mindy Banker Everett, WA 2019-04-26

Loretta Mockler Pasadena, US 2019-04-27

Lisa Brandt Pasadena, CA 2019-04-27

David Sparks Pasadena, US 2019-04-27

Herb Peterson Elkhart, US 2019-04-27

Devin Starratt Victorville, CA 2019-04-28

Heather Drake Pasadena, US 2019-04-28

ROB SHEPHERD Pasadena, CA 2019-04-28

Chris Casey Oakland, US 2019-04-28

Isaiah Gomez Savannah, US 2019-04-28



Name Location Date

Angela Clemons Washington, US 2019-04-28

Hailey Vail Buffalo, US 2019-04-28

paula frey Hartford, US 2019-04-28

arianna parrott Stockton, US 2019-04-28

Iaea awefi San Jose, US 2019-04-28

Makesha Brown Portsmouth, US 2019-04-28

Vesa Qerimi Fort Worth, US 2019-04-28

Julia Karp San Mateo, US 2019-04-28

Christian Natale Southlake, US 2019-04-28

Nyssa Cullen Livermore, US 2019-04-28

christina thwaites Orono, US 2019-04-28

Cathleen Brennan Pasadena, CA 2019-04-29

Yeah Yeet Livonia, US 2019-04-29

Kathryn Gibson Chicago, US 2019-04-29

Samena Malek Brooklyn, US 2019-04-29

kaitlyn Stephenson Goshen, US 2019-04-29

Seneca Ransom Canton, US 2019-04-29

Audey Canales Vista, US 2019-04-29

Amel Tanina Corpus Christi, US 2019-04-29

Kiera Dixon Los Angeles, US 2019-04-29

Ghasem Farahani Upland, US 2019-04-29

Russ Manning Sylvania, GA 2019-04-29



Name Location Date

Kelly S Alexandria, US 2019-04-29

Sandra Ivy Brandon, US 2019-04-29

Miranda Ramirez Houston, US 2019-04-29

Nicole Welch New York, NY 2019-04-29

Barbara Hooten Clearlake, US 2019-04-29

Keelyn Lee Baldwin, US 2019-04-29

Elizabeth Galante Simi Valley, US 2019-04-29

Andy Martinez Charlotte, US 2019-04-29

Helen ritz Woodland Hills, US 2019-04-29

Kianna Castro Converse, US 2019-04-29

Tyler Comstock Portland, US 2019-04-29

Kathy Kobayashi Pasadena, US 2019-04-29

Ralph Arrieta Pasadena, US 2019-04-29

natalie Frechette Arcadia, US 2019-04-29

Carl Selkin Pasadena, CA 2019-04-29

Summer Tonnesen Raleigh, US 2019-04-29

Kathleen Torres Pasadena, US 2019-04-29

Elliot McCormick Charleston, US 2019-04-29

Gianna C Richmond, US 2019-04-29

Edwin Guillen Keithville, US 2019-04-29

Angelica Mock Tampa, US 2019-04-29

Sh Cuu San Diego, US 2019-04-29



Name Location Date

Jason Fisher Waynesboro, US 2019-04-30

Laura E Scott Sellers Pasadena, CA 2019-04-30

nancy bruno san jose, US 2019-04-30

Anjin Ho Montebello, US 2019-04-30

Anna Julien Bentonville, US 2019-04-30

Malikai Hill Redmond, US 2019-04-30

Josue Looez Los Angeles, US 2019-04-30

Anthony Slaton Sacramento, US 2019-04-30

Josiah Smith Hamtramck, US 2019-04-30

Evan Wray Circleville, US 2019-04-30

b brock St Augustine, US 2019-04-30

Harold Garcia Opa Locka, FL 2019-04-30

Cooper Robison Scottsdale, US 2019-04-30

Laura Mahaffey Pasadena, CA 2019-04-30

Ryan Kelly Mecosta, US 2019-04-30

Samantha Wright Greenville, US 2019-04-30

Erika Soto Los Angeles, US 2019-04-30

Jairy Tolentino Elizabeth, US 2019-04-30

Nelli Gibb Pasadena, US 2019-04-30

carolyn leason malden, US 2019-04-30

Sabrina Magennis Denver, US 2019-04-30

Shannon Barnes Benton, US 2019-04-30



Name Location Date

Cristianna Westfall Salinas, US 2019-04-30

Rossana Valverde La Canada Flintridge, CA 2019-04-30

Matthew Meadows Maryville, US 2019-04-30

Alvaro diaz Worcester, US 2019-04-30

Ayla Bray Seattle, US 2019-04-30

Gretchen Rollo Salt Lake City, US 2019-04-30

Paul Gallegos Tulare, US 2019-05-01

Jeff Kirkwood Fountain Valley, US 2019-05-01

Morgan Soloway Pasadena, US 2019-05-01

Mateo Perez Glendale, US 2019-05-01

S E Cincinnati, US 2019-05-01

Aaron Musker Woodstock, US 2019-05-01

Iraida Concepcion Ellsworth, US 2019-05-01

Brianna Eisweirth Hacienda Heights, US 2019-05-01

Susan Day Pasadena, US 2019-05-01

Louise Derman-Sparks Pasadena, US 2019-05-01

Minh Nguyen Anaheim, US 2019-05-01

Jermey Davidson Richland, US 2019-05-01

Nermin Harb US 2019-05-01

Courtney Mcnulty Orange, US 2019-05-01

Tia Merrill geismar, US 2019-05-01

Robbie Rez Arlington, US 2019-05-01



Name Location Date

gerardo lara Baldwin Park, US 2019-05-01

John Hoffman Los Angeles, CA 2019-05-01

Joshua Gomez Muscatine, US 2019-05-01

Richard Luczyski Pasadena, CA 2019-05-02

Byron Hurley Chatham, US 2019-05-02

Dalia Orozco Foothill Ranch, US 2019-05-02

Donna Prieto-Valenzuela Pasadena, CA 2019-05-02

Amy Kim Boiling Springs, US 2019-05-02

Rafael Reyes Chula Vista, US 2019-05-02

Babitha Avilala Toms River, US 2019-05-02

Ayanna Brickhouse Grandy, US 2019-05-02

Polina Kaplan Hallandale Beach, US 2019-05-02

Sara Venerable Arlington, US 2019-05-02

Savannah Howell Davie, US 2019-05-02

Cristel' Riofta Hanamaulu, US 2019-05-02

Jesse Wein-Gold US 2019-05-02

Gisselle Alvarado Coral Gables, US 2019-05-02

Ridley Bokowski Vail, US 2019-05-02

Josiah F Sacramento, US 2019-05-02

Eleanor Proctor WINNETKA, US 2019-05-02

Claudette Kenney Glendora, CA 2019-05-02

Maria Clara Guanaes Orlando, US 2019-05-02



Name Location Date

Laur Martinez Brooklyn, US 2019-05-02

aj sherfick Bloomington, US 2019-05-02

carole grant San Gabriel, CA 2019-05-02

Erika Dolinsky Myrtle Beach, US 2019-05-02

Kristy Nguyen Jonesboro, US 2019-05-03

Ruth Wolman Pasadena, CA 2019-05-03

Jess Lyn Sanford, US 2019-05-03

Sofia Chavez Austin, US 2019-05-03

Hannia Amaro Washington, US 2019-05-03

Kelsea Brown Knob Noster, US 2019-05-03

Toni Beach Arcadia, CA 2019-05-03

Latisha Neal Crossville, US 2019-05-05

Jade prusse APPLETON, US 2019-05-06

Frank Brandauer Pasadena, US 2019-05-07

Kjell Kling Los Angeles, US 2019-05-07

Jane Bradford Pasadena, US 2019-05-07

Julia Conklin Pasadena, CA 2019-05-08

Maral Doudakian San Bernardino, CA 2019-05-08

D Lumarda Monrovia, CA 2019-05-08

Jefferey M Sellers Pasadena, US 2019-05-08

Lisa Bernardi Pasadena, CA 2019-05-08

Susan Curri Altadena, US 2019-05-08



Name Location Date

Kathie Miller Altadena, CA 2019-05-08

Jane Levy Pasadena, CA 2019-05-08

Ani Karayan Pasadena, US 2019-05-08

Rania Khalaf Pasadena, US 2019-05-09

Elias Khalaf Pasadena, US 2019-05-09

Cynthia Santos Riverside, US 2019-05-09

Matthew Derer Pasadena, CA 2019-05-09

Janet Barnes La Canada Flintridge, US 2019-05-09

Jay Ziegler Pasadena, US 2019-05-09

Susan Foster Pasadena, CA 2019-05-10

Maral Doudakian Pasadena, US 2019-05-10

Brian Eliassen Pasadena, CA 2019-05-10

Luzmeri Osorio Bronson, US 2019-05-11

Carina White Delray Beach, FL 2019-05-11

Jenna Jones Columbus, US 2019-05-11

Michael LaCoe St. Cloud, US 2019-05-11

Muskan Merchant US 2019-05-11

Dean Phipps Pleasant Hill, US 2019-05-11

Josh Hermoso San Marcos, US 2019-05-11

Jacqueline McGrath-Curtis Waterbury, US 2019-05-11

Blake Raybolt New york, US 2019-05-11

Kimberly Anderson Beaverton, US 2019-05-11



Name Location Date

T B Lindale, US 2019-05-11

Amaya Lewis Elk grove, US 2019-05-12

Joe Mcguirt Matthews, US 2019-05-12

Lea Taylor Cleveland, US 2019-05-12

Paul Marinelli Derby, US 2019-05-12

Ciera McClutchen Cleveland, US 2019-05-12

Essence Willis Los Angeles, US 2019-05-12

Jasmine Alvarez Fort Lauderdale, US 2019-05-12

Riley Marie Big Bear Lake, US 2019-05-12

Joel Symons Douglas,, US 2019-05-12

Ann Mccaslin Homosassa, US 2019-05-12

Naomi Turner US 2019-05-12

Michell Cantril Denham Springs, US 2019-05-12

Jalal Fathi Arlington, US 2019-05-12

Brianna Santiago Palm Coast, US 2019-05-12

Mia Carpenter Ridgewood, US 2019-05-12

Abdulrahman .S Conteh Lanham, US 2019-05-12

Justin Byrd Norristown, US 2019-05-12

Runa Chowdhury Hamtramck, US 2019-05-12

camryn dilla West Des Moines, US 2019-05-12

Latoya Gibson Toledo, US 2019-05-12

Gamil Jobah Hamtramck, US 2019-05-12



Name Location Date

Linda Rivon Houston, US 2019-05-12

Edwin Avalos Pasadena, CA 2019-05-12

Lois Russell Pasadena, US 2019-05-12

Frank Ezell Paso Robles, US 2019-05-12

Richard Myers Los Angeles, US 2019-05-13

Aaron Chavez Sacramento, US 2019-05-13

Fran braun Pasadena, CA 2019-05-13

Max Taylor Oceanside, US 2019-05-13

Jennavive Johnson Phoenix, US 2019-05-13

Sue Forward Wristen Longmont, US 2019-05-13

Will Bitch ass gay San Antonio, US 2019-05-13

Sarah Marcadal Santa clara, US 2019-05-13

Waiman Deetjen Los Angeles, US 2019-05-13

Jeremy Jones Atlanta, US 2019-05-13

Ellie Cline-Norton Frederick, US 2019-05-13

charlotte romaine Brooklyn, US 2019-05-13

Anjali Vempati Houston, US 2019-05-13

Laura Hernandez Houston, US 2019-05-13

Melody Lin Berkeley, US 2019-05-13

Laura Barnes Walnut Creek, US 2019-05-13

Angels Garcia Lodi, US 2019-05-13

Claire Schachtely Dublin, US 2019-05-13



Name Location Date

Jomari Staten Capitol Heights, US 2019-05-13

Phyllis Crisci St. CLOUD, US 2019-05-13

G. Yeargin Pasadena, US 2019-05-13

Maria Landry Los Angeles, US 2019-05-13

Destanee’ Baudean Houma, US 2019-05-14

Elaine Toliver Round Rock, US 2019-05-14

shimiron preis st. charles, US 2019-05-14

David Matlock Missoula, US 2019-05-14

koby moore Tucson, US 2019-05-14

Jessica Seifert Newbury Park, US 2019-05-14

Samantha Yruegas Santa Maria, US 2019-05-14

Caroline Limehouse Charleston, US 2019-05-14

Jibreel Alexander Alpharetta, US 2019-05-14

Jozy Bass Locust, US 2019-05-14

Jay Singh Canyon Country, US 2019-05-14

Cassa Fail Wilkesboro, US 2019-05-14

Kristine Kasumyan Los Angeles, US 2019-05-14

Makenze Clark Mcdonough, US 2019-05-14

Jessica King Austin, US 2019-05-14

Brian Fitzsimmons US 2019-05-14

David Watson Oneida, US 2019-05-14

Deanna Williams Marietta, US 2019-05-14



Name Location Date

Jannyce Valenzuela Los Angeles, US 2019-05-14

Nico Maestu Westlake Village, US 2019-05-14

Jenny Rodriguez Sacramento, US 2019-05-14

Ede Halper dfhufu, US 2019-05-14

Hannah Newcomer Boonville, US 2019-05-14

human rights Philadelphia, US 2019-05-14

Olivia Goss Seattle, US 2019-05-14

M. Stewart Dayton, US 2019-05-14

Vishal Lakhotia Tampa, US 2019-05-14

Christopher Eblacas Lathrop, US 2019-05-14

Patricia Ann Golson los Angels, CA 2019-05-14

Victoria Liz Philadelphia, US 2019-05-14

Makayla Cresswell Salt Lake City, US 2019-05-14

A Free Hinton, US 2019-05-14

shannon raab Brentwood, US 2019-05-14
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